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ABSTRACT 
 
 This dissertation is a study of how community emerged and affected the decline of 
Cahokia, the largest pre-Columbian city north of Mexico. Cahokia’s rapid rise (ca. 1050 CE) 
entailed the coalescence of community among a diverse population. This new community, 
which formed a Cahokian identity, was grounded in the material constituents of Cahokian and 
Mississippian life. Likewise, community was deeply embedded in the continued success, and 
eventual decline and abandonment, of Cahokia. I argue that after Cahokia’s Stirling phase (1100 
– 1200 CE) florescence, Cahokian community became decentralized, destabilized, and 
increasingly heterogenous, beginning in the hinterlands of Greater Cahokia and intensifying up 
to Cahokia’s abandonment.  
 In order to address Cahokian community, I employ a relational approach that decenters 
humans while focusing on broader assemblages of things, features, persons, and places. I 
emphasize the material properties and inherent qualities of artifacts and features, and 
importantly, I highlight how these things came together and were assembled at three late 
Mississippian sites, Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch, and Hook and Ladder. From these assemblages, 
which are always contextually defined, the relationships from which community emerged 
become apparent, as do the territorializing and deterritorializing processes affecting 
community across multiple scales. 
 The three late Mississippian sites in this case study demonstrate the differing ways in 
which community assembled during the post-1200 CE era in Greater Cahokia. Rhea and 
Schoolhouse Branch offer Moorehead phase (1200 – 1300 CE) perspectives, while Hook and 
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Ladder offers a rarer glimpse into Sand Prairie phase (1300 – 1400 CE) community. Both located 
in the uplands, Rhea, followed by Hook and Ladder, show the decentralization and 
deterritorializing processes of Cahokian community, which intensify over time. Schoolhouse 
Branch, located in the floodplain nearer to Cahokia, was part of a persisting Cahokia-centric 
community. The decentralization that began at the fringes spread over the course of the 
Moorehead and Sand Prairie phases, permeating the region, and was an important component 
of Cahokia’s decline.
1This text based on and modified from the Land Acknowledgement Statement from the Native American House at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; https://chancellor.illinois.edu/land_acknowledgement.html 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 Underlying the success of any socially complex polity is the coalescence, continuity, and 
ongoing negotiation of communities and community identities (Betzenhauser 2011; Clark 2004; 
Joyce 2004; Pauketat 2000, 2008). Community has long been a topic of anthropological and 
sociological research; however, much of the early work focused on community in opposition to 
society and as natural, idyllic, and apolitical (Durkheim 1893; Tönnies 1887), or as defined in 
terms of spatial proximity or human interactions (Chambers and Young 1979; Kolb and Snead 
1997; Mehrer 2000; Murdock 1949; Trigger 1967). The research presented here takes the 
stance that community is political, material, fluid, diverse, and relational. As discussed further 
in the following chapter, archaeologists can no longer define community based on site 
locations, settlement size, or face-to-face interactions. Rather, we must consider the ties that 
bind humans with materials, places, practices, and so on. In this dissertation, I take this 
relational approach and focus on the negotiation of community and community identities in the 
Mississippian Midwest, centered at the socially complex and materially vibrant pre-Columbian 
city of Cahokia.  
 Here I draw on assemblage theory, relational ontologies, and New Materialisms in an 
attempt to demonstrate that community is not static and representative, but is vibrant, 
material, and ever-in-formation in the social relationships that form between assemblage 
participants (Barad 2007; Bennett 2010; Deleuze and Guattari 2004; DeLanda 2006; Harris 
2014). This approach follows Oliver Harris’ (2014) definition of community as assemblage. 
 2 
Harris confronts the shortcomings in past archaeological approaches to community and 
proposes a new interpretative framework that allows for a richer, more affective material 
analysis of communities. In his framework, “communities are not something people and 
materials have; rather, they are what people and materials do” (Harris 2014:92, emphasis 
original; see also Pauketat 2008). 
 Relational approaches in archaeology have developed over the past 20 years to 
community (Canuto and Yaeger 2000; Harris 2013, 2014; Varien and Potter 2008) and to 
archaeology more broadly (for a few more recent examples, see Baltus and Baires 2018; 
Buchanan and Skousen 2015; Harrison-Buck and Hendon 2018; Hodder 2012; Pauketat 2013a; 
Watts 2013b). However, Harris was the first, and one of the only thus far, to explicitly lay out an 
assemblage-based approach to community (2014). This does not mean non-anthropocentric 
and materialist approaches have been absent in archaeology overall. For example, Jean Larmon 
has recently employed a posthumanist perspective to address the position of water as a 
primary force in ancient Maya contexts (Larmon 2019, Forthcoming). Ruth Van Dyke re-
interprets Chaco Canyon as assemblage and as a “place that gathers” a broad range of humans 
and other entities (2020). Susan Alt and Timothy Pauketat have taken such an approach to 
understanding the material foundations of Cahokian religion (Alt 2020a; Alt and Pauketat 2017, 
2020; Pauketat 2013a; Pauketat and Alt 2018). With this theoretical perspective realizing its 
importance in the practice of archaeology, it is time to follow Harris’ lead and expand this focus 
on assemblage towards communities.  
 Understanding community as assemblage is not just important for archaeological 
investigations into ancient peoples, but is widely applicable to all social life, past and present. 
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As collective identities form around the social connections between people, things, materials, 
places, and histories, communities emerge (Harris 2014; Isbell 2000; Yaeger and Canuto 2000). 
At a small scale, such community identities form and are enacted through the practices and 
materials of everyday life, yet they also intersect with political, religious, and social processes 
that occur at broader scales (Overholtzer and Robin 2015). Thus, all forms of social change and 
complexity, be it political change, religious revitalizations, or even transformations to the 
rhythms of daily life, are inextricably intertwined with community and identity. In this 
dissertation, I ask how community identities change in conjunction with broader social and 
political change, and this question is equally applicable to any dynamic polity and provides 
insight into the ways that community is negotiated via material life.  
  
Cahokian and Mississippian Community 
  
 Cahokia’s appearance as a large urban center around 1050 CE in the American Bottom, a 
wide portion of the Mississippi River valley in the Midwest, brought political, religious, and 
social complexity unlike anything known before north of Mexico. The city’s emergence had not 
been a slow and gradual development but was a rapid and revolutionary moment that 
transformed the region and the entire mid-continent (Fortier and McElrath 2002; Pauketat 
1994, 1998b). However, only 150 years later, things had changed, and Cahokia entered a period 
of decline before its eventual abandonment by 1400 CE. For such a large and complex center, it 
may be surprising that the city was there and then gone in only a matter of centuries (Cowgill 
2004; Yoffee 2015). 
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 Entangled in this rapid rise was a complete transformation of the landscape, including 
changes to the materials of everyday life, social and settlement organization, and a rapid influx 
of immigrants from beyond the region (Alt 2002, 2012, 2018; Betzenhauser 2011; Pauketat 
1994, 2002, 2004; Slater et al. 2014). For such a large and transformative polity to successfully 
emerge, Cahokia relied on the gathering of a shared community identity. This Cahokian 
community can be defined as a vibrant assemblage of particular materials, substances, places, 
and practices that were bound together by affective ties, all centered on the city of Cahokia and 
the ideologies and cosmology that undergirded its founding.  
 Cahokian community emerged not because large populations lived together, or as an 
adherence to and organizational principle, but rather it emerged from the relationships 
between people and the new Cahokian materials and practices that permeated the landscape. 
In this way, Cahokian community was materially built on the ground, but it was also brought 
together in an imagined sense, as shared ideals and relationships with those materials and 
practices assembled (Betzenhauser 2011, 2017). Cahokian community was also community at a 
large scale, a macro-community within which smaller and diverse versions of Cahokian 
communities could assemble. 
 Some of the materials and material relationships entangled in Cahokian community also 
defined a Mississippian community assemblage that eventually expanded beyond Greater 
Cahokia, both in space and time. For example, mussel shell temper and wall trench architecture 
were not restricted to Cahokia. However, these things were material co-founders of a 
Mississippian way of life at Cahokia, and thus they were entangled in both of these 
communities at multiple levels (Alt and Pauketat 2011; Pauketat and Alt 2018). This does not 
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mean Cahokian and Mississippian communities were the same, but rather that we must look 
both at the material constituents and their contexts and co-constituents in order to tease out 
the relationships from which community emerges. Perhaps a useful way to think of this is that 
Mississippian communities existed at a broader scale, and within that, communities were 
variously Cahokia-centric. 
 Cahokian community was crucial to the gathering of diverse and dispersed peoples, and 
the community spread and solidified during Cahokia’s height, reaching a period of relative 
stability and to some degree, homogeneity (Emerson 2018a; Emerson and Hargrave 2000). 
Assemblages that gathered particular materials and things generated this broad identity that 
was shared across the region. Even in dispersed hinterland settlements, Cahokian community 
emerged through interactions with materials and practices at Cahokian points of articulation, or 
nodal sites (Emerson 1997). Yet as relationships changed between Cahokian materials, persons, 
and places around 1200 CE, the constitution of Cahokian community also changed. What was 
once a bounded and well-defined Cahokian identity started to fray at the edges. This is 
particularly observable in in the hinterlands around Cahokia, including the sprawl of the 
American Bottom and the uplands that border the eastern edge of the floodplain, which 
became more autonomous and less integrated into centralized Cahokian doings.  
 Cahokia’s post-1200 CE decline has been characterized in many ways, from romantic 
notions of collapse (Milner 1990) to more realistic material transformations that targeted 
artifacts and architectures of power (Baltus 2014). The decline has even been denied and 
instead framed as a second florescence (Kelly 1997; Kelly et al. 2001; Trubitt 2000). Regardless, 
the evidence points to substantial changes throughout the region, and the material 
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constituents of Cahokian identity underwent a transformation. As Melissa Baltus (2014) argues, 
those things that were once intimately entangled in Cahokian politics and religion were 
terminated, and other material transformations occurred concurrently. While these 
transformations may have been in some ways productive for the emergence of new identities, 
they still engendered a fundamental change in Cahokian community. In other words, what it 
once meant to be Cahokian, and to be part of the Cahokian community, changed.  
 The continued existence of community was crucial for the continuity of Cahokia’s power 
and influence. When relationships with Cahokian objects changed, entanglements within the 
Cahokian community came under negotiation. While some remained deeply embedded in the 
relationships from which Cahokian community emerged, others became disentangled. 
Cahokian community at a large scale became deterritorialized, or less bounded, less stable, and 
less homogenous, which had significant effects on Cahokian community as a whole. 
 In the remainder of this dissertation, I argue that as the fabric of community was 
changing, more rural hinterland communities emerged at smaller, more locally focused scales 
that decentralized the earlier Cahokian community. Meanwhile, at a smaller scale and within 
the immediate surroundings of the city, Cahokian community persisted. In other words, the 
edges of post-1200 CE Cahokian community began to fray. Simultaneously, community 
assemblages sharpened between participants in smaller-scale local contexts. In refocusing 
community into the countryside, community was in part drawn away from Cahokia itself, 
contributing to the eventual dissolution of the center. To summarize in broader terms, I argue 
that the constitution of smaller-scale communities, particularly rural or hinterland 
communities, has important implications for the stability of larger-scale communities, 
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specifically in the case of early cities. In other words, urbanization and ruralization go hand-in-
hand, and rural communities cannot be swept aside in considerations of broader urban 
complexity and community. 
 
Organization of the Dissertation 
  
 Following this brief introduction, Chapter 2 expands upon the theoretical foundations of 
this dissertation. I consider past anthropological and archaeological approaches to the concept 
of community and define a framework for addressing my research questions through a more 
relational and non-anthropocentric lens. By employing such a perspective, we can view 
archaeological materials in a richer context that considers the fluid and heterogenous ways that 
community assembles and emerges. In the latter half of this chapter, I demonstrate how 
archaeologists can identify these relationships, and thus community, in from the material 
record. Finally, I present my research questions and expectations for this dissertation: how 
were late Mississippian communities negotiated while the Cahokian community assemblage 
was changing, and how did those negotiations intersect with Cahokia’s decline? 
 In Chapter 3 I present a historical overview of community in the American Bottom 
region, starting first with past archaeological approaches to Mississippian and Cahokian 
community organization. As will be shown, these approaches follow closely with the theoretical 
trends described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 also describes the natural environment of the 
American Bottom and surrounding uplands, followed by a summary of the history of 
Mississippian community in the region. The chronology follows the theme of the dissertation, 
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focusing on the importance of community in the rise, florescence, and decline of Cahokia, and 
showing how community was constituted during the Mississippian period.  
 Chapters 4, 5 and 6 focus on the data for this dissertation. First, Chapter 4 introduces 
the specific case studies of this research: Schoolhouse Branch (South) (11MS1330), Rhea 
(11S2086), and Hook and Ladder (11S571). I summarize the histories of investigation at each 
site, as well as describe field methods, which were carried out by three different teams. 
Analytical methodologies are also described in Chapter 4. While this dissertation marks the first 
analysis of Rhea and Hook and Ladder features and materials, I rely on analyses I already 
completed for Schoolhouse Branch (South) at an earlier date, published in a compliance testing 
report (Benson 2014). The two subsequent chapters, Chapters 5 and 6, present the feature and 
artifact data, respectively. With an approach that focuses on materials and assemblages, the 
data from these assemblages are critical for illuminating and interpreting community ties.  
 Finally, in Chapter 7, I bring together the feature and artifact data from the previous two 
chapters to untangle the relationships within which things were enmeshed. I do this by focusing 
on the contexts of the materials: where they were, and importantly, with what they were 
found. First, I show how community assembled and emerged at each of the three sites 
individually. Following, I widen the scope and consider how the sites fit in to broader regional 
contexts. As becomes apparent through the assemblages, late Mississippian community re-
focused from Cahokia to a more local level, disentangling certain materials and practices and 
emplacing them back into new contexts. To conclude, I demonstrate that this decentralization 
of community assemblages contributed to the decline and eventual abandonment of Greater 
Cahokia. 
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 My hope is that this dissertation takes static conceptualizations of community and 
reframes them as dynamic, relational, heterogenous, vibrant, and complex to show how 
community and identity were important in different ways throughout the Mississippian period, 
and specifically during the Moorehead phase, in the Greater Cahokia region. I aim to illustrate 
the various processes of centralization and decentralization, territorialization and 
deterritorialization, that shaped the decline and eventual abandonment of Cahokia and the 
region.  
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Figure 1. 1: American Bottom region depicting Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch, Hook and Ladder, and select sites 
discussed in this dissertation 
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Chapter 2 
Theorizing Community as Assemblage 
 
 Community is relational, emergent from the relationships between many, but not 
reducible to the sum of its parts (Harris 2013, 2014; Isbell 2000; Yaeger and Canuto 2000). 
Communities are dynamic and diverse, multiscalar, and political, and are important in the 
context of the rise and fall of social complexity and regional polities (Betzenhauser 2011; Clark 
2004; Joyce 2004; Pauketat 2000, 2008). Here I use the concepts of community and community 
identity at the small scale to address broader scale social and political transformations that 
occurred around and after 1200 CE in the Cahokian world, leading up to Cahokia’s dissolution 
and abandonment.  
 Approaching questions of Cahokia’s post-1200 CE transformations through a community 
perspective allows for the investigation of how Mississippian peoples were “Cahokian” at a time 
when what it meant to be Cahokian was changing. This community perspective in a lens 
through which I can examine how social collectives formed via relationships between people 
and things that are central to a Cahokian way of life. As demonstrated below, community is not 
static, and the diversity of ways-of-being Cahokian emerges in the small-scale practices of daily 
life. Multiple identities born out of daily practice intersect with broader social, political, and 
religious practices and processes in ways that constantly produce dynamic enactments of 
Cahokian communities. Thus, though late Mississippian community identity emerges and was 
practiced daily at a small scale, it had important implications at a larger scale. This multiscalar 
dimension of Cahokian community is not unidirectional; just as communities at the small scale 
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have wider implications, broader sociopolitical processes have implications at the small scale. It 
is in the dialogue between these different formations of being Cahokian that we can see the 
role community plays in Cahokia’s decline.  
 In this chapter I discuss theoretical developments within anthropological and 
archaeological approaches to community studies. I provide a definition and a framework for 
thinking about community, as well as the archaeological toolset for identifying and interpreting 
past communities. I focus more broadly on community here before turning specifically to 
approaches to Cahokian community in the following chapter. At the conclusion of this chapter, I 
outline my expectations for this project.  
 
Defining Community 
 
Community in the 19th and 20th Century 
 There are important moments in the several-hundred year history of community 
research that will help to provide the framework against which more contemporary approaches 
are challenging (for a more comprehensive history of community studies, see Isbell 2000 and 
Mac Sweeney 2011). In the late 19th century, community emerged in sociological theory as the 
opposition to society, with community cast as intimate, organic, cohesive, and usually 
synonymous with “rural” (Durkheim 1893; Tönnies 1887). According to Ferdinand Tönnies,  
 “ Community is old, Society is new… Community means genuine, enduring life together, 
 whereas Society is a transient and superficial thing. Thus Gemeinschaft must be 
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 understood as a living organism in its own right, while Gesellschaft is a mechanical 
 aggregate and artefact” (1887:19).  
 There is a clearly defined opposition between community (Gemeinschaft) and society 
(Gesellschaft), and there is a sense of blissful nostalgia to community. Following this, 
community was a naturally-emerging quality of any group of humans living together, especially 
outside of urban society (Mac Sweeney 2011; Tönnies 1887). In this romanticized “natural” 
view, community is idyllic, apolitical, and in contemporary society, something that is often 
bemoaned as missing from the modern world (Harris 2014). To emphasize the apolitical 
dimension of this perspective, Tönnies writes “A young man is warned about mixing with bad 
society: but ’bad community’ makes no sense in our language” (1887:18). Community is only 
conceptualized as good and natural; to consider community as volatile is nonsensical to 
Tönnies. This simplified view ingrained a community/society dichotomy into sociology and 
anthropology that framed community research for decades. Even now, while approaches to 
community have progressed beyond this simplistic view, the idealized qualities of community 
have persisted as implicit assumptions, even if done so unintentionally. For example, see 
William Isbell (2000) for a discussion of more recent uses of “natural” community, which 
continues to see community as homogenous, small, and slow to change. 
 Into and throughout the mid 20th century, community was used non-reflexively by 
anthropologists and sociologists as it became more explicitly tied to place and the spatial 
relationships between people. During this time, community was defined as the location of 
regular face-to-face interactions between people, and was based on co-residence, or at least 
living in close proximity, within a spatially restricted areas (e.g., Chambers and Young 1979; 
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Murdock 1949). In archaeology especially, community was defined as spatially bounded units 
that became more or less interchangeable with “settlements,” relying not on actual 
relationships between people, but rather on locations of archaeological features in relation to 
each other (Betzenhauser 2011; Mac Sweeney 2011; Tringham 1972).  
 Relatively early on, Ruth Tringham recognized the issues with this settlement-based 
approach, stating “it seems doubtful that any correlation between archaeological settlement 
and the sociological concept of community can be made” (1972:xxi). Still, archaeologists have 
long since employed this approach, continuing to conveniently equate the archaeological site 
with community (e.g., Kolb and Snead 1997; Mehrer 2000; Trigger 1967).  
 A second, more explicitly functionalist approach to communities that emerged in the 
20th century considered community as a unit of society. As several more contemporary 
archaeologists have recognized (Pauketat 2000, 2008; Pluckhahn 2010; Varien and Potter 2008; 
Yaeger and Canuto 2000), in this model communities were scaled up households and were the 
basic building blocks of any society. In both of these frameworks, community has been cast 
outside of the political realm, still occupying some idealized space first imagined by 19th 
century thinkers. Both as spatial units and as social units, these approaches assume that 
community develops uncontested as a quality of human co-presence, following a 
predetermined course towards a homogenous and integrated collective consciousness, and 
neither version is adequate for describing the full complexity of communities (Isbell 2000).  
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21st Century Communities 
 Until the 21st century, the concept of community had been taken for granted by 
archaeologists. While sociologists and some anthropologists reconceptualized community to 
some degree, archaeology remained fixed on the two primary frameworks presented above: 
community as site or community as social unit. Both approaches were restricted to humans, 
were passive, and neither adequately accounted for how community actually emerges in the 
context of history and agency. Jason Yaeger and Marcello Canuto (2000) took the first steps in 
reframing archaeological communities, arguing that community emerges from practices and 
relationships between people, rather than community being a natural or given component of a 
spatially contained group.  
 A second important contribution to Yaeger and Canuto’s volume builds further on the 
rejection of community as natural, drawing on Benedict Anderson’s (1983) concept of 
“imagined community” (Isbell 2000). The basic tenant of imagined communities is that 
community can exist in the perception of a shared comradery or identity within a group of 
people who may never actually meet. The community continues to exist as long as its members 
continue to believe it exists. With imagined communities, and in Yaeger and Canuto’s relational 
communities, people no longer need to co-reside, and face-to-face interactions are no longer 
necessary for community to form. Pauketat further refutes the 20th century approaches to 
community, recognizing that the building block approach is “woefully insufficient” and that 
communities must be explained in historically (and politically) contingent terms (2000:16).The 
approaches taken by Yaeger and Canuto and some of the other contributors to their volume 
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(but not all) represent a significant departure from earlier archaeological studies of community, 
and allow for a complete reconceptualization of how community and group identity emerge.  
 While Yaeger and Canuto and others recognized that community can no longer be 
defined in terms of co-residency or simply as uniform units that form a society when put 
together, their contributions were still largely based on human communities. Recently, Harris 
(2014) has outlined an approach, the one taken here, that reframes relational communities as 
affective assemblage and that recognizes that humans are not the only participants. 
Assemblage can be both process and product. In other words, assemblage is both noun and 
verb; they are compositions, but they are “compositions that act” (Due 2002:132; cited in Harris 
2014:90). Things assemble and assemblages are in-motion gatherings of things. The assemblage 
process is a means by which identities and meaning are formed and experiences are mediated, 
and can also be understood as the outcomes of dynamic and relational gatherings of things, 
places, temporalities, and human and non-human persons (Alberti 2016; Alt 2020a; Bennett 
2010; Deleuze and Guattari 2004; DeLanda 2006; Harris 2014, 2017; Ingold 2007a; Pauketat 
2013a; Pauketat and Alt 2018; C. Watts 2013a, 2013b). Communities specifically then are 
“assemblages of people, places, animals, and things, bound together at times by co-presence, 
but always by particular kinds of practice and the affective fields these generated” (Harris 
2014:92, 2013; Harris and Sørensen 2010; Murray and Mills 2013).  
 In the above, assemblages are defined as affective, and as bound together by affective 
fields. A things affects are experiential qualities or properties. As Oliver Harris and Tim Flohr 
Sørensen define, “affective fields are dynamic and generative, because they are about the ways 
in which emotions are produced, triggered, or provoked” (2010:150). These fields are the 
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meshwork of relationships in which emotion and sensation form, and a material’s affective 
qualities are those that elicit such responses. Emotion not only in the qualified sense of being 
sad, or being happy, but more broadly as a bodily response, as the “act of being moved” (Harris 
and Sørensen 2010:149).  
 Emotion is not some intangible thing but is bound up in a material affective world. 
Likewise, affect is tangible as the connective substance within an assemblage, even as it may 
not necessarily be visible. Particularly, things and materials can become “sticky”; they become 
saturated with affect through affective engagements (Ahmed 2004; Harris and Sørensen 2010). 
This stickiness persists and the affective fields within which things, for example constituents of 
community, are enmeshed endure. When things or places or materials are affectively “sticky,” 
persons and other materials become stuck in these affective webs. These sticky, affective 
relationships are what tie distant sources to local places, material qualities to meaning, and 
materials to broader practices and experiences. 
 Assemblages are not reducible to the sum of their parts because it is not the parts that 
make the whole, but rather it is the relationships and experiences between parts (DeLanda 
2006; Harris 2014). Community and community identity are the sum of all of the participants 
and relationships and affective attachments between those parts. Because the ways that 
assemblage constituents engage with and experience one another (and/or with the 
community) are always changing, the community itself is always in the process of emerging, in 
flux (Harris 2013, 2014). Importantly, while humans are never the only members, Harris’ 
communities do always involve humans (2014). 
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 At this point, it will be useful to delve further into relationality and materiality as 
important for understanding community as assemblage. Relational archaeologies express a 
“concern with the relations themselves – the linkages rather than the nodes, the actions rather 
than the substances – in considering how various forms emerge and evolve together across 
space and through time” (C. Watts 2013a:1). This concern with relations translates to an 
understanding the materials are dynamic, and that meaning and things emerge through 
relations (Barad 2007; Bennett 2010; Ingold 2007a; C. Watts 2013a). A relational archaeology 
then forces the archaeologist not to focus on the human as the subject, but rather on the ways 
that persons, things, etc. relate to everything and everyone around them, and how those 
relationships in turn construct persons, things, and places, as well as produce meaning.  
 Implicit within the usage of relational employed here is the acceptance of potential 
actors and participants that are not human, that community is constantly emerging from varied 
experiences and relationships, and community cannot be described as static or homogenous. 
Herein, the term “persons” will be used to refer both to human persons and other-than-human 
or non-human persons. Relational archaeologies recognize that everything; persons, materials, 
things, landscapes, places, memories, cosmologies, politics, and so on, are enmeshed in and 
emergent from relationships (Harris 2014; Harris and Robb 2012; Hodder 2012; Ingold 2007a, 
2013; Pauketat 2013a; C. Watts 2013a). It is the relationships between all of these things that 
produce meaning, experience, and existence. 
 Relationality as a conceptual device is employed via various analytical frameworks, 
including networks, meshworks, webs, fields, and rhizomes (DeLanda 2006; Deleuze and 
Guattari 2004; Hodder 2012; Ingold 2000, 2007b; Latour 2005; C. Watts 2013a). Though the 
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different frameworks have their benefits and pitfalls, they each attempt to describe that 
relationships are what form the basis of the world, and it is through relations that things 
emerge. Important to the approach employed here is a recognition that these fields of 
relationships are multiscalar, multidimensional, fluid, and that there are no strictly defined 
directions or end points. As described above, Harris describes communities as assemblages, 
which is in some ways another way of describing a field of relations; however, assemblage 
differs from other terms in that it can be considered process itself (2014). Communities as 
assemblage are dynamic processes of the emergence of group identity from relational 
gatherings of persons, things, and places. 
 Recognizing communities as relational assemblages means that communities are 
constantly in process, or in a state of becoming, they are heterogenous and dynamic, constantly 
being re-constituted through relationships, practices, materials, and so on. Of key importance 
within this recognition, and particularly from an archaeological perspective, is the role of 
materials and things as active constituents. As defined above, communities are not only 
composed of their human members, but also by the things, places, other non-human persons, 
and the relationships between. Materials have obviously always been important to 
archaeological research; however, our understanding of the place they hold in social life has 
been under transformation (Joyce 2015a). Where material objects were once things made and 
used by people, defined by the importance that humans placed on them, archaeologists now 
recognize their importance in the human process. Rather than being framed in representational 
terms, where a thing signified a particular identity or ideology, humans and things are always in 
the process of becoming together (Ingold 2013). Things and their vital and vibrant qualities are 
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not dependent on any other person or thing but are important in their own right. Additionally, 
materials, as part of broader networks, can have concrete social, economic, and political 
consequences (Bennett 2010).  
 This “New Materialist” perspective places things, humans, substances, and others on a 
more symmetrical playing field, deconstructing the hierarchy that casts humans as the most 
important within a field of relations (Barad 2007; Bennett 2010; DeLanda 2006; Deleuze and 
Guattari 2004). Community no longer needs to be defined as only a human phenomenon, 
reliant on the relationships between humans, but rather on the relationships between all 
things. As an assemblage, communities are “vibrant materials of all sorts” (Bennett 2010:23). A 
more symmetrical plane though does not always assume equal relationships or interactions, 
and while humans and non-humans may all be members of community, they may be so in 
different ways (Marsh 2016). As the mediator and glue between community constituents, the 
affective ties will vary among the many parts. The many participants within a community will 
not all respond to, experience, or relate to each other in the same ways, but they will affect one 
another, and different bodies will leave different affective impressions on others (Harris 2014). 
Thus, not only is vibrancy attained within assemblage through diverse constituents, but also 
through the multifarious ways that constituents affectively interact.  
 A relational approach is not only important as a more productive means of addressing 
community, but also because Indigenous persons and scholars have long recognized a relational 
way of being in and understanding the world, both in the past and present (Todd 2016). As Vine 
Deloria Jr. states, in an Indigenous world “the substance of the universe is relationships” 
(2006:201). Producing research into past Indigenous societies necessitates an approach that 
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better aligns with and allows for Indigenous ways of thought. A relational approach allows us to 
challenge Cartesian dichotomies that define Western thought and infiltrate our interpretations 
of the past by focusing instead on the complexity and diversity of relationships between things 
and persons (Alberti and Marshall 2009; Barad 2007). In other words, engaging with 
relationships makes clear that we cannot actually make distinctions between nature and 
culture, mind and body, and so on.  
 Indigenous ontologies also align with approaches that decenter the human because they 
recognize that the human person is just one of many persons, and that humans are not distinct 
from the rest of the world (Deloria Jr 2006; V. Watts 2013). In fact, as Vanessa Watts points out, 
in many Indigenous origin stories, humans were the last to arrive. As such, humans were 
entering into a world that was already vibrant and full, and importantly, “certain agreements, 
arrangements, etc. had to be made with the animal world, plant world, sky world, mineral 
world, and other non-human species” (V. Watts 2013:25). These agreements and arrangements 
are the relations that give form to the material world. Humans were just another piece to be 
added to the already complex world of relations that existed between persons, beings, places, 
and substances or materials of all sorts. Though it would be a mistake to assume complete 
continuity between past and present, it would be equally unwise to approach the pre-contact 
North American past without considering Indigenous ontologies, or ways of being in, 
experiencing, and understanding the world (Alberti et al. 2011; Fowles 2013). 
 Along with persons, materials, and things, relationships with places and their histories 
are also important and active constituents of community (Betzenhauser 2011; Harris 2014; 
Joyce and Hendon 2000; Mac Sweeney 2011; Pauketat 2008; Potter and Yoder 2008). Places are 
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not only important as locales or sites on the landscape, but are where “events occur, memories 
are formed or re-awakened, and experiences unfold and correspond between participants” 
(Brittain 2013:259; see also Basso 1996). Places are assemblages of their own, even 
communities of their own, gathering and relating to others in ways that produce meaning. As 
such, movement throughout places and experiences with place contribute towards the creation 
of community (Benson and Butler 2013). Places contribute to the multiscalar dimensions of 
community, but are multiscalar, as well. In other words, places do not exist in isolation, but 
rather are entangled in wider webs that entangle other places, landscapes, persons, and things. 
Places are also multitemporal, and they enact affective relationships that encompass entire 
histories of a landscape (Deloria Jr 1973). Through the relationships between history, memory, 
and place, the community assemblage extends through time; community is never separate 
from the history of places, and places are “always entwined in communities in specific 
historically contingent circumstances” (Joyce and Hendon 2000:144; see also Pauketat 2008).  
 In defining his community-as-assemblage approach, Harris also expands upon other 
recent contributions to our understanding of community, as well. Importantly, he recognizes 
that communities are inherently political and thus are entangled with and within structures of 
power (Harris 2014). While he is not the first to consider the political nature of communities, 
his inclusion of communities as necessarily political is notable in contrast to earlier approaches. 
Tönnies’ intimate, natural, and idyllic version of community as diametrically opposed to society 
has remained implicit in later approaches to community, leading archaeologists at times to fail 
to consider the political nature of community. For example, though the building-block approach 
places community into a societal structure, which is to some degree a hierarchical structure, it 
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still ignores potential inequalities within community, leaving politics instead to the largest scale 
institutions or blocks. Politics are not restricted to social institutions though, but instead 
permeate all aspects of social life (Johansen and Bauer 2011; Smith 2011). There are in fact 
multiple political dimensions to communities, including that they are not inherently peaceful, 
nor are they united by a collective consciousness (Harris 2014).  
 The dynamic fluidity and diversity of communities is one of their more important 
qualities, particularly when considering the relationships between communities, group 
identities, and complex polities. There are unequal relationships between members, human or 
otherwise, of communities, and all members have their own experiences within that 
community, some of which can be violent. The many identities that may exist within a larger 
community might interact in such ways that contribute towards either the continuation or the 
transformation of the greater community. Just as community can create a sense of belonging, 
so too can it harbor discord or dissonance. In sum, the multitude of relations within 
communities are, as social interactions, be inherently political and in turn have broader social 
and political implications, both positive and negative. Because of their political nature, 
communities are critical for understanding the rise and fall of social complexity and regional 
polities (Pauketat 2000). 
 This last point is of utmost important for the research presented here: understanding 
community is crucial for understanding social and political complexity. Community cannot be 
reduced to any single scale, place, or level of social unit, as previous archaeologists have tried 
to do. Rather, community is multiscalar, multitemporal, and it intersects with all levels of life, 
from the smallest household to the broadest scales of social and political life. The materials, 
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persons, and places that assemble community are all important, and how community emerges, 
is negotiated or manipulated, or transforms all can have significant implications at a multitude 
of scales. In the case of Cahokian community, which will be more explicitly addressed in the 
following chapter, the coalescence or emergence of a Cahokian community was key for 
Cahokia’s success. Had Cahokian community never emerged, the full extent of Cahokia’s 
complexity would not have been realized. Similarly, Cahokian community played an important 
role in Cahokia’s eventual political decline. The intersections between Cahokia as a complex 
urban assemblage and Cahokia as community in part determined the course of history in the 
pre-Contact midcontinent.  
 
Community as Identity 
 Community is all of the things defined above, relational, material, fluid, and diverse, yet 
a final aspect of community not explicitly addressed is community as identity. While community 
and identity are not synonymous, they are intertwined as dimensions of the same assemblages 
(Mac Sweeney 2011; Pauketat 2008; Yaeger and Canuto 2000). For example, to be a part of 
Cahokian community is to identify as Cahokian. Identity can be defined as an expression of 
sameness or difference from others, or a recognition of an “us” versus “them” (Barth 1969; 
Díaz-Andreu et al. 2005; Janusek 2002; Meskell and Preucel 2004). However, this is not to say 
that identity is static or homogenous. In the same ways as community, identity is inherently 
relational; identity is emergent from the ways people relate to other persons, things, places, 
and practices (Murray and Mills 2013). Just as community is fluid, diverse, and dynamic, so too 
is identity.  
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 Differing experiences and the intersections of various identities build diversity within 
broader group identities (Casella and Fowler 2004; Meskell 2007). Because these intersections 
and relationships are never static, identities are fluid and constantly undergoing reformation or 
renegotiation; there is no finished product, just a continual process of identifying (Díaz-Andreu 
et al. 2005). To reiterate, identity and community are not the same thing, but to be part of a 
community assemblage is to have a particular identity, and vice versa. The fluid and 
intersectional qualities of identity mean that no person experienced identity or community in 
the same way. For example, there was no one way to be Cahokian. Cahokian community, and 
thus Cahokian identity, was a diverse, affective assemblage emerging from varying relationships 
between persons, materials, histories, beliefs, and distinctly Cahokian objects, places, and 
practices. 
 
Scales within Community 
 Community is undoubtedly multiscalar, and a benefit of employing a community-as-
assemblage approach is that assemblages work at different scales, allowing for a multiscalar 
analysis (Harris 2017). Community is multiscalar in two senses. First, there can be smaller scale 
communities within a broader community. Second, community is formed at different scales, 
and communities interact across different scales. Here, I am concerned with how community 
assembles on a smaller scale, which affects and informs broader historical change. To get at this 
finer scale we can employ methods grounded in practice theory and theories of the “everyday.” 
 Community is realized through daily life, and I adopt an approach that begins at a 
smaller scale, considering the politics and practices of “everyday” life, and how the household 
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or “ordinary” practices and materials can help illuminate community more broadly (Bourdieu 
1977; Joyce and Hendon 2000). This approach is not intended to return to the romanticized 
notion of an intimate community that naturally emerges in opposition to broader sociopolitical 
systems, nor does this approach discount the multiscalar quality of community by focusing only 
on one level. Rather, this framework recognizes that it is at this everyday level that the micro 
and macro intersect, and that the activities of daily life “comprise the social fabric around which 
we… relate to others and the material world around us” (Overholtzer and Robin 2015:3; see 
also Robin 2013, 2015).  
 Much of the theory of everyday life is grounded in practice theory, and “everyday” 
theorists have argued that the origin of social life and the production and reproduction of 
identity are located in people’s daily’s practices, movements, and materials (Bourdieu 1977; de 
Certeau 1984). This everyday, or ordinary, dimension of life is at times ignored or taken for 
granted by archaeologists; however, quotidian practices and materials are the basis for social 
life, and the bulk of the archaeological record is produced at this level (Overholtzer and Robin 
2015; Price and Carr 2018). Likewise, households are the scale at which social groups articulate 
directly with economic, ecological, and political processes, and where people make choices that 
constitute their identities, practices, and beliefs (Hendon 1996; Wilk and Rathje 1982).  
 Households are never just the residential structure itself, but instead can be thought of 
as micro-communities, consisting of similar complex networks of relationships between 
persons, things, places, and structures that are seen at a larger scale (Hendon 1996). While this 
may seem at first glance like a return to the idea that communities are simply the next level up 
from households in the building-block view of society, a relational view of communities and 
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households as assemblages eschew that model. Whereas once communities were composed of 
some number households in close spatial proximity, from a relational approach households and 
communities emerge from unique intertwining, fluid relationships. In other words, households 
are not replicable, but are rather contextually constituted as the results of particular 
relationships. Additionally, household assemblages in part and in whole interact with larger 
scale assemblages. For example, some materials occur both in domestic and extra-domestic 
contexts, indicating movement between scales that generate affective connections between 
(Harris 2013, 2014).  
 To be clear, while everyday and the household are intertwined here, the two are not 
interchangeable. Everyday activities and materials occur outside of the household, and ordinary 
or everyday does not necessarily equal domestic. However, the two intersect in such a way that 
is useful here. Community identity is generated at the scale of the everyday, and much of 
everyday life occurs in the household. Both the everyday and the household are material, and 
the relationships, practices, and decisions that form or are enacted between persons, things, 
and places everyday are those from which community and identity emerge.  
 
A Community Definition 
 Based on the history of and contemporary approaches to anthropological and 
archaeological scholarship on community, the definition I use herein for community aligns with 
Harris’ approach: community as “assemblages of people, places, animals, and things, bound 
together at times by co-presence, but always by particular kinds of practice and the affective 
fields these generated” (Harris 2014:92). Community as assemblage is both process and is a 
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thing; community is both gathering and a gathering. As a dimension of social relationships, 
community gathers things and people together in a process of shared identity formation. 
Communities are also things, gatherings of relationships and constituents, though these things 
are always in the process of becoming. 
 Communities in this project necessarily include humans but are not restricted to 
humans. Community is generated from the ties between all participants, human or otherwise, 
and is more often than not is produced outside of conscious awareness (Harris 2014; Pauketat 
2000, 2008; Marsh 2016). Community is not restricted to space or place as it was in earlier 
definitions; however, places, their histories, and their multiscalar and multitemporal 
dimensions are still important. Community is not simply a modular component of a social 
structure, but communities and their constituents can have significant implications for and 
interactions with broader social and political histories. Community is a form of group identity, 
and while there is no one ascribed way to be a participant in community or for a particular 
community identity to emerge, there are particular objects, places, practices, events, and other 
persons among which relationships form, and from which community identity, in this case, 
Cahokian identity, emerges.  
 Finally, community is multiscalar and multitemporal. The approach taken here 
specifically starts at the small-scale to elucidate how community identities emerged in daily life 
before expanding to examine how those small-scale materials, practices, and relationships 
intersected with the broader Cahokian community, and how Cahokian community relates to 
Cahokia’s decline and eventual abandonment. Additionally, community is scalar such that there 
can be communities within communities. 
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Identifying Community in the Archaeological Record 
 
 Early ideas of community were grounded in the physical locations of people in relation 
to one another, making it easy to recognize communities in the archaeological record simply by 
observing who was living near each other. Adopting an approach that considers community as 
emergent from materials, things, and places allows for a more robust interpretation of how 
group identity becomes apparent in the archaeological record and requires a more holistic 
analysis of the archaeological record. Though the relationships and entanglements that form 
community may seem difficult to see, they are in fact material, and are therefore visible. 
Community members such as artifacts and raw materials, built and natural landscapes, 
architectural remnants, and the residues of certain elemental interactions persist, making 
themselves available for archaeological study.  
 The relationships from which community emerges become apparent when we look at 
the materials themselves. Mary Weismantel and Lynn Meskell (2014) propose “following the 
material,” considering the material, social, and phenomenological aspects of things, and delving 
into the relations between and among materials and other social entities. This approach 
counters representational methods, which treat artifacts as texts from which to read pre-
ascribed social categories, de-materializing the material itself (Weismantel and Meskell 2014). 
Rather, we must consider the material and its inherent qualities and relationships rather than 
prioritizing what the material represents (Harris and Cipolla 2017).  
 “Following the material” at first glance seems a similar concept to “object biographies,” 
which understands that objects accumulate histories of their own through interactions and 
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events (Gosden and Marshall 1999; Kopytoff 1986); however, Weismantel and Meskell’s 
concept differs from object biographies in that it moves away from a human-centered 
approach. Object biographies tend to equate the life of an object with the life of a human, 
which can be problematic (Joyce 2015b; Joyce and Gillespie 2015). For example, when is an 
object born, and when does it die? What if the object is broken apart into separate pieces? If a 
thing is ceremonially “killed,” does that thing no longer exist? Additionally, object biographies 
can create dependencies between things and humans, as they focus on “the way human and 
object histories inform each other,” and how the “present significance of an object derives from 
the persons … to which it is connected” (Gosden and Marshall 1999:169; see also Kopytoff 
1986). Rather than anthropomorphizing things and materials, or considering their histories only 
as intertwined with human histories, we should seek to understand them on their own terms.  
 María Nieves Zedeño offers an analytical framework for a relational archaeology based 
on systematics and ontological taxonomies (2013). Zedeño operationalizes her method using 
complex sets of objects, or bundles. By classifying each thing within a bundle in terms of its 
origin (intrinsic animating properties) and position (the role an object plays in a set), Zedeño 
demonstrates how bundles are the tangible, material correlates of a relational world. While a 
systematics or taxonomic approach is not necessarily employed here, the key takeaway from 
Zedeño’s methodology is the focus once again on the material itself (origin) and its existence 
within an assemblage of things (position). Weismantel and Meskell (2014) also do this, focusing 
on first the material substances and then the material contexts in order to make broader 
interpretations. Pauketat further agrees that employing a methodology that evaluates 
relationships requires that we “trace the material relations and untie, unfold, and disassemble 
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the knots, folds, bundles, and assemblages of our cases” (Pauketat 2020:10). The point of all of 
these approaches is that in order to see relationships in archaeological contexts, our 
methodology must begin by examining the materials themselves and the materials with which 
they occur. By understanding context and how things occur together, we can understand the 
complex and varied relationships between archaeological materials. 
 To start with the materials themselves is to start with the intrinsic, inherent physical and 
affective properties and qualities of a material. Archaeologists are already good at this, and 
indeed Weismantel and Meskell recognize that, suggesting we “start with the kinds of analyses 
they [archaeologists] do best: technical analyses of materials, and spatial analyses of sites and 
their surroundings” (Weismantel and Meskell 2014:234). Thus, we start by identifying, 
categorizing, and describing the quantitative and qualitative components and parts of an 
artifact. For a ceramic vessel, the temper, paste, slip color, vessel form, decorations or surface 
treatments, and so on. Each of those pieces are material or are dependent on inherent qualities 
of material. For lithics, perhaps we record the size, how the item was fractured, the color, the 
luster, and whether it was heated by fire. Such material properties can begin to shed light on 
the affective dimensions of archaeological assemblages, and the ways that materials interact 
with each other and with persons to achieve a certain form. The same can be said for 
architectural materials, floral and faunal remains, and any other archaeological material we 
might come across. These materials and their properties are discussed further below. 
 Because all persons, things, and so on are bound up in relational webs, we can never 
consider archaeological materials in isolation, but always must consider them in the context of 
their assemblages (both archaeological and relational) (Janusek 2002; Weismantel and Meskell 
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2014). It is through materials’ contexts, that we can consider and locate how affective, 
relational communities emerged in the past (Harris 2014). Thus, archaeological materials are 
not simple texts to be read, but rather offer different interpretations when in different 
contexts; they do not exist in an atmosphere void of social processes and actors (Dietler and 
Herbich 1998; Janusek 2002; Praetzellis et al. 1987). How artifacts relate to all the other 
materials, spaces, and persons around them will give insight into to what that artifact evokes. 
When larger material assemblages and their contexts are considered, rather than individual 
artifacts or artifact types, communities become apparent through the ways these materials 
relate with other community constituents. 
 An example will help to show how context matters. Let us consider cached materials. 
Wendi Field Murray and Barbara Mills (2013) identify caches as significant for the construction 
of different identity communities in the ancient Southwest. Caches occurred 
contemporaneously in the Chaco and Hohokam areas, but the different contexts of the caches 
– the spatiality, temporality, and contents – reveal that there were varied ways in which 
communities emerged through these caches and embedded in particular ontologies. Both the 
Chaco and Hohokam caches incorporated materials from various local and distant sources. The 
more distantly sourced objects had intrinsic qualities that made them desirable, such as colors 
or the ability to produce certain sounds but were also entangled in relationships specific to 
their transmission. For example, along with their material properties, they were embedded in 
networks of knowledge of how to use such an item, where to find it, how to handle it, and so 
on. Thus these cached objects were significant not only because of their material sources, but 
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also because of shared knowledges that connected persons across long distances (Murray and 
Mills 2013:143).  
 Both the Chaco and Hohokam caches shared many similar types of materials, with 
similar inherent material properties. The important differences that illustrate how different 
identities emerged in these caches were in the frequencies of materials, cache locations and 
visibility, and object associations. In other words, the differences were in the contexts. 
Hohokam cache contents were often broken or burned, evidence that the objects were “killed,” 
embedding the caches in the realm of mortuary ritual. Fragmentation of killed objects was also 
related to the post-cremation fragmentation and division of deceased ancestors. This 
association between deceased artifacts and deceased ancestors further creates relationships 
between different persons and places by physically dividing and moving components of the 
cache or cremation and emplacing them in different spaces. The Hohokam cache practices and 
materials were fairly homogenous and were inextricable from a community identity focused on 
mortuary ritual. 
 The Chaco caches were more highly variable in terms of frequency of materials, location 
of the cache, and raw versus worked of finished materials. Focusing here on their placement, 
Chaco caches were found either in ritual spaces (kivas) or sealed in early square rooms that 
were difficult to access. The kivas were considered living spaces, or persons, and the caches 
may have been a means to animating those spaces. At Pueblo Bonito, caches in square rooms 
may have been associated with the earliest founders, extending relationships through time as 
commemorative or memorializing acts. Murray and Mills interpret the variability in Chaco 
caches as evidence for multiple community identities, as opposed to the more uniform 
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Hohokam caching practices (2013). Even so, both forms of Chaco caches are focused on 
emplacing relations in very particular spaces, linking community to place. Though the Hohokam 
and Chaco caches contained the same sorts of materials, we can see how considering the 
broader assemblages sheds light on how the qualities of those materials were valued 
differently, placing them into contextually contingent relational communities. 
 From a different perspective, Baltus (2018) demonstrates how small artifact caches in 
the Cahokia region (still roughly contemporaneous with the Chaco and Hohokam example) 
were part of complex fields of relationships that emplaced power in particular spaces through 
smaller-scale practice of Cahokian religion. In the Cahokian case, caches often contained 
domestic agricultural tools such as hoes, adzes, and celts, objects common at many 
Mississippian sites. The caches include materials from distant sources, such as basalt from 
southeast Missouri and Mill Creek chert from southern Illinois, as well as more locally available 
materials such as Burlington chert. These different materials were likely valued both for the 
relationships with particular places that they carried as well as aesthetic qualities; Burlington 
chert can range from bright white to vibrant reds, pinks, and purples.  
 Regardless of the materials, shared between these tools was their involvement in 
“mundane” practices such as wood-working or agriculture. These “mundane” associations are 
crucial to the point, though. The caches gathered together different colors and different 
materials, as well relationships with wood, maize, and dirt that were central to Mississippian 
lives. Additionally, these caches were associated with buildings, and most often with the 
terminations of buildings. Domestic spaces were entangled with “mundane” artifacts via ritual 
caching, therefore severing the division between those realms (Baltus 2018). As Baltus argues, 
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the physical and social properties of the objects within these caches were individually 
important, but gathered together, the suite of relations animated and empowered spaces 
within the context of broader Cahokia politico-religious organization (2018). 
 In each of these cases a similar type of archaeological entity, a cache, was important, yet 
their contexts point to different interpretations of their relational positions and implications. In 
other words, in each case caches were doing things, but they were doing things differently. 
Additionally, different community practices or identities emerged from these practices, with 
the Hohokam and Cahokia cases revealing more shared community identities, while the 
opposite was true at Chaco. In sum, in these examples the broader contextual data better 
reveal assemblages and the process of assembling than looking at the materials alone.  
 The purpose of this project is not solely to show what community looked like in the past 
but is to show how the fluidity and heterogeneity of community at the small scale intersected 
with broader scale social and political change. As such, it is important to be able to recognize 
the dynamics of community in the past. Here, Deleuze’s concepts of territorialization and 
deterritorialization become useful in relation to community as assemblage. In short, 
territorialization refers to processes that sharpen assemblage boundaries and increase internal 
homogeneity, whereas deterritorialization does the opposite, increasing heterogeneity or 
destabilizing boundaries (Deleuze and Guattari 2004; DeLanda 2006; Harris 2013). While these 
processes seem to act in opposition to each other, they are not mutually exclusive, and 
deterritorialization does not necessarily destabilize an assemblage, even as it may destabilize 
boundaries. 
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 In Early Neolithic communities, Harris shows that new practices such as pottery 
production deterritorialized by extending relations to new places, materials, and practices that 
previously were not included within the community assemblage. The introduction of pottery 
increased heterogeneity within the assemblage and also expanded existing boundaries. At the 
same time, pottery production territorialized by defining new boundaries around certain clay 
sources and not others, or allowing only some forms of pottery, thus increasing a dimension of 
homogeneity (2013). The opening of boundaries expanded community to encompass new 
membership. Clays and their sources were experienced in novel ways, resulting in new and re-
imagined relationships and increasing internal heterogeneity. Additionally, the emergence of 
pottery afforded new practices and capabilities such as the storage of liquids in ceramic vessels, 
which then entangled those liquids into new engagements. However, boundaries were still 
drawn around what was part of these newly ceramic Early Neolithic communities. Importantly, 
the processes of territorialization and deterritorialization were not things happening to 
materials. Rather, these processes were material. 
 While pottery and clay were doing their work, the construction of large monuments 
during the Early Neolithic territorialized community by bringing persons together, 
strengthening affective ties through the shared experiences and emotions of constructing 
something like a long barrow or chambered tomb. These monuments were “a process, 
member, and outcome of [community] construction” that stabilized the community assemblage 
(Harris 2013:182). Yet while stabilizing a larger-scale community through shared experience, 
the monuments also suggest deterritorialization as they eventually reach the end of their use 
lives. At that point, the barrows and tombs no longer maintained the same relationships they 
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once held, destabilizing the community they had drawn together (Harris 2013). In both the 
pottery and monument cases, the concepts of territorialization and deterritorialization highlight 
that assemblages are not static, and that changes in the constituents and relationships between 
will change a community. As Harris argues, “By attending to territorialization and 
deterritorialization… we can recognize the parts of an assemblage that play crucial roles in 
bringing communities together and breaking them apart” (2013:186).  
 Within the discussion thus far, the importance of the actual material qualities of 
archaeological artifacts has been emphasized. However, in order to move forward with analysis 
and interpretation, a more in-depth exploration of such material properties and how they may 
matter in this dissertation is necessary. In the following, I address specific archaeological 
materials, their properties, and the potential ways they were bound up in relationships with 
others, both in terms of Cahokia specifically and in a broader sense. From this, it will be easier 
to understand how and why materials matter.  
 
Ceramics 
 Broadly speaking, ceramic assemblages, both as archaeological assemblage and as 
relational assemblage, are regarded as important for understanding past identity. Ceramics are 
malleable and additive, meaning they could start from any number of materials (though clay 
and water are at minimum necessary), and the finished product could look like anything. Yet, 
such assemblages are bound, territorialized by those forms and materials that are accepted. 
Embodied in one ceramic vessel are relationships with particular clay sources, temper types and 
sources, heat and fire, form, surface treatments, potters, potential contents and their flavors 
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and aromas, colors, uses, ideas about what a pot should look like, depositional contexts, and in 
some cases, cosmological orders and decorative motifs. That one ceramic vessel is then part of 
a broader assemblage, relating to other vessels, including those that may co-form part of an 
archaeological assemblage, as well as vessels generally at a broader scale. Ceramics are formed 
and exist only in relation to these assemblage co-constituents. 
 As demonstrated in the Early Neolithic example above, the introduction of pottery to a 
community drastically alters both its constitution and its boundaries (Harris 2013). Each of the 
multifarious relations embodied within a single vessel, listed above, alter and diversify 
community assemblages. At a fundamental level, ceramics transform relationships with space, 
food production, and storage by introducing durable containers. Additionally, the practice of 
producing ceramic objects would introduce new affective, embodied experiences of 
manipulating and molding the clay. The haptic qualities of clay can also change depending on 
varied relationships with water, air, heat, or fire, plus the addition of temper. Even in places 
where ceramics are not newly introduced or emergent, the materials, experiences, affects, and 
relationships involved in ceramic production have significant effects on the assembling of 
community through both territorializing and deterritorializing processes.  
 Ceramics are unique in their malleability. As a raw material, clay is more forgiving than 
other materials such as lithics or wood, and as a material that is often combined with others, 
ceramic manufacture allows for a great diversity of outcomes. However, even though so many 
varied relationships are intertwined with ceramic production, there are not infinite possibilities. 
As Harris points out, ceramic production is territorializing process in that only certain ceramic 
forms are “allowed” within certain community assemblages, and boundaries arise around what 
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is constituent of the community and what is not (2013). Therefore, community emerges only 
from certain ceramic practices, materials, and relationships. 
 For example, in the Mississippian Midwest, burned mussel shell was perhaps the most 
important constituent of ceramic assemblages, despite availability of other temper sources that 
had long been used across the midcontinent. Shell, however, embodied particular relationships 
with water that were important to the religious foundations of Mississippianism, as it emerged 
at Cahokia. Water was cosmologically significant, and mussel shells were collected from watery, 
muddy landscapes, for use as temper, food, and agricultural implements (Alt 2020a; Baires 
2014, 2017; Pauketat and Alt 2018). Furthermore, those muddy fields that were at times 
inundated, leaving behind the mussels for collection, may also have served as the source of clay 
for pots, as well as for mound-building. Thus, within a single Cahokian pot were relations with 
mounds, the cosmos, water (and a watery underworld), and agricultural and culinary practices. 
 From a different perspective, burned mussel shell temper also allowed for a relatively 
strong pot, especially when combined with those backwater silty clays (Pauketat and Alt 2018; 
Skibo 2013). In fact, without the addition of burned mussel shell, the material properties of 
these clays resulted in a weak vessel. Surely the improved material qualities of the combination 
of mussel shell and clay were as important as the broader cosmological relationships they held. 
 The boundaries around ceramic production are particularly pertinent in assemblages 
where ceramic production is restricted in some way. During the Mississippian period in the 
American Bottom, Ramey Incised and Powell Plain jars, the predominant jar forms at the height 
of Cahokia, were manufactured only by Cahokian specialists. Ramey Incised jars specifically 
were power-laden, incised with Upperworld iconography and embodying the quadripartite, tri-
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level worldview in form (Figure 2.1; Emerson 1995, 1997; Pauketat and Emerson 1991). These 
jars were also political tools, dispersed through specific, restricted re-distributional avenues 
(Pauketat and Emerson 1991). In this case, the jar has become embedded in political and 
economic social relationships that in some sense direct how community emerges as 
territorializing process. Less specialized household ceramic production, on the other hand, may 
involve relationships that extend community boundaries, such as relationships with past 
practices, outside practices, hybridization, or practices deliberately divergent from what is 
known.  
 
Figure 2. 1: Ramey Incised jar fragment from the Olszewski site (11S465) (courtesy of the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign North American Archaeology lab) 
 The diversity of forms that emerge through ceramic manufacture facilitate different 
relationships. For example, certain ceramic forms such as jars are related to storage or cooking 
practices, while others, such as bowls, are related to serving practices. The forms of the vessels 
tell us how it was used; a constricted orifice jar will always be a better storage container than a 
hemispherical bowl or plate. A storage jar may be large, spend all of its time inside a building, 
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holding some raw consumable substance. A cooking pot may spend its time over a fire, actively 
involved in the transformation of those raw foods into specific cuisines, and physically 
collecting bits of foods every time it is used. A large cooking pot may specifically invite a 
communal meal. A serving vessel, on the other hand, might only see the finished culinary 
product, but could be passed around as a much more public or visible ceramic form. Each form 
embodies a whole unique suite of relationships. Though the material constituents of the pots 
themselves may be the same, their forms and their visibility facilitate very different 
relationships with other materials and persons. 
 
Lithics 
 Like ceramics, lithics are bound up in complex relational meshworks, but the 
relationships form in quite different ways. Though material properties and intrinsic qualities are 
certainly important in ceramics and their various material participants, they are so to a higher 
degree in lithics. Additionally, while ceramics necessarily include multiple participants, this is 
not necessarily so for lithics. For example, a ceramic vessel necessarily includes at the least, 
clay, water, and air. More likely, the vessel includes clay, water, air, fire or heat, and temper, all 
folded together to form a thing. Lithics, on the other hand, do not necessarily need other 
materials or elements in the same way to be a thing. This is not to say that lithic items are 
somehow less related, it is simply a matter of different ways of relating.  
 The sources of raw lithic materials are varied. People will travel hundreds of kilometers 
for specific materials, when others that could serve the same purpose are locally available. 
These long-distance relationships form because in many cases, the intrinsic qualities of a rock, 
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the color, translucency, structure, shine, and so on are more important than their convenience. 
Prior to the Mississippian period, Ohio Hopewell peoples procured obsidian from as far as the 
modern-day Yellowstone area, not because they had no access to nearer sharp rocks, but 
because obsidian, with its translucent blackness and exceedingly sharp edges, specifically was 
meaningful (Carr and Case 2006). Mica and copper are found in Hopewell and later 
Mississippian assemblages, valued for their aesthetic qualities such as color and reflectivity, and 
their workability into unique forms; copper is relatively malleable, and mica is reminiscent of 
looking into a watery pool or mirror and is soft enough to be cut into shapes (Boles 2018; Carr 
and Case 2006; Sampson and Esarey 1993). 
  Lithics for more “mundane” uses are sought after for specific intrinsic qualities, as well. 
Mill Creek and Kaolin cherts, from Southern Illinois, naturally occur in lenticular nodules, an 
ideal shape for knapping flat tools such as Mississippian hoes (Boles 2018; Koldehoff 1985). 
Even Burlington chert, ubiquitous as Cahokians’ preferred chert for expedient tools, could 
range from a bright white to vibrant reds and purples 
(Figure 2.2; Koldehoff 1987). Importantly, when lithics of 
all types interact with heat, these colors, as well as other 
physical properties, change drastically. Heat brings out 
blood-like veins in Mill Creek chert, produces waxy 
colorful appearances on Burlington chert, and generally 
increases the fragility and friability of most lithic 
materials (Boles 2018). 
Figure 2. 2: Crescent Hills High Ridge 
Burlington from the Rhea site 
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 Cahokian Mississippian lithic assemblages (both archaeological and relational) centered 
on the more “mundane” materials, and primarily on Burlington chert. Prior to 1000 CE, 
different, and more varied, cherts were predominantly used, including Ste. Genevieve and 
Salem (Kelly et al. 1984). Notably, the pre-Mississippian cherts were of distinctly different, 
darker colors than Cahokians’ favored Burlington chert; though Burlington can vary in color, the 
standard is white. The standard for Ste. Genevieve chert, on the other hand, is varied between 
grays, blues, reds, and browns. Color in this case may have been a territorializing force, as 
Burlington’s pervasive white-ness drew together Cahokian persons.  
 The more distant sources are likely important components of lithic relationships, as 
well. In other words, while a material may be sought after for its properties, it is also entangled 
with its place of origin. The St. Francois Mountains of Southeast Missouri were a source of 
several Cahokian materials, including basalt, galena, hematite, and flint clay (Benson and Butler 
2013; Butler 2011; Emerson et al. 2002; Kelly and Brown 2011; Pauketat and Alt 2004). These 
materials were part of an assemblage grounded in the St. Francois Mountains, and Cahokians 
were engaging in relationships with this place to gather certain materials. The relocation of 
these materials extended relations from the mountains to Greater Cahokia and into all future 
relations or potential relationships. All of these long-distance acquisitions also necessarily 
involved relationships with other persons and knowledges of where, when, and how to 
properly collect these lithic materials. 
 While ceramic relationships can be embodied via the consumption of comestibles, lithic 
relationships become embodied through the physical interaction of the material with the body. 
Tattooing, scarification, and other bodily ornamentations allow for an intimate, and potentially 
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permanent, engagement with lithics (Butler 2018; Deter-Wolf and Diaz-Granados 2013). Raw 
lithic materials undergo transformations into pigments or paints, a change that in itself can 
alter the broader assemblage of relations intertwined with this practice and are physically 
inscribed into the skin. In tattooing and scarification, the meeting of red pigments or of 
particular sharp blades with red blood as skin is pierced could have been a powerful moment in 
which relational assemblages were expanded and personhood redefined.  
 As components of broader assemblages, lithics are gathered regularly with other lithics, 
wood (handles, arrows, shafts), persons and animals (including humans), violence, agriculture, 
food, heat and fire, and innumerable other relationships and interactions. Each of these 
relationships involve affective experiences: pain associated with body modifications, the thrill 
of a successful hunt, the sounds of heated rocks cracking in fire or boiling liquids, the embodied 
routine of knapping and shaping tools. Like in the caching example above, the gathering of 
these items and their affective ties create powerful and transformative relational assemblages 
that drawing power and meaning into things and persons.  
 
Architecture 
 Features, including buildings, pits, and posts, can gather at a larger scale than some 
individual artifacts can, allowing for the folding together of materials, place, movement, 
experience, and affect in unique ways. Features also allow for different relationships with space 
than other artifacts. By our own archaeological definitions, a ceramic vessel or lithic tool is 
transportable, whereas a feature is not. This permanence in place does not imply a restriction 
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to place, however. Rather, it allows for the gathering and emplacement of relationships that 
endure in time and space.  
 Buildings and architectural features are especially important to the assembling of 
community. Architecture is territorializing, “demonstrating the presence of shared ideas about 
the cosmos and shared ideas about how to situate oneself on the landscape” (Van Dyke 
2020:46). Mississippian wall trench architecture, which extends across the midcontinent and 
southeast, territorializes (Alt and Pauketat 2011). Hybrid practices that draw in relationships 
with places of origin or past practices, on the other hand, may be deterritorializing. For 
example, faux wall trenches that combine wall trenches and single posts point to negotiated or 
contested relationships between architecture and identity (Alt 2006a, 2018). Additionally, the 
mode of construction could involve digging trenches with a hoe or with a stick, each of which 
would engender distinct relationships of their own. 
 However, depending on the broader context, seemingly divergent architectures can 
draw in relationships in ways that territorialize assemblage. Buildings built with single posts at 
shrine complexes around Cahokia’s founding gathered fire, water, silts and clays, and cosmic 
forces through structured depositional practices (Alt and Pauketat 2017; Alt 2020b; Pauketat et 
al. 2017). These shrines underwent regular renewal, accompanied by the layering of yellow silts 
and clays, the burning of hides or fabrics, and rebuilding. At their terminations, the shrines 
were allowed to wash in with water-laid silts before they were filled. Such practices created 
visual layers but also relational layers that amplified the shrines’ power and meaning, 
emplacing Cahokian religion into a lived, experienced landscape. The maintenance of single 
posts in this case strengthens the assemblage by involving relations with “traditional” ways of 
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building from the pre-Mississippian period, appealing to what people were familiar with during 
an otherwise transformative period (Alt 2016, 2020b). 
 Architectural forms are gathered into Mississippian assemblage, but they also gather 
relationships with places. Like lithics and ceramics, the sources and properties of materials 
expand relationships beyond the building itself. In a floodplain, travel might be required to find 
wood for construction. Specific types of wood and ages of trees might be valued differently 
depending on construction techniques, for example, bent-pole versus rigid post. These 
relationships could then extend to different seasons and environments; perhaps the best young 
flexible trees require harvest during a particular season, or from a particular landscape.  
 Other qualities of wood also become sought after, such as color. Red cedar, used by 
Cahokians in restricted contexts, was distinct visually, but additionally was resistant to rot, 
suggesting the wood was valued both for intrinsic properties and perceived durability (Simon 
2002). Likewise, bald cypress was recovered archaeologically from restricted contexts, and at 
times in association with red cedar (Simon 2002). Bald cypress grows in swampy areas though, 
and like the watery sources of the mussel shells for ceramic temper, gathering cypress embeds 
that building into an entire water-based cosmological assemblage.  
 The forms, materials, and affects of different buildings created particular living 
atmospheres: 
 “The walls, ceilings, and floors of the [vernacular] house separated and de-marcated 
 space and controlled inter-visibility and personal encounters, but they also created 
 atmosphere, imposed different light conditions, engaged the senses other than sight, 
 and in time were endowed with patina… In similar terms we might think less about the 
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 physical framing of the house itself and more about flow: the moveable goods that 
 flowed into, through, and out of the house” (Johnson 2015:31). 
Domestic buildings were composed of these flows, atmospheres, affects, and senses that were 
experienced by the buildings’ occupants every day. Thus, the domicile is its own assemblage of 
materials, relationships, experiences, and so on. 
 Special-purpose buildings were emplaced in and gathered their own unique materials 
and relationships. Sweat lodges and communal buildings known as council houses, both present 
throughout the Mississippian world, were explicitly non-domestic. For example, while a hearth 
and fire in a domicile might create affective experiences of warmth, cooking and its associated 
scents and sounds, and light, fires in council houses or sweat lodges were embedded in 
completely different relationships. Council houses gather human and non-human persons as 
communal places, and while interior fires still radiated heat and light, they were important in 
the broader context of the gathering for which they were lit (Emerson 1997). Thus, fires within 
council houses related to gatherings and to each of those who are gathered. Fires in sweat 
lodges, on the other hand, were intimately included in relationships with water, vapors, and the 
body (Alt 2020a). By facilitating the direct interaction of water and heat or fire to create steam, 
the sweat lodge as a whole afforded persons “direct engagement with spiritual powers through 
the richly affective experience of earth, rocks, fire, water, steam and sweat (Hallowell 1960; 
Bucko 1998; Neihardt 2008)” (Pauketat et al. 2017:219). 
 The size of buildings also amplified affective relationships. Sweat lodges, which were 
generally small, would have concentrated the steam and the heat into a denser atmosphere, 
only allowing for a few people in at a time. This would undoubtedly have allowed for a 
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different, thicker, more intimate experience than if the space was wide and open, with heat 
and steam dissipating, and larger groups participating. The tiniest of buildings, such as small 
“roofed pits,” might not have been meant for humans at all, but rather for non-human persons 
or special objects (see Chapters 5 and 7; Benson 2021a, 2021b; Pauketat 2021). Council houses, 
on the other hand, were generally larger than typical domiciles. The larger interiors allowed 
more persons to gather, potentially inviting people from disparate origins into a space where 
relationships could form. For example, at the Mississippian Grossmann site, council houses may 
have been a place for rural folks to confer with and negotiate relationships with Cahokian 
persons and materials gathered into these large spaces (Alt 2018). These gatherings were not 
necessarily political or administrative in nature, as the term “council” might suggest, but could 
have been communal, religious, political, and so on; the importance lies in the gathered 
relationships, persons, and materials themselves. 
 Larger buildings and spaces gathered larger crowds or groups of people. At one 
extreme, plazas such as those at the Maya center Tikal could have held as many as 80,000+ 
people (Inomata 2006). A space like this, when filled with even a fraction of that number of 
people, would have emerged as a thick, affective atmosphere. Being immersed within such a 
large crowd would create sounds, scents, sights, and physical feelings (i.e. being in close contact 
with other people) that would contribute to a particular atmosphere and shared experience. 
Music, drums, shouts, and voices would create a particular soundscape, generated by the 
crowd or by a leader to the gathering; the Mayan word for leader, ajaw, literally translates to 
“he who shouts” (Houston and Stuart 1996). This sound might stay with a person for hours 
after the event even, like a ringing in the ears after exposure to loud sounds. Being in a hot, 
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humid environment would compound the affective atmosphere, and at the end of it all, 
persons would leave with distinct affective relationships to the other participants, human or 
otherwise, and a sense of shared community from those relations. As Takeshi Inomata states, 
“large-scale theatrical events gave physical reality to a community and helped to ground the 
unstable community identities in tangible forms through the use of symbolic acts and objects. 
In other words, those who gather for spectacles made up a community” (Inomata 2006:818). 
 Large gatherings were known in the Midwest, as well. The Grand Plaza at Cahokia could 
have held as many as 30,000 people with a conservative estimate (Dalan et al. 2003). While 
certainly the space was not always packed to capacity, its vastness, as well as being immersed 
in a landscape surrounded by large earthen mounds, would have inspired a sense of awe. 
Larger buildings would also have imposed themselves onto the affective awareness of others, 
simply by their incredible monumentality. For example, the largest council house at the above-
mentioned Grossmann site was 120 m2 in area, and a massive building at Cahokia had a 
footprint of over 380 m2 (Alt 2018; Pauketat 2013b). In sum, large buildings and large spaces 
make possible the gathering of a range of persons, senses, and affective relationships. 
 An important aspect of buildings that is that persons and things can move through and 
within buildings. Movements in familiar domestic spaces and through broader landscapes 
become embodied, creating subconscious relationships between persons and space. This 
embodiment would additionally include relationships with the sounds, smells, temperatures, 
and overall affective atmospheres within buildings. Specific buildings might prescribe or restrict 
movement in order to exaggerate certain affective relationships or experiences. The temple at 
Andean center Chavín de Huantar, for example, is intentionally disorienting. The halls are maze-
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like, with monolithic imagery that “inflict difficult viewing experiences,” light and shadows are 
manipulated to confuse, and the movement of water was controlled through pipes to create 
loud roaring sounds (Weismantel 2013). To move through the temple was to be part of an 
intense and mystifying synaesthetic experience. 
 Finally, as with ceramics and lithics above, buildings never exist in isolation, but are part 
of larger assemblages. Those assemblages may include other buildings, landscapes, 
orientations, materials, features, and practices. For example households, as defined above, are 
never defined just by a physical domicile, but emerge from relationships with other persons, 
materials, and features, including kitchens, places to sleep, storage facilities, and courtyards or 
other outdoor spaces (Hendon 1996; Pluckhahn 2010). Cahokian nodal sites offer another 
example, as they frequently consist of sets of buildings, materials, and other features, including 
temples, elite residences, storage, and ceremonial or ritual spaces (Emerson 1997). Sweat 
lodges in particular are frequently correlated with elite residences, demonstrating that 
persistent relationships exist between these buildings (Emerson 1997; Pauketat 1993). Buildings 
also exist within broader landscape and celestial assemblages. Where buildings are oriented 
towards particular landscape features, directions, and celestial events/objects, they are part of 
long-reaching relationships that ground cosmic power and cosmologies into living spaces 
(Pauketat 2013a).Thus, as buildings gather to and with, so are they gathered into larger 
relational assemblages.  
 An assemblage-based approach counters the building/living dichotomy that is inherent 
in understandings of buildings as finished and people as living in them (Harris 2016). Rather, 
buildings are not a finished product; as with all assemblages, they are in a constant state of 
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becoming (Harris 2016; Ingold 2013). This continuous process of becoming is apparent in many 
relationships, but it is perhaps easiest to see simply in the continued use and re-use of 
buildings. Walls can be expanded or repaired, alcoves added or taken away, orientations 
changed, and entire buildings rebuilt in place. Other maintenance also must occur, the 
sweeping of floors, smoking out of insects, cleaning hearths, maintaining daub, and so on. The 
ongoing flow of practices, persons, and materials with and within buildings means that the 
process of assembling is never finished, and the building is continually engaging in new and 
existing relationships. 
 
Elemental Interactions: Fire and Water 
 Both implicitly and explicitly woven within the above sections on ceramics, lithics, and 
architecture are relationships with fire and water. These two entities deserve additional 
discussion of their own, as they are important elemental dimensions to all Cahokian life. Water 
and especially fire are powerful in part because of their abilities to transform and 
transubstantiate other materials (Baltus and Baires 2012; MacGregor 2008). The concept of 
transubstantiation builds on transformation by “incorporating not only the physical but also the 
emotional and spiritual components of things (Harvey 2006:118)” (Baltus and Baires 2012:8). 
Such practices change the nature of a material, whether it changes the color, feel, wholeness, 
or transforms the entire material, either to smoke, or dissolved and distributed throughout the 
liquid. Water and fire also have distinctly uniform physical interactions with human persons. 
Fire is hot, water is wet; this may sound simple and obvious, but that these physical perceptions 
are near universal among humans is meaningful in creating shared experience. 
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 Where water meets material, the associations of water become embedded. As in the 
ceramics example above, the inclusion of mussel shell in as temper allows for the ceramic 
embodiment of a web of watery cosmological relations. Similar relationships can emerge in 
other watery material interactions, as well, where water’s association with the Upper and 
Under Worlds, purification, and feminine forces become salient. These forces become visible in 
practices such the watery closure of the shrines discussed above, or in the burial of sacrificed 
female ancestors in post pits. At the Emerald Acropolis, a young woman was sacrificed and 
placed in the remnants of a large post pit, and was left exposed to be covered completely in 
water-washed silts (Alt 2020b). This physical enveloping of the dead in water speaks to 
“necessary interactions with otherworldly spirits and forces tied to water (Alt 2015, 2020a)” (Alt 
2020b:43). This burial demonstrates that water was part of a meaningful and powerful 
assemblage. 
 The experiences between fire and other materials range widely: clay hardens, rocks 
crack, and organic materials burn. The varied ways that fire interacts with materials means that 
there can be a great number of outcomes within relational assemblages. These acts do not 
simply change the material form, but alter the relations and the very nature of the material 
itself, entangling those materials with the power of fire (Baltus and Baires 2012). For example, 
flint clay figurines were fragmented by at Cahokian ceremonial sites BBB Motor and 
Sponemann (Emerson and Jackson 1984; Jackson et al. 1992). This fragmentation could have 
been a means of transubstantiating those figurines not only in their physical forms, but also by 
turning them into ancestors (Baltus and Baires 2012). Through a relationship with fire, the 
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fundamental nature of the figurines changed. Similar practices of fragmentation could occur 
with other materials and buildings, as well as with human ancestors.  
 Fire was an important participant in terminations and renewals, as well. The shrine 
complexes noted above had burned offerings on their floors as parts of their renewal. Buildings, 
and entire complexes of buildings, were terminally incinerated, not through accidental fires, but 
through intentional transformations of the space (Baltus and Wilson 2019; Pauketat et al. 
2013). These acts of burning and of the physical destruction of space emplaced power into 
buildings and assemblages. Fire could also act as a mediator of power. Power-laden temples or 
materials, such as temples or the flint clay figurines at BBB Motor and Sponemann, required 
powerful means to close and deconsecrate those places. As Baltus and Baires argue, “For 
Cahokians, the power of fire appears to have been a catalyst for a historical disjuncture, one 
that not only transmuted spaces visibly, but also altered them spiritually and experientially” 
(2012:21). 
 At a material level, fire and water both cause other objects to change, even if it is 
something as simple as changing a dry rock into a wet rock, and back again (Ingold 2007a). 
These material changes matter though and are inextricable from broader assemblages. In other 
words, in Cahokian assemblages, fire and water mattered as powerful elements.  
 
Cahokian Community and Expectations 
 
 Cahokia was “the emplacement of a suite of relations – the physical properties, 
experiential qualities, and other flows or movements of entangled substances, materials, and 
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phenomena that defined people and all with which they were connected” (Pauketat and Alt 
2018:90). Forming with and within this suite of relations was Cahokian community, a shared 
group identity. To identify a Cahokian community is not to assume some static, homogenous 
way of being Cahokian, but rather conceptualizing “Cahokian” as community allows for a 
diverse constituency of persons, things, materials, and places, all with fluid and affective 
relationships between and among.  
 Cahokian as community assemblage encompasses the widest range of experiences while 
still bringing constituents together through their relationships with certain Cahokian materials, 
persons, religious practices, and ways of life. By engaging with those practices and beliefs, 
people were to some degree Cahokian; however, to define a single identity for a city, state, or 
civilization is an impossible task, as complex polities are not composed of homogenous groups 
of people. The diverse groups living in the region would have had different experiences and 
would have related with each other and with Cahokia in different ways, perhaps in part due to 
possible “linguistic differences, conflicting ethnically based practices of daily life, varying 
marriage patterns, different religious beliefs, culinary practices, status, ranking, conflicts of 
differential access to agricultural land, materials, and spiritual access” (Emerson and Hedman 
2016:155). This means that while there were shared traits of a Cahokian identity, what it meant 
to be a part of this “Cahokian” community could mean many different things  
 As will be demonstrated in the following chapter, the coalescence of this Cahokian 
community was foundational to the city’s rise and continued success (Betzenhauser 2011; 
Pauketat 2000). While never truly homogenous, the period of Cahokia’s political height, the 
Stirling phase (1100 – 1200 CE), was characterized by increased homogeneity and unity, as 
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certain materials, places, and practices stabilized, or territorialized, Cahokian community 
(Emerson 2018a; Emerson and Hargrave 2000). After 1200 CE the region entered a period of 
transformation and revitalization (Baltus 2014; Emerson 1997; Emerson et al. 2018; Pauketat 
2004). The processes and materials of transformation were processes and materials of 
deterritorialization, contributing to shifting internal cohesion and boundaries as community 
constituents and the affective ties that bound also transformed. While Cahokian community 
continued, the relationships that members had with each other and with the community as a 
whole changed. 
 The post-1200 CE period in the American Bottom was an era of transformation, during 
which practices and materials that were once Cahokian signatures were terminated, while new 
ways of “being” Cahokian were emerging. In other words, what it meant to be part of a broader 
Cahokian community was changing, as were the things and persons that composed that 
community.  
 The primary questions asked in this dissertation are 1) How were late Mississippian 
hinterland communities assembling and Cahokian identities emerging after 1200 CE, when 
what it meant to be a part of Cahokian community was changing? How did relationships 
between and among constituents of the Cahokian community assemblage change and how did 
that affect the assemblage overall? Did Cahokia-centric communities persist, or was Cahokian 
community destabilized as other communities diverged? And 2) What role did the shifting 
community assemblage play in the decline and eventual abandonment of Cahokia and the 
region?  
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 If a central Cahokian community emerged from affective ties between materials, 
persons, places, and their qualities, then a bounded, territorialized Cahokian community should 
be located in shared practices and relationships, as well as materials found in similar contextual 
assemblages across the region. If the post-1200 CE era of the Mississippian period in the 
American Bottom marks the persistence of such a Cahokian community, we would expect the 
continued boundedness and homogeneity of Cahokian material assemblages. However, if the 
post-1200 CE era marks the decentralization of a relational and material Cahokian community 
and the emergence of smaller, more locally defined communities and identities, then we should 
expect to see community transformation through new processes of assemblage 
territorialization and deterritorialization. There will be changes in the contextual relationships 
between and within assemblages of community constituents, even if the materials themselves 
were not changing drastically.  
 I argue that the post-1200 CE period in the American Bottom is marked by a 
decentralization of Cahokian community specifically in the hinterlands. The evidence for a 
decentered community that moves Cahokia out of focus can be summarized in two primary 
expectations. These expectations are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and could each appear 
in part or in whole, together or apart. At one extreme, if there was a complete refocusing away 
from Cahokian community and identity, there would be a complete rejection of Cahokian 
materials and Cahokian ways of interacting with materials. A second, and more likely, scenario 
would be the disentangling of “traditional” Cahokian materials and practices and their 
emplacement into new, more locally contingent contexts.  
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 For example, Thomas Emerson’s (1997) “architectures of power” that at one time 
integrated the entire countryside could disappear. Or, such architectures could continue in 
hinterland contexts and as parts of assemblages that are not expected, and in ways that do not 
integrate Mississippians back into Cahokian politics and religion, but rather emplace power 
such that they gather a different, smaller community. The same can be said for certain artifacts 
or materials that were inextricably intertwined with Cahokian identity. Burial spaces may be 
relocated or reimagined to serve smaller communities. Practices that were once restricted to 
places of power, such as terminal incinerations, may disappear, or may become more 
commonplace in “mundane” spaces.  
  Importantly, the materials themselves may not necessarily change; wall trenches, 
Burlington chert, shell-tempered pottery, all persist. For instance, certain ceramic forms may 
still be widespread, but the way these forms were brought together into larger assemblages 
may diverge from the expected. Context matters. The ways materials assembled and were 
gathered together provide the clues to how the relationships between these materials shifted.  
 Finally, addressing the latter question, if a decentralized community played a role in 
Cahokia’s decline and eventual abandonment, then we should expect to see the increasing 
deterritorialization of Cahokian community through time, and the continued re-imagining of 
relationships between Mississippian materials. Though Cahokian community was always fluid 
and diverse, as is any assemblage, it did see a height of material homogeneity that 
territorialized the assemblage. If Cahokia’s decline was in part realized through the dissolution 
of that strong community, then we would expect destabilizing processes to continue towards 
the depopulation of the region and the complete abandonment of Cahokia.  
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Chapter 3 
The Historical Context of Cahokian Community 
 
 Cahokia was unlike anything seen before and was the pinnacle of Mississippian 
complexity. Not just a single entity, Cahokia was “a multiplicity of places - outlier precincts, 
shrine complexes, farmsteads and farming villages, and other ceremonial, mortuary and ritual 
‘nodes’ surrounding a dense core of people, domestic housing, public architecture, plazas, and 
monumental constructions” (2020:22–23). Cahokia was the assemblage of these places and the 
persons and materials within, and with Cahokia came transformed life in the American Bottom 
and throughout the midcontinent during and long after the Mississippian period.  
 This chapter introduces Cahokia and the Greater Cahokia region, providing the 
background necessary for understanding the context of the questions and arguments of this 
project. To capture the entirety of Cahokia’s complexity would be a huge undertaking of its 
own, as would detailed descriptions of every material, place, and practice woven into Cahokia’s 
existence. Therefore, this chapter provides the necessary background specifically through a 
community perspective.  
 Before jumping into the history of Cahokian community, I briefly comment on 
approaches to Cahokia’s complexity broadly. Following, I discuss past theoretical approaches to 
Cahokian community studies specifically. These approaches are somewhat limited and tend to 
follow the theoretical trends outlined in the previous chapter. I also introduce the natural 
setting of the American Bottom region, which is important for understanding Cahokia’s 
engagements with its environment. In the final section, I embark on a more detailed 
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investigation of Cahokian community as it pertains to the city’s emergence, florescence, and 
decline. Rather than providing a trait-based chronology to describe a timeline for the region, I 
present the history of Cahokian in terms of community. I show that community was crucially 
entangled in Cahokia’s rise and height, thus setting the stage for its importance in Cahokia’s 
post-1200 CE transformations. 
 Descriptions of Cahokia’s complexity, and that of Mississippianism more generally, has 
long been discussed and debated, largely in terms of scales of hierarchical versus heterarchical 
explanations (Emerson 2018a). Explanations from the latter half of the 20th century focused on 
hierarchical models that emphasized Cahokia’s power, such as in Melvin Fowler’s four-tiered 
settlement model, which focused on Cahokian control over resources and their movement 
between the different levels of settlement (1974, 1978). Power was also central to economic 
explanations that focused on Cahokia as an exchange center that controlled trade up and down 
the Mississippi river (Gibbon 1974; Kelly 1991a, 1991b; O’Brien 1991; Peregrine 1992; Porter 
1969). In part, this model attributes much of Cahokia’s success to outside forces and to material 
causes, yet the city still holds a distinguished, powerful position. On the other end of the 
spectrum, Cahokia has been minimized as simply just another Mississippian chiefdom, just built 
to a slightly larger degree (Milner 1998; Muller 1997; Muller and Stephens 1991). In this case, 
Cahokia still exerts significant power over other communities, but it is no different than other 
large Mississippian chiefdoms, other than in terms of its size. 
 Hierarchical and heterarchical models have been popular, but they employ evolutionary 
approaches to complexity while focusing on the elites from a top-down approach. These 
models also tend to homogenize Mississippian life, neglect the contributions and power of the 
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non-elite, and reduce Greater Cahokia to an ahistorical, static political entity. As Emerson 
argues, attempting to provide discrete definitions of Cahokia places the city and its complexity 
in a pre-determined form (2018a). Instead, we should be trying to parse out the complex 
relationships in which Cahokia is enmeshed. 
 More contemporary relational approaches allow archaeologists to examine Cahokian 
complexity by recognizing Cahokia as a convergence of and emergent from relationships, 
practices, materials, and places, all in the context of a broader religious or politico-religious 
movement (Alt 2010, 2018, 2020a; Baires 2014, 2017; Baltus 2014; Pauketat 2004, 2013a, 
2018a; Skousen 2016). These approaches build on the historical-processualism of the 2000’s, 
which attributes Cahokia’s complexity to historical processes and the practice and agency of the 
people (Pauketat 2001). While Cahokia remains powerful, its power is constructed and 
negotiated in the relationships among the diverse people and materials of Greater Cahokia. 
Most recently the relational approach has considered Cahokia itself as assemblage (Alt 2020a; 
Pauketat 2018a). In this, Cahokia was constituted of all the relationships it gathered between 
persons, materials places, and it also pulled others into those relationships. To be part of 
Cahokia was to be a part of all of these relationships and was to be a part of the Cahokian 
community assemblage. 
 
Cahokian Community Studies 
 
 Explicit approaches to Cahokian community historically have reflected much of the 
trends in community scholarship overall, with a focus on spatial proximity and co-residence, 
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and by treating community as a static unit. As such, early approaches to community were 
couched in terms of settlement archaeology, perhaps most explicitly in Bruce Smith’s 1978 
volume Mississippian Settlement Patterns. Following dominant trends in settlement 
archaeology, the contributors of this volume focus on identifying different site types and 
explaining how these different sites fit into hierarchical structures or networks. The strength of 
this volume is the explication of the variation that exists in Mississippian settlement; however, 
to try and fit this diversity into prescribed types instead of recognizing the historically 
contingent factors involved is a disservice to Mississippian complexity and community 
formation.  
 Importantly, the Cahokian contribution to this volume describes the four-tiered 
settlement model for the American Bottom region that structured understanding of Cahokian 
social organization for the following decades (Fowler 1974, 1978). This model scales mound 
centers to fill the first-, second-, and third-line communities, but lumps sites without mounds 
into one large fourth-line community level. The grouping of all smaller sites into one, uniform 
level is largely due to the data available and the type of archaeological work that had been the 
focus of the mid-20th century. Much of the work in the volume is focused on larger-scale mound 
sites, with a relative dearth of information on the smaller homesteads and farmsteads that 
filled Mississippian landscapes (Emerson 1997; Fowler 1978; Mehrer 1995; Smith 1978). The 
unfortunate effect here was that sites without mounds were assumed to have all played the 
same role, fulfilling the interpretation of smaller communities as interchangeable and scalable 
units. 
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 Had Smith’s volume come out a decade later, the Cahokia contribution would have been 
altered by significant work that occurred during the 1970s and 1980s. The FAI-270 highway 
project resulted in the excavation of many sites outside of Cahokia, providing substantial data 
and more nuanced perspectives on Mississippian settlement in the American Bottom (Bareis 
and Porter 1984). Unlike anything that had come before, the FAI-270 project allowed for large-
scale excavations of sites along the highway corridor, providing detailed insight into intra- and 
inter-site patterns in the region (Bareis and Porter 1984). Also unlike earlier large projects, FAI-
270 provided data on many smaller sites that lacked mounds, providing an unprecedented look 
at the smaller scales of Mississippian life. At the scale of the site, the research produced an 
abundance of data and detailed volumes and interpretations based on extensive the Phase III 
excavations. At a larger scale, the work reshaped archaeologists’ understanding of the 
American Bottom, including of community and settlement patterns. In fact, one of the explicit 
goals of the research produced from FAI-270 was to define community plans in terms of the 
changing complexity of the region (Bareis and Porter 1984). 
 Substantial information came from the FAI-270 sites; however, the research was to 
some degree still a product of its time. In other words, initial community interpretations were 
still commonly framed primarily in terms of spatial organization or as part of the building-block 
model. For example, household units were organized spatially into clusters, which were 
organized into communities, which were integrated into regional community systems, all in the 
four-tier settlement hierarchy that was defined for the region (e.g., Milner 1983a). Still, there 
were in some cases tensions in these interpretations, as some of the researchers and authors 
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began to break out of the confines of the existing approaches to settlement and community 
(e.g., Emerson and Jackson 1984) 
 Though much of the original FAI-270 data on communities and settlements is framed in 
the theoretical frameworks of the 70s and early 80s, using this data researchers could begin to 
question and critically re-evaluate the four-tier settlement model and static, spatial definitions 
of communities. The recognition of new site types and patterns laid the groundwork for the 
next steps in community studies in the American Bottom, which worked to place community 
into more historically contingent terms. This next step took hold in the mid-1990s, moving in 
two different directions. First, a follow-up to Smith’s 1978 volume focused sights on a more 
detailed approach to Mississippian domestic life (Rogers and Smith 1995). Mississippian 
Communities and Households provides a broad southeastern perspective on communities and 
households, switching to the opposite site of the spectrum from the earlier settlement studies 
and following trends in the 1980s towards a renewed focus on household archaeology (Rogers 
and Smith 1995).  
 While the contributors to the 1995 volume give a great deal of attention to defining 
households and their roles, notions of communities are less so critically engaged. For example, 
in Mark Mehrer and James Collin’s contribution on Cahokia’s hinterland households, the 
authors provide explicit definitions for a structure, a building, and a household, but stop short 
of community. Instead, community still works to organize spatial units such as households or 
residential districts, and as a “level of social organization intermediate between the temple-
town and family [household] levels” (Mehrer and Collins 1995: 57). This description of where 
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communities fit into the broader social system lacks an actual discussion of what a community 
is and how it forms. 
 For Mehrer and Collins, hinterland communities were relatively autonomous from 
Cahokia, instead operating self-sufficiently within their own network of villages and nodal sites 
(Mehrer 1995; Mehrer and Collins 1995). There is some tension in this interpretation of 
community, as the focus of hinterland households and villages relied on community ties to 
nodal sites. That is to say, while community is still considered an organizational concept, it also 
begins to emerge as a way for dispersed people to integrate. Communities were inherently 
defined by the groups of people they encompassed, but they also moved beyond as a way to 
structure people’s relationships, particularly with Cahokia. Though this still relies on a spatial 
relationship with nodal sites, there is more to the it, as community seemed to be intertwined 
with relationships to these nodal sites. 
 Emerson approached the problem of the organization of the hinterland sites from a 
slightly different direction (1997). Contra Mehrer, Emerson recognized the important power 
relations at play between Cahokia and the more rural sites, de-emphasizing their autonomy or 
self-sufficiency, and emphasizing Cahokian hegemony. Both Emerson and Mehrer acknowledge 
that dispersed hinterland sites can be diverse, rather than interchangeable, scaled versions of 
the same thing (Emerson 1997; Mehrer 1995). Emerson, however, more explicitly breaks these 
sites out of Fowler’s four-tier model and proposes a different mode of articulation between 
sites and communities that is inextricable from Cahokian power. Importantly, Emerson 
demonstrates how Cahokian power manifests through materials and architecture, and 
recognizes that community, as something that integrates rural hinterlands with urban Cahokia, 
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is tied to these things. Even if not explicitly stated in relational or New Materialist terms, we can 
see how community emerges through relationships with particular things and materials via 
these “architectures” and “artifacts of power” (Emerson 1997). 
 Work at the turn of the 21st century significantly reconceptualized Cahokian community, 
embracing more contemporary theoretical approaches in anthropology. In fact, Cahokia was an 
important piece in advancing archaeological approaches more broadly, as Pauketat argued for a 
historicized and politicized form of community (see Chapter 2). Rather than assuming a static 
structural principle, Pauketat (2000) and Pauketat and Emerson (1999) show how community 
formed, arguing that Cahokian community emerged through a co-option of existing traditions 
by new Cahokian leaders. Through participation in these familiar traditions, commoners 
become involved in and produced this new Cahokian community, and this new way of being. 
Cahokia community then was born in history and tradition and emerged from relationships with 
new materials and practices. In this approach, community begins to move from a “thing” to a 
process that is intimately tied into the existence of Cahokia itself.  
 Since the early 2000s, work explicitly on Cahokian community has been decentralized, 
popping up in individual analyses, rather than broad comprehensive volumes. In the floodplain, 
Alleen Betzenhauser embraced Anderson’s “imagined communities” and introduced the idea of 
“constructed communities,” which contends that communities are “very real with material and 
historical implications…” (2011: 3). Betzenhauser demonstrates the relationship between 
community, identity, and the political landscape through the use of space, architecture, and 
materials from the region leading up to and at the beginning of the Mississippian Lohmann 
phase (1050 – 1100 CE) (2011, 2017). This approach builds on Pauketat’s emphasis on historical 
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events and practices, and explicitly adds in that materials are part of community, and that 
community identity emerges from relationships with particular materials and material practices 
(2001). 
 The focus of some Cahokia archaeologists shifted eastward, away from Cahokia proper 
and into the uplands, where various communities have been defined. Along Silver Creek, Holley 
recognizes that a community can be constituted of different things, detailing diachronic 
changes in what a community looked like using data from the Scott Joint-Use Project (Holley 
2006; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, and Ringberg 2001; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., 
Harper, Skele, Ringberg, et al. 2001). Alt and Pauketat have located immigrant communities in 
the upland Richland Complex, defined by the unique ways in which Cahokian and non-Cahokian 
practices and materials meet (Alt 2002a; Pauketat 2003). Alt in particular has demonstrated 
how meaning and hybrid cultural forms are created in these places via Bhabha’s concept of 
“third space” (Alt 2002a, 2006a, 2018; Bhabha 1994). As Alt argues, new ways of life emerge 
from this third space, and in this process, new meanings of community emerged in the context 
of Cahokian society (Alt 2006b).  
 In short, more recent approaches to Cahokian community have expanded to include 
history, variation, practice, agency, places, and things. Most of these approaches tend to focus 
on Cahokia’s emergence and the formation of initial Cahokian community. However, an 
explicitly relational and materialist community approach is still missing from Cahokian and 
Mississippian literature, as well as an approach that considers community beyond its 
importance in Cahokia’s initial stages. This is not to say that relational approaches to Cahokia 
and Cahokian matters more broadly do not exist. In fact, recent work has considered the city, 
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both Cahokia and more broadly, as relational assemblage (Alt 2020a; Pauketat 2020). This 
framework emphasizes the importance of the materials, substances, elements, and other non-
human constituents that compose Cahokia, as well as the relationships between these 
constituents, and their role in the emergence of urbanism. Thus, a relational approach to 
community is fitting as Cahokia moves forward into the next generation of scholarship. This 
approach, taken here, strengthens our understanding of Cahokia’s complex identity through its 
varied relationships, and pushes us to think not only about how Cahokian community emerged, 
but also how it transformed, ebbed, and flowed throughout the Mississippian period in the 
American Bottom region.  
 
The Natural Setting 
 
 The American Bottom is a stretch of floodplain that spans 161 km of the eastern banks 
of the Mississippi River, from Chester, Illinois in the south to Alton, Illinois in the north (Bareis 
and Porter 1984). At its widest point, the floodplain reaches eastward ~14 km before 
transitioning into bluffs into the eastern uplands. In the northern portion, the bluffs are 
gradual, but in the southern section, they are abrupt, steep, limestone features. The floodplain 
offers a variety of diverse resources, perhaps most importantly, rich, fertile floodplain soils. 
These soils supported the growth of a number of food resources, including maize and other 
indigenous cultigens. Mississippians took advantage of ridge and swale topography when 
cultivating such crops, and also when building settlements (Milner 1998).  
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 As an active floodplain, the American Bottom was and is a wet environment. Portions of 
the landscape are seasonally or permanently inundated, resulting in common swampy and 
marshy areas, including the landscape upon which Cahokia was built (Schroeder 1997; White et 
al. 1984). This watery component was an important aspect of Cahokian cosmology, and it was 
no accident that the city was built in this way (Baires 2014, 2017). The wet landscape also 
provided for a diverse biome, supporting a variety of aquatic and semi-aquatic flora and fauna 
(White et al. 1984). Early European explorers did not find the Mississippi valley environment 
quite as enticing, often describing it in terms of mud, mosquitoes, and misery (Dickens 1893; du 
Poisson 1727). 
 The uplands to the east, though geographically and geologically a separate zone from 
the American Bottom, are an equally important natural resource in the Cahokian world. The 
term American Bottom region, or Greater Cahokia, includes an extent of the uplands, which 
were covered in prairie and forestlands. Though lacking the rich floodplain deposits, these 
prairies were still productive agricultural zones that could provide maize to Cahokians and 
Mississippians across the region. Upland forests also were an important wood resource that 
supplemented the more scarcely available wood of the floodplains. The upland forests also 
supported deer, which were present in the floodplain, but abundant in the uplands. Sections of 
the uplands to the south are characterized by karstic geographies. The sinkholes and caves of 
this region were likely important as spaces that could link the land of the living with the 
Underworld (Alt 2020a).  
 Between the floodplain and uplands, an abundance of raw materials were available to 
local Mississippians. Lithic resources were more readily available in the uplands, including 
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limestone and sandstone, as well as chert from outcrops within the limestone and other glacial 
materials and materials found in streambeds (Boles 2018; Koldehoff 1985). Other lithic sources 
including chert, igneous rocks, and minerals were gathered from places further south. Clays for 
pottery were available in both the floodplain and uplands. In some cases clays from very 
specific areas are recognizable, such as Madison County Shale paste from the northern uplands, 
or distinct orange clays from the southern uplands (Brennan et al. 2018). In sum, diversity 
defines the American Bottom and surrounding uplands, both in terms of geographic zones and 
natural resources, providing the varied material media of Cahokia’s emergence. 
 
Figure 3. 1: Chronology of Greater Cahokia (Alt 2001, 2002a, 2006b, 2018; Baltus 2014; Baires 2014, 2017; Bareis 
and Porter 1984; Betzenhauser 2011, 2017, 2018a; Emerson 1995, 1997, 2018a; Fortier and McElrath 2002; Fowler 
1997; Iseminger et al. 1990; Kelly 1990a, 1990b, 1995; Jackson 2014; Kelly et al. 1984; Kelly et al. 2007; Milner et 
al. 1984; Nash et al, 2018; Pauketat 1994; 1998a, 2004, 2013b; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997; Porter 1974) 
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The Chronology of Cahokian Community 
 
Pre-Mississippian Community 
 Cahokia’s abrupt appearance and the rapid emergence of Mississippian ways of life 
transformed the existing landscape and communities in the American Bottom region. During 
the preceding Terminal Late Woodland (TLW) period (900 – 1050 CE), which is split into two 
sub-phases, the region was characterized by incredible diversity (Figure 3.1; Emerson 2018b; 
Fortier and McElrath 2002; Fortier et al. 2006). During the initial TLW I, settlements were small 
and dispersed, composed of a few structures and their associated features (Betzenhauser 
2018a; Kelly et al. 1984). Settlement during the TLW II period intensified and diversified, and 
site layouts at villages shifted to household groups situated around open courtyards 
(Betzenhauser 2017, 2018a; Fortier and McElrath 2002; Kelly 1990a, 1990b; Kelly et al. 2007; 
Pauketat 1998a, 2013b). Other settlement types included shorter-term camps or seasonal 
habitations (Betzenhauser 2018a; Fortier and McElrath 2002). The material assemblages were 
also diverse, though there are some general trends from the TLW I to the TLW II (Kelly et al. 
1984). For example, the adoption of modified jar rims and increased frequency of red slipping 
as a surface treatment on ceramic vessels in the latter half of the period (Betzenhauser 2018b; 
Fortier and McElrath 2002; Kelly et al. 1984; Vogel 1975). 
 Recent research from the East St. Louis Precinct, located west of Cahokia near the banks 
of the Mississippi river, has shed some light on TLW community in the American Bottom. During 
the TLW II period, the site is characterized as a large village, with familial courtyard groups that 
remained important for kin groups throughout time (Betzenhauser 2018b). Additionally, 
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massive storage pits ranging from over 6 m3 to as much as 74.45 m3 were present 
(Betzenhauser 2018a). Notably, larger square communal structures that were present at other 
TLW II sites such as Range were absent at East St. Louis (Kelly et al. 2007). The lack of this 
specialized structure form is interpreted as indicating that communal or ceremonial activities 
were taking place outside of buildings in communal spaces. At East St. Louis, then, we might 
interpret TLW II community and identity as emerging from enduring kin relationships which 
were emplaced in courtyard groups that persisted over time. Broader community relationships 
were enacted in ways that were not necessarily tied to particular buildings or places but were 
spread through the distribution of goods from shared storage in massive pits. Broader 
community was more-or-less decentralized, with the focus rather on relationships within the 
smaller courtyard groups. 
 At sites outside of East St. Louis with large TLW II populations, including Cahokia and 
Range, TLW community emerged via slightly different means and relationships (Kelly et al. 
2007; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b). The presence of communal or special-use structures at Range 
offered a grounding aspect that gathered broader community together and to particular places. 
The presence of groups of quadripartite pits and large post pits at both Range and Cahokia 
played a similar role, empowering places and relating place to community ideals. Perhaps most 
importantly though is that courtyard groups and buildings rebuilt in place or near earlier 
iterations were present at East St. Louis, Range, and Cahokia. The presence of these persistent 
groups suggests that despite differences in status or other aspects of community formation, 
such as special-use structures and pits, the relationships within households and kin groups 
remained important. 
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 The diversity witnessed during the TLW demonstrates a great degree of heterogeneity, 
and there is very little evidence for continuity from TLW II settlements into Lohmann phase 
Mississippian settlements. Rather, there is a significant break in the continuity of community 
relationships. While the TLW cultural mélange set the stage for Cahokia’s emergence, the 
centralization and coalescence of community that followed was revolutionary (Fortier et al. 
2006). 
 
The Coalescence of Cahokian Community 
 The founding of Cahokia at the beginning of the Lohmann phase (1050 – 1100 CE) was 
an abrupt disjuncture from the earlier Terminal Late Woodland occupations of the region 
(Figure 3.1; Fortier and McElrath 2002; Pauketat 1994, 1998b, 2004). This disjuncture is 
characterized by the creation of the new Cahokian way of life, which relied on drastic material 
changes (e.g. the resettlement of the region, the adoption of new construction methods, and a 
shift in material types and technologies), the reformulation of existing relationships, and the 
consolidation of people and things into a new community through the politicization of tradition, 
religious belief, and practice (Alt 2012; Alt and Pauketat 2011; Betzenhauser 2011, 2017; Dalan 
et al. 2003; Pauketat 1994, 2000, 2003, 2004, 2013a; Pauketat and Emerson 1999). A drastic 
increase in population, in part fueled by immigration, made the gathering of a Cahokian 
community all that much more important for the success of Cahokia as a political and religious 
entity (Alt 2002a, 2012; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997; Slater et al. 2014). 
 Along with the massive population increase, reaching a height of 10,000 to 15,000 at 
Cahokia during the Lohmann phase, was the urbanization and centralization of Cahokia itself 
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(Betzenhauser 2011; Pauketat 2004; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997). People were settled in 
scattered homesteads and small villages during the Terminal Late Woodland period, but they 
abandoned these settlements during the Lohmann phase in a large-scale movement in towards 
Cahokia (Emerson 1997; Pauketat 2003). Those who did not move to Cahokia itself settled at 
smaller mound centers or in small floodplain homesteads. Even in areas where there was 
continued occupation from the TLW to the Mississippian period, the earlier domiciles, 
households, and courtyards were abandoned. Thus, the smaller-scale, decentralized forms of 
community seen during the TLW were abruptly cut off, leaving space for something new. This 
resettlement, or replacement, was not a result of Cahokia’s urbanization, but was part and 
parcel of the process.  
 The materials of the advent of the Mississippian period, which were the constituents of 
the new Cahokian community, were exceedingly numerous. Historically the materials of 
Mississippianism have been winnowed down to four main markers, maize, platform mounds, 
shell temper, and wall trench architecture, but this short trait list is wholly insufficient for 
encapsulating Mississippian complexity (Cobb 2003; Pauketat 2007). Considering Cahokia as 
assemblage recognizes instead the multitude of vibrant materials that contribute to the 
existence of Cahokia and Mississippian society (Alt 2020a; Pauketat 2020). Indeed, it is not only 
Cahokia’s “calling cards” that form important components of the Cahokian assemblage, but 
everything from the sediments of the soils and water vapors to “mundane” agricultural tools 
and power-laden ceramics to empowered built and unbuilt landscapes were co-constituents of 
Cahokian community and identity (Alt 2020a; Baires 2014, 2017; Baltus 2018; Pauketat 2004; 
Pauketat and Alt 2018). 
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 Importantly, Cahokia was not one homogenous identity, but was a dynamic pluralistic 
city, diverse culturally and ethnically and peopled both by those native to the region and by 
immigrants coming from the south, east, and north (Alt 2002a, 2006b, 2018; Emerson and 
Hargrave 2000; Emerson and Hedman 2016; Pauketat 2002, 2003; Slater et al. 2014). This 
pluralism contributed to a fluid, heterogeneous, and socially complex Cahokia, and extended 
beyond the city to the surrounding countryside (Alt 2001, 2002a, 2006a; Emerson 1997; 
Pauketat 2003). With such a diversity of persons and of things, the success of Cahokia was only 
possibly through the coalescence of a shared sense of community that was both imagined and 
very material in daily, lived experiences and relationships.  
 The core of the new Cahokian community was formed from the new religion and 
politico-religious materials and practices that were the substance of Cahokia’s rise and the 
spread of Mississippianism (Alt and Pauketat 2017; Baires 2014, 2017; Pauketat 2013a). 
Religion framed everything at Cahokia and in the Mississippian world as the landscape was 
cosmology writ large; religion was not separable from daily life but was inherent in it, 
inseparable from human experience (Baires 2014, 2017; Deloria Jr 1973; Emerson et al. 2008; 
Fowles 2013; Pauketat 2013a). 
 Religion was inherent in daily lived experience; however, at Cahokia’s outset, religion 
and ritual were appropriated at a larger scale to create a sense of shared religion and 
community. For example, participating as a spectator or witness of the burial events at Mound 
72 would have created a sense of community through shared experience, as well as through 
relationships forged between the living, the dead, and the mounds and materials involved 
(Baires 2014, 2017; Fowler et al. 1999; Hedman and Hargrave 2018; Pauketat 2007, 2013a). 
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Massive feasts at Cahokia may also have brought people together, though they also may have 
served to reinforce poignant status distinctions (Pauketat et al. 2002). Similarly, through the co-
option of traditional or historic beliefs and practices such as mound-building, the chunkey 
game, and origin stories, new Cahokian leaders used the familiar to facilitate the creation of the 
new community identity (Pauketat 2000, 2007; Pauketat and Emerson 1999). Building on 
existing traditions, relationships, and experiences, a new community emerged from these 
communal events that was distinctly Cahokian in flavor. 
 Of course, the creation of Cahokian community was not solely reliant on leaders’ 
abilities to bring people together. Not only were participants pro-active in the larger-scale 
events, but also in creating community through the practices and materials they were engaging 
with outside of the big traditions and ceremonies. In other words, Cahokian community was not 
just emplaced from the top down but came from the practices and materials of Mississippians’ 
daily lives. Betzenhauser’s concept of “constructed community” encapsulates this approach 
(2011). The newly constructed landscape of Cahokia and the region literally and figuratively 
built Cahokian community as people participated in mound-building, new architectural forms 
and techniques, and the engagement with “architectures” and “artifacts of power” 
(Betzenhauser 2011, 2017; Emerson 1997; Pauketat 2004).  
 Though there was a centralized movement towards Cahokia during the Lohmann phase, 
some people did lay down their roots elsewhere, particularly in the uplands to the east of the 
floodplain. Farming villages that were part of the Richland complex housed some of these early 
rural families and farmers (Alt 2001, 2002a, 2006b, 2006a, 2018; Pauketat 2003). Importantly, 
some of the Richland complex inhabitants were immigrants who engaged with Cahokian 
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practices and materials on their own terms, embracing hybridity in the practices and 
relationships that formed (Alt 2018). Micro-communities emerged at these sites where new 
identities emerged from relationships between Cahokian and non-Cahokian practices. Other 
important sites such as the Emerald Acropolis also played a critical role in the founding of 
Cahokia, as pilgrims moved through a ceremonial processional westward into the region, 
perhaps visiting shrines and other natural and built monuments along the way (Skousen 2016, 
2018; Skousen et al. 2020; Pauketat 2013a) 
 Given the importance of Cahokia’s rural countryside during its initial phase, we can see 
occurring in tandem with the urbanization of Cahokia was the ruralization of the hinterlands 
(Emerson 2018a; Pauketat 2003, 2007; Pauketat et al. 2018; Yoffee 2005). This ruralization was 
an active process. In other words, Cahokia did not just become centralized and urbanized while 
those living in the countryside remained autonomous and free of influence from Cahokia. 
Rather, the hinterlands became integrated through networks of materials, persons, and places 
that tied farmsteads together and back to Cahokia (Emerson 1997). Thus, though diversity was 
present, especially in Richland Complex sites, it was still Cahokian in nature. Civic, civic-
ceremonial, and ceremonial nodal sites, which reached their height during the Stirling phase 
(1100 – 1200 CE), helped to play this integrative role (Emerson 1997).  
 Cahokian community did not naturally form simply as a function of a large population 
living in one place, but rather it was bound up in the material transformations and historic 
events briefly outlined above. By participating in the resettlement of the region, and the 
building of a new ritual landscape, Mississippian peoples were taking part in the active creation 
of community. Through building wall-trench houses and using certain vessel types, or through 
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experiencing the material construction of an origin story people became Cahokian. Grounded in 
the relationships forged across the Mississippian world, Cahokian community came together. 
 
The Climax of Cahokian Community 
 The Stirling phase (1100-1200 CE) was the apex of Cahokia’s florescence, influence, and 
community in the American Bottom region and across the midcontinent (Figure 3.1). The 
intensification and extensiveness of Cahokian community was embodied in an increase in 
homogeneity of Mississippian materials (Emerson 2018a; Emerson and Hargrave 2000). For 
example, variety within ceramics was diminished, shared religious iconography was 
widespread, and spaces were restructured in specific ways (Dalan et al. 2003; Emerson 1997, 
2018a; Holley 1989; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b; Wittry 1969). Much of the lingering diversity in the 
Lohmann phase was gone. 
 While Cahokian community was always fluid and diverse, the material constituents of 
that community became more uniform, and those materials extended the community and 
relationships therein to wherever they were found. In other words, it was during the Stirling 
phase that Cahokian community experienced a height of territorialization. Boundaries between 
what was Cahokian and what was not were clear, and Cahokian community, identity, and 
power were in a period of increased stability. At the same time, some boundaries were blurred, 
as long-distance missionaries sought to spread Mississippian religion and Cahokian ideology to 
far-off places via the transference of bundles or bundled knowledges (Butler 2017; Pauketat et 
al. 2015).  
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 The vibrant materials and substances that in part constituted Cahokian community 
during the Stirling phase were numerous, with some more salient than others (Emerson 1997; 
Pauketat 2013a; Pauketat and Alt 2018). On an elemental level, water and fire continued from 
the preceding Lohmann phase as powerful participants. Recent work by Susan Alt, Sarah Baires, 
and others brings water in its various forms and sources into focus, including watery 
underworlds, rain, shells from water, and even vapors and sweat (Alt 2020a; Baires 2014, 2017; 
Pauketat and Alt 2018; Pauketat et al. 2017). Water had ties to both the Upper and Under 
Worlds, and watery places were powerful, as was the ability to embody and interact with water 
in any of its forms. Indeed, Alt defines Cahokia as a “’multiplicity’ of water” that placed people 
into a “’maelstrom’ of watery relations” (2020a:34, 35). These watery relations were negotiated 
in many ways, from intimate interactions in sweat lodges, to structured watery deposits, to 
experiences of places with natural waters, such as springs, sinkholes, and marshes (Alt 2020a; 
Alt and Pauketat 2017; Baires 2014, 2017; Pauketat and Alt 2018; Pauketat et al. 2017). 
 Likewise, fire was powerful as a transformational element, especially in the termination 
or transubstantiation of powerful places or objects (Baltus and Baires 2012; Baltus and Wilson 
2019; Pauketat 2013a; Pauketat et al. 2013). Terminal incinerations during the Stirling phase 
were largely restricted to special-use buildings and “seems to have become part of the larger 
bundle (after Pauketat 2013a; see also Zedeño 2008) or relations, elements, and materials 
assembled into Cahokia political-religious practices” (Baltus and Wilson 2019:20). Fire was also 
involved in with powerful places such as mounds, as certain mound-top buildings were burned 
with offertory assemblages (Baltus and Wilson 2019; Pauketat 1993). The practice of terminal 
incineration was a way to mitigate power as buildings were terminated, but also was a way to 
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transform and emplace power. As vibrant and powerful matters, water and fire were 
intertwined with one another and embedded in the relationships of Cahokian religion and 
community (Alt 2020a; Alt and Pauketat 2017; Baires 2014, 2017; Baltus 2014; Baltus and Baires 
2012; Baltus and Wilson 2019; Bennett 2010; Pauketat et al. 2017).  
 Other matters that gathered in the Cahokian assemblage include things such as certain 
cherts, clays, mussel shell and marine shell, maize, red flint clays and pipestone, minerals, and 
other organic and inorganic materials (Emerson 1997; Emerson et al. 2003; Kelly and Brown 
2011; Pauketat and Alt 2018; Simon 2002; Parker and Simon 2018; Walthall 1981; Yerkes 1991). 
The sources of these materials were also drawn into the Cahokian community both as 
important and powerful places, or in some cases, because of other inherent powers to those 
places (Basso 1996; Benson and Butler 2013; Deloria Jr 1973; Harvey 2006; Kelly and Brown 
2011). The materials and things were present in both raw form and as transformed bodies, and 
in many cases, the transformed materials were especially power-laden, as materials were 
further entangled with religious ideologies or with other materials. For example, Ramey Incised 
vessels embodied clays, mussel shell, and cosmological interactions with the Under, Middle, 
and Upper Worlds (Pauketat and Alt 2018). When these materials met one another, their 
power multiplied as their relationships intensified.  
 Cahokian materials were intertwined with important places and buildings, as well. 
Monumental wooden posts of cypress or red cedar, woods with inherent sacred qualities, 
extended from the Under to the Upper World, gathering power from ancestors and place to 
center and ground community (Emerson 1997; Hall 1997; Kelly 2003; Pauketat 2013a; Pauketat 
and Alt 2005; Simon 2002; Skousen 2012). Seemingly “mundane” tools were cached or 
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deposited on building floors or in walls, often in the company of fire, to gather and power and 
blur the line between “sacred” and “mundane” (Baires and Baltus 2016; Baltus 2018). Finally, 
certain special-use, restricted architectural forms that held power-laden persons or things, 
discussed further below, were built across Greater Cahokia, facilitating relationships between 
rural persons and Cahokian power (Emerson 1997).  
 The Stirling phase apex of Cahokian community was evident throughout the 
countryside. Whereas people relocated centrally during the Lohmann phase, there was a 
reversal of this trend during the Stirling phase. Cahokia proper’s population dropped as people 
moved out, resulting in the height of the dispersed rural population (Pauketat and Lopinot 
1997). During the 12th century, the American Bottom region held an estimated 40,000 to 50,000 
people, though it can be difficult to quantify the countryside (Nash et al. 2018). This included 
many settlements and small mound centers both in the floodplain and the eastern uplands. 
There was also resettlement within the countryside, as the sites within the Richland complex 
that were founded at the onset of the Lohmann phase were abandoned by 1150 CE (Alt 2002a, 
2006a, 2018).  
 With the intensified and redistributed rural settlement came increased ruralization as 
Cahokia political and ceremonial nodal sites spread, integrating the countryside and extending 
the boundaries of the Cahokian community spatially (Emerson 1997, 2018a; Pauketat et al. 
2018). Emerson defined three forms of nodal sites that played this role (1997:157). Nodal 
houseclusters were homes of low-level functionaries that had a leadership role within rural 
communities. Civic nodes were “distinct locations for the exercise of political and social power” 
that contained special-use architecture such as T- and L-shaped buildings and circular 
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structures. Finally, ceremonial nodes were religious and mortuary sites that were varied and 
served either rural communities or specific elites. While this process of regional integration was 
not a Stirling phase innovation, these sites saw their height during this time.  
 The specialized architectures, or “architectures of power,” present at nodal sites were 
important features with Cahokian community. The small circular structures were sweat lodges, 
which were places that afforded intimate contact and with sacred waters in their various forms 
(Alt 2020a; Emerson 1997; Pauketat 1993, 1994; Pauketat and Alt 2018; Pauketat et al. 2017). 
T- and L- shaped structures are interpreted as specialized temples or medicine lodges that held 
important persons or bundles in alcoves or altars, whose access was restricted to certain 
religious persons or specialists (Alt 2006a; Porter 1974). The temples or medicine lodges were 
also often oriented towards particular celestial alignments, enmeshing the buildings further 
into fields of cosmological and cosmic relations (Pauketat 2013a). These three architectures 
gathered together certain Cahokian powers from persons, elements, celestial entities, and 
materials into specific places. A fourth structure, council houses, were also important in a 
different way, as places that gathered community (Alt 2018; Baltus 2014; Emerson 1997; 
Pauketat 1998a, 2013b). These council, or communal, houses were present in some form prior 
to the Mississippian period and persist even after the disruption of the sweat lodges and T- and 
L-shaped buildings. 
 The different nodal sites each played roles as places of articulation of the relationships 
formed across Greater Cahokia. In other words, each of these sites gathered Cahokian powers 
and things and embedded them into a more widespread community. While such sites were to 
some extent means for the extension of Cahokian power, they were also places that facilitated 
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relationships among the constituents of Cahokian community. The specific buildings and 
artifacts found at each of the sites, the “architectures of power” and “artifacts of power,” were 
among the most pronounced constituents of Cahokian power, religion, and community (Baltus 
2014; Emerson 1997). The spread of these materials outward from Cahokia across the rural 
landscape via nodal sites was in effect the spread of Cahokian community.  
 By characterizing Cahokian community as homogenous and stable during the Stirling 
phase, the intention is not to imply that community relationships were equal among all parts. 
There were political inequalities, as well as sub-communities that were nested within and 
intersectional with broader Cahokian community (Fowler 1997; Pauketat 2004, 2007). Even 
within Cahokia, different neighborhoods may have been sub-communities defined by 
specialized craft production, different ethnic groups, status, or other identities (Betzenhauser 
and Pauketat 2019; Emerson and Hedman 2016; Fowler 1997; Pauketat 2004). Sub-
communities existed outside of Cahokia, as well, among the farmers of the floodplain. Again, 
these communities were not identical, and may have been differentially willing to buy into 
Cahokian ways of life, resistant or defiant to what was coming from Cahokia, or have fallen 
somewhere in the middle (Pauketat 2004). One way we see this is in the hybridity that emerged 
at certain upland sites, which involved a negotiation of Cahokian with non-Cahokian things (Alt 
2001, 2006b, 2018; Pauketat 2004). Still, sub-communities, accommodating or otherwise, were 
Cahokia-centric in that they were all part of this broader Cahokian community that was 
gathering through their relationships with Cahokian materials and beliefs. Even with a diversity 
of sub-communities, they all involve Cahokian goods and practices; there was no successful 
outright rejection of Cahokia in the region. 
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The (dis)Continuity of Cahokian Community 
 The late 12th and early 13th century Stirling to Moorehead transition was another 
distinct transformation marked by changes to all aspects of life and pointing to a diminished 
level of Cahokian influence and control throughout the immediate region and broader 
Mississippian world (Baltus 2014; Emerson 1997; Emerson et al. 2018; Kelly 1997; Kelly et al. 
2001; Pauketat 1998b, 2004; Trubitt 2000). This era represents the beginning of Cahokia’s 
decline during the Moorehead phase (1200 – 1300 CE) and eventual abandonment during the 
Sand Prairie phase (1300 – 1400 CE) (Figure 3.1). Though variously described in terms of 
collapse (Emerson and Hedman 2016; Milner 1990), transformation (Baltus 2014), or even a 
second florescence (Kelly 1997; Kelly et al. 2001; Trubitt 2000), this post-1200 CE period is best 
characterized as a revitalization movement that resulted in the return of certain practices to 
the hands of the community (Baltus 2014; Pauketat 2018a). 
 At Cahokia proper, population dropped 30-40% during the Moorehead phase from what 
it had been during its Lohmann phase height (Pauketat and Lopinot 1997). The rural population 
is more difficult to estimate, but decreases in site frequency, size, and density indicate the same 
trend in the countryside as seen at Cahokia (Milner et al. 1984). In addition to a population 
decline, the ways that people inhabited and used the landscape shifted. Most mound centers 
were abandoned, with the exception of Cahokia and the Mitchell site, which saw its height in 
the Stirling and Moorehead phases (Baltus 2014; Collins 1990; Freimuth 1974; Porter 1974; 
Pauketat 1998a, 2013a). At Cahokia, the focus of the Moorehead phase elite shifted to the East 
or Ramey plaza, where mound-building continued to a small scale (Baltus 2014; Kelly 1997; 
Kelly et al. 2007; Kelly and Brown 2010). Overall, settlement at Cahokia became less coherent 
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as organizational ideals shifted (Betzenhauser and Pauketat 2019; Collins 1990; Pauketat 1998a, 
2013b). A large-scale, intentional conflagration razed a compound within the East St. Louis 
Civic-Ceremonial Core just prior to the onset of the Moorehead phase, contributing to the 
restructuring of that landscape in more ways than one (Fortier 2007; Pauketat 2005, 2018b; 
Pauketat et al. 2013). 
 Whereas events like large-scale mound-building and sponsored ceremonies or feasts 
helped draw community together during the Lohmann phase, these activities no longer 
occurred during the Moorehead phase. Limited mound activity still took place at Emerald and 
at East St. Louis’ Civic-Ceremonial Core, but there were no substantial permanent occupations 
at these sites, and there were no new large-scale mound constructions (Fortier 2007; Galloy 
2018b; Pauketat 2005, 2018b; Pauketat et al. 2013; Skousen 2016). The largest monumental 
construction project was the building and re-building of a massive log palisade wall surrounding 
Cahokia’s central core (Anderson 1969; Holley et al. 1990; Iseminger et al. 1990; Trubitt 2000). 
With evidence lacking that this was actively a defensive structure, it rather was likely a very 
visible, material symbol of difference as social distance increased between those within Cahokia 
and those outside (Baltus 2014; Milner 1990). To be involved in the building of the palisade 
would have been a different sort of communal event than mound-building. Where mound-
building draws on tradition, origins, community, and history, the palisade is the material 
embodiment of separation and inequality. 
 Although smaller mound centers were essentially abandoned, there were still several 
larger villages occupied during the Moorehead phase. In close relatively proximity to Cahokia, a 
substantial occupation was present on the Sauget Industrial Park (SIP) landscape, which 
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encompassed a number of Mississippian and pre-Mississippian sites. The most significant 
presence was nodal complex at Fingers South, which included a suite of extra-domestic 
buildings and large midden (Benson 2021a, 2021b). At nearby Curtiss Steinberg, a formal 
Stirling to Moorehead phase cemetery and additional special-purpose structures point to the 
stability of this late occupation on the landscape (Benson 2021b). Other floodplain sites with 
less intense Moorehead phase occupations include, but are not limited to, Julien, Loyd, Radic, 
and St. Thomas (Kruchten 2008; McElrath et al. 1987; Milner 1984a; Vermillion 2005). Of 
importance in the uplands is that, although Moorehead settlements of various sizes persisted 
or were established (Brennan 2018b; Baltus 2014; Holley 2006), their degree of integration with 
Cahokia via nodal sites diminished, resulting in increasing rural autonomy (Baltus 2014; 
Emerson 1997; Pauketat 1998b). 
 The 13th century transformation was grounded in materials entangled in the 12th to 
13th century politics of Cahokia, such as specialized pottery and buildings, and manifested in 
the intentional disruption and destruction of earlier politico-religious places and practices 
(Baltus 2014). Many of these materials were also explicitly implicated in the integration of the 
broader Greater Cahokia region, particularly during the Stirling phase’s increased material 
homogeneity. In other words, the affected materials were those that once were of utmost 
importance as core constituents of Stirling phase community.  
 In terms of specialized politico-religious buildings, T- and L-shaped buildings abruptly 
end by the end of the Stirling phase (Emerson 1997, 2018a). The discontinuation of circular 
sweat lodges has also been argued; however, evidence presented in this dissertation 
recommends revisiting this argument. Nodal sites were in large part defined in terms of these 
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specialized “architectures of power,” and their disappearance plays a large role in the 
disintegration of rural networks. While larger square communal council houses persisted as the 
main non-domestic building, they were also present prior to Cahokia’s appearance (as were 
sweat lodges, but not in the American Bottom region), and unlike the other buildings, were not 
Cahokian innovations. The continuation of community-centric buildings and the loss of Cahokia-
centric buildings is informative. 
 The material homogeneity that swelled during the Stirling phase disappeared during the 
Moorehead phase. For example, changes in ceramic practices resulted in greater ceramic 
variability. The power-laden Ramey Incised jars fell out of production and out of use, though 
some earlier Moorehead phase site assemblages contain pieces of the jars as remnants from 
the Stirling phase (Hamlin 2004; Holley 1989; Pauketat 2004). The predominant ceramic jar 
takes the form of a globe, rather than the specialized two-panel form of the Ramey Incised or 
Powell Plain jar (Holley 1989). This shift in jar form suggests a shift in ceramic manufacture to 
the household, and less of a concern with ceramic uniformity, co-occurrent with increased 
household autonomy (Pauketat 2004). In a different vein, there is also a dramatic shift in the 
focus of assemblages from being storage-focused (jars) to serving-focused (plates, bowls, 
beakers), suggesting increased commensalism (Baltus 2014; Hamlin 2004; Holley 1989; Jackson 
2014; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b; Vogel 1975). 
 Other material constituents of Cahokian community, such as water and fire, were still 
present, but were de-emphasized, or re-imagined. Terminal incinerations still occurred but 
were less restricted than they once had been (Baltus and Wilson 2019). There was at the least a 
decline in sweat lodges, whether that was a total disappearance or not. Additionally, where 
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Cahokian iconography once revolved around a watery underworld, maize, fertility, the moon, 
and other feminine forces, Moorehead phase iconography shifted to a focus on male forms and 
violence or warfare (Brown 2007; Brown and Kelly 2000; Buchanan 2014a, 2014b; Emerson 
2018a; Kelly et al. 2008; Pauketat 2004). This iconographic shift is not isolated to Greater 
Cahokia, and in fact this imagery is prevalent across much of the Mississippian southeast 
(Galloway 1989; Lankford et al. 2011; Reilly and Garber 2007). 
 To go into every detail of the material changes between the Stirling and Moorehead 
phases would be a tall order. Of greater import is to emphasize that things, including some 
really important things, changed, and how persons related to things changed in substantial and 
significant ways. Baltus concludes that “disentangling from the specialized material 
relationships of the 12th century Stirling phase created the loose threads” (2014:337); loose 
threads that when pulled, led ultimately to the decline of Cahokia. This disentanglement from 
previous practices and materials created new space for reimagined relationships and identity 
and community construction. Pauketat puts it another way, that the disappearance of certain 
elements meant that Moorehead phase Cahokians “ceased relating to the identical other-than-
human powers or the wider world in the same way their forerunners had” (2018a: 480). The 
upshot is that the discontinuation of those things and practices that once defined what it was 
to be Cahokian meant a redefinition of what it meant to be part of the Cahokian community 
assemblage. 
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Conclusion 
 
 In some ways, the post-1200 CE Cahokian community was emerging in much the same 
way it always had been, just with different constituents and in different contexts, and 
importantly, on a different scale. Cahokian community with its core at the site of Cahokia was 
both territorializing on a more centrally focused scale and deterritorializing as more extensive 
relationships weakened or were cut off. However, knowing that the very fibers of Cahokian 
community were so violently disrupted, what happened in the broader community? After 1200 
CE, the material participants in Cahokian community were assembled differently than how they 
once had been. With new materials, or re-imagined and renegotiated relationships with 
existing materials, Mississippian persons would have interacted with Cahokian community in 
different ways. The transformations within the Cahokian community assemblage that occurred 
from the Stirling phase to the Moorehead phase had implications for defining Cahokian 
identity.  
 The questions addressed herein ask how late rural Mississippian community assembled 
from the re-imagined relationships that emerged after Cahokia’s Stirling phase florescence, and 
how community played into Cahokia’s decline and eventual abandonment. These questions 
focus on the Moorehead phase, but more generally refer to everything between 1200 CE and 
1400 CE, as Moorehead phase trends continued into the subsequent Sand Prairie phase. These 
goals are accomplished from the perspective of three late Mississippian sites, Rhea, 
Schoolhouse Branch (South), and Hook and Ladder, each of which represent varied late 
Mississippian occupations in the floodplain and uplands (Figure 3.2). Community emerges at a 
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local level and in relation to broader Cahokian community uniquely at each of the three sites, 
allowing for a rich description and comparison of the ways that late Mississippian relational 
communities assembled.  
 
Figure 3. 2: Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch, and Hook and Ladder, in relation to Cahokia 
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Chapter 4 
Methodology 
 
 Proper field and analytical methods are critical for the interpretation and comparison of 
archaeological sites and materials. Given that the goal of this dissertation is to address late 
Mississippian community formation through the small-scale, every detail of the three sites 
included herein is important. Additionally, as laid out in the previous chapters, strong material 
and feature analyses are critical for unweaving the relationships within which archaeological 
materials are bound. In this chapter I present the specific methods employed to excavate and 
analyze the materials upon which I base my interpretations. Histories of investigation for each 
site are also presented, providing the context in which excavations were undertaken. The 
following two chapters present first the results of the excavations and feature data (Chapter 5), 
followed by artifact data (Chapter 6). 
 
Field Methods and Histories of Investigation 
 
 Field methods for each of the three sites included pedestrian surface surveys and 
excavations. Geophysical survey was also completed for a portion of Rhea. I completed all 
fieldwork at Rhea excluding the initial survey that identified the site in 1984. Dr. Timothy 
Pauketat, Brad Koldehoff, Larry Kinsella, and Paul Keck undertook salvage excavations at Hook 
and Ladder, and the Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Office of Contract Archaeology 
excavated Schoolhouse Branch. Excavations at each of the three sites varied somewhat due to 
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the different excavating institutions, but shared basic guiding methodologies based on those 
established during the FAI-270 project (Bareis and Porter 1984). 
 
Rhea (11S2086) 
 The Rhea site (11S2086) is located in the eastern uplands, 16 km south of Cahokia in the 
Prairie du Pont drainage. During the Mississippian period, the area was prairie/forest interface 
and there are several other Mississippian sites located in the immediate vicinity, though none 
speak of Moorehead phase ( 1200 – 1300 CE) occupations. Just to the north of Prairie du Pont 
Creek, a suite of sites was tested ahead of construction of Belleville West High School. Several 
sites, including Mississippian sites, were recommended for Phase II testing after pedestrian, but 
only one feature was found (Galloy and Kohring 2000; Ott and Galloy 2000). 
 Rhea is a multi-component Mississippian site, occupied first during the early 
Mississippian period, and then occupied again during the Moorehead phase. Though 
excavations have not confirmed the age of the early occupation, surface materials suggest a 
Lohmann phase (1050 – 1100 CE) affiliation. The later Moorehead phase occupation of the site 
is best characterized as a specialized nodal occupation, supported by the excavation of four 
structures and their associated features. 
 Only 16 sites with Mississippian components are found within a 5-km radius of Rhea: 
likely more a function of survey coverage rather than actual settlement. Those 16 Mississippian 
sites are all located in relatively close proximity to Rhea, and 14 were recorded either by the 
myself during the Rhea survey, or during the Belleville West High School work mentioned 
above. The nearest major Moorehead phase occupations are in the Sauget Industrial Park (SIP) 
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landscape, located nearly 10 km northwest on the floodplain, and in the Scott Joint-Use project 
area, approximately 15 km northeast in the uplands (Benson 2021a, 2021b; Holley 2006). The 
Booker T. Washington site, which extends into the Late Stirling to Early Moorehead phase, is 
just under 7 km northwest (Galloy 2018a). Rhea is fairly isolated on the landscape in terms of 
late Mississippian sites, as far as we know based on completed archaeological work.  
 Rhea was surveyed on three separate occasions in 1984, 2015, and 2017. The initial 
survey by Dr. Timothy Pauketat, which first identified the site, collected only diagnostic 
materials, and areas delineating artifact concentrations were mapped by hand. In 2015, I 
surveyed the site and collected all observed materials. Each piece of material, diagnostics and 
non-diagnostics alike, was piece-plotted with a handheld Garmin GPS unit. These data were 
integrated into a GIS, along with Pauketat’s previous map, in order to confirm site boundaries 
and identify artifact clusters with high potential for late Mississippian features within the site.  
 In 2017, I again surveyed Rhea with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Field 
School in Midwestern Archaeology. We performed a 100% collection of materials found on the 
site; however, in some cases only perimeters of artifact concentrations, as opposed to 
individual piece plots, were documented. During the 2017 survey and ensuing excavations, a 
portion of Rhea was planted in Monsanto test crop and was for the most part avoided at the 
request of the farmer. The 2015 and 2017 surveys confirmed both the boundaries of the site as 
defined in 1984 and the general sense of chronology of site occupation (Figures 4.1, 4.2). 
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Figure 4. 1: Survey limits and sites recorded in the 2015 and 2017 surveys 
 
Figure 4. 2: Survey results from 2015 and 2017 at Rhea 
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 Prior to the 2017 pedestrian survey I conducted a geophysical survey in hopes of 
identifying subsurface features ahead of planned excavations. Geophysical survey, in this case 
magnetometry, is beneficial because it allows for efficient high-resolution mapping of 
subsurface features over wide areas without having to undertake excavations. Magnetometry 
measures variances in the magnetic fields of soils and sediments. These magnetic fields, which 
are measured in nanoteslas, are impacted by human occupations, and areas that have been 
burned or that are rich in organic materials will return results that differ from the surrounding 
natural, unmodified sediments, therefore illustrating where potential features are located 
(Kvamme 2006). In the last two decades, geophysical techniques have been instrumental in 
interpreting the archaeology of the American Bottom (e.g., Baires et al. 2017; Baltus 2014; 
Betzenhauser 2011; Buchanan 2014b; Dalan et al. 2003; Hargrave 2011; Horsley et al. 2014). 
The geophysical survey completed at Rhea served two purposes. First, the results acted as a 
guide from which to target areas with magnetic anomalies for excavations. Second, by 
completing geophysical survey over a larger portion of the site than what was excavated, we 
gain a more complete picture of settlement at Rhea. In other words, the magnetic survey 
makes broader site-scale interpretations possible. 
 In April of 2017, Dr. Jacob Skousen, Visiting Research Archaeologist at the Illinois State 
Archaeological Survey, Aimée Carbaugh, and I conducted magnetometry survey over a portion 
of the densest concentration of Mississippian artifacts recovered in the 2015 survey at Rhea. At 
this point, the 2017 pedestrian survey had not yet occurred. The magnetometry survey was 
graciously provided by the Illinois State Archaeological Survey. Dr. Skousen operated a 
Bartington Grad 601-2 dual sensor gradiometer to survey 26 distinct 20 x 20-meter blocks 
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aligned on a North-South arbitrary grid (Figure 4.3). We encountered some difficulty balancing 
the gradiometer, and magnetically neutral areas returned higher nanotesla readings than what 
is ideal. Dr. Robert McCullough, Special Projects Assistant Director at the Illinois State 
Archaeological Survey, provided guidance regarding balancing the instrument, and the 
difficulties we encountered did not affect the results of the survey, which are presented in the 
following chapter. 
 
Figure 4. 3: Magnetometry grid at Rhea, overlain with 2015 survey results 
 I mapped the excavations and geophysical survey on an arbitrary grid using a total 
station with a Sokkia theodolite and Spectra Precision data collector. Datum points were also 
mapped in with a high-accuracy handheld Trimble GPS unit. I initially placed five datum points 
in April of 2017 in advance of the geophysical survey with the assistance of Jean Larmon. One 
datum was placed in a protected wooded drainage area, two datums were placed in the field at 
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the bases of two telephone poles, which are visible in aerial imagery, and the final two datums 
were placed alongside the driveway. Upon returning to the site for excavations the following 
month, one nail by the road could not be relocated.  
 In addition to shooting in the datum nails with the total station, I also shot in the 
centerline of the driveway. This information, as well as the locations of the two telephone 
poles, is used to georeference the site with aerial imagery and onto other maps. The high 
accuracy GPS data also allows for the arbitrary site grid to tie in to real-space coordinates. 
Because field conditions changed between the magnetometry survey and excavations, I set up 
a new arbitrary grid to guide excavations. The two grids were tied into each other using the 
datum nails. All site mapping and spatial analyses were completed using ArcGIS. In the case that 
mapping data is ever lost, the excavation blocks also appear on August 2017 Google Earth aerial 
imagery and could be georeferenced using that with some degree of accuracy (Figure 4.4). 
 
Figure 4. 4: The 2017 excavations at Rhea, forever immortalized in Google Earth imagery 
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 I supervised excavations at Rhea in June of 2017 through the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign Field School in Midwestern Archaeology. The locations of excavation blocks 
(EBs) were determined using the surface and geophysical survey results as a guide. We began 
removing the plow zone for four EBs by hand. After one and a half days of removing plow zone 
by hand, a backhoe was confirmed, and we completed plow zone removal in two EBs with the 
assistance of the heavy machinery. Upon their exposure by the backhoe, and with the 
assistance of Jeffery Kruchten, I shovel-scraped and defined all subsurface features. All defined 
features were mapped at a 1:20 scale, and feature nails and EB limits were mapped in with the 
total station. Excavations of features were undertaken using shovels and trowels. All fills were 
screened through ¼-inch hardware cloth, and all were described by texture and Munsell color. 
 Structures were excavated in quarters or halves; Feature 7 was dug in four quarters, 
Feature 1 was dug in two quarters and one half, Feature 2 was dug in halves, and one half of 
Feature 4 was dug, while the other half left unexcavated. After the first quarters of structures, 
basin fill was removed according to defined cultural strata, or zones, stopping once sterile soil 
or structure floors were encountered. Basin profiles were mapped at a 1:10 scale. All materials 
encountered in structure excavation were collected according to zone and section. One 
flotation sample was collected from each zone, with the exception of Feature 4, from which no 
flotation samples were collected. After all basin fill was removed, floor features, architecture, 
and artifacts were defined and mapped in plan. In the two wall trench structures, Features 1 
and 7, window cuts cross-sectioning the wall trenches were placed, with either one or two 
window cuts in each wall. Time constraints did not permit longitudinal excavation of wall 
trenches. In Feature 2 and 7, all post molds were excavated by halves, and in Feature 7, all floor 
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features were also excavated by halves. No post molds were excavated in Feature 4, and due to 
time constraints, only a portion of the Feature 1 floor features were excavated. All profiles 
resulting from floor excavations were mapped.  
 Pit and larger post features were generally excavated by halves, except where additional 
profiles were required to document superpositioning. In the first halves of excavation, all 
materials were collected together, and in the second halves, materials were collected according 
to defined zones. Flotation samples were selectively collected according to the presence of 
artifacts and especially of organic matter in the fills. If a zone was relatively sterile, no flotation 
sample was collected. All pit and larger post profiles were mapped at a 1:10 scale, regardless of 
whether their second halves were excavated. Due to time constraints, the excavation of the 
second halves of features was determined on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Schoolhouse Branch (South) (11MS1330) 
 Schoolhouse Branch (South) (11MS1330), herein referred to simply as Schoolhouse 
Branch, is located in the floodplain just a few kilometers northeast of Cahokia (~2 km to the 
Cahokia site limits, ~4.4 km to Monks Mound). Given the close proximity, the occupants of 
Schoolhouse Branch likely could have stepped outside their homes and seen or heard the 
happenings at Cahokia, which was only a short stroll away. The site has also been known as the 
Scatter site but was renamed Schoolhouse Branch (South) by Charlie Witty, based on its 
location in the Schoolhouse Branch drainage (personal communication, 2013). 
 Considerable archaeological work has been completed in the region surrounding 
Schoolhouse Branch, including as part of the FAI-270 project (Bareis and Porter 1984). This area 
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was very densely populated during the Mississippian period and included sites dating to all 
phases, as well as prior to the Mississippian period and a later Oneota occupation at 
Sponemann (Jackson et al. 1992). During the Moorehead phase specifically, occupation density 
was diminished, with only a few of the Mississippian sites maintaining a presence outside of 
Cahokia.  
 Schoolhouse Branch was first defined in 1988 by Charles Witty for the Southern Illinois 
at Edwardsville (SIUE) Contract Archaeology Program, as a result of the Collinsville Relief North 
Interceptor Sewer Line project (A. Brown 1989, 1990; Skele 1986). The primary methodology 
for the project included monitoring trenching; an earlier Phase I survey did not identify any 
sites along the 3.7 km sewer line. During the monitoring, Schoolhouse Branch, which at the 
time was known by its other name, Scatter, was identified as a small surface scatter of artifacts 
west of the sewer line, and no subsurface features were observed in the sewer line trench.  
 The SIUE Office of Contract Archaeology visited Schoolhouse Branch again in 1993, the 
results of which are included within this dissertation. The work was completed for an Illinois 
Department of Transportation project in advance of the construction of Northeast Road and 
the extensions of a water main and sewer line (Figure 4.5) (Benson 2014). Pedestrian surface 
survey was completed, and materials were collected from within the main project area and an 
area to the south. One L-shaped excavation block was opened using heavy machinery, exposing 
59 subsurface features (see Figure 5.25 in following chapter). Two deep units were placed by 
backhoe along the edges of the EB to document the natural soil stratigraphy. The exposed 
features were mapped at a 1:20 scale on an arbitrary grid aligned to magnetic north. It does 
appear based on the 1993 surface survey results that there could have been more features to 
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the south of the excavated area, which was outside of the 1993 project area (Figure 4.5). 
Unfortunately, though there is some inconsistency between field sketch maps and the officially 
reported site location, it seems that the entire site has since been destroyed by development. 
 Excavation procedures were similar to those described above for Rhea. Window cuts 
were placed in the wall trenches, capturing cross sections of the walls. Pits and posts were 
excavated in sections, either in halves or in sections that allowed for superpositioning cuts. 
Artifacts were collected according to stratigraphic zones within the features, and flotation 
samples were collected by zone from the second halves of features. All feature profiles were 
mapped at a 1:10 scale. All features were completely excavated (Figure 4.6). Importantly, 
photos were not taken of all feature profiles, and written notes or narratives of feature 
excavation were only recorded for a limited number of features. Therefore, nearly all feature 
descriptions and interpretations included in the following chapters are based only on plan and 
profile maps. The excavated area at Schoolhouse Branch dates only to the Moorehead phase, 
and the excavated structures represent what might be referred to as a nodal household, or the 
home of someone important. In a region that underwent such dense occupation, and in such 
close proximity to Cahokia, the emergence of late Mississippian community identity is still tied 
closely with Cahokia itself. 
 A third pedestrian survey of Schoolhouse Branch was completed in 1998 for the Metro 
East Ditch Cleanout project (Booth 1998). Personnel from the Illinois Transportation 
Archaeological Research Program recovered a small number of artifacts from the surface, and 
site boundaries remained the same (Booth and Koldehoff 1999). No excavations occurred as a 
result of this project. 
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Figure 4. 5: Project area for 1993 excavations at Schoolhouse Branch (adapted from Figure 3, Benson 2014) 
 
Figure 4. 6: Field crew mapping excavations at Schoolhouse Branch (photo courtesy of the Illinois State 
Archaeological Survey) 
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Hook and Ladder (11S571) 
 Hook and Ladder (11S571) is a Sand Prairie phase (1300 – 1400 CE) site located 
approximately 20 km south of Cahokia and just under 5.5 km south of Rhea in the Douglas 
Creek watershed. Unlike Rhea and Schoolhouse Branch, Hook and Ladder represents an 
average household, and it was occupied later than the other two sites. Hook and Ladder sits 
among a relatively densely occupied area of Mississippian sites, primarily dating to either the 
Lohmann phase or to the Sand Prairie phase (Koldehoff 1989). Of the nearly 100 sites recorded 
in the Douglas Creek watershed, 24 date to the Mississippian Period. The area encompassed 
within the Douglas Creek watershed is one of the few known in the region that hosts a number 
of small Sand Prairie phase homesteads, including Hammel (11S554), Hammel East (11S554a), 
Englerth (11S520), Jimmy Reese (11S544), Lippert (11S569), and two other sites possibly dating 
to the phase (Koldehoff 1989). Based on the surface collections at the other Mississippian sites, 
only one, the Bonnie site (11S563), was occupied during the Stirling phase (1100 – 1200 CE), 
and others dated to either an indeterminate Mississippian component or the Lohmann phase. 
 Hook and Ladder was initially recorded in 1976 but had been casually collected for some 
time prior to that. The site has since been revisited on three occasions, including for salvage 
excavations in 1983, the results of which are included in this dissertation. The 1983 excavations 
are also briefly mentioned in a 1989 article summarizing work completed in the Douglas Creek 
drainage (Koldehoff 1989). In 1989, a series of 11 post hole tests were placed at the site ahead 
of a potential bridge replacement. A small amount of materials was recovered from the post 
holes, but no features were encountered, and no further testing was completed. The site was 
last officially visited in 1993, when a surface survey collected a small amount of materials.  
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 The 1983 Hook and Ladder excavations were a salvage effort undertaken by Brad 
Koldehoff, Timothy Pauketat, Larry Kinsella, and Paul Keck. On May 13, 1983, as Koldehoff was 
driving through the area, he noticed that the center of the landform that Hook and Ladder 
occupied had been bulldozed away, revealing the remains of a late Mississippian wall trench 
structure. Over the course of the following two weeks, the excavators worked on a volunteer 
basis to excavate and document the exposed structure. Mapping points were placed along a 
magnetic north-south line, and an arbitrary grid was set for feature mapping. The real-space 
coordinates of the primary mapping datum points are unknown, but the excavation and 
features’ locations can be approximated using sketch maps and photographs. Excavators 
followed similar methods to those described above. The features were mapped in plan at a 1:20 
scale, and all profiles were mapped at a 1:10 scale. The remaining basin fill was bisected, and 
window cuts were placed in wall trenches. The single interior feature was bisected, as were 
several posts. Materials were collected according to zone, and the intact burned floor 
assemblage was carefully mapped in plan. The excavated area was backfilled at the conclusion 
of fieldwork with the wall trenches left mostly intact so that future archaeologists could re-
locate the structure if needed.  
 
Lab Analyses 
 
 I completed all feature, ceramic, and lithic analyses of materials from Rhea, Hook and 
Ladder, and Schoolhouse Branch. I had completed feature and material analyses for 
Schoolhouse Branch at an earlier date as a Research Assistant for the Illinois State 
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Archaeological Survey, and that data was published in 2014 as part of a compliance report 
(Benson 2014). For this dissertation I relied on the data as analyzed and published in the 
Schoolhouse Branch compliance report rather than re-analyzing materials. When necessary, I 
did re-visit original field notes, maps, and other materials. 
 Analysis of Rhea materials began while still in the field with the washing of artifacts and 
processing of flotation samples. All artifacts were washed and bagged according to broad type 
categories prior to analysis (lithics, ceramics, bone, etc.). Approximately one-third of the 
flotation samples were processed by hand using a bucket method. The remainder were 
processed by Jeffery Kruchten using the Archaeological Research Center of St. Louis’s Flote-
Tech Model A system. Flotation samples were sorted into light fractions, which were sent off 
for ethnobotanical analyses, and heavy fractions. Heavy fractions were sieved through a ¼-inch 
screen and materials larger than ¼-inch were pulled for further material analyses. Residual  
(<¼-inch) heavy fraction materials were not analyzed.  
 The following material analysis methods were used for all three sites.  
 
Ceramics 
 Ceramic analyses follow methods as described by Pauketat (1998a) and typologies and 
definitions as laid out by Holley (1989), following decades of refinement (Bareis and Porter 
1984; Fowler and Hall 1975; Vogel 1975). The process began with the identification and sorting 
of body sherds, rim sherds, burned clay, and other objects (e.g. ceramic disks or molded clay). 
For Rhea and Hook and Ladder, burned clay was further sorted by size; pieces large than ¼-inch 
were counted and weighed, and pieces smaller than ¼-inch were collectively weighed as “dust.” 
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Daub, or pieces of burned clay with grass or stick impressions, was also counted and weighed 
separately. Daub is uncommon in the region, and the small amount of it at Rhea and Hook and 
Ladder suggests this was just clay with incidental impressions, rather than a true structural 
daub. Finally, mud-daubers nests were counted and weighed separately. 
 All body sherds were classified according to temper material and surface treatment and 
counted and weighed. Tempering agents include shell, which may or may not be leeched out of 
the sherd, grog, grit, limestone, mixed shell/grog, and mixed grit/grog. In most cases, temper 
was readily visible to the naked eye. In cases where temper was difficult to determine, a 10x 
hand lens was employed. Surface treatments included plain/eroded, slipped, or cordmarked. 
The initial Schoolhouse Branch analysis additionally identified a surface treatment category 
described as “smudged/burnished” (Benson 2014). For the purposes of this dissertation, and 
following Holley (1989), this category was combined with dark slip, as smudging was the true 
means to achieving a black slip of ceramic surfaces. Except in one case, no effort was made to 
distinguish between definitively plain body sherds and body sherds whose surfaces were simply 
eroded. A small number of sherds from Hook and Ladder clearly had eroded cordmarked 
surfaces and were kept separate in their own category. Slip colors were identified as “red” or 
“dark,” which encompasses a range of brown to black colors, and the presence of slip in the 
interior, exterior, or both was recorded. Cordmarking was only present on the exteriors of 
sherds, and the twist was not recorded. Body sherds that could be refit or definitively 
associated with specific vessels were recorded with the vessels, rather than with the body 
sherd inventory. Additionally, any decorated sherds from Rhea and Hook and Ladder were 
recorded separately.  
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 Substantially more data was collected for rim sherds than body sherds. First, the vessel 
type was identified based on rim morphology and orientation. Identified vessel types include 
jars, bowls, beakers, pans, plates, miniature vessels, and pinch pots. As with body sherds, 
temper and surface treatments for each rim were recorded; however, more attention was 
given to the surface treatment. For example, a wider range of slip colors were recorded, as well 
as the cordmarking twist and orientation. Each rim sherd was also sketched in plan and in 
profile, and any decorations present were recorded and sketched.  
 In addition to temper and surfaces, metric data and use-wear or manufacture markings 
were recorded for rims from Rhea and Hook and Ladder. Metric data was also collected for 
vessels from Schoolhouse Branch but use-wear information was not recorded. Metric data for 
rims included, where applicable, the lip length, wall thickness, rim curvature, and lip thickness. 
Some additional metrics were recorded for vessels from Schoolhouse Branch and are excluded 
here. The lip length and wall thickness are used to calculate the Lip Protrusion index (LP index), 
which, along with rim curvature, is a significant chronological indicator for jars in the American 
Bottom (Figure 4.7). The LP index is a measurement of the width of the jar lip in relation to the 
width of the jar wall. It is well demonstrated throughout the American Bottom region that as 
the Mississippian period progresses, the LP index, also referred to as the Rim Protrusion Ratio 
(RPR) moves closer to zero (Holley 1989). In other words, as time progresses, jar lips grow 
longer in relation to the vessel wall width.  
 Rim curvature measures the curvature of the jar shoulder and also reliably changes 
through time. During the Lohmann and Stirling phases, shoulders were inslanted or incurved, 
indicated by a more positive curvature index, whereas during the later Moorehead and Sand 
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Prairie phases, the shoulders shifted to a more outcurved, globular form, indicated by a 
negative curvature index (Pauketat 1998a). The change in shoulder forms is tied to the 
movement from the specialized compound vessel forms of the earlier Powell Plain and Ramey 
Incised jars to a simpler jar that can more easily be made by a non-specialist. 
 
Figure 4. 7: Jar attribute measurements 
 
 Vessel sizes were recorded via the orifice diameter and percent of orifice present. A 
reliable orifice diameter requires a substantial enough segment of rim, and thus diameter was 
not recorded for rims with less than 5% of the orifice present or for rims where the orientation 
was too ambiguous. The presence of use-wear, primarily in the form of soot/burning or 
manufacture markings (e.g. smoothing grooves) was recorded. Finally, vessel numbers were 
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assigned to any rim or rims that represents a distinct vessel. A vessel number does not indicate 
a complete vessel, but rather a unique vessel fragment. In other words, the vessel numbers 
accurately convey the number of unique vessels, but do not indicate a whole vessel. Rims that 
were too small or fragmentary to determine whether they were a unique vessel were not 
assigned a number and are instead referred to as a “Non-Vessel Rim.” 
 Ceramic objects that were not burned clay or sherds included molded clay objects, 
ceramic disks or spindle whorls, vessel handles, and other unique objects. Each of these was 
recorded on a separate data form, and appropriate data, such as temper or metric 
measurements, were recorded. 
 
Lithics 
 Lithic materials were divided into two main analytical categories: chipped stone and 
groundstone. Each lithic category includes both tools and the debitage associated with formal 
and informal tool production. All lithics were counted and weighed according to material type 
and artifact type. Formal tools were further described according to their type, and metric data 
and use-wear were also recorded.  
 The chipped stone assemblage is composed of chert from both local and regional 
sources (Boles 2018). Local (<40 km) chipped stone raw materials include Burlington (including 
Crescent Hills), Salem, St. Louis, and Ste. Genevieve cherts. Regionally available (40-130 km) 
Southern Illinois cherts include Blair, Cobden, Kaolin, and Mill Creek. Local glacial till, gravel, 
and indeterminate cherts were also present. The chert artifacts represent the associated 
debitage of the Cahokia Flake Tool Industry (Koldehoff 1987), in which people were expediently 
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making informal tools out of simple flakes. For the Rhea and Hook and Ladder assemblages, 
use-wear and the angle of the utilized edge were recorded on these informal flake tools in 
order to determine what sort of action they performed (i.e. cutting, scraping, or both). For the 
Schoolhouse Branch assemblage, only whether a flake was utilized was recorded. Informal tools 
also included drills or multi-purpose tools that exhibited drill use. Formal chipped stone tools 
include projectile points, hoes, adzes, and other biface fragments. Formal tools were sketched 
and their use-wear was described. Polished hoe or adze flakes, the debitage from re-sharpening 
and recycling tools, were also counted and weighed. 
 Heat alteration was recorded for all chert and was differentiated between secondary, 
unintentional heating or intentional heat-treatment of the artifact. These two forms of heat 
were differentiated based primarily on how uniformly chert was heated. For example, pieces 
that had smoky areas or patches of burning were assumed to have been secondarily heated. 
Artifacts that were uniformly altered and that displayed the waxy, lustrous character that often 
accompanies heat treatment were assumed to have been intentionally heat altered (Boles 
2018). This is of course a subjective categorization but is important considering some of the 
buildings involved were incinerated, resulting in a large number of artifacts secondarily altered 
by heat. 
 Groundstone raw materials include igneous and metamorphic rock, sandstone, 
siltstone, limestone, and minerals. Each groundstone artifact was recorded according to the 
material type, whether it showed any signs of burning or alteration, and by evidence of use as a 
tool. Because several of the structures at the sites were incinerated at their termination, 
determining the source of heat alteration on groundstone lithics was difficult. Typically, lithics 
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that show signs of contact with heat (e.g. burning, heat-induced fracturing) but no other 
modification would be classified as fire-cracked rock (FCR). For this analysis, burned but 
otherwise unmodified limestone and sandstone were each counted separately from FCR. 
Igneous or metamorphic rock that was clearly fractured due to heat exposure was counted as 
FCR, and igneous or metamorphic rock that was fractured, but showed no other signs of 
burning was counted as fractured rock. Whether groundstone artifacts were burned as a result 
of the building incinerations or as a result of their intentional use with fire is impossible to say 
for certain parts of the lithic assemblages. Aside from burned lithics, there is also unaltered 
(unmodified and not burned) limestone and sandstone. Additionally, unmodified pebbles and 
cobbles are present.  
 Minerals, used for pigments or carved/shaped into special items, are also present. 
Hematite and galena both originate in Southeast Missouri but are not uncommon in the 
American Bottom. Though they are not necessarily rare to encounter in Mississippian 
assemblages, these minerals are commonly thought of as high-status or special materials. As 
with other lithics, the count and weight of minerals were recorded, as well as any evidence for 
grinding or other utilization. The presence of mineral remnants or residues on other stone tools 
was also recorded, for example, hematite stains on sandstone abraders. 
  Informal tools include igneous/metamorphic cobble tools and sandstone tools and 
abraders. Material type and use-wear/tool type were recorded for each informal tool. Cobble 
tools primarily included pitted and pecked stones such as hammerstones or nutting stones, but 
manos and anvils were also present. Sandstone tools include some forms similar to the cobble 
tools, and U-shaped, V-shaped, and flat abraders were all present. Abraders with U-shaped 
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slots are typically associated with bone and wood tools, whereas V-shaped slots are from the 
shaping and sharpening of lithic tools. Flat abraders are used for smoothing or for pigment 
production.  
 Formal groundstone items include celt fragments, a sandstone tablet, an earspool, and a 
bead. These objects were recorded in detail and were sketched and described separately from 
other lithic tools. The earspool, bead, and tablet are all restricted items that are only found in 
certain elite or burial contexts throughout the region. Celts are more utilitarian items 
associated with land-clearing and tree-felling.  
 
Botanical and Faunal 
 Botanical and faunal analyses require specialized knowledge and were completed by 
various researchers. Steve Kuehn, faunal analyst for the Illinois State Archaeological Survey, 
completed the analysis of the Rhea faunal remains (Appendix C), and Elizabeth Scott of Zooarch 
Research completed the Schoolhouse Branch faunal analyses (Scott 2014). Because the Hook 
and Ladder faunal assemblage was so small and did not require species or element 
identification, I completed the faunal analysis for those features. The botanical analyses for 
Rhea were completed by Dr. Kimberly Schaeffer (Appendix D) and Schoolhouse Branch was 
completed by Mary King (King 2014), both specialists for the Illinois State Archaeological 
Survey. The Hook and Ladder botanical analysis was completed by Dr. Patti Wright of the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis (notes on file at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
Further information regarding specific methodologies can be found in each respective report. 
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Human Remains 
 Though suspected burials were encountered at Rhea, they were not excavated, and no 
human remains were recovered during excavation of other features. One human tooth was 
recovered during the 1984 surface survey of Rhea and was sent to the Illinois State 
Archaeological Survey Bioarchaeology lab for documentation and for eventual curation at the 
Illinois State Museum. No human remains were recovered from Schoolhouse Branch or Hook 
and Ladder. 
 
Features 
 I finalized all feature plan and profile maps and documents. Basic metric data including 
length, width, and depth were measured for all features, and additional qualitative or 
descriptive data such as feature shape was recorded. Pit volumes were calculated according to 
profile shape and following established volume calculations for cylindrical, belled, and incurving 
pits (Brennan and Betzenhauser 2018). Structure-specific measurements include information 
regarding construction method and the dimensions of floors. Floor lengths and widths were 
measured from the midpoints of walls. For example, rather than taking the measurement to the 
interior edge of the wall trenches, the measurement was taken to the midline. Structure floors 
are inconsistently measured by Mississippian archaeologists and reports often do not clarify 
whether measurements were taken from the midline, outer edge, or inner edge of the wall 
trenches or posts. The midline or midpoint was used here because often times the holes dug for 
walls were wider than the walls themselves. Thus, measuring from the inner edge 
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underestimates the structure’s size. All structures presented in this dissertation were measured 
using this method, but comparative data brought in from other sites may vary.  
 All features were digitized into ArcMap or ArcGIS Pro for map production and spatial 
analyses. Though all three of the sites were digitized on an arbitrary grid, I only have real-space 
coordinates for Rhea. Therefore, though I can measure building orientation for each site, at 
Hook and Ladder and Schoolhouse Branch those measurements can only be relative to the site 
grid, rather than to true north. Profile maps were also digitized for illustrative purposes in 
Adobe Illustrator.  
 Samples were submitted for radiocarbon dating from Hook and Ladder and Rhea. The 
Hook and Ladder sample was prepared at the Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) and 
submitted to Beta Analytic for radiometric dating in 2006. Four Rhea samples were submitted 
to ISGS for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry dating in 2018. The Rhea dates were in part funded 
by a Permanent Fund Grant from the Illinois Association for the Advancement of Archaeology 
and research funding from Lowlands Cultural Resources, LLC. Due to an ongoing facility change 
at the time at ISGS, the Rhea samples were prepared and analyzed by the University of 
California – Irvine Accelerator Mass Spectrometry facility. All samples were calibrated using 
OxCal 4.3 with the IntCal 13 calibration curve (Bronk Ramsey 2019).  
 
Conclusion 
 
 The quantitative and qualitative methods described above are not useful only for 
describing archaeological artifacts and features but are necessary for untangling the broader 
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relational assemblages in which these things exist. Even within a suite of similar Mississippian 
materials and practices, shell-tempering, wall trenches, and so on, the contexts and details of 
the archaeological remains reveal the various and fluid ways community and community 
identities emerged from these assemblages. Raw materials and the ways they were combined 
allow us to trace histories and relationships with certain places and between substances. 
Depositional contexts speak to the ways things and powers were gathered into particular 
spaces. The ways features were arranged and came together at a site show how people moved 
through and with space on a daily basis. Even the recording of colors, heat exposure, and 
fragmentation speaks to the affective and elemental qualities of things. All of the analytical 
data collected through the methods used here do more than simply describe, they allow for a 
rich and vibrant interpretation of past materials and their relationships. 
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Chapter 5 
Assembling Communities: Features 
 
 This chapter presents the excavation data from Schoolhouse Branch and Hook and 
Ladder and the geophysical survey and excavation data from Rhea. Features, including 
structures, pits, posts, and hearths, are gathering points; they are places for persons to gather, 
but features also gather things, histories, and places into their physical and material spaces. 
Each feature is its own assemblage and features together make up larger assemblages. As 
places that facilitate particular personal, material, and elemental interactions, the features 
included in this dissertation are the gathering spaces of local, decentralized communities and of 
regional Cahokia-centric communities. The artifactual materials are crucial components of 
these features and communities; however, as artifact data is not presented in this chapter, 
broader interpretations and discussions of these assemblages are reserved for Chapter 7. 
Rather, this chapter focuses on feature descriptions, contexts, and relationships. 
 Each of the sites, occupying different points in the Cahokian landscape, were uniquely 
composed of domestic and/or extra-domestic occupations represented in the full suite of 
Mississippian features. Each site’s excavated areas consisted of at least one rectangular wall 
trench structure as well as pits, posts, and in one case, other unexpected structure forms. 
Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea, which both date to the Moorehead phase (1200 – 1300 CE), 
represent nodal occupations in the floodplain and uplands, respectively, though the two sites 
are very different in many ways. One uniting factor between Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea is 
an emphasis on extensively rebuilding structures in particular spaces while maintaining 
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orientations. Hook and Ladder, on the other hand, represents a large Sand Prairie phase (1300 -
1400 CE) domestic household situated farther into the hinterlands. Though the structure at 
Hook and Ladder is as large as those at Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea, differences are apparent 
between the sites that demonstrate the distinctions between the domestic nature of Hook and 
Ladder and the extra-domestic nodal sites.  
  The following chapter is organized temporally; Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea date to 
the Moorehead phase and are presented first, followed by the Sand Prairie phase household at 
Hook and Ladder. Following the descriptions of the features are brief site summaries; however, 
more in depth discussions of the features and associated materials are offered in Chapter 7.  
 
Rhea 
 
 Rhea is almost directly south of Cahokia and is in the uplands, located in a truly rural 
context. Rhea was a multicomponent site, with the excavated portion dating to the early to 
mid-Moorehead phase. Surface materials indicated an earlier occupation of the site occurred 
during the Lohmann or Early Stirling phase. The Mississippian features expand well beyond the 
excavated area, and there are many more features that show up in the magnetometry data, as 
well as likely features in areas that were not covered in the geophysical survey. 
 
Results of the Geophysical Survey 
 The results of the geophysical survey performed at Rhea were strong and offered a clear 
image of the surveyed portion of the site. Approximately 11% of the site was surveyed with a 
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Bartington Grad 601-2 dual sensor gradiometer, including 100% of the area with the densest 
concentration of Mississippian surface materials (Figure 5.1). In the 10,400 m2 that were 
surveyed, over 100 anomalies were identified (Figure 5.2). These include six large rectangular 
anomalies, two large circular anomalies, six large oval anomalies, five curvilinear anomalies, 
and over 90 small circular or oval anomalies (Figure 5.3). Based on other ground-truthed 
magnetic surveys in the region, the rectangles and large circles are likely structures, and the 
small circles and ovals are likely pits (Baires et al. 2017). Because surface survey indicated a 
multi-component site, these anomalies may date to either the early or late Mississippian 
occupation of Rhea. 
 
 
Figure 5. 1: Magnetometry survey in relation to the 2015 surface survey materials at Rhea 
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Figure 5. 2: Magnetometry results at Rhea 
 
Figure 5. 3: Annotated magnetometry results at Rhea 
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Figure 5. 4: Suspected truss trenches as seen in the magnetometry results at Rhea 
 Of note are the six larger ovals that appeared in the northwest section of the 
magnetometry results (Figure 5.4). These ovals are possible truss trenches. The anomalies 
measure approximately two meters in length and are arranged linearly in two close rows of 
three. Truss trenches are an uncommon and enigmatic feature type that were mostly restricted 
to the American Bottom (Fortier 2010). Early interpretations of truss trenches argued they were 
the foundations for burial platforms (Wittry et al. 1994), and a more recent analysis proposes 
their use as specialized seed or nut storage (Fortier 1996, 2010). That truss trenches frequently 
appear in groups, and particularly linear groups with certain orientations, seems to refute the 
storage interpretation, instead suggesting particular arrangements for mortuary architecture 
(Alt 2006b, 2018; Pauketat 2013a). The set of six at Rhea, as well as sets at other upland sites 
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such as Grossmann, Knoebel South, and Lembke #3, could have been trenches for mortuary 
platforms or racks (Alt 2006b, 2018; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, and Ringberg 
2001; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, Ringberg, et al. 2001). Pauketat (2013a) points 
out a preference for northwest-southeast truss trench orientations at other locations, and the 
six at Rhea share exactly that orientation. These features were only viewed on the 
magnetometry results and were not excavated, thus they remain a bit of an unknown at Rhea. 
 Throughout the course of the excavation of four blocks, two rectangular structures, two 
circular/oval structures, and five of the smaller anomalies that appeared on the magnetometry 
were confirmed as archaeological features (Figure 5.5). We tried and were unable to locate two 
of the smaller anomalies on the ground. The magnetometry results suggest at least one 
additional Moorehead phase building to the northeast of the excavation blocks, as indicated by 
Moorehead-like proportions. This unexcavated building appears to be even larger than Feature 
7 (discussed below) and also has an anomaly mid-way along its southern wall that may be a 
formal entryway or other special feature of the building. 
 
Features 
 A total of 37 features in two excavation blocks were defined below the plow zone or at 
the base of other features at Rhea, including wall trench and single post structures, large and 
small posts, hearths, and refuse and storage pits (Figure 5.6). Both of the rectangular wall 
trench structures were intentionally burned at the end of their lives. All of the features date to 
the Moorehead phase, with the exception of two burials that were not excavated, but likely 
date to the earlier occupation of the site.  
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Figure 5. 5: Excavation blocks in relation to magnetometry data at Rhea 
 
Figure 5. 6: Rhea excavation blocks and features 
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Figure 5. 7: Feature 1 and associated or nearby features 
 
Rectangular Wall Trench Structures and their Associated Features 
Feature 1 
 Feature 1 was a rectangular wall trench structure located in EB 2 with a complex 
occupation history (Figure 5.7). At the machine scraped surface, the basin measured 6.7 m by 
4.9 m (32.83 m2). The basin was 34 cm deep and consisted of seven distinct fill zones and one 
sub-zone (Figure 5.23). The fill zones reflect the building’s terminal incineration; the first fills 
deposited were dark soils full of burned clay and charcoal, and sections of burned clay were 
layered on the structure’s floor within and under this zone. After this initial deposition, fills that 
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varied from containing very little burned materials to containing frequent burned materials 
were layered on. The basin appears intentionally filled, with fills that contained the residues of 
the terminal fire originating nearby, while other, cleaner fills came from elsewhere. 
 As mentioned, Feature 1 had a complex and potentially long history of use, as indicated 
by four iterations of the building. After its initial construction, Feature 1 was rebuilt in its 
entirety two times and one time additionally on the north and east walls (Table 5.1). The initial 
build, which included WTs I, K, L, and M, was the smallest, with a floor area of 15.49 m2. The 
second build expanded the structure to 20.99 m2. The third build was slightly smaller, at 19.57 
m2. Both the second and third buildings used WTs H and B on the south and west walls, 
respectively. The second building included WTs D and E and the third building had WTs J and N 
on their north and east walls. Wall trenches B and H were the only two that were used for two 
building iterations and both of those trenches were wider than the rest, reflecting modification 
and re-use rather than replacement. Finally, the last building, which included WTs A, C, F, and 
G, was the largest, measuring 25.29 m2. Despite the changes in floor areas, the second, third, 
and fourth rebuilds all maintained the same width-to-length ratio (.74) and all iterations shared 
the same building orientation (120° east of north). The 14 wall trenches ranged in depth from 
16 to 44 cm and in width from 15 to 25 cm (Figure 5.8). 
 Feature 1 had a complex series of interior features, and particularly of large interior 
posts. Five larger posts were defined and excavated either in part or in their entirety (Features 
31, 32, 36, 37, and 38), and an additional post and ramp were defined, but not excavated due 
to time restrictions. The unexcavated post-and-ramp was the most centrally located on the 
floor, and the other posts trended towards the southeast corner of the building. Three posts, 
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Features 31, 32, and 37, were excavated to their full depths and all three were deep, ranging 
from 45 cm to 62 cm. Feature 32 in particular was an exceptional post. Feature 32 was furthest 
into the southeast quadrant of the building and was the latest in the succession of large interior 
posts, superimposing fellow post Feature 37, as well as pit Feature 33. The post, which was 
associated with the final iteration of Feature 1, was pulled prior to the terminal incineration of 
the structure and the empty post hole and extraction area left open to fill with burned 
materials. The extraction of the post was not via a simple ramp, as would be expected, but was 
instead dug in a large circular area around the post, giving the appearance of a circular pit on 
the surface. While the Feature 32 post itself measured only 23 cm in diameter, the post pit at 
the surface measured over a meter in diameter (Figure 5.9).  
 
Figure 5. 8: Feature 1 wall trench window cut profiles 
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Figure 5. 9: Features 31, 37, 32, and 33 profile photo and map 
 The large posts on the floor of Feature 1 were somewhat unique in their size, frequency, 
and locations within the building. Some posts are centrally located, which was not unusual for 
structural roof supports. For example, Feature 7 (discussed further below) also had a central 
roof support post; however, there was a notable difference in size between the central posts in 
Feature 1 and the post in Feature 7. Feature 7 was much larger than Feature 1 and would have 
required more substantial structural materials to hold up its larger roof. Despite Feature 7 
having been larger, its central support post, Feature 25, was much smaller than the posts in 
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Feature 1 (Figure 5.10). Therefore, the Feature 1 posts seem to have been exceptionally large. 
Additionally, the large posts in Feature 1 were not all centrally located, nor were they 
distributed around the floor. Rather, they were concentrated in the southeastern quadrant of 
the building.  
 
Figure 5. 10: Posts in Feature 1 (Features 31, 32, 36-38) and central post and ramp in Feature 7 (Feature 25) 
 Several of these posts’ qualities, as discussed above, suggest that the posts were 
meaningful beyond their architectural roles. First, they were, from a purely functional 
standpoint, unnecessarily large and unusually located, concentrated in the southeast quarter of 
the building. The frequency with which they were placed and replaced is also unexpected. 
Finally, the fact that special care was taken to remove the final post prior to the building’s 
incineration is glaringly important. While the intrinsic, material properties of the wooden posts 
remain unknown, due to their physical absence from the archaeological assemblage, the idea 
that these posts were special clearly emerges from these other qualities. Particularly their 
frequency and the removal of the final post demonstrate that these posts were important for 
grounding and renewing community identity in that space, much as exterior monumental 
marker posts did during the preceding Mississippian phases (Baltus 2014; Pauketat 2013a; 
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Skousen 2012). In fact, these earlier posts generally moved into buildings during the 
Moorehead phase to be incorporated in the structure (Baltus 2014). These important interior 
posts helped to support the physical structure of the building but were also axes around which 
communities were gathered and organized. 
 There were four larger pits on the floor of Feature 1, all associated with the final 
iteration of the building as indicated by superpositioning with wall trenches. Feature 34 was 
located in the southeast corner and was not excavated. Surface definition of Feature 34 was 
clear, and the 70 cm by 60 cm pit superimposed Feature 33 and WTs H, L, M, N, and E. Feature 
33 was larger than Feature 34, and also was located in the southeast corner. Feature 33 was 
excavated in part, and its lack of burned fill, combined with its position underneath Features 32 
and 34, indicate that it was intentionally filled some time prior to the building’s incineration. 
Though only a small portion of Feature 33 was excavated, it contained very few materials, and 
does not seem to have been filled with refuse over time. Located in the southwest corner, 
Feature 35 was large and deep. At the surface, the circular pit measured 160 cm in diameter, 
and appeared to superimpose WTs B, H, K, and L. Unfortunately, time did not permit the 
excavation of Feature 35; however, a systematic probe of the feature was completed. Ten soil 
probes revealed a maximum depth of 83 cm, though depths varied across the base of the 
feature. The varying depths, paired with a notch out of the southeast side, suggests this pit may 
actually be two superimposed features whose overlapping limits were not discernable at the 
floor surface.  
 Feature 24 was the only pit excavated in its entirety and was the only pit in the 
otherwise relatively empty north half of the feature. Feature 24 was in the northeast corner 
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and superimposed WTs I, M, N, and E. The pit was oval, measuring 140 cm by 98 cm, and 
reached a maximum depth of 53 cm. Feature 24 had a complex depositional history with 12 
interlaid zones (Figure 5.11). Intentionally deposited refuse, including a large vessel fragment, 
was found at the bottom of Feature 24. Zone B, the second last to be deposited, contained 
frequent charcoal and a significantly large amount of burned clay. In fact, this average-sized 
corner pit had the second most burned clay of any feature at the site, only falling behind 
Feature 1 (F1 wt = 3145.5 g; F24 wt = 2228.2 g). This burned fill was the result of the terminal 
incineration of Feature 1.  
 Feature 24 was nearly entirely filled with refuse prior to the structure’s burning, with 
just the top ~15 cm still empty at the time of the incineration. Burned materials filled most of 
this final 15 cm, and the closing zone, Zone A, was deposited as the basin was filled in, topping 
off the last few centimeters of Feature 24. An AMS date was collected from a piece of burned 
hickory nutshell from Zone B in Feature 24, providing a median calibrated date for the 
structure’s incineration of 1239 CE, with a one-sigma range of 1224 CE to 1252 CE (Table 5.3). 
 
Figure 5. 11: Feature 24 profile map 
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 The two remaining interior features associated with Feature 1 were Features 27 and 30. 
Feature 27 was a small pit or large post, measuring 38 cm in diameter and 28 cm in depth, 
located a bit to the south and west of the other large floor posts. Though the diameter of 
Feature 27 was small for a pit, it was significantly shallower than the other larger posts that 
were excavated. Feature 30 was a shallow hearth located along centrally in the southern half of 
the structure. Despite the building’s seemingly long occupation span, Feature 30 was its only 
hearth.  
 The sequence of features and events in Feature 1 can be minimally sorted based on 
superpositioning and relationships with each of the building events. Based on superpositioning 
between the large posts, they were raised at various points throughout the course of the four 
building iterations. Since there were more than four posts, there must have been cases of 
contemporaneity or they must have been constructed more frequently than the structure was 
rebuilt – evidence for post renewal that was not necessarily tied to structure rebuilding. During 
the first three iterations of the building nearby exterior pits, discussed below, would have been 
the primary means of storage and refuse deposition for the occupant(s) of the building.  
 At the point of the final iteration of the building, the interior floor changed significantly, 
with at least four large pits added in the northeast (Feature 24), southeast (Fs 33 and 34), and 
southwest (Feature 35) corners. The pits were not all contemporaneous; Feature 33 at least 
lacked burned fill and was superimposed by other features, but they did all superimpose wall 
trenches such that they must have been in use during the last iteration of the building. The 
main large post was probably replaced for the final building, and the post Feature 32 was 
placed. At Rhea, and as discussed at Schoolhouse Branch below, exterior pits were more 
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frequently used during the early iterations of the Moorehead phase buildings, whereas the 
later buildings had more large interior pits.  
 By the late 1230’s, Feature 1 was nearing the end of its life. Feature 24, perhaps the 
latest pit to be added, was nearly full, but was left partially empty. The post from Feature 32 
was pulled out, leaving a significant hole in the floor of the structure. Other materials were 
cleared off of Feature 1’s floor, and finally, Feature 1 was burned. Burning architectural 
materials collapsed in on to the floor, filling most of Feature 32 and what remained open of 
Feature 24. Some soil was tossed on to the burning material at some point, leaving behind 
hardened, burned clay. Finally, after the burning subsided, the remaining basin was filled in 
with soils from nearby that contained debris from the incineration event, as well as with soils 
from elsewhere that lacked that burned debris. By this time, most, if not all, of the other 
features in the vicinity had already been filled, and occupation of this portion of the site ended. 
 
Feature 7 
 Feature 7 was a large rectangular wall trench structure located in EB 1 (Figure 5.12). At 
the machine scraped surface, Feature 7’s basin measured 6.74 m by 5.84 m (39.36 m2). The 
basin was approximately .25 m in depth and consisted of three distinct fill zones that illustrated 
the sequence of termination and abandonment of the structure (Figure 5.24). Zone C was the 
lowest zone (i.e. the first deposited) and, like the lower ones in Feature 1, was composed of 
burned floor and burned soil/material deposited immediately onto the floor. Zone C had a very 
uneven bottom, as the burning fluctuated in depth in/across the floor. Zone B was the second 
deposited and contains burned debris related to the terminal incineration event. Zone B was 
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very dark and is largely concentrated in towards the center of the structure, as if all the burned 
materials piled up near the center of the floor. This may reflect burned structural materials 
falling in towards the center of the building, which resulted in burned material across the 
structure floor with a larger pile of overlapping materials in the center.  
 
Figure 5. 12: Feature 7 and associated or nearby features 
 The final zone, Zone A, was lighter than Zones B and C and fills the margins of the basin. 
Whereas Zones B and C were related to the incineration of the building, Zone A represents the 
later infilling of the remaining basin depression. Charcoal and burned materials were dense 
within the basin fills, and particularly in Zones B and C; however, artifact density was otherwise 
low. Fifteen burned timbers, as well as a piece of burned corn cob, were collected off of the 
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floor. One AMS date was collected from Feature 7. A fragment of carbonized hickory nutshell 
collected from the final floor scraping returned a calibrated median date of 1233 CE and a one-
sigma range of 1217 to AD 1254 CE (Table 5.3). 
 
Figure 5. 13: Feature 7 wall trench window cut profiles 
 The floor of Feature 7 measured 6.3 m by 5.3 m, with an area of 33.39 m2 and a width-
to-length ratio of .84 (Table 5.1). Four wall trenches representing a single build were defined, 
WTs A, B, C, and D (Figure 5.13). The four trenches ranged from 26 to 37 cm in depth, and were 
uniform in width, ranging 16-17 cm. A total of 43 post molds were additionally defined and 
excavated on the floor, ranging in depth from 12 to 53 cm. A clear linear row of posts that 
paralleled the west wall supported an interior bench. On a portion of the south wall, another 
row of posts supported a second, shorter interior bench (Figure 5.14). The posts that formed 
the south wall bench were exceptionally deep, and were much deeper than the west wall 
bench. On average, the depth of a west bench post was 26.8 cm, whereas the average south 
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bench post was 41.8 cm. The south bench was not quite as parallel to the south wall as the 
west bench was to the west wall, and it did not run the entire length of the south wall. 
 
Figure 5. 14: Feature 7 with west and south benches highlighted 
 Three additional posts on the floor of Feature 7 warranted their own feature numbers. 
Feature 25 was a central support post placed directly through the middle of a central hearth, 
Feature 10. This central post had a small insertion ramp and was one of the few posts at the 
site that displays definite in situ burning; the charred shell of the post remained in place in the 
hole (Figure 5.15). On the north wall of the structure was a larger step-in post, Feature 18. 
Finally, Feature 28 was a shallow but wide post in the southwest quadrant of the floor. 
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Figure 5. 15: Features 10, 25, and 20 profile photo and map 
 Some of the most notable interior features are four hearths that were located on the 
floor of Feature 7. One subsurface hearth, Feature 10, was located exactly in the center of the 
building, and was superimposed by the later central support post, Feature 25. This layering of a 
central hearth followed by a central post is noteworthy. The hearth may have prepared the 
space, and the post may have connected to any remnant elemental power of the hearth, left 
hardened in place by previous fires. This superpositioning casts some cloudiness on the 
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sequence of Feature 7; was the hearth burning before the building was constructed? If so, the 
relationships between the building and that hearth has amplified significance. Or, the hearth 
may have been a central hearth for the building, with the post added after the fact. Though the 
timeline is not totally clear, the association of post and hearth is noteworthy. 
 Three other hearths were just to the south of Feature 10 and formed a row aligned with 
the long axis of the structure (111° east of north). While the hearths were likely not 
contemporaneous with one another, that they are placed along the axis of the structure could 
be important to the relationships between the building and the interior fires. Feature 21 was 
the furthest west in the row and was a very shallow subsurface hearth. The middle hearth, 
Feature 22, was a surface hearth, represented only by a defined circle of oxidized sterile soil 
that extended to a depth of 6 cm. The third, Feature 23, was a circular formally prepared 
puddled hearth. Feature 23 had a thick ring of hardened, burned clay around the perimeter and 
a thin layer on the bottom, forming a burned clay bowl (Figure 5.16).  
 The total depth of the puddled hearth was 8 cm, with 4 cm extending below the 
structure floor and 4 cm built up above the floor. Puddled hearths are unknown in the Cahokia 
region until the Stirling phase, and then are rarely found. Circular puddled hearths were found 
in Stirling phase structures associated with Cahokia’s Kunnemann Mound and are also known 
from Orendorf in the Central Illinois River Valley (Conrad 1991; Pauketat 1993). Other 
Moorehead phase puddled hearths in the Cahokia region were found at Copper, Olin, and 
possibly Emerald, but these examples were all square (Baltus 2014). Baltus suggests the 
Moorehead phase puddled hearths emerge from connections with the mid-South, where 
puddled hearths are more commonly found (2014). The presence of four hearths within this 
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structure is significant, particularly when compared to Feature 1. Feature 1 was rebuilt three 
times, but only contained one interior hearth. Feature 7, on the other hand, was built only 
once, but had four interior hearths. Given other differences between the buildings, this is not 
simply a matter of season of occupation, as discussed further below.  
 
 
Figure 5. 16: Feature 23, the puddled hearth 
 Three interior pits were defined on the floor of Feature 7. The first, Feature 20, was a 
small, circular shallow pit located near the center of the structure. Feature 20 was only 14 cm 
deep, and measures 48 cm in diameter. Feature 20 was part of a row of features, also including 
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Features 25 (including the ramp orientation), 10, 23, and 28, that formed a north-northeast line 
across the middle of the structure (~166° east of north). Certainly not all of these features were 
contemporaneous, but they may have sat on an important axis. There were two larger interior 
pits on the floor of Feature 7, Feature 17 and Feature 19. Feature 19 was an oval pit located in 
the southeast corner of Feature 7. The pit abuts both the south and the east walls, with no 
evidence of superpositioning, and measured 98 cm by 70 cm and 31 cm deep. 
 Feature 17 was located along the south wall and had an interesting depositional history. 
The initial pit was dug to a depth of 43 cm, was filled, and was then superimposed by the 
southern wall trench of Feature 7, WTB; however, there was at least a partial re-excavation into 
the pit after it was filled (Figure 5.17). The bottom-most zones (D, E, and F) represent the initial 
filling of the pit. The re-excavation is represented by zones A, B, and C. This re-excavation 
reached to the full depth of the pit, but was focused into the northern part, as if it were dug 
specifically to retrieve something from that portion of the feature. The re-excavation was then 
left open for the incineration of the building. Re-excavated Zones B and C represent debris 
associated with the burning, including a charred log that fell into Zone B. Zone B and Zone A, 
which was filled in after the burning, both superimpose the wall trench. It does not appear that 
Feature 7 was dismantled prior to its burning, as indicated by intact burned posts elsewhere, so 
this sequence of deposition represents the wall collapsing inward, filling Zone B with burned 
debris and creating space for Zone A to be later filled. In profile, the re-excavation looks similar 
to a post extraction ramp; however, the remainder of the pit’s characteristics are not similar to 
those of a post pit.  
 To summarize the history of Feature 17, first a pit was dug, something was placed in it, 
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and then it was filled. The bottom-most zone was very light and silty and may have been 
allowed to fill naturally before the rest was intentionally filled. After the pit was filled, Feature 7 
was built on top of it, and two benches were constructed on either side of Feature 17. Just prior 
to the termination of Feature 7, Feature 17 was re-opened, and something retrieved from the 
bottom of the feature. Finally, Feature 17 was left open for the burning of Feature 7, and the 
south wall partially collapsed into the pit.  
 
Figure 5. 17: Feature 17 profile photo and map 
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 Though Feature 7’s history was less complicated than Feature 1’s, its significance 
becomes apparent from the qualities and properties of the building. The large open interior and 
presence of two benches provide space for persons and things. The abundance of hearths 
points to the importance of an interior fire. The terminal incineration suggests the need for a 
means of properly closing this space. The material and physical dimensions and qualities of 
Feature 7 allowed and called for the gathering of persons in its space, on its benches, and 
around its fires as a communal building.  
 The presence of Feature 17, which seems to have held something important, further 
builds the gathering power of the communal building. An item, or potentially a person (human 
or otherwise), was placed in the pit, perhaps as a dedication or preparation of the site where 
the structure was to be built, and then was retrieved just prior to the termination. This buried 
thing was clearly tied to the life of the physical structure, and indeed laid the foundation for the 
building’s ability to bring persons together. This object was necessary for the communal 
building, and the building could not have been without it.  
 Beyond the material facts that demonstrate that Feature 7 was a place of gathering, the 
building also was remarkably similar to one described as a council house at the Julien 
Moorehead phase civic node, Feature 31 (referred to as a “men’s house” in Emerson 1997 and 
Milner 1984a). Feature 31, which was the largest building at Julien, was a single walled 
structure with benches along the west and south walls, just like Feature 7 at Rhea, and with five 
interior hearths. As with Feature 7 at Rhea, these benches and the large size of the building 
allowed gathering, and the fires a point to gather around. The primary difference between 
Feature 7 and Feature 31 is that Feature 31 had four large interior storage pits, including one 
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over 1.5 m in diameter (Emerson 1997; Milner 1984a). This largest pit, which was also nearly a 
meter deep, contained notable materials including 72 projectile points, and numerous other 
materials. The interior pits of Feature 7, on the other hand, were fewer and smaller, but at least 
one did contain a special item. While the communal building at Rhea relied on the thing buried 
in Feature 17, the Julien house relied on other material participants. Regardless, both buildings 
were assembled such that they called for people to gather and commune within their walls. 
 
Single Post Structures and their Associated Features 
 
Figure 5. 18: EB 2 features 
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Feature 2 
 Feature 2 was an unexpected small oval single post structure located just southwest of 
and parallel to Feature 1 (Figure 5.18). Feature 2 was initially excavated under the assumption 
that it was a pit based on its relatively small basin size (2.0 by 1.84 m) and oval shape at the 
machine scraped surface. Upon completing the excavation of the 31 cm-deep basin it became 
apparent that an outline of single posts was located on the floor (Figure 5.19).  
 
Figure 5. 19: Feature 2 floor plan with posts 
Unfortunately, the posts were only seen after the second, northeast, half of the basin was 
completely excavated, and the top fills of the posts in the southwest half had been removed. 
The basin fill itself was homogenous, and though there was charcoal present, it was not present 
to the degree that would be expected had the structure been filled during or after the 
incineration of neighboring structure Feature 1. Rather, it appears that Feature 2 was in use 
contemporaneously with Feature 1 but was intentionally filled in prior to the termination of 
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Feature 1. Indeed, an AMS date obtained from charcoal within the Feature 2 basin provides an 
infilling date just prior to the date obtained from Feature 1 contexts (cal. 1237 CE, one-sigma 
range 1220 to 1250 CE (Table 5.3). 
 There was a total of 22 postmolds present on the floor of Feature 2, and no other floor 
features were present. The perimeter of the structure was something between an oval and a 
rectangle; there were four larger, deeper corner posts, but the walls between those posts bow 
out in a rounded manner. Because the tops of some of the posts were partially removed during 
basin excavation before we were aware Feature 2 was a structure, the depths that follow 
assume a top elevation equal to the bottom elevation of the basin for all posts. The four corner 
posts, PMs 1, 7, 9, and 21, ranged in depth from 42 to 52 cm, and in diameter from 14 to 16 cm. 
The remaining posts ranged in depth from 16 to 33 cm and in diameter from 6 to 12 cm. Only 
one non-corner post reached a depth greater than 30 cm.  
 
Figure 5. 20: Feature 2 silted-in post in plan 
 Four posts on the southern wall, PMs 2, 3, 4, and 5 are noteworthy. These posts were on 
the shallow end compared to others and were pulled and left open to fill with laminated silts. 
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While other posts of similar diameter and depths were present, PMs 2, 3, 4, and 5 were the 
only posts that showed evidence of natural, watery infilling (Figure 5.20). Thus, at some point in 
time before the final infilling of Feature 2, the southern wall was removed, and the post holes 
left open. The basin showed no evidence of laminated fills, so the structure itself was either still 
in use or was still being maintained while this south wall was gone.  
 Feature 2’s floor measured 1.6 by 1.16 m, for a total area of 1.86 m2. As a direct 
opposite of Feature 7’s large and open interior, Feature 2 could not have afforded any human 
persons to gather; the structure is clearly much too small to be a domicile for a human person. 
Rather Feature 2 could have held things or other-than-human persons as a specialized storage 
structure, or a “pit with walls.” The presence of the shallow silted in posts suggests that 
regardless of interior contents, at some point water entered as an important participant in this 
little structure’s existence.  
 Few others of such structures have been recorded in the region. A small Moorehead 
phase structure at the Sauget Industrial Park (SIP) site Fingers South, Feature 317, was 
associated with a larger nodal housecluster and, like Feature 2 at Rhea, was located along the 
southwestern wall of a larger rectangular building (Benson 2021a). At Centreville, which was 
also part of the SIPs landscape, a Late Stirling phase example of one of these specialized pits 
was found superimposed on a structure, and again located along the southwestern wall of 
another rebuilt building (Benson 2021b). Compared to other forms of storage, these pits were 
rare, and their association with complexes of rebuilt structures is potentially significant.  
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Feature 4 
 Feature 4, located at the southern corner of Feature 1, was another unexpected single 
post structure and was circular in shape (Figure 5.18). Due to time constraints, only the west 
half of the basin was excavated. The basin was shallow, reaching a maximum depth of 14 cm. 
Like Feature 2, the fill was homogenous, and though it contained some charcoal, burned 
materials were not present to the degree expected had this building been filled during or after 
Feature 1’s incineration. Again, an AMS date supports that Feature 4 was contemporaneous 
with Features 1 and 2 but was intentionally filled in around the time Feature 2 was filled, ahead 
of any burning events (cal. 1239 CE, one-sigma range 1224 to 1252 CE) (Table 5.3).  
 A total of 31 postmolds were defined at the floor of Feature 2. Of these, nine were a 
filled with a dark soil, and the remaining 22 were a lighter siltier soil. Unfortunately, time 
constraints did not allow for the excavation of any of the postmolds, and their depths and 
profile shapes are unknown. It was clear at the floor that at least some sections of the structure 
had been rebuilt or had additional wall supports added at some point in time. The perimeter of 
Feature 4 is circular, but like other late Mississippian circular buildings, was a little less uniform 
than earlier Stirling phase circular buildings. For example, a circular single post structure at the 
Moorehead phase site Lawrence Primas was also irregular in plan (Pauketat and Woods 1986). 
Likewise, a circular wall trench structure associated with a Moorehead phase nodal complex at 
Fingers South was somewhat irregular (Benson 2021a). 
 Like the large communal building and small storage structure, the size and shape of 
Feature 4 allow for specific sorts of gatherings. Its small size precludes any large groupings of 
human persons or an adequate living area, yet it was large enough to allow for some persons to 
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enter into what surely would have been an intimate atmosphere. The association of this 
building with those around it suggest it was gathered into a larger assemblage focused on 
community. As such, Feature 4 may have been a sweat lodge, built for small intimate gatherings 
and interactions with heat and water.  
 Though no source of heat or water was uncovered in Feature 4, only half of the 
structure was excavated, and nearby burned materials may have been part of a sweat lodge.  
Neighboring Feature 4 was Feature 13, a broad shallow pit that reached the same depth as 
Feature 4 and intruded onto the southern edge of the structure. Feature 13 is of note in 
relation to Feature 4 because it contained a large amount of burned limestone. Excluding a 
block of limestone weighing over 13 kg from Feature 5, Feature 13 contained the most burned 
limestone by weight of any features at Rhea. These rocks, clearly having had intense 
interactions with fire, may have been the material sources of heat for a sweat lodge. Though 
not found inside of Feature 4, they may simply have been discarded nearby, cleaned out of the 
structure prior to its infilling (Figure 5.21). 
 
Figure 5. 21: Burned limestone sitting in Feature 13 
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 Small Mississippian circular buildings such as Feature 4 are variously interpreted in the 
region as either sweat lodges or granaries. As discussed in Chapter 3, sweat lodges in particular 
were “architectures of power” and are only found in certain restricted nodal contexts (Emerson 
1997). When they date to the Lohmann or Stirling phase, circular buildings are classified as 
either sweat lodges or granaries; however, sweat lodges and other “architectures of power” do 
not persist in to the Moorehead phase. Thus, Moorehead phase circular structures have 
typically only been categorized as granaries. Rather than dismissing Feature 4 as a granary, this, 
and other late circular structures, are worthy of re-assessment as possible sweat lodges. This 
re-assessment is discussed further in Chapter 7.  
 
Other Features 
 There were eleven additional features outside of the wall trench and single post 
structures, including nine pits (Features 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, and 16) and two posts (Features 
11 and 29). Three features were located in EB 1, including pit Features 8 and 9 and post Feature 
11 (Figure 5.12; Feature 11 not depicted). Feature 11 was further to the southwest of Feature 7 
and was an isolated, shallow post measuring 18 cm in diameter and 9 cm in depth. Features 8 
and 9 were two superimposed refuse pits located just south of and within a meter of Feature 7. 
Feature 9, the smaller of the two, was positioned on top of Feature 8, but both were associated 
with the Moorehead phase occupation of Feature 7. Both pits were intentionally filled with 
artifact dense and organically rich fills.  
 All of the remaining features were located in EB 2 surrounding Features 1, 2, and 4 
(Figure 5.18). External pits included both storage and refuse pits, differentiated by the organic 
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richness and artifact density of their fills. Features 3 and 14 were located south of the circular 
structure Feature 4. Neither of these pits were very artifact dense but Feature 3 did contain a 
lot of charcoal and burned nutshell. Feature 3 was also the only pit that seemed to be naturally 
filled in, rather than intentionally filled. The four zones had varying silt contents and look to 
have washed in. If this pit was left open with the abandonment of the site, burned organic 
materials from Feature 1’s incineration probably washed in as well, contributing to the low 
artifact, but high charcoal content of the pit. Feature 14, on the other hand, had relatively 
sterile fills, and was intentionally filled with soils that were lacking in charcoal or other burned 
materials. 
 
Figure 5. 22: Features 6, 5, and 29 profile map 
 Feature 5 was the largest pit by volume and its lower zones were artifact dense. The 
upper zones, which were more sterile in terms of artifacts, may have washed in naturally; 
however, this pit was clearly intentionally used as a refuse pit during the occupation of the site 
(Figure 5.22). Feature 5 was superimposed on top of a shallower pit, Feature 6, and was 
immediately next to a larger post, Feature 29. Feature 29 was not associated with any 
structure, but with a diameter of around 20 cm, it would have been relatively large. A few 
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additional posts that were not associated with structures were defined at the machine scraped 
surface in EB 2. These more isolated posts were not excavated due to time constraints.  
 Feature 12 was a fairly sterile pit located just on the southern edge of Feature 1. The pit 
was either slightly superimposed by Feature 1 or just abutted the edge of Feature 1. Very 
minimal burned materials were recovered from Feature 12’s fill, and though the fills were not 
particularly rich, they do not appear to have been deposited through natural processes. Zone B 
in particular was very sterile and was nearly indistinguishable from the surrounding sterile 
subsoil. Interestingly, though the feature did not contain much in terms of artifacts, it did yield 
a fragment of a hoe and several pieces of hematite, as well as a piece of galena.  
 Features 15 and 16 were located just to the north of Feature 1 and were potential burial 
features. Both pits were small ovals and, though they were not in direct alignment with each 
other, seem to be paired. During machine stripping of the plow zone, a very small and friable 
piece of bone meal was exposed on the surface of one of the features, but it quickly 
deteriorated into dust upon exposure. Due to the bone meal’s fragility, we were not able to 
definitively determine whether it was from a human ancestor or an animal. Though we did not 
confirm that Features 15 and 16 contain deceased ancestors, their shapes and the presence of 
the small piece of bone meal was enough to warrant treating them as potential burials. A small 
window cut was troweled between Feature 1 and Feature 16 to confirm that Feature 1 was 
superimposed on Feature 16. The window cut was only excavated to the depth upon which 
superpositioning could confidently be assigned (10 cm) and extended 5 cm into Feature 16. All 
the fill from this window cut was collected as a flotation sample, and no materials or bone were 
present in the small amount of fill. No other excavations were undertaken with either Features 
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15 or 16, and they remained protected by layers of plastic throughout the excavations. Given 
the superpositioning, these potential burials pre-date the latest phase of occupation at Rhea. 
As indicated on the magnetometry survey results, potential truss trenches were located further 
northeast at the site. As discussed above, truss trenches were likely the foundations for 
platforms upon which deceased individuals’ bodies were processed prior to interment. If this 
was the case, there may have been a larger mortuary complex at Rhea during its earlier 
Mississippian occupation. 
 
Rhea Summary 
 Considering all of the features together, a picture emerges of the Moorehead phase at 
Rhea as an extra-domestic, community-focused occupation of the site. Importantly, Rhea had 
an earlier, untested occupation, indicated by the surface materials and in the magnetometry 
data. This earlier occupation may have included a mortuary complex. Feature 1 was 
superimposed on one burial feature of a pair, and truss trenches appear in the northwest 
corner of the magnetometry. There are also at least two rectangular structures that appear on 
the magnetometry that have proportions more typical of earlier Lohmann or early Stirling 
phase buildings. Regardless of the presence of a mortuary complex at Rhea during its earlier 
occupation, the fact that this site was occupied early, then re-occupied after a hiatus is 
important, indicating the maintained memory of this place over time. 
 The excavated Moorehead phase occupation at Rhea consisted of four buildings, their 
internal features, eight external pits, and a handful of external posts (Tables 5.1, 5.2). The 
material properties and characteristics of all four of the excavated structures at Rhea, as well as 
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their relationships with each other, suggest that the site was central to a localized community. 
First Feature 7, the only building in EB 1, was a communal building. The building’s relatively 
large size, interior benches, many hearths, and the presence of a possible dedicatory item in 
Feature 17 all point to the communal gathering abilities of the building. Additionally, Feature 7 
was intentionally incinerated at the end of its use.  
 The remaining structures were all located in EB 2, approximately 24 meters west of 
Feature 7. Feature 1, though its size was more characteristic of a typical domicile than Feature 
7’s, was also an extra-domestic structure. This is not to say that the building was not in some 
part domestic, but simply that it was of further importance at the site. The high number of 
rebuilds and the fact that each building was reconstructed in the same spot and at the same 
orientation is significant. The continued rebuilding indicates a focus on the importance of this 
particular place and orientation at Rhea. There was an intimate connection between Feature 1 
and the space it sat within, and this connection was further grounded by the series of large 
posts inside the building. 
 Feature 1 at Rhea is relatively lacking in interior pits and hearths, and instead has a 
surplus of large posts. While it is possible that Feature 1 was a dwelling that was rebuilt as 
needed over many, perhaps up to 40, years, it is also possible that Feature 1 required more 
frequent rebuilding as part of regular renewals. The intensity of interior posts may support this 
extra-domestic dimension of Feature 1. If the building was reconstructed or renewed with 
greater frequency, and perhaps with some regularity, dismantling and replacing the large 
interior posts may have been an important component of the renewal process. However, the 
fact that there are more posts than walls indicates that post renewal was not necessarily tied to 
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structure renewal, at least in terms of physical re-building.  Other feature data supports the idea 
that Feature 1 was occupied for a shorter time than the number of walls suggests. All of the 
other structures excavated in the area date to roughly the same time, but only one, Feature 4, 
shows any sign of rebuilding. This is not to say that all of the buildings must have been 
contemporaneous for all of their use-lives, but rather draw attention to the otherwise shorter 
occupation of that area of the site. Finally, rare artifacts likely associated with the occupants of 
Feature 1 were recovered from Feature 2’s basin fill, including a spherical galena bead and a 
sandstone earspool. 
 The terminal incinerations and infilling of both Features 1 and 7 are also indicative of 
important relationships with fire and power beyond the expected for a domicile. Both buildings 
were cleaned of any floor debris, the major post was removed from Feature 1, an object was 
removed from Feature 7, and the buildings were set aflame. The removal of these two objects 
amplifies their positions as important to the existence of the physical structures themselves.  
 In a comprehensive review of terminal burning in the American Bottom, Baltus and 
Wilson identify key trends in the practice of closing buildings through fire during the 
Moorehead phase (2019). First, they see a return to the pre- and early Mississippian practice of 
cleaning structure floors prior to burning. Second, and importantly, they also suggest that 
intentional terminal burning was focused on public or specialized structures. This holds true at 
Rhea with Feature 7 and supports Feature 1 as extra-domestic. Their incinerations also call 
attention to the likelihood that there were specific ways to terminate the gathering abilities of 
these buildings, whether gathering human persons, other persons, or communities more 
broadly. 
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 Once the buildings were burned, they were intentionally filled. Along with typical debris, 
both structures’ basins included pieces of hematite, some of which were severely burnt, and 
galena. While such materials are not unusual or unexpected, particularly in Moorehead phase 
contexts, their association with these incinerated and intentionally filled structures is 
noteworthy. The minerals were present in all of the seven zones of Feature 1’s basin, and two 
of the three zones in Feature 7’s basin, indicating they were distributed throughout the basins’ 
fills. That some of the minerals were also intensively burned demonstrates they may have been 
involved in the terminal incinerations, highlighting a relationship between the red mineral and 
fire. Interestingly, but possibly coincidentally, each basin also contains five projectile points or 
point fragments. The relationships of the features with their materials is discussed further in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
 The remaining two structures, Features 2 and 4, were not burned, and were 
categorically different in every way from Features 1 and 7. Both of the features were filled prior 
to the Feature 1 incineration, as indicated by the relative lack of burned materials in their basin 
fills, yet both dated to the same general time as Feature 1. Thus, both of the features must have 
been closed and filled only relatively shortly before Feature 1 was closed. Both Features 2 and 4 
also were small, inviting an intimate atmosphere for persons and things. Feature 2 in particular 
was anomalous; its small size is more characteristic of a pit than of a domicile, yet it had clear 
architecture in the form of single post walls. Only a few such other structures are known in the 
region, and they may have been reserved for special contents or purposes (Benson 2021a). 
Though they are too small for human occupants, other non-human persons may have resided in 
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these unusual structures. Features 1 and 2 likely went together as a pair, similar to the paired 
structures at Schoolhouse Branch (see below) and elsewhere (Pauketat 1998a). 
 As possible paired structures, Features 1 and 2 share an orientation, 120° east of north. 
Feature 7 was similar, but not the same, oriented to 111° east of north. Particular alignments to 
celestial and landscape features, or to other organizational criteria, are prominent throughout 
Greater Cahokia (and throughout the Indigenous Americas) (Baires 2017; Benchley 1974; 
Fowler 1975; Pauketat 1998a, 2013a; Smith 1969; Wittry 1969, 1996). Through these 
alignments, buildings and other features were not only citing these powerful bodies but were 
embodying that power (Pauketat 2013a). At Rhea, there does not seem to be a standard 
alignment, and indeed, looking at the magnetometry results, all of the visible rectangular 
anomalies are oriented in different directions. Baltus (2014:284) determines that for a short 
time during the Moorehead phase, orientations return to near-cardinal directions, but that this 
is in no way a regional phenomenon, and variation remains at many sites. This variation may be 
tangled up in the decentralization of late Cahokian community as it de-emphasized alignments 
to distant features and instead emphasized local practice and space. 
 Finally, Feature 4 is unusual as a late Mississippian circular building and possible sweat 
lodge. Sweat lodges were “architectures of power”; their circular forms and small sizes afforded 
unique interactions with various forms of heat and water. While sweat lodges were thought to 
have been discontinued during the Moorehead phase, the potential for their continued use 
suggests their disentangling from Cahokian power and emplacement into other local contexts. 
These late circular structures and their relationship to Cahokia identity is further discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
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Feature 
Architectural details Floor metrics 
Plan shape Wall type Length (m) 
Width 
(m) 
Area 
(m2) 
Shape 
W/L 
Feature 1.1 Rectangular Wall Trench 4.84 3.20 15.49 0.661 
Feature 1.2 Rectangular Wall Trench 5.30 3.96 20.99 0.747 
Feature 1.3 Rectangular Wall Trench 5.15 3.80 19.57 0.738 
Feature 1.4 Rectangular Wall Trench 5.84 4.33 25.29 0.741 
Feature 2 Rectangular/Oval Single Post 1.60 1.16 1.86 0.725 
Feature 4 Circular Single Post 2.50 1.25+ 3.13+ — 
Feature 7 Rectangular Wall Trench 6.30 5.30 33.39 0.841 
Table 5. 1: Structure dimensions at Rhea 
Feature Profile Wall Plan Shape 
Length 
(m) 
Width 
(m) 
Depth 
(m) 
Volume 
(m3) 
# of 
Zones Walls Base 
Feature 3 Vertical Flat Circular 1.36 1.25 0.49 0.654 4 
Feature 5 Belled Flat Oval 1.26 1.10 0.61 0.664 6 
Feature 6 Vertical Flat Circular 0.95 .75+ 0.18 Ind. 2 
Feature 8 Inslanted Flat Circular 1.30 1.25 0.30  4 
Feature 9 Inslanted/ Incurved Flat Oval 1.24 0.74 0.20 0.144 2 
Feature 10 Incurved Basin Circular 0.47 0.45 0.11 0.010 3 
Feature 12 Vertical Flat Circular 1.08 1.05 0.43 0.383 2 
Feature 13 Incurved Flat Oval 1.68 1.48 0.09 0.088 1 
Feature 14 Incurved Flat/Basin Circular 1.20 1.15 0.27 0.157 2 
Feature 17 Vertical Flat Circular 0.80 0.75 0.43 0.203 6 
Feature 19 Incurved Flat Oval 0.98 0.70 0.31 0.099 2 
Feature 20 Incurved Flat Circular 0.48 0.48 0.46 0.093 1 
Feature 21 Incurved Basin Circular 0.40 0.39 0.05 0.003 3 
Feature 22 Inslanted Flat Circular 0.50 0.50 0.06  1 
Feature 23 Irregular Irregular Circular 0.60 0.56 0.08  3 
Feature 24 Inslanted Basin Oval 1.40 0.98 0.53  12 
Feature 27 Incurved Flat Circular 0.38 0.38 0.28 0.027 2 
Feature 28 Incurved/ Irregular Basin Circular 0.37 0.36 0.16 0.011 2 
Feature 30 Vertical Flat Circular 0.50 0.44 0.08 0.014 2 
Feature 33 Incurved Flat Oval .8+ 0.85 0.53 Ind. 4 
Table 5. 2: Pit features from Rhea 
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 Figure 5. 23: Rhea Feature 1 basin profiles 
 
 Figure 5. 24: Rhea Feature 7 basin profiles 
Site Sample # Provenience Sample Type C14 Date 
Calibrated Date 
One Sigma Confidence Two Sigma Confidence 
Median  
Date 
Rhea 
ISGS# A4534 Feature 2 Hickory Nutshell 810 +/- 15 BP 
AD 1220 – 1250 
(68.2%) 
AD 1212 – 1263 
(95.4%) 
AD 
1237 
ISGS# A4535 Feature 4 Hickory Nutshell 805 +/- 15 BP 
AD 1224 – 1252 
(68.2%) 
AD 1216 – 1264 
(95.4%) 
AD 
1239 
ISGS# A4536 Feature 7 Hickory Nutshell 815 +/- 20 BP 
AD 1217 – 1254 
(68.2%) 
AD 1184 – 1265 
(95.4%) 
AD 
1233 
ISGS# A4537 Feature 24 Hickory Nutshell 805 +/- 15 BP AD 1224 - 1252 (68.2%) 
AD 1216 – 1264 
(95.4%) 
AD 
1239 
Hook and 
Ladder 
Beta - 
214648 Feature 1 Nutshell 640 +/- 40 BP 
AD 1290 - 1318 (28.7%) 
AD 1352 - 1390 (39.5%) 
AD 1281 – 1400 
(95.4%) 
AD 
1342 
 Table 5. 3: Radiocarbon dates for Rhea and Hook and Ladder
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Schoolhouse Branch 
 
Figure 5. 25: Schoolhouse Branch 
 Located immediately northeast of Cahokia, Schoolhouse Branch is the northernmost of 
the three sites included here and is the only floodplain site. The site’s proximity to Cahokia will 
be important. The excavated portion of Schoolhouse Branch consisted of two structure 
complexes, Complex A and Complex B (Figure 5.25). Structure Complex A included a single 
structure and its associated pit and post features. Complex B was significantly more 
complicated, with a series of rebuilt structures and many associated pits and posts. According 
to the results of the pedestrian survey that preceded excavations, more features may be 
present to the south of the excavated area in an untested portion of the project area that was 
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located outside of the right-of-way. Unfortunately, almost the entire area surrounding 
Schoolhouse Branch has since been developed, and it is unlikely any subsurface features 
remain, had they existed.  
 The two Structure Complexes were immediately adjacent to one another, and Complex 
A was just south of Complex B. A small number of large storage pits were also present outside 
of Complex B. While the Complex B area was in use for a much longer period of time than 
Complex A, both date to the Moorehead phase and were most likely contemporaneous for at 
least a portion of the site’s occupation. Taken together, the features and artifacts suggest that 
Schoolhouse Branch consisted of a nodal household that was tied into a more centralized 
Cahokian community identity.  
 
Figure 5. 26: Structure Complex A at Schoolhouse Branch 
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Structure Complex A 
 Structure Complex A consisted of one structure and seven pits (Figure 5.26). Feature 2 
was a small rectangular wall trench structure with only small areas of basin remaining. The 
basin remnants were not mapped in plan. The floor of the building measured 4.9 m by 3.7 m 
(18.13 m2), with a width-to-length ratio of .76 (Table 5.4). The building was oriented north-
northeast to south-southwest at 12° east of grid north, which exactly matches the orientation 
of the Feature 8b in Structure Complex B. This matching orientation may suggest that Features 
2 and 8b were contemporaneous as paired structures for at least a period of the occupation of 
Feature 8b. The four Feature 2 wall trenches varied in dimensions, ranging from 22 to 34 cm in 
depth and 15 to 24 cm in width (Figure 5.27). No rebuilt wall trenches or post molds were 
present on the structure floor.  
 
Figure 5. 27: Feature 2 wall trench window cut profile maps 
 Though the building was simple in terms of architecture, it did have five interior pit 
features. A sixth pit, Feature 6, was located in the northeast corner of Feature 2; however, it 
was slightly superimposed by the wall trenches and thus pre-dated the structure. It is worth 
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noting that the superpositioning between the wall trenches and Feature 6 was slight, and field 
notes indicate that there was difficulty in determining which feature was actually on top. 
Feature 6 was the second largest pit at the site, measuring 1.3 by 1.18 m in plan and reaching a 
depth of .88 m (Figure 5.28). The size of Feature 6 is similar to the size of the pits external to 
the two complexes, which are on average quite large. Given the similarities in dimensions, it is 
reasonable to suggest that Feature 6 was associated with the external pits, rather than being an 
interior pit on the floor of Feature 2. Following this logic, if Feature 6 and the other large pits 
were also contemporaneous, then those pits all, or mostly, pre-date Feature 2. 
Feature 
Architectural details Floor metrics 
Plan shape Wall type Length (m) 
Width 
(m) 
Area 
(m2) 
Shape 
W/L 
Feature 2 Rectangular Wall Trench 4.90 3.70 18.13 0.755 
Feature 8a.1 Rectangular Wall Trench 4.20 3.00 12.60 0.714 
Feature 8a.2 Rectangular Wall Trench 4.20 3.1/3.5 13.02/14.7 .738/.833 
Feature 8a.3 Rectangular Wall Trench 4.20 3.70 15.54 0.881 
Feature 8b.1 Rectangular Wall Trench 5.60 4.20 23.52 0.750 
Feature 8b.2 Rectangular Wall Trench 7.29 5.78 42.14 0.793 
Feature 59 Incomplete Wall Trench Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 
Table 5. 4: Structure dimensions at Schoolhouse Branch 
 
Figure 5. 28: Select pit profile maps from Structure Complex A 
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 The five pits that were contained completely within the walls of Feature 2 are Features 
1, 3, 4, 5, and 20. Three of these pits were aligned diagonally across the structure floor, and the 
other two were located in the structure’s western corners. Feature 3 is noted as possibly just an 
area of basin fill. The base and depth of Feature 3 were irregular, and though it may have been 
remnant basin fill, the feature also represents at least a depression in the floor. Feature 1, in 
the southwest corner, was the smallest of the pits, with a diameter of 20 cm and depth of only 
8 cm. The remaining pits were all fairly substantial storage/refuse pits, three of which were a 
meter or greater in length. Feature 20 was superimposed on top of Feature 6, which further 
supports that Feature 6 did actually pre-date the structure. Finally, a small pit, Feature 7, was 
located just outside of the southwest corner of Feature 2. Given the presence of other pits 
nearby, it is possible that some of the pits that fall inside Feature 2 actually pre-date or post-
date the building. Because they all date to the Moorehead phase, and there are no cases of 
superpositioning other than Feature 6, there is no way to be sure of the pits’ direct association 
with the structure, other than their confinement within the walls of the building. It is very likely 
that some if not all of the pits are floor features of Feature 2, but there remains a possibility 
that some are not.  
 
Structure Complex B 
 Structure Complex B had a much more complicated history than Structure Complex A 
and included three different buildings, two of which were rebuilt, and 40 pits and posts, not 
including smaller postmolds that did not receive their own feature numbers (Figure 5.29). In the 
field, two of the structures within the complex were both excavated as Feature 8, but I 
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determined during my subsequent analysis that these two buildings were separate features. 
Their separation is based on a clear break from the earlier building and the slight re-orientation 
of a new, different building, as well as the presence of an unrelated offset structure that 
superimposes the earlier set of trenches and is superimposed by the later set, indicating a 
discontinuity in building. To differentiate the two structures, the earlier of the buildings is 
herein referred to as Feature 8a and the later of the buildings as Feature 8b. Only bits of 
remnant basin fill remained, and they were not mapped in plan. 
 
Figure 5. 29: Structure Complex B at Schoolhouse Branch 
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Figure 5. 30: Feature 8a and associated features 
 The first of the buildings in the sequence was Feature 8a (Figure 5.30). Feature 8a 
consisted of seven wall trenches (WTs), representing three iterations of the building (Table 5.4). 
The building’s orientation varies slightly throughout its rebuilds, but it generally measures 18° 
east of grid north. This orientation is slightly more eastward than the other structures, Feature 
2 and Feature 8b. The north and south walls each only had one single wall trench, WTs 13 and 
15. The west wall of Feature 8a had three trenches, WTs 10, 11, and 12, and the east wall had 
two, WTs 4a and 4b. The depths of these trenches ranged from 20 cm to 41 cm, and the trench 
widths ranged from 10 to 23 cm (Figure 5.31, see Figures 5.33 and 5.37 for WT15 profiles). 
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Figure 5. 31: Feature 8a wall trench window cut profiles 
 Feature 8a expanded in width, but not length, over the course of its rebuilds. Because 
the northern and southern walls, WTs 13 and 15, were maintained or re-used for each of the 
building iterations, the long axis length of the floor remained at 4.2 m. The width of the earliest 
building, which included WTs 12 and 4b, was 3.0 m (12.6 m2; .71). The west wall of the second 
building was WT11; however, because there were two trenches on the east wall and three on 
the west wall, there are two possibilities for the east wall of the second build. If WT4b was 
maintained for the second building, the floor width would have been 3.1 m (13.02 m2; .74). If 
the floor was expanded out to WT4a, the width would have been 3.5 m (14.7 m2; .83). The final 
building used WT10 to the west and WT4a to the east, with a floor width of 3.7 m (15.54 m2; 
.88). Though the width-to-length ratios of each of the three iterations of Feature 8a fall within 
Moorehead phase standards, their floor areas are rather small and, with the exception of the 
third build, fall below averages from other Moorehead phase sites (Table 5.5). 
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Site Mean Floor Metrics Notes Length (m) Width (m) Area (m2) W/L 
Cahokia 15A 
7.42 4.56 34.04 0.613 Moorehead 1 
6.80 4.69 32.99 0.694 Moorehead 2 
6.00 4.40 26.86 0.725 General Moorehead 
Cahokia 15B 7.43 4.27 32.62 0.581  
Cahokia ICT-II 4.80 4.04 19.90 0.840  
Cahokia Fingerhut 6.43 4.43 28.60 0.690  
Baby Moon 4.39 3.45 15.37 0.788  
Centreville 5.87 4.28 25.42 0.724  
Copper 7.73 6.47 56.67 0.854  
Curtiss Steinberg 5.72 4.83 28.03 0.850  
Fingers South 5.19 3.99 22.64 0.790  
Fingers West 4.35 3.70 16.10 0.851  
Julien 4.82 3.74 19.29 0.775  
Lawrence Primas Ind. Ind. 34.00 Ind.  
Lembke #2 5.88 4.50 27.66 0.769  
Olin 4.85 3.60 17.88 0.763  
Russell 4.63 3.83 17.95 0.820  
St. Thomas 5.52 5.14 28.37 0.931  
Rhea 4.84 3.63 19.43 0.742  
Schoolhouse 
Branch 5.07 4.08 22.39 0.779 
 
Table 5. 5: Moorehead phase rectangular structure dimensions in the region(Baltus 2014; Benson 2021a, 2021b; 
Brennan 2018a; Collins 1990; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, and Ringberg 2001; Kruchten 2008; Milner 
1984a; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b; Pauketat and Woods 1986; Skousen 2017) 
 Because there were so many interior features and due to the degree of superpositioning 
within the complex, many of the interior pit features cannot be definitively assigned to a 
particular building iteration. Only two features can be associated only with Feature 8a. Feature 
48 was a small pit on the floor of Feature 8a that was superimposed by a Feature 59 wall 
trench. Feature 60 was a much larger pit, over a meter in diameter, that was superimposed by 
Feature 48. Because the iterations of Feature 8a have relatively small floor areas, it is possible 
that the large external pits to the east of Structure Complex B were associated with Feature 8a, 
serving for storage and refuse in place of many internal features. Assuming Feature 2 was 
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contemporaneous with Feature 8b and post-dated the large external pits, as suggested above, 
places both Feature 8a and the external pits at the earlier stages of occupation of the site.  
 
Figure 5. 32: Feature 59 
 
Figure 5. 33: Feature 59 wall trench window cut profile 
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 Following Feature 8a in time was Feature 59, which was represented only by two 
partially defined wall trenches, WTs 1 and 2 (Figure 5.32, 5.33). Feature 59 was completely 
offset from Features 8a and 8b, with only the southeast corner of the building extending into 
Complex B. Though only a portion of the building was defined, it is interpreted as an 
incompletely defined separate building rather than an alcove or room within Feature 8b based 
on superpositioning within the complex. If Feature 59 were an interior room, it could only have 
been associated with the later, larger rebuild of Feature 8b; however, the Feature 59 wall 
trenches were superimposed by the earlier, smaller iteration of Feature 8b. Therefore, Feature 
59 must have been a separate building.  
 As described, Feature 59 superimposed Feature 8a, falling between Features 8a and 8b 
in time. The profile map drawn in the field indicates that it was difficult to determine whether 
Feature 59 was superimposed on or by Feature 8a, though. If the field interpretation were 
flipped, Feature 59 would have been the first, rather than the second, in the sequence of 
structures. While this does seem to make more sense given the offset location of Feature 59, 
the field plan and profile maps maintain that Feature 59 was on top of Feature 8a, and there is 
not sufficient evidence for any changes to be made to that determination. 
 The last of the buildings was Feature 8b, which consisted of two complete iterations 
(Figure 5.34). The first version of Feature 8b was quite a bit smaller than the second but is 
interpreted as the same building based on their matching orientations, 12° east of grid north, 
and their positions following one another in time. The first building consisted of WTs 2, 4, 6, 
and 7 and had a floor area of 23.52 m2 and a width-to-length ratio of .75 (Table 5.4). 
Confusingly, WT4 was part of Feature 8b, but WTs 4a and 4b were part of Feature 8a. Despite 
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the shared number, they were each distinct and separate trenches. The second iteration of 
Feature 8b was considerably larger, with a floor area of 42.14 m2, and included trenches 1, 3, 5, 
and 8 (Figure 5.35, see also Figure 5.37 for WT5 profile). The later building was slightly squarer 
as well, with a width-to-length ratio of .79. While the initial build had an average floor area for 
the Moorehead phase, the latest build was somewhat oversized (Table 5.5). 
 
Figure 5. 34: Feature 8b and associated features 
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Figure 5. 35: Feature 8b wall trench window cut profiles 
 One pit is associated specifically with the initial Feature 8b building (Feature 38), 
thirteen pits and one post could be associated with either iteration of Feature 8b (Features 15, 
16, 22, 23, 26, 27, 34, 37, 40, 46, 49, 50, 53, and 57), and three pits go specifically with the later 
building (Features 17, 24, and 36). The 17 pits varied in surface dimensions, but for the most 
part did not exceed 1 meter in length (Table 5.6). Pit depths range from .13 to .75 m. Feature 
38, the earlier pit associated specifically with the first iteration of Feature 8b, was not an 
interior pit but rather sat just outside the structure walls. The largest, and one of the latest, of 
the pits was Feature 17, located in the southeast corner of the later Feature 8b building (Figure 
5.36). This large refuse pit was significant and, as discussed in the following chapters, contained 
eight projectile points and a fragment of a Mill Creek Ramey Knife. Feature 24, another of the 
pits specifically associated with the later building, was smaller than Feature 17 but was also 
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significant, containing a carved sandstone tablet (Figure 5.37). Between the artifacts contained 
in Features 17 and 24, the latest oversized iteration of Feature 8b is certainly remarkable.  
 
Figure 5. 36: Feature 17 profile map 
 Features 22 and 46 were the only other large storage/refuse pits associated with 
Feature 8b (Figure 5.37; Table 5.6). Of the 23 pits interior to the complex that had measurable 
volumes, including those associated with other buildings, Features 17, 22, 24, 46 account for 
54% of total storage capacity. Of all 34 pits in Structure Complex B, those large pits were 4 of 
the 5 deepest features. That four of the five largest pits in the complex were all associated with 
Feature 8b is important, and also provides further evidence that the large exterior pits were 
associated with the earlier Feature 8a.  
 There were three hearths associated with Feature 8b. Feature 57 was an oblong 
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position in the structure sequence. Unfortunately, the east and west ends of the hearth were 
never defined in plan and profile, and its limits on those ends are extrapolated on the plan map. 
Three archaeomagnetic samples were collected from Feature 57 but were never run through 
analysis. Feature 57 was relatively large and unusually shaped for a hearth, and excavators 
recall its striking appearance in the field (Brad Koldehoff, personal communication). Two other 
hearths, Features 15 and 16, were present in the west half of the structure. The two hearths 
were more circular than Feature 57, and both featured the tell-tale ring of clay in plan. 
According to notes, Feature 15 was prepared as a hearth lined in clay, but there was no 
evidence that the clay was ever heated or oxidized, suggesting the hearth was never actually 
used.  
 
Figure 5. 37: Select features profile maps in Structure Complex B 
 With the excessive rebuilding, large sizes, and special materials (discussed further in 
Chapter 6), Feature 8b was not a simple domicile. The final building in particular suggests a 
special purpose building. It is huge relative to the other structures at the site and falls well 
above average Moorehead phase structure sizes at several other sites in the region (Table 5.5). 
Feature 2, the structure in Structure Complex A, shares an orientation with both iterations of 
Feature 8b, and together the buildings could represent paired buildings within a nodal 
household. Additionally, all three of the hearths identified within the complex are associated 
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with Feature 8b. Hearths on their own are not particularly significant, but their sudden 
appearance within this special building could be meaningful. 
 
Figure 5. 38: Features associated with either Feature 8a or 8b 
 Eight features could have been associated with either Feature 8a or 8b (Figure 5.38). 
The pits on the bottom of superimposed clusters of pits could also potentially pre-date the 
entire complex. Features included in this group are two posts, Features 45 and 56, and six pits, 
Features 25, 41, 43, 44, 47, and 51. Feature 56 is not visible on maps due to its location 
underneath Feature 51. Each of these features were completely contained within the limits of 
the Feature 8a walls and were not superimposed with other features in any way that would 
suggest a definite structure association. The two posts, Features 45 and 56, were large, 
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measuring 23 cm and 32 cm in diameter and 34 cm and 56 cm in depth, respectively. The 
earliest pits in the group, i.e. those that were superimposed by later features, include Features 
43 and 47. Features 41 and 51 were superimposed on top of other features, and thus date 
relatively late. The six pits were moderately-sized, with the exception of Feature 51, which 
measured 1.8 by 1.64 m at the surface and reached a depth of .42 m. Feature 51 was the 
largest pit by both surface dimensions and volume within Structure Complex B, and had 
perhaps the most complex depositional history of any pit at the site, with a large homogenous 
zone in its southwest portion, and many layered zones and sub-zones in the remainder of the 
pit (Figure 5.39). If Feature 51 was associated with Feature 8a, it would have taken up a large 
portion of the building’s floor. Despite its large size and complex fills, Feature 51 contained 
relatively few artifacts, especially compared to the large refuse pit Feature 17. 
 
Figure 5. 39: Feature 51 profile map 
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Figure 5. 40: Features with indeterminate associations and features that pre-date the complex 
 Finally, seven pits and three posts fall within the limits of the complex that had more 
ambiguous positions in time and could potentially be associated with one or none of the 
structures (Figure 5.40). Of note within this group are pit Features 30, 33, and 39, which were 
all superimposed by Feature 8b, but are located outside of Feature 8a. These pits could 
potentially have been features interior to structure Feature 59, or external pits to Feature 8a. 
Many features from this last group could also have pre-dated the complex. Two additional pits, 
Features 52 and 54, definitely did pre-date the complex and are superimposed by Feature 8a’s 
wall trenches. The presence of these two early pits confirms that the occupation, or at least the 
use, of Schoolhouse Branch pre-dated Structure Complex B. 
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 Fifty-five small postmolds that were not assigned their own feature numbers were 
excavated on the floors of the structures in Complex B. A few of the postmolds superimposed 
other features, allowing for the association of certain posts with certain structures. Despite the 
few identifiable postmolds, no attempt was made to systematically match postmolds to 
structure iterations. Several other postmolds were also mapped on the Complex B plan map; 
however, they did not receive postmold numbers and there is no indication of whether or not 
they were excavated or confirmed to be positive postmolds. These posts are not included on 
digitized plan maps due to this uncertainty. 
 In addition to the features within Feature 8a and 8b, there were piece plots mapped on 
the floor of the complex (See Chapter 6). Because there were so many floor features, and 
because there were only remnant patches of basin fill left, it is possible some of the piece 
plotted artifacts were from upper fills in floor features, rather than having been artifacts left on 
the floor of Features 8a or 8b. Regardless, artifacts definitely associated with the floor of the 
structures include a chert core cash, a hoe, and a piece of a Ramey Knife. The presence of these 
artifacts, which may be considered dedicatory caches or deposits, provide some insight into the 
abandonment of the structure complex and the continuation of the permanence of place at 
Schoolhouse Branch (Baltus 2018). These artifacts and their deposition will be discussed further 
in the following two chapters. 
 The features defined within the two Structure Complexes span a relatively long time. 
Even using conservative estimates that do not consider single rebuilt walls as rebuilds, that 
space on the landscape was occupied for 20-40 years, if not longer (Brennan 2018a; Milner 
1998; Pauketat 1989; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997). The rebuilding in this space not only allowed 
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for persons to continue living there, but also provided a space in which the past history of the 
building was lived in later iterations of the building. In other words, by maintaining the space on 
the landscape, the building and builders extended that places history in time.  
 Importantly, the buildings shared roughly the same orientations, and in the case of 
Feature 2 and Feature 8b, identical orientations at 12° east of grid north. As discussed above in 
regard to Rhea’s orientations, exactly what features are aligned to is important for 
understanding religious entanglements; however, because of the lack of UTM coordinates at 
Schoolhouse Branch, or any other non-arbitrary measurements, it is difficult to say what the 
buildings were oriented towards. Regardless, there was clearly a specifically maintained 
orientation from which the buildings drew meaning. 
 Aside from the repeated rebuilding and maintained orientations, which are both 
significant, there was not much extraordinary about the features themselves. The final iteration 
of Feature 8b was certainly large, yet the many interior pits and the lack of other more 
communally-focused features suggest it was likely still a residence. Whereas the larger public 
structure at Rhea invited persons with its large open and largely empty interior, benches, and 
formal hearths, this large building at Schoolhouse Branch does not seem to do the same. The 
artifacts of Feature 8b offer more insight, as explored further in the remaining chapters.  
 
Exterior Pits 
 Nine pits were located to the east and north of Structure Complex B (Features 9-14, 18, 
19, and 21) (Figure 5.41). Feature 21 was mostly removed by a later pit, Feature 13, and was 
visible only when excavating Feature 13. Not all of these pits had dateable materials; Features 
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10, 11, 12, and 13 had diagnostic materials confirming their Moorehead phase dates, but the 
other pits lacked such diagnostics. The other pits could have pre-dated the Moorehead phase 
occupation of the site, though no earlier occupation has yet been exposed. In general, these 
pits were large storage pits, with six of them reaching or exceeding a depth of 50 cm (Figure 
5.42). The largest pit at Schoolhouse Branch was Feature 13, which reached nearly 2 m in 
length, was .88 m deep, and had a volume of 1.53 m3. Larger storage pits such as these are not 
necessarily unusual, but in conjunction with the many interior pits in the two Structure 
Complexes they seem excessive. As proposed earlier, these pits may have been associated 
specifically with the earlier Feature 8a, when there were fewer large interior pits. 
 
Figure 5. 41: Pits external to the structure complexes 
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Figure 5. 42: Select exterior pit profile maps 
 Though Feature 10 was classified and described as a single pit in the field, its profile 
suggests that it was either multiple pits, was a larger post pit with an insertion ramp, or was 
multiple features with at least one of them having been a larger post (Figure 5.43). Its location 
at the northern edge of Structure Complex B supports the post interpretation; larger posts, 
known as marker posts, were commonly placed to mark the locations of special-use buildings or 
spaces on Mississippian sites. However, with its field designation as a pit, and no other notes or 
evidence aside from an unclear profile, it is difficult to make that call.  
 
Figure 5. 43: Feature 10 profile map 
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Summary 
 The two structure complexes at Schoolhouse Branch were very different from one 
another. Complex A, which included structure Feature 2, was relatively simple, with a handful 
of interior pits and no posts or rebuilt wall trenches. On its own, this building could have been a 
simple household for a Moorehead phase family. Complex B, on the other hand, was intensely 
occupied over a longer period of time. Excluding the anomalous Feature 59, a building was 
rebuilt in part or in whole five times in the same location, and with nearly the same orientation. 
The later versions of the Complex B buildings, Feature 8b, might have been paired with Feature 
2, casting some uncertainty on its designation as a simple household. 
 Although the two complexes were separated for analytical purpose, it is likely that 
Feature 2 and Feature 8b jointly composed the same household. The pairing of these structures 
is based on their exact matching orientations and the interpretation that Feature 2 was 
occupied later than Feature 8a. Moorehead phase households at Cahokia and elsewhere in the 
floodplain were frequently composed of paired or multiple buildings (Benson 2021a; Pauketat 
1998a, 2013b), setting the precedence for the pairing of Feature 2 and Feature 8b at 
Schoolhouse Branch. This pairing of structures also exemplifies that we should be considering 
the ways assemblages of structures form households or other domestic units. 
 Numerous interior pits, posts, and hearths supported the long occupation of the space 
occupied by Features 8a and 8b and including Feature 59, Structure Complex B could have been 
occupied for as many as 30 to 60 years. Maintaining a building in this particular space and in 
this particular direction over time was important for those living at the site. As Milner noted at 
Julien, rebuilding in the same space suggests a “preferential utilization of restricted areas by 
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Moorehead Phase people” (1984a:187, emphasis added). At Schoolhouse Branch, the 
occupants of Feature 8a and 8b had an important relationship or association with one 
particular place on the landscape, and the history of that place persisted through each rebuild. 
The final occupants also ensure the permanence of the place by placing offerings on the floor of 
the building prior to its abandonment. The extended occupation of a restricted space suggests 
that the building within Complex B was not a simple Moorehead phase domicile, but was a 
nodal household, housing person(s) with heightened status or significance. Though Feature 59 
is anomalous and disrupts this pattern, its position in-between the two Feature 8 structures 
suggests an abandonment and then purposeful return to that particular space. 
 Further supporting Structure Complex B as a unique sort of household, the final version 
of Feature 8b was large, with a floor area of 42.14 m2. A building that size at almost any other 
Moorehead phase site would be considered exceptionally large and extraordinary (Table 5.5). 
The presence of certain materials, including a sandstone tablet and tobacco, within Feature 8b 
pits is also significant (see Chapters 6 and 7). The many superimposed pits, posts, and hearths 
within Features 8a and 8b demonstrate the extended stability of the site’s occupation, and the 
presence of more typical domestic artifacts maintain that while the building was still a domicile, 
it was so as nodal household. 
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Table 5. 6: Pit features at Schoolhouse Branch 
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Table 5. 6: Pit features at Schoolhouse Branch continued 
 
Hook and Ladder 
 
 Hook and Ladder is the farthest south and the farthest from Cahokia of the sites 
included here. The excavated Hook and Ladder features represent the remains of one rebuilt 
wall trench structure and its interior architecture. A portion of the structure, which I estimate 
to be nearly half, was removed by a bulldozer prior to the salvage archaeological excavations. 
Significant information can still be garnered from what was left of this Sand Prairie phase 
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household, particularly because it was catastrophically burned, leaving behind a relatively intact 
floor assemblage that includes the charred remains of architectural materials, as well as other 
artifacts and floral material. Given the limited nature of investigations at Hook and Ladder, the 
presence of additional Mississippian features at the site remains unknown. The site does extend 
further to the east, and more features may be present on those intact portions. 
 
Figure 5. 44: Hook and Ladder 
 The remains of one wall trench structure, Feature 1, were exposed during salvage 
excavations at Hook and Ladder (Figure 5.44). The structure was oriented at 91° east of grid 
north, and the northern portion had been bulldozed away. Other Sand Prairie phase structures 
do not seem to share this cardinal orientation, suggesting a lack of unified ideas about how to 
orient oneself at this time (Benson and Skousen 2017; Craig and Galloy 1994; Jackson 2014; 
Jackson et al. 1992; Kelly 1995). The structure was rebuilt at least once, with two wall trenches 
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on the west and south walls. Though there is no way of knowing exactly how much of Feature 1 
was destroyed, there are means of estimating the structure’s full size based on the existing 
features and comparing to a structure at the neighboring Sand Prairie phase site, Hammel 
(Koldehoff 1983a, 1989). The structure at Hammel was similar to the structure at Hook and 
Ladder in that it was also large, relatively square, and terminally incinerated. The floor of the 
Hammel structure measured 6 m by 5 m, with a width-to-length ratio of .83 (Figure 5.45).  
 The Hook and Ladder building has one known dimension along the east-west axis, which 
I assume here to have been the length of the building. Assuming the known measurement was 
the length provides more conservative estimates than assuming it was the width. The east-west 
length of the basin of Feature 1 was 7.1 m, and the floor length was 5.63 m for the smaller 
earlier build and 6.72 m for the larger later build. If the same width-to-length ratio found at 
Hammel (.83) is assumed for the Hook and Ladder building, the resulting structure basin area 
would be 7.1 m by 5.89 m, and the floor dimensions would be 5.63 m x 4.67 for the smaller 
building and 6.72 m x 5.58 m for the larger building. A width-to-length ratio of .83 is reasonable 
for a Sand Prairie phase structure, if not a little on the conservative end when compared to 
structures at other Sand Prairie phase sites. Using the width-to-length ratio of .83, the larger of 
the Feature 1 buildings had a floor area of 37.5 m2, which is large for a Sand Prairie phase 
structure, but not unusually so. Other Sand Prairie phase structures at sites such as GCS #1, 
Tucker Drive, and Julien had similar floor areas (Table 5.7) (Benson and Skousen 2017; Craig and 
Galloy 1994; Emerson 1997; Milner 1984a). If the known east-west measurement was instead 
the width, the larger floor area would have been 8.1 x 6.72 m, or 54.43 m2. Though this larger 
floor area estimate would have been much greater than the neighboring Hammel structure, it is 
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on par with a very large Sand Prairie phase structure at Hawkins Hollow, which had builds with 
floor areas of 50.7 m2 and 63.07 m2 (Jackson 2014). 
 
Figure 5. 45: Plan map of the structure at Hammel (Figure 8 in Koldehoff 1989, reproduced with permission) 
Site 
Floor Metrics 
Mean 
Length (m) 
Mean 
Width (m) 
Mean 
W/L 
Floor Area (m2) 
Mean Range 
Hawkins Hollow INA INA INA 56.89 50.70-63.07 
Merrell Tract**** 4.57 3.97 0.883 18.40 12.42-25.80 
GCS #1** 6.74 6.06 0.906 27.89 15.34-40.44 
Tucker Drive*** 6.17 4.98 0.892 31.23 24.79-37.67 
Hammel 6.00 5.00 0.833 30.00 30.00 
Julien 5.51 4.42 0.803 24.88 14.76-31.75 
Sponemann** 4.25 3.99 0.939 12.37 12.37 
Hook and Ladder* 6.18 5.13 0.830 31.89 26.29-37.50 
Table 5. 7: Sand Prairie phase rectangular structure dimensions in the region (Benson and Skousen 2017; Craig and 
Galloy 1994; Jackson 2014; Jackson et al. 1992; Kelly 1995; Koldehoff 1983b; Milner 1984a) 
* - East-west measurement assumed to be the length for Hook and Ladder Feature 1, W/L ratio of .830 assumed 
** - Mean Length, Width, and W/L are measurements from basins rather than floors 
*** - Only includes two of the three structure builds 
**** - Excludes a second structure complex that has larger buildings with incomplete dimensions 
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 A different estimate of the full area of the larger of the builds can be made using 
Feature 2, a small feature located at the northern edge of the feature area. Everything 
archaeological north of Feature 2 was completely removed by the bulldozer. Additionally, due 
to the damage from the bulldozer, the top elevation of Feature 2 was a full 30 cm below the 
actual floor level, and only the bottom 7 cm remained of what would have once been a 37 cm 
deep post. Given the central location of Feature 2 along the known east-west axis of the larger 
building, it is possible that it was a central roof support post, similar to one found in the 
structure at Hammel. If Feature 2 was centrally located along the north-south axis as well, the 
full width of the Feature 1 floor would have been about 6.5 m, resulting in a floor area of 43.68 
m2 and a width-to-length ratio of .97 for the second, larger iteration of the building (Table 5.8). 
Though this would be on the even larger end for the floor area and width-to-length ratio, it still 
would not be unreasonably large. Of course, this relies on many assumptions: Feature 2 was a 
post, Feature 2 was directly associated with Feature 1, Feature 2 was centrally located, and so 
on. Given the various estimates of the Feature 1 dimensions, around 40 to 50% of the structure 
was destroyed, leaving behind a section of floor roughly 3.5 m wide, and a section of basin less 
than 2 m wide. 
Feature 
Architectural details Floor metrics 
Plan shape Wall type Length (m) 
Width 
(m) Area (m2) 
Shape 
(W/L) 
Feature 1.1 Rectangular Wall Trench 5.63 4.67 26.31 0.830 
Feature 1.2 Rectangular Wall Trench 6.72 5.58/6.5 37.48/43.68 0.830/.970 
Table 5. 8: Structure dimension estimates at Hook and Ladder, assuming known dimension is length 
 The west and south walls were each rebuilt once, with the outer walls representing the 
final build, as indicated by the presence of materials, including an upright post, burned during 
the terminal incineration in association with those walls. The wall trenches ranged from 29 to 
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55 cm in depth and 13 to 22 cm in width (Figure 5.46). Floor features included five postmolds, 
two of which still contained pieces of charred wood from the final incineration. Burned logs 
were also scattered on the floor, especially found near or on the southern wall. The two posts 
with charred wood, PMs 4 and 5, were in line with one another along the east-west axis and 
were located at nearly equal distances in from their respective east and west walls. These two 
posts were very likely roof support corner posts, especially given the depth of PM 4 (69 cm). 
One radiocarbon date was collected from a sample of burned nutshell recovered from the floor 
of Feature 1. The sample returned a mean calibrated date of 1342 CE, with a two-sigma range 
of 1281 to 1400 CE (Table 5.3). 
 
Figure 5. 46: Feature 1 basin and wall trench window cut profiles 
 Even though half of the structure was missing, what remained still provides valuable 
information; the structure was catastrophically burned, leaving behind an intact floor 
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assemblage. Terminating buildings with fire was relatively frequent during the Sand Prairie 
phase, occurring with both domestic and extra-domestic or special-use buildings. Similar to 
practices during the Moorehead phase, floors were commonly cleaned prior to incineration 
during the Sand Prairie phase, with caches or special deposits also offered (Baltus and Wilson 
2019). Baltus and Wilson suggest that buildings that were cleaned out prior to burning were 
domestic structures, whereas buildings with in situ floor assemblages were perhaps religious in 
nature. While Feature 1 contained an intact floor assemblage, it does not otherwise appear to 
have been a special-use or religious building. Unlike structures at Rhea or Schoolhouse Branch, 
the material characteristics of the Hook and Ladder building do not suggest anything beyond a 
residential domicile. The burning instead emerges from the decentralization of once restricted 
Cahokian termination practices.  
 Given the in situ domestic assemblage, it seems possible that Feature 1 was accidentally 
burned. However, the fact that structural burning is so common during the Sand Prairie phase 
and that the practice includes more domestic buildings, including the neighboring structure at 
Hammel, casts some doubt on this interpretation. The structure at Hook and Ladder could be 
an example of an intentionally burned domestic building with an assemblage purposefully left 
intact on the floor. The floor assemblage may not fit the larger pattern identified by Baltus and 
Wilson, but the increased incidences of domestic burning during the Sand Prairie phase may 
also result in increased variety in incineration practices. Whereas there may have been very 
specific ways of terminating special-use structures, that may not have been the case to the 
same degree for domiciles. Of course, with half the structure destroyed, there may be 
important missing information, such as offerings, regarding the building’s termination. 
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Conclusion 
 
 Without the artifact data, presented in the following chapter, it is premature to make 
holistic interpretations of the sites; however, in some cases, the features, and especially the 
structures, speak for themselves. At Rhea, the sizes and shapes of the larger rectangular 
structure, small storage structure, and circular building immediately call for particular kinds of 
human and non-human interactions. The rebuilt structure and its frequent post renewals 
physically ground meaning into space. Within that structure, the single hearth would have had 
a much different affective presence than the hearths in the larger building and its gathering 
space. The terminal incinerations of both rectangular buildings further entangle powerful 
elemental interactions with fire. The presence of a possible sweat lodge outside of the 
expected (by archaeologists) time and place suggests the emergence of new and constantly re-
forming communities that dis-embed certain things and practices and re-assemble them, 
resulting in new identities that are less Cahokia-centric.  
 The silty washed in posts in the small storage structure were the remnants of extended 
relationships with the elements. Like the shrines at the Emerald Acropolis, and like the steamy 
interiors of sweat lodges, the presence of water amplifies extends the boundaries of the 
assemblage, drawing in the spiritual powers of water to the building and its components (Alt 
2020a; Pauketat et al. 2017). Together, this assemblage of buildings, elements, and features 
draws community together from the surrounding countryside, focusing on local and 
decentralized versions of Mississippian identity. 
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 At Schoolhouse Branch, the features do not deviate so from the Moorehead phase 
Cahokian norms. The primary structure, built over and over in the same place, exemplifies 
important and enduring relationships with the particular space within which it was built. These 
rebuilds, and those at Rhea, also fold together time such that history is not replaced with each 
new build, but rather that it is embodied within new walls. The final version of the Schoolhouse 
Branch structure was rather large, yet its interior features did not allow for the same sort of 
gathering space as the largest building at Rhea. The artifacts associated with Schoolhouse 
Branch will help paint a more complete picture of the site and the occupants’ embeddedness 
within Cahokian community identity. 
 The structure at Hook and Ladder was also large but did not necessarily have the same 
gathering power as the larger building at Rhea. As a domestic structure, and as further 
exemplified by the artifact assemblage, the building here illustrates the diversity of Sand Prairie 
phase communities. For example, practices such as terminal incinerations, which were once 
restricted to Cahokian politico-religious or special-purpose buildings, were instead finding 
presence in domestic contexts, as well. In this way, interactions with fire were taken in new 
directions at a much less centralized, every-day scale. 
 The features from each of the three sites discussed above represent very different 
occupations within the late Cahokian landscape. The relationships afforded by the different 
spaces and components of structures and other features speak to the different ways 
community came together at these sites. At Rhea and Hook and Ladder, located in Cahokia’s 
rural countryside, there is a re-focusing of community and community identity at a more local 
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scale, whereas the same is not necessarily apparent at Schoolhouse Branch. The artifacts of 
these sites will further illuminate these patterns.  
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Chapter 6 
Assembling Communities: Artifacts 
 
 In this chapter I present the artifact data that accompanies the feature data provided in 
Chapter 5. Just as the features are loci that gather and facilitate the gathering of persons and 
power, artifacts draw in their own entangled webs, both through their intrinsic affective 
qualities and their interactions and relationships in with other materials, elements, and places. 
As previously noted, the analytical details of artifacts and materials are the starting points for 
understanding the relational webs within which those artifacts existed. This chapter presents 
those details, focusing on the artifacts themselves before re-integrating them with the feature 
data in Chapter 7.  
 Much of the artifact data is summarized here, with the exception of more diagnostic 
items, which are described in more detail. Detailed data for all ceramic and lithic artifact are 
presented in Appendices A and B. Full faunal and botanical data from Rhea are presented in 
Appendices C and D, with summaries and important relevant faunal and botanical information 
for all three sites included here. The sites are organized in the same order as the previous 
chapter; however, rather than individual site summaries for Rhea and Schoolhouse Branch, I 
offer a brief discussion of Moorehead phase assemblages together before moving on to Hook 
and Ladder. Aside from a few extraordinary items, the artifacts from each of the three sites are 
fairly typical of domestic occupations; however, in some cases the contexts of “ordinary” 
artifacts are in fact extraordinary. 
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Rhea 
 
 The ceramic and lithic artifact assemblage from Rhea includes a total of 12,592 artifacts 
weighing 49,638.4 g (Table 6.1). By count, 72.3% of the assemblage is ceramic materials, mostly 
burned clay. By weight, 79.2% of the assemblage is lithics. The most unusual components of the 
assemblage are a sandstone earspool, galena bead, and a shaped bone pendant.  
Ceramics Lithics 
Artifact Type N wt (g) Artifact Type N wt (g) 
Body Sherds 3066 2526.8 Chert Debitage 1551 1931.9 
Vessel Sherds 86 816.2 Informal Chert Tools* 173 712.9 
Non-Vessel Rims 17 24.3 Formal Chert Tools 30 537.6 
BC/Daub 5929 6937.0 Groundstone Debitage 1627 31573.4 
Handles 2 9.9 Informal Groundstone Tools** 19 4222.7 
Disks/Whorls 4 4.8 Formal Ground Stone Items 3 151.6 
Other 1 10.4 Minerals 84 178.9 
Total 9105 10329.4 Total 3487 39309.0 
Table 6. 1: Ceramic and lithic artifacts from Rhea 
* - Includes utilized and retouched flakes and informal bifaces 
** - Includes abraders and cobble tools 
 
Figure 6. 1: Body sherd temper types for Schoolhouse Branch, Rhea, and Hook and Ladder 
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Ceramics 
 The contents of the ceramic assemblage from Rhea are typical for a Late Mississippian 
assemblage, though the vessel type proportions are unexpected. In total, there are 9,105 
ceramic items weighing 10,329.4 g. By count and by weight, the bulk of the ceramics is burned 
clay resulting primarily from the terminal incinerations of Features 1 and 7.  
 
Body Sherds 
 A total of 3,066 undecorated body sherds weighing 2,526.8 g were recovered from 
feature contexts at Rhea. The large majority of the body sherds are tempered with shell (96.2% 
by weight), followed by grog (1.5%), grit (1.1%), and shell/grog (1%) tempers (Figure 6.1). The 
remaining few sherds include one limestone tempered sherd, three sherds with no temper, and 
two with indeterminate tempers. The non-shell tempered sherds predominantly have plain 
surfaces, with red slip, dark slip, and cordmarking also present in small numbers. 
 There was a clear preference for shell and there are 2,990 shell tempered sherds 
weighing 2,431.2 g from features at Rhea. Plain or eroded exterior surfaces are most common 
within the shell tempered body sherds, composing 72.2% of the assemblage by weight. Among 
these sherds with plain exteriors, 8.7% have slipped interiors, nearly all of which are red. 
Slipping is the second most frequent exterior surface treatment, at 17.7% of the sherds, with 
red slips more common than dark. The prevalence of red slips over dark falls in line with 
established trends for the region, harkening back to pre-Mississippian practices and drawing in 
historic relationships as part of Moorehead phase material transformations (Baltus 2014; Holley 
1989). Within the slipped sherds, 4.9% also have slipped interiors. Finally, body sherds with 
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cordmarked exterior surfaces compose the remaining 10% of the sherds. A larger percentage of 
the cordmarked sherds have slipped interiors than the plain or slipped sherds (25.9%). There 
are no decorated body sherds. As with the slip, cordmarking was a pre-Mississippian practice, 
and its return here signifies the entanglement of earlier ceramic ideals and practices.  
 Though cordmarked jars are one of the most relied upon ceramic markers of the 
Moorehead phase, the relatively low percentage of cordmarked body sherds at Rhea is not 
unusual for an occupation during the first half of the phase. Sites with higher percentages of 
cordmarked sherds (nearly 50% Olin or the M2 phase at Cahokia’s Tract 15A) suggest a mid to 
late Moorehead phase occupation (Baltus 2014; Pauketat 1998a). This is also reflected in the 
body sherd assemblage at Russell, which has 36.4% cordmarked surfaces and is dated to the 
second half of the Moorehead phase (Zelin 2018). Rhea’s cordmarked body sherds, on the 
other hand, fall well in line with other relatively early Moorehead phase sites, including the M1 
phase at Tract 15A (Pauketat 1998a). The relative lack of shell/grog or grog tempered body 
sherds, which become more prevalent later in the Moorehead phase, also supports an earlier 
Moorehead occupation of Rhea (Holley 1989). 
 
Ceramic and Clay Objects 
 Non-vessel ceramic objects from Rhea include fragments of handles, disks, a spindle 
whorl, and an unidentified item. One handle from a jar is a red slipped shell temper loop handle 
found in Feature 3. Both ends that would have attached to a vessel are broken. The other 
handle fragment, recovered from Feature 1, is a grog temper knob that may have been the lid 
to a funnel or the end of a pottery trowel handle. The two disks and spindle whorl are also 
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broken. The larger disk fragment, of which about half is present, is from Feature 5. The 
diameter is 29.6 mm. The other fragment, represented by only a quarter of the disk, is from 
Feature 1. Finally, the spindle whorl is a red slipped shell tempered whorl fragment from 
Feature 2. Only a segment of the whorl was found, and it measures 38.03 mm in diameter with 
a hole diameter of at least 5.51 mm. 
 Burned clay was the most numerous artifact type recovered from Rhea, with 5,913 
pieces larger than ¼ inch weighing 6,435.3 g. An additional 391.7 g of burned clay “dust,” or 
pieces smaller than ¼ inch, were collected. There are also 12 pieces of daub weighing 97.0 g in 
the assemblage. Daub is uncommon in the region, and it is likely that these pieces were 
incidentally impressed with grass or twigs, rather than having been clay packed on to wattle 
walls (Brennan et al. 2019). The bulk of this burned clay can be attributed to the terminal 
incinerations of Features 1 and 7. Other clay objects include fragments of mud dauber’s nests, a 
small clay rod, and a hunk of possibly shaped and burned clay.  
 
Figure 6. 2: Vessel types at Rhea 
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Vessels 
 There are 37 total individual vessels weighing 816.2 g collected from feature contexts at 
Rhea (Figure 6.2). As expected, jars are most common, but they compose a high proportion of 
the assemblage compared with many other Moorehead phase sites (70.3%). Feature 1 
produced the most vessels, yielding 16 vessels of various types. In addition to the 36 vessels, 
there were 14 rims (3 jars, 11 indeterminate) that were too fragmented to be given individual 
vessel numbers and include in the minimum vessel count. These small rims are excluded 
because they could potentially be fragments of other vessels but are too small to confidently 
assign.  
 
Jars 
 Jars are the most common vessel type in the assemblage. There are 26 distinct jars 
identified from 60 sherds weighing 685 g (Figure 6.3). The majority of the jars were recovered 
from structure contexts, including 10 from Feature 1, 3 from Feature 2, and 3 from Feature 7. 
Of the jars from structures, two are from Feature 1 wall trenches, and the rest were from 
various basin contexts. The remaining jars were from pit features. Only one jar is not shell 
tempered and was instead tempered with grog. The grog tempered jar, Vessel 5-3, is one of the 
few vessels with an unmodified rim and lip and has a red slipped interior and exterior (wt = 1.2 
g).  
 The remaining 25 jars are shell tempered and vary in form and surface treatments 
Together, all shell tempered jars average 19.4 cm in orifice diameter. Plain or eroded exterior 
surfaces are most common (n = 15; wt = 501.4 g), including two vessels with plain exterior 
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surfaces and red slipped surfaces on the superior rims. One additional plain-surfaced jar, Vessel 
1-1, is excluded here and discussed separately below. Everted rims are the most common rim 
treatments (n = 10), and other rims are extruded, thickened, or flared with unmodified lips. The 
average modified LP index for the plain jars, which excludes rims with LP indices greater than 1, 
is .42. The average LP index only for those vessels with everted or everted/extruded rims is .36. 
Many of the plain jars are too fragmented to record orifice diameters, but those with 
measurable orifices average 21 cm and range from 13 to 29 cm (n = 4). One jar, Vessel 7-1, has 
a loop handle, and another, Vessel 5-1, has a lip attachment and socket for handle, with the 
handle itself gone. Six jars have soot or burned areas on their exteriors and/or interiors.  
 Of the jars with plain or eroded exteriors, five have red slipped interiors, and one 
additional jar had a spot of red slip near the rim interior. The two plain jars with red slipped lips, 
Vessels 24-1 and 24-3, are from the same feature, though they are not from the same jar. 
Vessel 24-1 is the largest fragment of a vessel recovered from Rhea, with a large portion from 
the rim to near the base of the jar present (Figure 6.4). The jar, which is the second largest 
measurable jar from the site (orifice diameter = 29 cm), shows clear evidence for use over a fire 
in the form of soot around the exterior of the neck, fireclouding on the exterior body, and soot 
and burning on the interior (though not in any explicitly recognizable pattern). The rim of Vessel 
24-1, 18% of which is present, is very uneven, and orienting the vessel with a flat service was 
difficult.  
 Following the plain-surfaced jars in frequency are seven slipped vessels (wt = 114.4 g), 
with a variety of slip colors represented. Four jars are dark slipped (including dark, dark brown, 
or brown), two are light brown, and one is red slipped. All of the shell tempered slipped jars 
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have everted rims except one; Vessel 3-1 has an unmodified lip and vertical rim stance. Orifice 
diameters for the slipped jars could only be collected from four vessels. The orifices range from 
10 to 26 cm, and average 18.75 cm in diameter. Two slipped jars with everted rims were broken 
such that an LP index was unmeasurable; however, a maximum possible LP index was 
calculated based on what was left of those broken lips. The maximum LP indices for those two 
broken vessels are .3 and .6. The average LP index for the remaining measurable jars is .42, 
which is equal to the LP index of all plain jars. One of the three measurable slipped jars has a 
very high LP index of .53. This outlier is not due to a short lip but is rather the result of a 
disproportionately thick vessel wall. Excluding that high LP index, the average for slipped jars 
drops to .37. Three slipped jars of a range of sizes show evidence of use over a fire in the form 
of soot on various sections of their exteriors. 
 Vessel 1-1 (wt = 24.4 g) has a plain exterior surface but was excluded from the above 
discussion because it seems likely that it is actually the rim to a cordmarked vessel. Only the rim 
of the vessel is present, and its physical and morphological characteristics give the impression 
that it could have been a Cahokia Cordmarked jar. The rim is sharply everted, with the longest 
lip and lowest LP index of any jar from the site (LP index = .2), and the interior is a pronounced 
red slip. Vessel 1-1 also has the largest measurable orifice from Rhea with a diameter of 30 cm. 
Based primarily on the degree of rim eversion and the brightly red slipped interior, Vessel 1-1 
falls in better with Cahokia Cordmarked jars than plain jars. 
 The remaining two jars are cordmarked or cordmarked and slipped (wt = 43.6 g). The 
first jar, Vessel 5-2, is a relatively small Cahokia Cordmarked jar with an interior red slip. Vessel 
5-2 also has an eroded exterior red slip in addition to vertical, Z-twist cordmarking. The exterior 
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red slip occurs both on the neck of the vessel above the cordmarking and also over the 
cordmarked body. Exterior slipping on a cordmarked jar is uncommon, but not unheard of, and 
there are several examples at Fingers South as well as at Cahokia’s Edwards Mound (Benson 
2021a; Hamlin 2004). The second jar, Vessel 8-1, is also a Cahokia Cordmarked jar with vertical 
cordmarking of an unknown twist and interior red slip. Although the Vessel 8-1 is only slightly 
larger than Vessel 5-2, it has a more robust construction and appearance; Vessel 8-1 has thicker 
walls and a thicker, longer lip. The LP indices for Vessels 5-2 and 8-1 respectively are .39-.41 and 
.21, and their orifices measure 14 cm and 16 cm in diameter.  
 The jars overall are standard in form for a Moorehead phase occupation, and this is 
partially exemplified the LP index. The average modified LP index for all jars with securely 
measurable lips and walls is .41, almost exactly equal to Holley’s initial average RPR for the 
Moorehead phase (.42) (1989). Though the modified LP index ranges from .2 to .9, 15 of the 18 
jars fall below .5. The average strictly for jars with everted or everted/extruded lip results in a 
lower modified LP index of .35. Both of these values, .41 and .35, fit comfortably within 
expected LP indices or RPRs for Moorehead phase jars. As discussed for body sherds, the 
relatively low number of Cahokia Cordmarked jars places the assemblage into the first half of 
the Moorehead phase. Additionally, Cahokia Cordmarked jars with interior red slips tend to 
appear more frequently during the early Moorehead phase and are gradually replaced with jars 
with no interior slip later on (Pauketat 2013b). Therefore, as the jars indicate and as the 
radiocarbon dates confirm, the features and assemblage date to the first half of the Moorehead 
phase. 
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Figure 6. 3: Jar rim profiles from Rhea 
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Figure 6. 4: Vessel 24-1 from Feature 24 at Rhea 
 
Bowls 
 Bowls are the second most frequent vessel type recovered from Rhea (n = 5; wt = 14.7 
g). Four bowls were recovered from Feature 1 basin fill and one was recovered from Feature 3 
pit fill (Figure 6.5). The five bowls are all shell tempered with plain or eroded exterior surfaces. 
No decorations are present on the bowls; however, Vessel 1-11 does have an indentation and 
bulge on the lip, as if someone had pushed their finger into the clay. One bowl, Vessel 1-21 has 
a plain burnished interior surface. The four bowls from Feature 1 are all similar in form; two 
bowls have outcurved rim stances, one has a vertical/outcurved stance, and one has a very 
slightly incurved stance. Vessel 1-14, the only bowl with a measurable orifice from Feature 1, 
has an orifice diameter of 8 cm.  
 The only bowl not from Feature 1, Vessel 3-3, is an everted rim bowl with a slipped 
interior surface and an orifice diameter of 14 cm. Everted rim bowls appear around 1200 CE as 
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likely precursors to plates. In some cases, the bowls have decorated rims that echo Ramey 
Incised jars while simultaneously foreshadowing Wells Incised plates (Pauketat 2013). Everted 
rim bowls compose one side of a fine, often ambiguous, line across from rimmed plates, and 
the decision to sort vessels on to either side is often subjective (Holley 1989). In the case of 
Vessel 3-3, the bowl lacks an incised rim and is significantly different in form from the plates at 
the site. It is appropriate to maintain this vessel as a bowl rather than lumping it into the plates.  
 
Figure 6. 5: Non-jar vessel rim profiles from Rhea 
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 Two plates were recovered from pit features at Rhea (Figures 6.5). Vessel 8-2 is an 
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(wt = 12.2 g). The exterior of the vessel (i.e., the bottom) is black slipped and the interior has a 
lighter brown slip that has burned darker in some places. The vessel is shallow with an 
outslanted stance and lacks an everted rim. Not enough of Vessel 8-2 is present to measure an 
orifice diameter. 
 The second plate, Vessel 5-4, is a Wells Broad Trailed plate with an everted rim and 
trailed decoration (Figure 6.6). The plate is represented by eight body sherds and four rim 
sherds (wt = 89.5 g). The four rim sherds and two of the body sherds refit to reconstruct 
approximately 15% of the vessel’s 48 cm orifice and a portion of its body. Both the interior and 
exterior surfaces are dark black/brown slipped and burnished, and the interior also has patches 
of adhered burned residues. The everted rim does not have a sharp point of juncture with the 
vessel body. In other words, the lip extends out from the body in an almost continuous line with 
no sharp angle. The trailed decoration is contained entirely within the everted rim portion and 
consists of a Weeping or Forked Eye with a wavy line extending out from the bottom edge of 
the Eye. The trailing on the plate is a further indicator of the site’s occupation in the first half of 
the Moorehead phase. The other form of the Wells Incised plate, the Wells Fine Line Incised 
plate, generally appears later in time and is distinguished by very fine lines, typically in the 
forms of triangles, chevrons, lines, and rays (Buchanan 2014a, 2014b; Holley 1989; Pauketat 
2013b; Vogel 1975).  
 Wells Incised Plates have typically been associated with “unambiguous sun symbolism” 
(Emerson 1997:227) based on their sun-like motifs; however, more recent interpretations have 
expanded the scope of understanding for these vessels to include other upperworldly images. 
Buchanan proposes that these vessels “reposition earlier Ramey Incised iconography… through 
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synecdoche alluding to hawks, falcons, and Thunderers” (Buchanan 2014b:268). Indeed, the 
Weeping or Forked eye motif on the plate from Rhea is a clear embodiment of Upperworld 
falcons or Thunderbirds. As a note, the most notable modified item from Schoolhouse Branch, a 
crosshatched tablet, is conversely clearly associated with explicitly Underworld beings.  
 
Figure 6. 6: Weeping Eye motif on plate Vessel 5-4 
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Beakers 
 There are two shell tempered beakers in the vessel assemblage (wt = 12.8 g), one 
recovered from Feature 2 basin fill, Vessel 2-4, and one from Feature 7 basin fill, Vessel 7-4 
(Figure 6.5). Vessel 2-4 is a small fragment of a red slipped engraved beaker, sometimes called a 
Cahokia Red Engraved beaker (Baltus 2014; Pauketat 2013b). These engraved beakers are not 
Moorehead phase innovations, but they do increase in frequency during that time. Their motifs 
typically include quartered circles, spirals, and radiating lines representing directional and/or 
sun symbolism (Baltus 2014; Holley 1989; Pauketat 2013b). The example from Feature 2 only 
has a very small section of an engraved curved line that almost certainly was part of a circle or 
spiral. Vessel 7-4 is a beaker of a different sort. This beaker has a black slipped exterior with no 
decorations present. The interior of the beaker is also a dark brown/black slip, though it may 
have been a burned red slip. The two beakers are similar in size; Vessel 2-4 has an orifice 
diameter of 10 cm, and Vessel 7-4’s orifice is 12 cm.  
 
Miniature Vessels and Pinch Pots 
 One miniature vessel and one pinch pot were recovered from Feature 1 basin fills (wt = 
2.0 g) (Figure 6.5). Miniatures and pinch pots are both very small vessels but are differentiated 
from one another by their manufacture and form. Miniature vessels were more formally made 
and are small versions of their larger vessel types. In other words, a miniature jar shares the 
same morphological characteristics as a larger jar, including things like form, surface treatment, 
decoration, and temper, just on a smaller scale. Miniature vessels may have carried special 
substances or been prepared for mortuary contexts (Brennan et al. 2019). A pinch pot, on the 
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other hand, is a small vessel formed simply by pinching a ball of clay into a form. Pinch pots are 
typically untempered and plain-surfaced, though this is not always the case. The miniature 
vessel, Vessel 1-15, is a small bowl or beaker with an orifice diameter of only 3 cm. The vessel is 
tempered with a combination of grog and fine shell and has plain interior and exterior surfaces. 
The pinch pot, Vessel 1-16, has no temper and has plain surfaces. The pinch pot fragment was 
too small to determine an orifice diameter.  
 
Summary 
 In sum, the ceramic assemblage from Rhea is not surprising in its contents. The vessels 
fit well within what is expected for the early Moorehead phase. The most striking divergence is 
the prevalence of jars as compared to other vessel forms. As discussed further below, Rhea’s 
jars are well over-represented compared to other Moorehead phase sites. The Wells Incised 
plate is the second notable component of the assemblage, clearly demonstrating that to some 
degree, the Rhea inhabitants were engaging with broader Mississippian Upperworld ideologies. 
The red slip and cordmarking prevalent in Moorehead phase assemblages, and present at Rhea, 
entangle the persons and materials at Rhea with historic or traditional pre-Mississippian 
practices as material constituents of the revitalization or transformations occurring at the time. 
 
Lithics 
 The Rhea lithic assemblage includes chipped stone and groundstone debitage and tools 
totaling 3,487 artifacts weighing 39,309 g. The lithic assemblage from Rhea is somewhat 
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extraordinary due to the presence of a few uncommon extra-domestic items. Aside from these 
few objects, the lithics overall are typical of a late Mississippian assemblage. 
 
Chipped Stone 
 A total of 1,754 pieces of chert weighing 3,182.4 g was recovered from Rhea features. A 
wide variety of chert types are included in the assemblage, but two chert types clearly 
dominate: Burlington and Mill Creek. Burlington chert is most common, including Burlington 
and Crescent Hills varieties (Crescent Hills, High Ridge, and Wood Grain). Two pieces of a low-
quality glacial Burlington were also recovered. Altogether, the Burlington varieties compose 
50.8% (by weight) of all chert recovered from features (n = 1,066; wt = 1,616.2 g). The Crescent 
Hill varieties account for half of the Burlington by weight, but less by count. The various 
Burlington cherts present are identified by their colors and the fineness of their grains, and the 
presence of all of these varieties speaks to the importance of such affective material properties. 
  Mill Creek followed Burlington in popularity, with 449 pieces weighing 956.0 g. 
Excluding formal tools, just over a fifth (by count) of the Mill Creek is composed of thermally 
shattered hoe fragments collected from Feature 7. Remaining chert types, in order of frequency 
by weight, include St. Louis, Kaolin, Ste. Genevieve, and Cobden. Indeterminate cherts, glacial 
till, and gravel also compose a large percentage of the assemblage. The indeterminate chert 
and glacial till/gravel are largely composed of unmodified chert pebbles and cobbles and chert 
that has been thermally shattered beyond recognition. Chert artifact types run the gamut and 
include everything from unmodified pebbles to expediently utilized flakes to formal tools. The 
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largest category by both count and weight is block shatter, followed very closely behind by 
unutilized flakes. 
 A third of the chert assemblage by count, 19.3% by weight, has been heat-altered (Table 
6.2). Much of this chert is thermal shatter, but much of it is also other non-shattered items that 
were secondarily exposed to heat at some point. The majority of the heat-altered chert, 93.5%, 
is from the two burned structures (Features 1 and 7) and two of the pits that were open for the 
burning of Feature 1 (Features 24 and 32). Though thermal shatter and heat-altered chert are 
generally found on sites regardless of the presence of incinerated buildings, in this case, much 
of the heated chert was likely altered during the terminal fires. Only four pieces of heat-altered 
chert rather appear to have been purposefully heat-treated prior to the use of the chert. These 
four pieces were differentiated in analysis by the presence of the uniform waxy feel and 
appearance usually associated with heat-treated chert, rather than the uneven or inconsistent 
presence of smoky or burned areas on the other heat-altered chert.  
 A variety of informal and formal chert tools were recovered at Rhea. First, there are 
seven informal drills, all exhibiting use-wear, from various contexts associated with both 
Feature 1 and Feature 7. Given the presence of a galena bead and bone pendant (discussed 
below), it is possible that these drills were being used in the production of personal adornment 
items. Marine shell, including a marine shell bead, was recovered from the surface at the site, 
but lacks the context necessary to associate with these drills and could be associated with the 
earlier occupation of the site.  
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Feature Heat-Altered 
Not 
Heat-Altered 
Wt (g) % row Wt (g) %  
Feature 1 336.4 23.6% 1089.4 76.5% 
Feature 2 3.6 8.1% 40.7 91.9% 
Feature 3 2.4 17.3% 11.5 82.7% 
Feature 4 2.7 30.7% 6.1 69.3% 
Feature 5 12.7 5.7% 211.1 94.3% 
Feature 6 0.1 12.5% 0.7 87.5% 
Feature 7 208.7 33.9% 407.0 66.1% 
Feature 8 4.8 14.1% 29.3 85.9% 
Feature 9 2.1 8.0% 24.2 92.0% 
Feature 10 0.1 11.1% 0.8 88.9% 
Feature 17 1.2 4.5% 25.3 95.5% 
Feature 19 7.2 7.7% 86.6 92.3% 
Feature 20 0.1 7.7% 1.2 92.3% 
Feature 24 9.6 9.0% 97.6 91.0% 
Feature 25 0.1 100.0%   
Feature 31 1.6 64.0% 0.9 36.0% 
Feature 32 20.2 39.9% 30.4 60.1% 
Feature 33 1.2 34.3% 2.3 65.7% 
Total 614.8 19.3% 2567.6 80.7% 
Table 6. 2: Features with heat-altered chert at Rhea 
 Eleven projectile points were found in limited contexts: five in the Feature 1 basin, five 
in the Feature 7 basin, and one in Feature 32 (Figure 6.7). In the case of Feature 1, all five of the 
points were found in Zones C and F, which were fills dense with burned materials associated 
with the terminal incineration. The Feature 7 points were found in a wider variety of basin 
contexts. Given that the two structure basins appear to have been intentionally filled, it may be 
significant that five points were included in each of the basins. The point types vary, with 
Madison points, Scallorn points, Cahokia points, and less formal point types represented. There 
is also one contracting-stem point from the Adena Group. The stemmed point is the only point 
not characteristic of Mississippian point types, and instead may be a curated point. The two 
Scallorn points, both of which were heat-treated, are considered exotic, but are not necessarily 
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unusual to find. In a Moorehead phase context, the presence of Scallorn points may be 
evidence of the increasing relationships with the south, like Mound Place Incised bowls and 
puddled hearths. One of the Cahokia points displayed hoe polish, indicating that it was 
manufactured from recycled hoe parts. 
 
Figure 6. 7: Projectile points from Feature 7 (top row) and Feature 1 (bottom row) at Rhea 
 Other formal tools include larger bifaces. There are seven biface fragments from 
Features 1 and 7. All of these fragments have use-wear, and most were recycled and re-used. 
The seven bifaces were more carefully manufactured than the expediently utilized and 
retouched flake tools, but still lack the formality of tools such as hoes or knives. There are also 
four hoe fragments, all manufactured from Mill Creek chert. The largest fragment is the bit end 
of a flaring hoe found in Feature 12. Three of the hoes exhibit polish and re-working, and one of 
those was heavily recycled as another biface. The fourth hoe did not have polish or use-wear, 
indicating that it was either never used, or it was completely re-worked but never used 
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afterwards. Interestingly, three of the four hoe fragments were found in Feature 7 and its 
associated features. Additional small polished hoe flakes and thermally shattered fragments 
were recorded in a wider range of features and chert types, including Burlington and Kaolin. 
Though not included in the discussion here due to its lack of context, a near-complete Mill 
Creek hoe was also recovered from the EB 1 plow zone. The final formal bifacial tool is a 
Crescent Hills Wood Grain Burlington adze fragment. The fragment has low polish and was at 
some point recycled into a bi-polar core. 
 Ninety-four thermally shattered hoe pieces were found in Feature 7. All of these heated 
pieces were recovered either in the basin fill in the southeast quarter of the building or in a 
postmold located in the southeast corner of the building, with the exception of 8 pieces that 
were more generally collected from the overall floor. Though these 94 pieces together are not 
the debris from an entire hoe, their presence is significant and the involvement of a hoe with 
the terminal incineration of the building is noteworthy (see below).  
 
Groundstone 
 By weight, groundstone artifacts, including both modified and unmodified non-chert 
lithic items, compose the largest artifact category recovered at Rhea. A total of 1,733 pieces 
weighing 36,126.6 g were collected from feature contexts. The bulk of the weight is burned 
limestone, which weighs in at 27,569.1 g (n = 293). An additional 17 pieces of limestone 
weighing 7.5 g were not burned. Burned and unburned limestone compose 76.3% of the 
groundstone assemblage by weight, but only 17.9% by count. The most numerous groundstone 
artifact is unmodified sandstone, including both burned and unburned pieces (n = 642; wt = 
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2,826.0 g). Although the high degree of burning of sandstone and limestone may be 
attributable to the terminal incinerations of the two main structures, limestone in particular 
was burned for other reasons, including in the nixtamilization of maize (Benchley 2003; Boles 
2018; Myers 2006). Additionally, several large pieces of burned limestone were found in 
possible association with the circular sweat lodge and may have been used for steam 
production during the structure’s use (n = 12; wt = 5,500.0 g). One exceptionally large piece of 
burned limestone was recovered from Feature 5 and weighed 13,600.0 g. Other unmodified 
groundstone items include several hundred pebbles, a few cobbles, and over 400 pieces of fire-
cracked rock and fractured rock.  
 There is a small number of informal groundstone tools, including abraders. Modified 
sedimentary rock includes eight sandstone abraders weighing 659.7 g. Four of the abraders are 
flat abraders, three have U-slots, and only one has a V-slot. Several of the abraders were used 
in multiple places. Other sandstone tools are a piece of pitted sandstone, and a multi-purpose 
mortar and whetstone. The mortar/whetstone is the only sandstone tool that has hematite 
residues on its surface, the result of processing raw minerals into pigments or paints. There are 
eight cobble tools, most of which are multi-purpose hammer stones. One gabbro 
mano/hammerstone has hematite staining on its exterior, again forming a component of a 
paint/pigment production kit. Only one formal groundstone tool was found in feature contexts, 
the poll end of a small diabase celt from Feature 1. The fragment displays use and manufacture 
wear and is pecked, ground, and polished.  
 Minerals including hematite and galena were relatively common, especially in Feature 1. 
There is a total of 77 pieces of hematite (233.0 g), 10 pieces of galena (44.0 g), and 2 small 
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pieces of quartz (2.3 g). Some of these minerals are noteworthy. First, 33 pieces of hematite 
weighing 87.6 g were burned, some of which were burned almost beyond recognition. The 
burned hematite was found in the Feature 1 and Feature 7 basins, as well as in Feature 24, 
which was partially open for the Feature 1 incineration. Most of the burned hematite in the two 
structure basins was recovered from upper basin fills, but the degree to which it was burned 
and its presence in Feature 24 suggests it was a direct participant in the structures’ terminal 
incinerations. There was also a large piece of worked hematite (30.5 g) found in pit Feature 5. 
The second notable mineral is a large piece of galena. The galena was recovered in a lower zone 
of Feature 24 that had been deposited prior to the Feature 1 incineration, and it is ground and 
pecked and has residues of both globular and earthy hematite on its exterior (Figure 6.8). 
 
Figure 6. 8: Galena with ground hematite from Feature 24 and worked hematite from Feature 5 
 Two extraordinary items came from the Feature 2 basin fill, a sandstone earspool and a 
galena bead (Figure 6.9; Figure 6.10). The earspool is a yellow/golden Pennsylvanian sandstone 
that struck excavators as especially sparkly in the sun when it was found. The spool is circular 
and measures 43.05 by 40.74 mm, roughly the size of an oreo. At its thickest point in the 
middle, the spool is 14.3 mm, and it tapers out slightly towards the edges. One side of the spool 
is flat and smooth but retains some roughness of the sandstone. The other side is slightly 
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rounded or domed and is incredibly smooth, perhaps from rubbing against skin as it was worn. 
Around the perimeter of the earspool is a shallow groove.  
 The second extraordinary item is the galena bead. The bead is spherical, measuring 9.42 
mm in width and 8.11 mm in height. A hole was drilled through the middle of the bead, and it is 
unfortunately broken in half. The thickness of the remaining half is 4.91 mm. The entire exterior 
is white, indicating it was broken in antiquity, aside from a small section that was scraped by a 
shovel during excavation, exposing the glimmering interior. 
 
Figure 6. 9: Sandstone earspool from Feature 2 at Rhea; rounded side on the left and flat side on the right 
 
Figure 6. 10: Galena bead from Feature 2 at Rhea; exterior view on left, broken/interior view on right 
 Both of these lithic adornments are uncommon. Marine shell beads were relatively 
more common than lithic beads during the Mississippian period, and galena beads in particular 
are rare. The largest sample of galena beads was recovered from Stirling phase contexts at the 
East St. Louis precinct (Boles 2018). There is a total of three completed galena beads and seven 
preforms or production failures. The preforms and failures, along with other materials 
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association with bead manufacture, indicate the presence of galena bead production in one 
particular area of the site. Other than those from East St. Louis, there are only three galena 
beads from excavated contexts in the Cahokia region. Two beads are from late Mississippian 
mortuary features, and the third from a late Mississippian pit (Milner 1983b, 1984a; Pauketat 
2013b). Mississippian earspools produced from lithic materials are more common than lithic 
beads, though they are still a rare find and are associated with elite contexts. However, 
according to Boles (2018), no lithic earspools from Moorehead phase contexts have been 
reported for the region, making the Rhea earspool the first known of its kind. Perhaps of note is 
that both the galena bead and the sandstone earspool would have glittered when exposed, 
drawing the eye to these adornments that seemed to embody the light of the sun, moon, or 
fire.  
 
Summary 
 Like the ceramic assemblage, the lithics were in large part typical for a domestic 
assemblage, with some exceptions. Many of the artifacts were burned, some as a result of the 
terminal incinerations, and some the result of purposeful introductions of stone to fire. Others, 
like the burned hematite, were in fact participants in the terminal incinerations. The multitude 
of cherts, the glimmering personal adornments, and the presence of pigment producing tools 
and materials all suggest that colors and visual effects were important participants in the 
assemblage of persons and things at the site. The bead and earspool also suggest the presence 
of someone of some importance, for which personal adornments or special regalia were 
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required. The informal drills hint that these adornment items were being produced at Rhea, 
rather than imported from elsewhere.  
 
Faunal and Botanical Remains 
 Faunal preservation was very poor at Rhea, with only one notable item in the 
assemblage. A burned bone pendant shaped from a deer radius was recovered from Feature 
24, the corner pit within Feature 1 (Figure 6.11). This bone pendant adds to the assemblage of 
unexpected and unique personal adornment items, which includes the ear spool and bead 
discussed above. The drills that may have been used in the production of the galena bead could 
also have been used to drill the hole in the bone pendant. The pendant may have been 
decorated and/or painted, but the evidence of this would have surely been lost when the item 
was burned.  
 
Figure 6. 11: Bone pendant from Rhea 
 The plant remains from Rhea were typical of Moorehead phase sites (see Appendix D). 
Maize was found in low numbers, and nuts were an important component of the site’s 
occupants’ diets. A single morning glory seed was recovered from Feature 17, the pit with the 
special deposit associated with the large rectangular building, Feature 7. Species of morning 
glory found in other regions are known to have psychoactive properties; however, species 
found in the Cahokia region do not seem to share this quality (Parker and Simon 2018). Still, 
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when recovered morning glory seeds are often found in restricted or ritual contexts in Greater 
Cahokia, and this single seed at Rhea was likely the remnant of an important plant associated 
with gatherings in Feature 7 (Parker and Simon 2018).  
 
Schoolhouse Branch 
 
Ceramics Lithics 
Artifact Type N Wt (g) Artifact Type N Wt (g) 
Body Sherds* 1194 5014.6 Chert Debitage 1540 5146.1 
Vessel Sherds 60 1110.8 Informal Chert Tools** 188 1341.5 
Non-Vessel Rims 8 11.6 Formal Chert Tools 16 939.2 
BC 333 2601.7 Groundstone Debitage 69 4841.3 
Other 49 47.7 Informal Groundstone Tools*** 36 10194.9 
   Formal Ground Stone Items 2 498.9 
   Minerals 13 66.7 
Total 1644 8786.4 Total 1864 23028.6 
Table 6. 3: Ceramic and lithic artifacts from Schoolhouse Branch 
* - excludes missing decorated body sherds 
** - includes utilized flakes, informal bifaces, and blades/microblades 
*** - includes abraders and cobble tools 
 
 Schoolhouse Branch yielded a total of 3,508 ceramic and lithic artifacts weighing 
31,815.0 g (Table 6.3). Lithic artifacts compose a greater percentage of the assemblage by both 
count and weight and include an uncommon Cahokia-style sandstone tablet. Artifacts from 
Feature 8 were not sorted according to whether they were associated with Feature 8a or 8b. 
Fifteen items are mapped as piece plots within the Structure Complex B limits (Figure 6.12). 
Aside from a hoe, a chert core cache, and possible a Ramey Knife fragment, these items seem 
to be the remains of domestic debris within Feature 8b. An additional five piece plots are noted 
in field documentation as associated with Feature 8a or 8b, but do not appear on the map. The 
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contexts of these unmapped items are unclear. It can reasonably be assumed that artifacts 
found on the floor specifically were associated with Feature 8b, the final iteration of the 
structures in that complex. 
 
Figure 6. 12: Piece plotted artifacts on the floor of Structure Complex B at Schoolhouse Branch 
Ceramics 
 The ceramics from Schoolhouse Branch total 1,644 artifacts weighing 8,786.4 g. 
Unfortunately, the majority of decorated body sherds are missing from the assemblage. Notes 
indicate that 37 decorated sherds from 9 different artifact bags were pulled at some point and 
never returned. Who pulled these decorated sherds is unknown, as are the sherds’ 
whereabouts. No indication of the type of decorations were given, but the presence of a Ramey 
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Incised Jar, Mound Place Incised bowls, and a Wells Incised plate in the assemblage suggest the 
incised sherds may have included pieces from those vessel forms. The missing sherds are 
excluded from the following analysis and all tables and charts. 
 
Body Sherds and Clay 
 Body sherds account for the majority of the Schoolhouse Branch ceramic assemblage; 
there are 1,194 sherds weighing 5,014.6 g. As expected, shell temper dominates, composing 
81.7% of the body sherds by weight. Following shell is grog temper (17.5% by weight), and grit, 
shell/grog, and grit/grog collectively round out the remainder of the assemblage. Though grog 
temper is expected in the Moorehead phase, even increasing as ties to the south are 
strengthening, the temper is relatively overrepresented in this sample (Baltus 2014). For 
example, in the vessel assemblage at Cahokia’s ICT-II, grog temper only accounted for 4.1% of 
the assemblage. Likewise, at Fingers South, which has a large Moorehead phase ceramic 
assemblage, grog only accounts for 4.8% of the body sherds. Within the three sites included 
here, grog is clearly the most represented at Schoolhouse Branch (Figure 6.1). This 
overrepresentation of grog is likely due to several thick, grog tempered crudeware bowls in the 
vessel assemblage. Body sherds from those robust vessels likely contribute to the high weight 
percentage of grog temper in the sample.  
 The shell and grog tempered sherds have predominantly plain or eroded surfaces, which 
are undifferentiated here (58.2% by weight). A fraction of the sherds with plain exteriors have 
red slipped interiors. The remaining two grog tempered sherds are dark slipped. After 
plain/eroded surfaces, cordmarked surfaces are most common on shell tempered sherds. The 
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majority of the cordmarked shell tempered sherds have red slipped interiors. Slipping is the 
least frequent surface treatment on shell tempered sherds, with dark slipping more common 
that red slipping. Finally, as noted above, 37 decorated sherds are missing from the 
assemblage, but there are nine other incised or etched shell tempered sherds. 
 The clay assemblage from Schoolhouse Branch consists of 49 pieces of unfired potter’s 
clay collected almost entirely from pit Feature 13 (n = 46), as well as 333 pieces of burned clay 
(2,601.7 g). 
 
Vessels 
 
Figure 6. 13: Vessel types at Schoolhouse Branch 
 There is a total of 54 vessels weighing 1,110.8 g recovered from the excavation of 
features at Schoolhouse Branch (Figure 6.13). About half of the vessels were found in features 
within Structure Complex B, and the other half found in Complex A and the larger exterior pits. 
Jars are the most frequent, though they compose less than half of the overall assemblage (n= 
23). Other vessels include 19 bowls, 10 plates and pans, 1 beaker, and 1 miniature vessel. An 
additional eight rim sherds were too small to receive their own vessel numbers. Nine of the 
23, 42.6%
19, 35.2%
1, 1.9%
7, 13.0%
3, 5.6% 1, 1.9%
Jars Bowls Beakers Plates Pans Other
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vessels, including a range of vessel types, were recorded as recovered from the floor of Feature 
8 as piece plots and can thus be associated with the final building of Feature 8b. 
 
Jars 
 Jars are the most frequent vessel type at Schoolhouse Branch, composing 42.6% of the 
vessel assemblage (Figure 6.14). There are 23 distinct jars represented by 24 sherds weighing 
686.6 g, including one vessel that is defined as a jar/bottle. The jar/bottle, Vessel 6-7, remains 
ambiguous because the orifice diameter is unmeasurable, and the full vessel form is unknown. 
The jars were recovered from a variety of contexts, including both structure Features 2 and 8, 
as well as interior and exterior pits. All of the jars have shell temper, and all have everted or 
extruded rims. Of the 16 rims with measurable LP indices, and excluding Vessel 6-7, the average 
LP index is .34, and the value ranges from .21 (Vessel 17-4) to .61 (Vessel 8-10). Vessel 6-7 is 
excluded because it may be a bottle, in which case its LP index would skew the measurement 
for jars. Orifice diameters could only be measured for 12 of the jars, and the orifices range from 
8 to 44 cm and average 27.7 cm. 
 Plain surfaced jars dominate the assemblage. Twelve jars and the jar/bottle have plain 
or eroded surfaces, and two additional jars have plain burnished exterior surfaces. Of the 15 
total plain vessels, three have red slipped interiors (Vessels 6-7, 13-5, and 17-6). Vessels 13-5 
and 17-6 are represented only by their lips and could potentially be Cahokia Cordmarked jars 
with red slipped interiors. The plain jars span the entire range of LP indices for the jars and 
range in orifice diameter from 10 to 44 cm. The average orifice size is slightly larger than the 
overall average for jars at 30.6 cm. 
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 Cordmarked jars are the next most common in the assemblage (Figure 6.15). The five 
jars are all Cahokia Cordmarked jars with red slipped interiors. The rims of these jars are much 
more uniform, and their LP indices average .31 and range only from .27 to .38. All five of the 
jars had measurable orifices, and they range in diameter from 20 to 32 cm and average 28.4 
cm. Though there are fewer Cahokia Cordmarked jars than there are plain-surfaced vessels, 
they are clearly much more uniform in size than the plain jars.  
 The final three jars have dark slipped or dark slipped and burnished exteriors. These 
three jars vary widely in size and form and include the smallest jar, Vessel 46-3, and two 
decorated jars. Vessel 8-1, which also has a tan slipped interior, has an incised line on the 
interior of its lip. Vessel 11-2 is a Ramey Incised jar. The Ramey motif is represented only by a 
very slight section of an arced or curved incised line. Vessel 46-3 only has an orifice diameter of 
8 cm and is represented by a large fragment that begins at the lip of the rim and extends down 
to the vessel base. Vessel 11-2 had the only other measurable orifice diameter (28-30 cm). LP 
indices ranged from .28 to .46. 
 Overall, the jars are very typical for a Moorehead phase ceramic assemblage. The 
presence of red slip on the interiors of all the Cahokia Cordmarked jars suggest the site was 
occupied during the first half of the Moorehead phase, and this is further supported by the 
presence of the Ramey Incised jar (Jackson 2003; Pauketat 1998a; Zelin 2018). The average LP 
index is also typical, if not a little low, for Moorehead phase jar assemblages (Holley 1989). 
Most interesting is the relative uniformity of the Cahokia Cordmarked jars as compared to the 
smooth-surfaced plain and slipped jars, which vary in size and in rim appearance. These plain 
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surfaced jars may have been used for a wider variety of purposes than their cordmarked 
counterparts. 
 
Figure 6. 14: Jar rim profiles from Schoolhouse Branch 
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Figure 6. 15: Vessel 26-1 from Feature 26 at Schoolhouse Branch 
 
Bowls 
 Bowls fall closely behind jars in frequency within the assemblage. There are 19 distinct 
jars, including two vessels that are categorized as a bowl/beaker and a bowl/funnel (Figure 
6.17). The bowl/beaker, Vessel 8-12, is a small fragment of a shell tempered plain vessel with 
vertical sides. Beakers and bowls are both serving vessels, and the boundary between the two 
can at times be blurred. The bowl/funnel, Vessel 12-4, has grog temper and is a thicker vessel 
with an inslanted rim. Though the fragment has an ambiguous vessel type, it is discussed with 
bowls due to the presence of other crudeware bowls in the assemblage, and the lack of other 
evidence for funnels. Additionally, the two other bowls recovered from Feature 12 are also grog 
tempered crudeware bowls, therefore it seems reasonable to count Vessel 12-4 with the bowls. 
The primary reason for the bowl/funnel’s undetermined vessel type is its inslanted rim, which 
sets it apart from any other crudeware bowls in the assemblage. 
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 The remaining 17 bowls are tempered with shell, grog, or shell and grog. The shell/grog 
bowl and three of the seven grog tempered bowls are thick, crudeware bowls. All four of the 
crude bowls, as well as the above-mentioned bowl/funnel, are from either Feature 12 or 13, 
two exterior pits adjacent to one another. The four crudeware bowls all have plain exteriors, 
and one, Vessel 12-6, has a red slipped interior. The remaining four grog bowls are thinner-
walled bowls. Like the crudewares, these bowls all have plain surfaces, and Vessel 46-1 was 
burnished. 
 The nine shell tempered bowls are more varied than the grog bowls. Three bowls are 
Mound Place Incised bowls, with parallel lines incised around the exterior of the upper vessel 
(Figure 6.16). Mound Place Incised bowls appear during the Moorehead phase in the Cahokia 
region, but have roots further to the south (Holley 1989; Phillips et al. 2003). Vessels 3-1 and 
13-2 are broken in such a way that the total number of circumferential incised lines is unknown. 
Vessel 8-2, which is a larger fragment, has four incised lines. Three shell tempered bowls have 
red slipped interiors and exteriors, including one, Vessel 6-5, that has a handle protruding from 
its side, and one, Vessel 6-3, that has incised lines on its exterior (Figure 6.16). 
 
Figure 6. 16: Decorated bowls from Schoolhouse Branch 
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Figure 6. 17: Non-jar vessel rim profiles from Schoolhouse Branch 
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Plates and Pans 
 Plates and pans are relatively numerous at Schoolhouse Branch (Figure 6.17). There are 
seven plates, including two Wells Incised plates, weighing a total of 99.2 g. All of the plates are 
tempered with shell, and surface treatments vary. The two Wells Incised plates are Vessels 10-2 
and 17-3. Vessel 10-2 has burnished interior and exterior surfaces, and the remnant of a single 
incised line on the interior rim. Vessel 17-3 is dark slipped on both the interior and exterior and 
also displays only a fragment of an incised line near the rim. Neither of the decorated plates 
fragments are large enough to determine the full incised motifs. The remaining five plates are 
all undecorated and are either burnished or are plain or eroded. Only one plate, Vessel 12-5, 
seems to have an everted rim with an angled juncture at the point where the rim or lip and 
body meet. The other plates all have more continuous transitions between the body and rim. 
 There are three pans weighing 65.1 g from three different features in the Schoolhouse 
Branch assemblage. All three of the pans have shell temper, plain or eroded exteriors, and red 
slipped interiors. All three pans also have thickened lips. One of the pans, Vessel 46-2, is unique 
in having a perforation near the rim. Though the plates are not necessarily uniform, the three 
pans are much more varied in appearance and quality than the plates.  
 
Beaker and Miniature Vessel 
 The final two vessels from Schoolhouse Branch are a beaker and miniature bowl (Figure 
6.17). Vessel 24-1 is an undecorated beaker with a dark slipped exterior and red slipped 
interior. There is one miniature bowl in the assemblage, Vessel 17-2. The bowl is shell tempered 
with plain interior and exterior surfaces. The bowl’s orifice diameter is 6 cm, and over 25% of 
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the rim is present. Though 6 cm could be a reasonable orifice for a normal-sized bowl, the 
miniature vessel was clearly manufactured on a different scale than the other bowls at the site.  
 
Summary 
 The ceramic vessel assemblage at Schoolhouse Branch is typical for a Moorehead phase 
domicile. Like Rhea, the vessels themselves are as expected, but unlike Rhea, the proportions of 
different vessels fall within Moorehead phase expectations. Jars are most frequent within the 
assemblage, but at a much lower percentage. The Ramey Incised jar points to an earlier 
Moorehead occupation, as does the interior red slip on the Cahokia Cordmarked jars. The 
Ramey Incised jar, and the Wells Incised plates, also indicates the entrenchment of the site 
occupants into Cahokia’s assemblage of artifacts of power.  
 
Lithics 
 The Schoolhouse Branch lithic assemblage includes a total of 1,864 chipped stone and 
groundstone artifacts and debitage weighing 23,028.6 g. By count, the majority of the 
assemblage is chipped stone, and by weight, the majority is groundstone. The most noteworthy 
item in the assemblage is a sandstone tablet recovered from a pit associated with the final 
iteration of structure Feature 8b. 
 
Chipped Stone 
 There are 1,744 pieces of chert weighing 7,426.8 g from features at Schoolhouse 
Branch. Burlington chert is by far the most well represented material type in the assemblage (n 
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= 1,567; wt = 4792.0g). The source of the Burlington (i.e. Crescent Hills, etc.) was not recorded 
during analysis. Mill Creek is a distant second, with 129 pieces weighing 1,374.4 g. Other chert 
types present in the assemblage, in order of frequency by count, are Kaolin, Ste. Genevieve, 
Blair, and Salem. Eleven pieces are of an indeterminate type. Only 4.5% by count and 2.2% by 
weight of the chert assemblage was heat-altered. About half of the heat-altered chert by count 
was intentionally heat-treated, and the rest was thermally shattered.  
 The majority of chert is debitage including unutilized flakes, flake shatter, block shatter, 
and cores. Of note within the debitage are three chert cores that were found together on the 
floor of Feature 8 (Figure 6.18). Two of the cores are Burlington (922.1 g), and one is Kaolin 
(815.1 g). The three cores, and especially the Kaolin core, had undergone very little flaking and 
still had cortex present on their exteriors. Though they are seemingly “mundane” objects, the 
cores’ intentional deposition together on the floor of the building hints at a greater significance. 
Rather than simply representing the remains of a chert-manufacturing area within the 
structure, as suggested in early interpretations, these cores were more likely intentionally 
placed as materials that facilitated and participated in the gathering of power and meaning to, 
with, and in the structure (Baires and Baltus 2016; Baltus 2018). The inclusion of the kaolin 
core, an uncommon item, draws that gathered power in from a much father-off source, adding 
a long-distance element to the otherwise locally available Burlington cores.  
 Outside of debitage, the chert assemblage includes utilized flakes, informal bifaces, and 
microlith blades and cores. Microlith production was present in all phases of the Mississippian 
period and was largely associated with shell bead production, particularly through the 
production and use of microlith drills (Boles 2018; Jackson 2014; Koldehoff 1990; Yerkes 1983). 
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There are 11 blades and 3 cores in the microlith assemblage, but no drills were recovered at 
Schoolhouse Branch. The lack of both drills and shell suggests that bead production was not 
happening here; either the microliths were serving another purpose, or the ultimate products 
of manufacture were being moved elsewhere for bead production. Given the presence of other 
lithic artifacts associated with body modification practices recovered from the site (see below), 
these microlith blades may have been scarifiers or tattooing implements.  
 
Figure 6. 18: Chert core cache from Feature 8 at Schoolhouse Branch; top: Kaolin core, bottom: Burlington cores 
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Figure 6. 19: Projectile points from Feature 17 at Schoolhouse Branch 
 Formal chert tools include 12 projectile points, 8 of which were recovered from Feature 
17. Two other points were found in Feature 46, and one in Feature 38. All three of the features 
were associated with Feature 8b and Features 17 and 38 were specifically associated with the 
final iteration of Feature 8b. The twelfth point was more generally from Feature 8a or 8b. The 
eight points from Feature 17 were distributed throughout the zones, rather than having been 
deposited together as a group (Figure 6.19). All of the points from Features 17, 38, and 46 were 
made from Burlington chert, and two were heat-treated. For the most part, the points are 
crude versions of Cahokia points. The exceptions are two well-made Cahokia points: one tri-
notched from Feature 17, and one from Feature 38. One point from Feature 17 is a Madison 
point, and the heat-treated point from Feature 17 is a curated Archaic Matanzas point.  
 There are also three larger formal bifaces including a Mill Creek hoe, found on the floor 
of Feature 8b, and two Mill Creek Ramey Knife fragments. One knife fragment was also found 
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on the floor of Feature 8b, and the other knife fragment was from Feature 17. Like the chert 
cores, the hoe and Ramey Knife fragment were “mundane” objects that became important 
gathering points through their placements on the floor. The hoe lacks polish, indicating that it 
was either never used or was completely re-worked. Both of the knives were both used and re-
worked. An additional 43 polished flakes and 5 hoe blade fragments were recovered. Despite 
the only hoe being Mill Creek, the polished flakes and blade fragments included both Burlington 
and Salem pieces. 
 
Groundstone 
 The groundstone industry at Schoolhouse Branch consisted of 120 artifacts weighing 
15,380.7 g. By count, the majority of the assemblage is made up of unaltered or burned 
limestone and sandstone, FCR, unmodified pebbles and cobbles, and one piece of Missouri 
River Clinker (n = 69; wt = 4,841.3). Only nine pieces of limestone were burned. By weight, the 
majority of the assemblage is informal groundstone tools including sandstone and cobble tools. 
The cobble tools are 11 hammerstones and one pitted stone. Sandstone tools include 13 slot 
abraders (847.3 g), 8 flat abraders (1,334.5 g), 2 metates (3157.8 g), and 1 piece of pitted 
sandstone (275.5 g). One of the sandstone metates in particular is large, weighing 3,007.8 g. 
Three abraders had pigment residues on their surfaces. Two slab abraders may have been used 
for grinding minerals down to produce pigments or paint (Figure 6.20). One pigmented slot 
abrader may have been used in maintaining a tool such as a bone needle or awl that was then 
used in conjunction with pigment or paint. A slot abrader would not be used to grind pigments 
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down, and thus must have played a different role in pigmenting or painting practices (Pauketat 
2013b). 
 
Figure 6. 20: Hematite-stained abrader from Schoolhouse Branch 
 Despite the presence of pigment-stained abraders, relatively few minerals were present. 
There were 5 pieces of hematite (9.2 g) and 8 pieces of galena (57.5 g). Additional tiny pieces of 
galena and a flake of mica were noted in flotation samples but were not counted in the site 
totals. These tiny pieces of galena were by-products of the grinding of larger pieces to produce 
pigment, or galena “glitter.” Though there are few mineral materials at Schoolhouse Branch, 
the occupants were doubtlessly involved in manipulating those minerals into other substances, 
as made apparent by the stained sandstone artifacts.  
 The most unexpected artifact recovered from Schoolhouse Branch is a Cahokia-style 
sandstone tablet recovered from Feature 24, a pit associated with the final iteration of Feature 
8b (Figure 6.21). The tablet is irregular in shape, measuring 74.89 mm at its maximum length, 
84.08 mm at its maximum width, and 25.5 mm at its thickest. The stone is a yellow/golden 
Pennsylvanian sandstone, with some evidence for iron staining on one side. One end of the 
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tablet is tapered into a much narrower width, while the other end bulges out. Both sides of the 
tablet are etched with similar, but not identical, patterns. One side has diamond-shaped 
crosshatching, with superimposing shallow u-shaped abrader grooves as well as a smoothed 
area from use as flat abrader. The opposite side has deeper lines, and the pattern is also 
crosshatched, but with triangles instead of diamonds. The triangle-etched side also has 
evidence for use as a slot abrader but is overall less worn than the other side. Though both 
sides display grooves from use as an abrader, the engraved cross-hatched lines themselves are 
not indicative of abrader use. Rather, cross-hatched patterns on Mississippian artifacts are 
snakeskin motifs, associating this tablet and others with serpents or serpent monsters, which 
can be powerful Underworld beings (Emerson 1989, 1997; Emerson et al. 2000; Iseminger 
2019; Koldehoff and Kassly 2001). 
 The tablet from Schoolhouse Branch is similar to other Cahokia-Style tablets recovered 
from the region, and from as far as Angel Mounds in southern Indiana (Iseminger 2019). Nearly 
all tablets have some form of cross-hatching on at least one side, and some have further 
elaboration. For example, the well-known Birdman Tablet from Cahokia has cross-hatching on 
one side and the carved image of a Birdman or Falcon Warrior on the other (Emerson 1982; 
Iseminger 2019). Five other known tablets have carved motifs, including the Ramey Tablet, also 
from Cahokia, which is one of the few examples that does not display any cross-hatching.  
 Features of the Schoolhouse Branch tablet provide some hints as to the place it held at 
the site, but generally, these artifacts are enigmatic. The fact that they are commonly used as 
abraders suggests some of the tablets may have been used in tattooing, piercing, or 
scarification (Koldehoff and Kassly 2001). Rather than interpreting the abrader grooves as 
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occurring after the tablet was “out-of-use,” or as separate from the tablet engraving somehow, 
it is likely that the abrader use was directly related to the cross-hatched pattern. Through 
sharpening on the tablet, the needles or other tools became a medium through which the 
tablet’s power was embodied by the person whose body was pierced. Amanda Butler 
recognized a similar practice at Orendorf in the Central Illinois River Valley, where powerful 
sandstone block pipes associated with warriors were used as abraders, allowing for the 
embodiment of power through bodily modification (personal communication, 2019). Though 
other abraders at Schoolhouse Branch do have pigment residues, the tablet does not, 
suggesting either that pigments or paints for tattooing were not in contact with the tablet, or 
perhaps the implements sharpened on the tablet were more so used for piercing or 
scarification, and not for tattooing. That being said, the lack of pigment was only identified 
macroscopically, and it is possible a vigorous washing may have removed remnant pigments. 
 
Figure 6. 21: Sandstone tablet from Schoolhouse Branch 
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 The final formal groundstone item is a celt fragment from Feature 9, a small pit north of 
Structure Complex B. Only the bit end of the basalt celt is present, and it was heavily reused, 
resulting in pitting on both surfaces. The end is slightly battered, as well.  
 
Summary 
 The lithic artifacts from Schoolhouse Branch are indicative of everyday domestic 
activities and also of a fairly intense focus on bodily modifications, whether through tattooing 
or scarification. While this is not necessarily surprising, the presence of the engraved or etched 
tablet is unexpected and places the practice at Schoolhouse Branch into a different level of 
bodily modification that has stronger ties to certain powers and ideologies. The piece plots on 
the floor of Feature 8b also emphasize certain linkages, with the presence of particular lithic 
objects intentionally disrupting their designation as “mundane” and gathering relationships into 
the space where the structure stood.  
 
Faunal and Botanical Remains 
 The faunal assemblage from Schoolhouse Branch is relatively small (Scott 2014). On 
their own, the faunal remains suggest short or intermittent occupation of the site; however, 
based on the extensively rebuilt structures, large storage pits, and other artifacts, Schoolhouse 
Branch was rather intensively occupied. The small assemblage then may rather be the result of 
poor bone preservation. There are four fragments of modified pieces of bone, including two 
awls, one possible awl, and one smoothed, polished, and abraded fragment of mammal bone. 
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 The botanical remains are typical of Moorehead phase sites, with a focus on maize as 
the primary plant food (King 2014). Other food plants are represented by seeds, wild beans, 
squash, and nuts. Thirty tobacco seeds were also recovered. Initially, one possible morning 
glory seed was identified in the analysis, but it has since been confirmed not to be morning 
glory. Tobacco is fairly widespread in the Cahokia region, and is found in both domestic and 
elite or ritual contexts. The seeds do not necessarily represent smoking, but rather the storage 
of tobacco plants (Simon and Kathryn Parker 2006). When recovered from special purpose 
contexts, tobacco seeds are often associated with other ceremonially important plants 
(Emerson 2003; Parker and Simon 2018; Simon and Kathryn Parker 2006). Schoolhouse Branch 
lacks accompanying medicinal or ritual plants, but the presence of other restricted items, such 
as the sandstone tablet, leaves open the possibility for supra-domestic tobacco use. 
 
Moorehead Phase Discussion 
 
 The artifact assemblages from Rhea and Schoolhouse Branch illuminate the differences 
between the two sites. While the materials themselves are in many ways very similar, as they 
would be for any Mississippian site in the region, the ways the materials assemble and are 
assembled highlight the different ways community and identity emerged at each of the sites. 
This brief discussion highlights comparisons between the two material assemblages, but again, 
without the feature data, does not represent holistic interpretations of the sites. This broader 
discussion can be found in the following chapter.  
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 Ceramics are a unique artifact type because of their extreme malleability. In other 
words, a ball of clay can become whatever one wants it to be. Yet, vessels emerge from that 
clay in predictable ways. Mississippian vessels in particular embody relationships with water, 
maize, foods and certain clays or muds (Pauketat and Alt 2018). These relationships are 
foundational to being Cahokian, but ultimately, are inherently critical to being Mississippian 
more broadly. These relationships persist in the Moorehead phase sites here, but where 
variation emerges, and the deterritorialization of existing Cahokian assemblages occurs, is in 
the actual forms of the vessels.  
 The Moorehead phase ceramic assemblages from both Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea 
are composed of typical domestic wares, and neither contain any vessels of particular note; 
however, there is an important difference between the two assemblages in their vessel 
compositions, and particularly the percentages of jars (Figure 6.22). During the Moorehead 
phase the frequency of jars and other non-serving wares decreases as serving vessels such as 
bowls and plates increase, and the percentage of jars falls below 50% in many late Mississippian 
assemblages (Table 6.4; Baltus 2014; Hamlin 2004; Holley 1989; Jackson 2014; Pauketat 1998a, 
2013b). Even at sites more peripheral to Cahokia, which according to Hamlin should have 
relatively more storage and cooking vessels, jar percentages still fall around or below 50% 
(Hamlin 2004; Zelin 2018). The vessels at Schoolhouse Branch follow this trend, with jars 
composing 42.6% of the vessels. However, Rhea jars still compose about 70% of the 
assemblage. The high presence of jars is at the expense of serving vessels, and there are only 2 
plates and 4 bowls from the features excavated at Rhea. Schoolhouse Branch, on the other 
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hand, has 19 bowls, 7 plates, and 3 pans. Schoolhouse Branch additionally has more decorated 
vessels and body sherds than Rhea.  
 The increase in serving vessels typically seen in late assemblages is evidence of the 
emerging emphasis on commensality and public serving and eating, and the shift of the primary 
decorated vessel from the Ramey Incised Jar to the Wells Incised Plate supports this (Baltus 
2014; Hamlin 2004; Pauketat 2004, 2013b). Whereas during the Stirling phase height Cahokian 
religious-politics were wrapped up in the more private storage and cooking-focused Ramey 
Incised jars, which embodied the cosmos and spread their message across the region, during 
the Moorehead phase those cosmic embodiments are tied to public serving vessels. These 
plates, bowls, and beakers did not necessarily spread in the same way as Ramey Incised jars, 
but rather entangled other persons as they gathered together in community-focused events.  
 The occupants of Schoolhouse Branch seemed to participate and perpetuate these 
increasingly important food and serving-related practices. Wells Incised plates, the higher 
percentage of serving vessels, and even the single Ramey Incised jar all support that those living 
at Schoolhouse Branch hosted public events that involved food, or small-scale feasts. 
Additionally, the several crudeware bowls present may have been used to prepare foods or 
ingredients prior to serving (Baltus 2014 suggests such crude bowls are similar to Pauketat’s 
“utensils”).  
 Conversely, the low percentage of serving vessels at Rhea goes directly against this 
increasing Moorehead phase trend towards increased commensality. Jars continue to 
dominate, serving vessels are few, and the only decorated wares are one plate and a beaker. 
While the plate and the beaker still doubtlessly were important ritually-charged vessels, the 
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focus at Rhea seems to remain on storage and personal consumption, rather than commensal 
activities. Interestingly, the assemblages that Rhea is most similar to are from two Moorehead 
phase occupations at sites in the southern American Bottom, Centreville and Curtiss Steinberg. 
The Moorehead phase vessel assemblage at Curtiss Steinberg is from pits and buildings likely 
associated with a Stirling to Moorehead phase formal cemetery. The assemblage at Centreville 
is associated with a series of rebuilt buildings; however, this site also has a Late Stirling to Early 
Moorehead phase component that includes a rebuilt circular sweat lodge, rectangular 
buildings, and a small “pit with a roof,” very similar to the one at Rhea (Benson 2021a). As such, 
this persisting focus on storage and jars may be tied to certain architectural forms and special-
use sites.  
Site % of Jars in Vessel Assemblage 
Cahokia 
Edward’s Mound 44.4 
Fingerhut 40.0 
ICT-II 41.8 
Tract 15A 41.3 
Tract 15B* 38.4 
American Bottom 
Centreville 70.0 
Curtiss Steinberg 63.6 
Fingers South 58.0 
Julien 54.9 
Lawrence Primas 47.0 
Old Edwardsville Rd. 56.1 
St. Thomas 46.2 
Uplands 
Copper 40.0 
Olin 43.2 
Russell 46.3 
Table 6. 4: Percentage of jars in Moorehead phase vessel assemblages (Baltus 2014; Benson 2021a, 2021b; Hamlin 
2004; Holley 1989; Kelly 2018; Kruchten 2008; Jackson 2014; Milner 1984a; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b; Pauketat and 
Woods 1986; Zelin 2018) 
* - Pauketat’s “Late Mississippian,” which includes the Moorehead and Sand Prairie phases 
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Figure 6. 22: Vessel assemblages from Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea 
 Overall jar sizes differ between the Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea as well. The largest 
measurable jar in the sample is from Rhea, but the jars from Schoolhouse Branch are on 
average larger by about 7 cm (Figure 6.23). Only two jars from Schoolhouse Branch have orifice 
diameters smaller than 20 cm, while seven jars from Rhea fall below 22 cm. This size differential 
is reasonable if the people at Schoolhouse Branch were serving and preparing foods for more 
than just themselves, even if only on occasion. In other words, bigger jars feed bigger crowds. 
The jars from Schoolhouse Branch also have lower LP Indices on average, with 82.3% of 
measurable jars falling below an index of .40. At Rhea, only 55.6% of measurable jars fall below 
.40. (Figure 6.24). These lower LPs are related to the larger jar sizes, but also demonstrate that 
the jar forms at Schoolhouse Branch overall are more consistent with Moorehead phase 
expectations.  
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Figure 6. 23: Jar orifice diameters at Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea 
 
 
Figure 6. 24: LP Indices from Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea 
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 A selection of ceramics including five rim sherds and three body sherds from 
Schoolhouse Branch underwent additional stable isotope analysis on absorbed food residues 
(Benson 2017). The rim sherds included two Cahokia Cordmarked vessels, the Ramey Incised 
vessel, a plain-surfaced jar, and the small slipped jar. The results of the absorbed residues 
analysis provide some interesting insights to foodways at Schoolhouse Branch (Table 6.5). First, 
all of the sherds showed evidence that maize was prepared in the vessels, indicated by a less 
negative Carbon-13 ratio, but the plain jar rim sherd and body sherd showed evidence for a 
higher quantity of maize than the other vessels (averaging 51.2% and 69.31%, respectively). The 
small slipped jar, Vessel 46-3, showed the lowest quantity of maize, averaging only 12.3%. The 
results also show which vessels were used to prepare meat.  
 Five jars, excluding the Ramey Incised vessel and including Vessel 46-3, showed 
evidence for having had meat cooked in them, indicated by mean Nitrogen-15 ratios. While 
most average jars seemed to be used variably for meat, maize, and other non-maize plants, the 
small slipped jar was used primarily for non-maize plants and meat, and the Ramey Incised jar 
was one of only two vessels that were not used for meat. The small jar may represent a more 
individualized vessel or may have held foods that were not meant for as wide of a distribution 
as maize-based foods. In other words, the larger jars may have been used to prepare larger 
amounts of foods suitable for feeding more people, whereas the small jar held a more 
restricted substance, or an individual serving of something special. The absence of meat in the 
Ramey Incised jar may also be significant in light of their potential use for the preparation and 
storage of special foods and substances (Miller 2014; Pauketat and Emerson 1991). 
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Sherd ID Sherd Type 
Isotope Ratios Average 
Maize 
Quantity 
Mean  
Carbon-13 Ratio 
Mean  
Nitrogen-15 Ratio 
Interior  Exterior  Interior Exterior 
Vessel 26-1 Cahokia Cordmarked jar rim sherd -20.24 -21.40 3.58 – 38.37% 
Vessel 17-5 Plain/eroded jar rim sherd -18.32 -19.05 10.98 7.70 51.20% 
Vessel 46-3 Small jar fragment -24.15 -21.91 4.03 6.03 12.31% 
Vessel 11-2 Ramey Incised jar rim sherd -20.66 -20.92 – – 35.58% 
Vessel 8-4 Cahokia Cordmarked jar rim sherd -18.82 -19.55 – 7.92 47.85% 
Bag 13-2 Smooth jar body sherd -15.60 -17.71 – – 69.31% 
Bag 26-2 Cordmarked body sherd -20.93 -20.82 7.98 – 33.80% 
Bag 5-9 Cordmarked body sherd -19.62 -19.72 7.16 12.26 42.52% 
Table 6. 5: Stable isotope analysis results for jars from Schoolhouse Branch 
 Overall, the individual contents of the ceramic assemblages from each site are all 
expected from Moorehead phase domestic contexts; however, the distribution, or proportions 
of those assemblages suggest different practices for which the assemblages were used. The 
Schoolhouse Branch assemblage is better suited for feeding a group, while the Rhea 
assemblage may be better for smaller scale foodways. This does not mean that the Rhea 
assemblage was bound to the site, though. Like the earlier Ramey Incised jars that were at 
times distributing both foods or substances and ideologies, jars at Rhea may have served a 
similar distributive purpose. Schoolhouse Branch, on the other hand, was well embedded into 
that commensal practices that in part defined late Cahokian community.  
 Like the ceramics, the lithic assemblages from Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea are both 
largely composed of expected domestic artifacts, but unlike the ceramic assemblages, both 
sites also have extraordinary components to their lithics. The relational qualities of lithics differ 
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from those of ceramics. Whereas clay is malleable, rocks and stone are hard. Extended 
relationships with lithic sources are important, as are their intrinsic, affective properties, such 
as their color. The unique ways that lithics can interact with human bodies are also important – 
whereas the ceramic relationships can be embodied through consumption, lithics can 
permanently and intimately embed the body into broader assemblages of power and meaning.  
 The suite of Mississippian tools is present at each site, including points, hoes, celts, 
informal tools, and expedient flake tools, along with the limestone, sandstone, and other 
groundstone tools and debitage. What is more notable about some of these more “mundane” 
artifacts, such as hoes and chert debitage, is the means and context of their deposition. At both 
sites, at least one structure had intentionally deposited or cached objects. First, at Schoolhouse 
Branch three chert cores were placed together near the northeast corner of the floor, a hoe 
was placed about a meter to the north of the core cached in structure Feature 8b, and a 
fragment of a Ramey Knife was near the east wall. While Feature 8b also had an assortment of 
other artifacts on the floor, including some rims and other lithic items, the cores, hoe, and 
Ramey Knife in particularly indicate purposeful placement of “mundane” objects as participants 
in the gathering of power to this particular place (Baires and Baltus 2016; Baltus 2018). The 
second structure is Feature 7, the larger rectangular building, at Rhea, which had a thermally 
shattered hoe that was involved in the incineration of the building, as well as an artifact that 
was placed prior to the building’s construction and removed prior to its destruction. While the 
identification of that object remains unknown, the fact that it was placed and removed in 
relation to the structure’s presence was clearly significant.  
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 Caching or depositing particular objects, including, and perhaps especially, “mundane” 
domestic or agricultural tools was an important process in which objects interacted with other 
elements and spaces to sever the ritual/mundane dichotomy and create and maintain power 
through “gathering” (Baires and Baltus 2016; Baltus 2018). These acts of gathering, creation, 
and maintenance can include elemental fire, thus the shattering of the hoe at Rhea and the 
physical destruction of the Feature 7’s material properties through the transubstantive power 
of fire only further solidified the network of power within which the building was elevated 
(Baltus and Baires 2012). This entanglement of fire, hoe, and power is further inextricable from 
the object or person that was placed within Feature 17 and removed prior to the building’s 
incineration (see Chapter 5). Together these acts, objects, and elements guaranteed Feature 7 
as a significant and powerful place at Rhea. The hoe may also have been significant in the 
mediation of the power of Feature 7. In other words, its termination may have required such an 
object to properly close that space. Likewise, the cores, hoe, and Ramey Knife in Feature 8b at 
Schoolhouse Branch gathered power with and to the structure, also drawing on the power of 
that particular space given the repeated insistence on rebuilding in that exact location.  
 In addition to the items placed on the floors of terminated or abandoned buildings, both 
rectangular structures at Rhea had intentionally filled basins with some objects of note. Both 
Feature 1, the special domicile, and Feature 7, the communal building, had five projectiles 
included in their basin fills, and Feature 1 had catastrophically burned hematite. While hematite 
is not unusual to find in itself, the fact that it was so burned suggests it played a direct role in 
the incineration of the structure. Like Feature 7, the relationships between the building, the 
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space upon which the building was built over and over, the power of fire, and the hematite 
were all important contributors to, and possibly mediators of, the power to Feature 1. 
 Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea both yielded evidence for pigment and paint production 
in the form of worked and unworked minerals, as well as abraders and other lithic tools that 
had the residues of hematite ground into their surfaces. Mineral-working in general occurs 
during the Lohmann and Stirling phases and persists through the Moorehead phase, and in 
some places is emphasized during this later period (Boles 2018; Koldehoff 2018; Pauketat 
2013b), but there are specific practices from which the items from Schoolhouse Branch and 
Rhea may be the residues. Pauketat identifies three possible pigment-related activities that 
would involve lithic tools other than those minimally required for reducing the raw materials 
into powders (2013b). Two of the activities Pauketat identifies could be directly related to the 
materials recovered from Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea. First, at Schoolhouse Branch, the 
tablet, microblades, and pigment-stained abraders may suggest practices of tattooing or 
scarification. The stained abraders include both slot and flat abraders, indicating both the 
grinding of hematite and also the sharpening of tools that have been in contact with hematite. 
Crushed galena was also recovered in flotation samples, which is clear evidence of the 
processing of the mineral to create pigment or “glitter.” As discussed above, the sandstone 
tablet from Schoolhouse Branch was also used as an abrader, signifying that it was not only the 
transfer of ritually charged pigments onto and into the body that was important, but also the 
transfer of the qualities of the tablet, which was powerful through its relationships with 
serpents and the Underworld (Emerson 1989, 1997; Emerson et al. 2000).  
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 A different story emerges from the Rhea assemblage that suggests the possible 
production of costume or ritual regalia, particularly due to the presence of the sandstone 
earspool, galena bead and drills (see below) (Pauketat 2013b). The worked hematite and 
galena, pigment-stained mortar, bead, and drills may all have been part of the assembling of 
regalia through the production of paints and personal adornments. Aside from the lithic 
components to this assemblage, there is also the bone pendant, yet another personal 
adornment item that could be incorporated into costume or ornamentations. To be sure, the 
pigments and related materials at both sites may have been used for an assortment of 
practices. The presence of a bead does not restrict the pigments at Rhea to costume 
production, and the abraded tablet at Schoolhouse Branch does not mean all pigment 
production was related to body modifications. However, each of the assemblages demonstrate 
the different ways that the sites’ inhabitants embodied material powers and embedded 
themselves in the broader networks within which those materials existed.  
 At Cahokia’s Fingerhut Tract, evidence of intensive pigment production was found 
accompanying fluorite bead production, though on a much larger scale than the minerals and 
bead at Rhea (Koldehoff 2018). At both the Fingerhut Tract and at Rhea, beads and pigments 
seem to go hand in hand. Of further note in Rhea’s assortment of artifacts is the worked galena 
that has hematite ground on to its surface, which demonstrates that these two minerals were 
not only important individually, but that they also were brought into contact and interacted 
with each other in some way. A hunk of galena with a hematite smear on its surface was 
recovered at the Fingerhut Tract, and is interpreted as galena that was ground on the same 
abrading surface as hematite (Koldehoff 2018). The example at Rhea seems to exhibit much 
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more than a smear, though, and it seems more likely that the two minerals were brought into 
direct contact with each other, amplifying the individual qualities of each material. Several 
cases of mixed hematite and galena have been documented in late Mississippian graves, thus 
their interactions with one another were clearly significant in some way, to have been 
recovered from such restricted contexts (Koldehoff 2018; Milner 1983; Walthall 1981). 
 The galena bead and sandstone tablet, which were important members of pigment-
related assemblages, are also extraordinary individually, as is the sandstone earspool. The 
galena bead is the rarest of these three artifacts, with very few other examples known from the 
region, and finished examples sometimes recovered from burial contexts (Boles 2018; Emerson 
1997; Milner 1983b, 1984a; Pauketat 2013b). Mineral beads broadly are more common further 
south along the lower Ohio River, where fluorite, among other materials, was used for beads 
and other carved items (Boles 2014, 2018). In the Greater Cahokia region, shell was instead the 
preferred bead material. The limited number of galena beads known precludes any major 
conclusions about their importance, but at the least, their limited distribution indicates that 
they were a restricted or special item. The glimmer of the galena itself was likely also 
important. The seven informal drills at recovered from Rhea may have been used for bead 
production as part of the production of personal adornments or costume, as discussed above.  
 Though the two sandstone artifacts are relatively more common than the galena bead, 
they both are still rare items. Unfortunately, many of the other known sandstone tablets from 
the Cahokia region are from uncertain contexts, which makes their broader regional 
interpretations somewhat difficult (Iseminger 2019). There are no other known lithic ear spools 
from Moorehead phase contexts (Boles 2018); however, there are known lithic ear spools from 
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Lohmann and Stirling phase contexts, including spools made of sandstone and other local and 
exotic materials (Boles 2018; Emerson et al. 2010; Hanenberger 1990; Milner 1984a). Most of 
these earlier lithic ear spools were recovered from elite contexts, and the same interpretation 
can be extended to the Rhea example, especially given the overall extra-domestic nature of the 
Moorehead phase occupation of the site. Like the galena, the sparkly of the sandstone earspool 
at Rhea was probably a key factor in why this material was chosen.  
 The lithic assemblages from Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea are in some ways very 
ordinary, and in other ways not at all. Both sites contain items that are so rarely found that 
their interpretation is difficult, yet both also contain all the items associated with normal, daily 
activities. Inhabitants in both sites were intimately embedded into relationships of power that 
could have involved piercing the skin or dressing oneself with certain minerals. Both sites also 
yielded evidence for specific means of terminating structures and spaces through the 
relationships between mundane lithic items, space, and power. Combined with feature 
contexts, these artifact assemblages clearly demonstrate how the Moorehead phase occupants 
of these sites situated themselves within broader relational assemblages. 
 
Hook and Ladder 
 
 The artifacts from the Sand Prairie phase occupation at Hook and Ladder are quite 
different from those in the Moorehead phase contexts discussed above. The limited 
excavations at Hook and Ladder produced a total of 385 ceramic and lithic items weighing 
1,556.7 g, all from Feature 1 (Table 6.6). Lithics compose a larger percentage of the assemblage 
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by weight (61.5%), and ceramics are more numerous by count (56.1%). There are significantly 
fewer artifacts from the structure at Hook and Ladder than from the structures at Schoolhouse 
Branch and Rhea, largely due to the fact that most of the Hook and Ladder structure was 
destroyed, and there were no significant interior features. Though the assemblage is small in 
size, it is important as much of it composes the intact floor assemblage from the incineration of 
the structure. Though some artifacts were found in the shallow remnant basin fill, field notes 
indicate that “most artifacts are occurring on what seems to be the floor, just under the burnt 
logs and charcoal layer” (Koldehoff 1983a). In this sense, the Hook and Ladder artifacts 
represents the most complete floor assemblage from any structure at the three sites discussed 
here. 
Ceramics Lithics 
Artifact Type N wt (g) Artifact Type N wt (g) 
Body Sherds 119 396.6 Chert Debitage 95 157.0 
Vessel Sherds 7 16.2 Informal Chert Tools* 12 82.9 
BC/Daub 90 185.9 Groundstone Debitage 60 678.1 
   Informal Groundstone Tools** 1 39.9 
   Minerals 1 01 
Total 216 598.7 Total 169 958.0 
Table 6. 6: Ceramic and lithic artifacts from Hook and Ladder 
* - Includes utilized and retouched flakes 
** - Includes cobble tools 
 
Ceramics 
 A total of 119 body sherds weighing 396.6 g were collected from Feature 1 at Hook and 
Ladder. All but two of the body sherds are tempered with shell, and most have plain or eroded 
surfaces (Figure 6.1). Some of these eroded sherds had been cordmarked based on similarities 
with the other cordmarked sherds with which they were found. Few sherds are dark slipped, 
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and none are red slipped. The sole grit temper sherd is cordmarked on the exterior and either 
cordmarked or fabric impressed on the interior; an intrusive Early or Middle Woodland sherd 
more characteristic of the surface-collected ceramics from the site. Outside of body sherds, the 
only non-vessel ceramic items are 90 pieces of burned clay weighing 184.7 g, plus 1.2 g of 
burned clay dust (pieces smaller than ¼ inch). 
 The only vessels recovered from Feature 1 are three shell tempered jars, each of which 
vary in morphology and appearance (Figure 6.25). Vessel 1-1 has a black slipped interior and 
exterior and has a loop handle with a groove running down the middle. Vessel 1-2 is also 
slipped on the interior and exterior but is red instead of black. The third jar, Vessel 1-3, is 
plain/eroded on both surfaces. The exterior may have been black slipped, based on similarities 
with slipped body sherds, but if the slip was there, it has since eroded away. All three of the jars 
have flared rims, but lip treatments vary. Vessel 1-1 has a rolled lip, Vessel 1-2 has a thickened 
lip, and Vessel 1-3 has an unmodified lip. The average LP index for the three is .72.  
 
Figure 6. 25: Jar rims from Hook and Ladder 
 The three vessels from Hook and Ladder are uncharacteristic of Sand Prairie phase jars, 
which are usually Cahokia Cordmarked jars or their plain-surfaced counterparts St. Clair Plain 
jars. Both of these usual jar forms had the rounded globular forms, but more important here 
are the vessels’ emphases on long and very everted rims. For example, at Hawkins Hollow, all of 
1-2
1-1 1-3
handle
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the 21 jars had everted rims and the average Rim Protrusion Ratio (RPR) was .26 (Jackson 
2014). Likewise, at Tucker Drive, nearer to Cahokia, the average RPR was .27 and all but one 
grog tempered jar had everted rims (Benson and Skousen 2017). Sand Prairie phase jars at 
Julien also all had everted rims, and only one shell tempered jar had a vertical rim at Cahokia’s 
Merrell Tract (Kelly 1995; Milner 1984a). In terms of surface treatment, there were no jars with 
slipped exteriors at Hawkins Hollow, Julien, or the Merrell Tract, and plain surfaces dominated 
at all three of those sites. Dark slipped surfaces were more frequent at GCS #1, a Sand Prairie 
phase site near Cahokia, but red slip was absent (Craig and Galloy 1994). One red slipped jar, 
the only example of such, was present at Tucker Drive, but it was tempered with grog rather 
than shell.  
 Though it is admittedly a very small assemblage, the jars at Hook and Ladder do not fit 
in Sand Prairie trends or with assemblages from elsewhere in region. Rather than the expected 
long-lipped everted rim, the three jars at Hook and Ladder have flaring rims and only minimally 
modified lips. Two of the three jars are also slipped, which is less common at Sand Prairie phase 
sites. A late Sand Prairie phase complex defined as the “Shiloh Complex” in the eastern uplands 
at Lembke #2 consists of heterogenous vessels defined in part by jars with vertical to flaring 
necks, rather than long everted rims (Holley et al. 2001). The vessel forms from Hook and 
Ladder seem to fit better with vessel forms in this late complex; however, notched lips and 
large lugs are also found on the Shiloh Complex jars, and the Hook and Ladder jars lack these lip 
elaborations. In defining the Shiloh Complex, Holley et al. (2001) recognized the likely presence 
of diverse groups of people in the uplands that results in “disparate but contemporaneous 
stylistic traditions” (267). The few atypical jars from Hook and Ladder may be further evidence 
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of diverse potting traditions in the late Mississippian uplands. The jars do not fit perfectly with 
typical Sand Prairie assemblages nor with the Shiloh Complex assemblages, though their forms 
are more consistent with the latter. The potters who manufactured the Hook and Ladder 
vessels would have been aware of the predominant contemporary ceramic styles and practices, 
as more typical late vessels were present at surrounding sites such as Hammel, but they instead 
chose to form jars that diverged from those styles and practices. These vessels then 
demonstrate a continued decentralization of ceramic practices and de-standardization of the 
ceramic practices that defined an earlier Cahokia.  
 
Lithics 
 The Hook and Ladder lithic assemblage is even smaller than its ceramic assemblage, 
with only 169 lithic artifacts weighing 958.0 g recovered from Feature 1. Chert is more common 
than groundstone (n = 107) but composes a smaller percentage of the lithics by weight (239.9 
g). The majority of the chert is Burlington, with Crescent Hills and Crescent Hills Wood Grain 
Burlington present in small numbers – evidence of the importance of the different Burlington 
colors and textures. One of the Wood Grain artifacts is a relatively large fragment of a core (wt 
= 55.1 g). There are six pieces of Mill Creek and one piece of Ste. Genevieve chert, as well as 
eighteen pieces of indeterminate chert.  
 By weight, 61% of the chert is either thermally shattered or was heat altered, including a 
Burlington polished hoe flake and a Mill Creek polished hoe flake. Other than two flakes that 
were intentionally heat-treated, all of the heat-alteration was due to secondary heat. In other 
words, the artifacts were at some point burned. Thermally shattered chert occurs in many 
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contexts, but similar to Rhea, here the shatter and the burned chert is due at least in part to the 
incineration of the structure. By count, thermal shatter is the most common chert artifact type 
at the site, and by weight, utilized flakes are the most common. There are no formal or informal 
chipped stone tools in the assemblage, aside from the utilized flakes.  
 The groundstone lithics from Hook and Ladder include 62 artifacts weighing 718.1 g. 
There are no formal tools in the assemblage. The bulk of the assemblage is burned but 
otherwise unmodified limestone and sandstone, which together compose 80.9% of the 
groundstone by weight. The next most frequent artifact is unmodified siltstone, some of which 
is also burned. The reddish color of the siltstone makes it difficult to determine whether all of it 
had been subject to burning; however, the burned piece is a deeper red and is more friable. The 
only other notable piece of groundstone is a pitted piece of sandstone that was also fire-
cracked. 
 
Faunal and Botanical Remains 
 Unique to Hook and Ladder among the sites included here are the presence of several 
burned nutshell concentrations that were found on the structure floor. Presumably, the nuts 
were stored in something prior to the burning of the structure and fell or collapsed out of their 
container and on to the floor during the fire. Alternatively, as purposeful deposits at the 
termination of the building, they could have been intentionally placed on the floor without a 
container. One walnut concentration was located in the southwest corner of the building, as 
was a large acorn concentration. Another walnut and hickory concentration was more centrally 
located in the building. Field notes indicated that while the walnut remains appeared to be 
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shells only, the acorns included both shell and meat. The only faunal remains from Feature 1 
were 13 pieces of calcine bone weighing .7 g. 
 
Summary 
 The artifacts in Feature 1 at Hook and Ladder represent the intact assemblage at the 
time of the building’s terminal burning. Approximately half of the assemblage is missing, given 
the destruction of half of the building by modern construction. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, the fact that there was an intact assemblage on the floor seems to suggest that the 
building at Hook and Ladder was accidentally burned. However, it is more likely that the 
domestic debris was purposefully left in place and the building intentionally terminated 
through fire. The nearby Hammel site also had a burned structure, indicating either that 
terminal incineration was practiced in the area, or that the inhabitants of the Douglas Creek 
watershed made it a habit of accidently setting fire to their homes. The lack of evidence of 
warfare in this area make it unlikely that the buildings were burned in a violent attack. 
 Though many burned Sand Prairie phase structures in the region have limited artifacts 
and offerings on their floor, some do have larger in situ assemblages, and importantly, the 
practice overall of termination by incineration expanded to domestic buildings in addition to 
specialized or religious buildings (Baltus and Wilson 2019). Moreover, several buildings that 
were burned at other sites had their floors cleaned and then offerings of nuts and maize were 
placed (Emerson et al. 1983; Holley et al. 2001). The nuts on the floor at Hook and Ladder could 
likewise be intentional offerings rather than just intentionally left in place. A primary 
differentiating factor between Feature 1 at Hook and Ladder and other burned Sand Prairie 
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phase structures with offerings is the lack of stone tools in Feature 1; however, with half of the 
building demolished, there remain many unknowns. It is entirely possible that the destroyed 
portion of the building contained additional offerings. The expansion of burning to domestic 
structures at this time, along with the somewhat unusual ceramic vessel assemblage at Hook 
and Ladder, point to increased localization of certain practices. In other words, Feature 1 was 
likely intentionally burned, but the inhabitants did it in their own way. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 As has been emphasized, the artifact assemblages at each of the three sites are overall 
characterized by relatively typical domestic wares, punctuated by unexpected artifacts, or 
expected artifacts in unexpected contexts. The ceramic assemblages each demonstrate the 
different ways that the inhabitants of each site were intertwined with local or regional 
community. At Rhea and Hook and Ladder, the ceramics point to more decentralized practices 
defined by diversity. Rhea’s assemblage proportions diverged significantly from Moorehead 
phase “norms,” while Hook and Ladder clearly demonstrates the increasing individuality of 
Hook and Ladder identities. Even where Cahokian vessels were present (the Wells Incised plate 
at Rhea), its position within the Rhea assemblage places it into a different, more locally defined 
context. Schoolhouse Branch, on the other hand, was well-embedded into regional commensal 
practices. 
 While lithics were infrequent at Hook and Ladder, those artifacts at Rhea and 
Schoolhouse Branch demonstrate the varied ways that the inhabitants embodied, solidified, 
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and mediated power. Even where both sites contained minerals and clear evidence of bodily 
decoration, they did so distinctly differently. Likewise, the involvement of lithics in structure 
terminations occurred at both places, but in very dissimilar ways. In short, the varied 
relationships that existed between persons, places, and material artifacts demonstrate that 
community and identity were emerging in different ways. In the following chapter, these 
material data come together with the feature data to more completely illustrate the emergence 
of community at these sites.   
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Chapter 7 
Decentralized Community and Cahokia’s Decline 
 
 The first step to understanding past assemblages is to describe the materials and their 
properties, and second step is to follow the contexts of these materials: the materials, features, 
and elements with which they occur. While the previous two chapters focused on the materials 
of late Mississippian life, first the features and architecture, and then the artifacts themselves, 
this chapter focuses on the contexts that will lead to broader interpretations. By unraveling the 
archaeological contexts in which assemblage constituents were found, we can begin to unfold 
assemblages and understand the relationships within.  
 This chapter has two goals. First, I integrate the data presented in the previous two 
chapters to show how late Mississippian community is best conceptualized as assemblage, 
emergent at each of the three sites from relational fields that include varied gatherings of 
materials, substances, persons, and importantly, place. To do this I focus on the broader 
assemblages of materials at Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch, and Hook and Ladder individually. As 
will be demonstrated, a decentralized community emerges from material relationships at Rhea 
and Hook and Ladder, while the opposite occurs at Schoolhouse Branch. 
 In the second part of the chapter, I broaden the scope of the analysis, addressing the 
broader late Mississippian Cahokian world and the relationships between Moorehead (1200 – 
1300 CE) and Sand Prairie (1300 – 1400 CE) phase sites and Cahokian community identities. This 
comparative overview will illustrate broader patterns of decentralization in the hinterlands, as 
Cahokian community boundaries fray.  
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Figure 7. 1: Community chronology of Greater Cahokia (Alt 2001, 2002a, 2006b, 2018; Baltus 2014; Baires 2014, 
2017; Bareis and Porter 1984; Betzenhauser 2011, 2017, 2018a; Emerson 1995, 1997, 2018a; Fortier and McElrath 
2002; Fowler 1997; Iseminger et al. 1990; Kelly 1990a, 1990b, 1995; Jackson 2014; Kelly et al. 1984; Kelly et al. 
2007; Milner et al. 1984; Nash et al, 2018; Pauketat 1994; 1998a, 2004, 2013b; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997; Porter 
1974) 
 
Community as Assemblage 
 
  Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch, and Hook and Ladder each represent distinct late 
Mississippian occupations in terms of timing, location, and the features, materials, and 
practices that occurred at each site. The previous two chapters described the feature and 
artifact data separately. Here I bring these assemblages together to demonstrate the contexts 
of the relationships between persons, things, and space, and the communities that emerged 
from those relationships. By first focusing on each site individually, we can see how community 
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emerges at the small scale, through interactions and relationships that are formed, enacted, 
and embodied through everyday movements, practices, and materials.  
 
Rhea 
 The materials and features recovered at Rhea are the material constituents of an extra-
domestic rural occupation, perhaps best thought of as a nodal household or civic node. While 
someone was certainly living at Rhea in the extra-domestic structure Feature 1, the site also 
had architecture that invited a more community-focused atmosphere, including Feature 7, the 
larger rectangular gathering structure. The unusual storage of Feature 2, the “pit with a roof,” 
suggests a requirement for specialized storage practices not widely seen in the region. There 
also seems to have been something of a specialized ceremonial component to the site, given 
the presence of the circular structure, as well as historic ties to earlier mortuary practices 
occurring at the site.  
 It perhaps makes most sense when discussing the emergence of community to start 
with the most outwardly-apparent communal component of Rhea, Feature 7. Feature 7 was a 
place where people, likely coming from outside of Rhea based on the few domiciles present, 
could gather and interact both with each other and the space around them. Historically in the 
Southeast, such buildings were places for adults to socialize, as well as hold meetings and 
participate in other specialized practices (Emerson 1997; Hudson 1976; Swanton 1946). The 
relatively large open space and two benches within Feature 7 allowed for people to gather, and 
the regular series of hearths more centrally located in the building sustained relationships with 
fire. Evidence is scant, but the single morning glory seed, a plant considered to have magical or 
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religious properties, recovered from a pit within Feature 7 may have been the remnants of 
some communal medicinal or religious activity (Parker and Simon 2018). While co-residence 
and co-presence are not necessary to define community, these face-to-face interactions as 
people gathered around fire were still important components in the building of this community. 
The social atmosphere allowed for people to commune and for relationships to strengthen, 
stabilizing community as it gathered in this place. Activity may not have been continually 
occurring within this building, but the relationships that formed in this space were constant, 
ebbing and flowing with the movement and presence of certain persons or things.  
 A particularly important component of Feature 7 was its tie to the place upon which it 
was built. Along the southern wall of Feature 7, at a point between the ends of the two interior 
benches, was Feature 17. As described in Chapter 5, Feature 17 was a pit with an enigmatic 
sequence of excavation, filling, and indigenous re-excavation. Feature 17 was dug and filled 
prior to the construction of Feature 7, as indicated by superpositioning between the southern 
wall trench over the lower zones of the pit. At some point just before the incineration of 
Feature 7, the pit was again re-opened and dug down to the north end, at which point the pit 
was left open to fill with a layer of dense burned debris, including a fallen log. It is likely that 
this re-excavation occurred right before the incineration, given the lack of intervening fills and 
the fact that this would have left a large hole in the floor of the building, nearly undercutting 
the southern wall.  
 The sequence of excavation, deposition, and re-excavation of Feature 17 suggests the 
retrieval of an object or person that had been placed in the bottom of the pit ahead of the 
construction of the overlying communal building. Whatever this object may have been, it would 
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have played an integral role in the establishment of the building, not only as a preparation of 
the space, but with an ongoing, active role in the continuation and maintenance of the 
building’s relationship with that space. The initial silt-laden fill could also have been important 
in the preparation of this space; the silt is qualitatively different than later fills, suggesting a 
deliberate deposition of silty sediment around or under the object. The silty fill is notably not 
laminated, and was likely not deposited by water, unlike other silty deposits at the site. The 
object in this pit grounded the communal building and the human and non-human participants 
who gathered at this location, similar to the post in Feature 1, discussed below. Furthermore, 
the building and its gathering power could not have been without this object. In other words, 
this object was a co-creator of this communal space.  
 Prior to the human abandonment of this space, this buried item was removed, possibly 
continuing on with the other persons as they left this space, therefore expanding the 
temporality of the space by connecting past with future. The object may also have been 
terminated in its own way apart from the building itself, which was burned in place. 
 The large communal building was an important feature at Rhea in large part because of 
the relationships it facilitated and housed. Community arose from the interactions between 
human and non-human persons, with place, with things buried, and with elemental fire in the 
maintained and replaced internal hearths, all gathered to this public building. Though these 
buildings, often referred to as council houses, were present throughout and prior to the 
Mississippian period, they composed a larger percentage of special-use architecture during the 
Moorehead phase, which could represent increasing inclusivity specifically during this time 
(Baltus 2014). From a slightly different perspective, these communal buildings may have 
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increased in frequency as a material correlate of a growing emphasis on local communities, 
actively territorializing hinterland communities as they perforated the boundaries of Cahokian 
community.  
 While this shift towards inclusivity is thus seemingly seen at Rhea and is seen elsewhere 
in the region during the Moorehead phase, the ceramics at Rhea surprisingly do not reflect this. 
As discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6, the vessel assemblage at Rhea is starkly different 
from other contemporaneous assemblages, where the focus usually shifts from storage 
(private, individual), to serving (communal, inclusive). In many Moorehead phase assemblages, 
jars fall below 50%, and serving wares overall increase at the expense of non-serving wares 
(Baltus 2014:20; Hamlin 2004; Holley 1989; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b; Zelin 2018). At Rhea, jars 
are 70% of the assemblage, with serving wares represented only by two plates, five bowls, and 
two beakers. The occupants of Rhea, though having a communally-focused public structure, 
were not engaging with a ceramic assemblage that called for commensalism. 
  Earlier civic nodes may have been centers for food distribution, and Ramey Incised jars 
specifically might have been re-distributional vessels, with restricted production, and wide 
distribution outward from nodal centers holding consumables or other special contents 
(Emerson 1997; Pauketat and Emerson 1991). There were additional factors in play with Ramey 
Incised jars, specifically concerning the power-laden forms and motifs of the jars themselves; 
they were not just distributing food but were also spreading elite ideologies and cosmologies 
(Pauketat and Emerson 1991). At Rhea, this second important quality of Ramey Incised jars was 
likely absent, given that such vessels were no longer produced by this point in time. However, 
the jars that were present could still have held consumables either meant to be distributed or 
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meant to be drawn from when people gathered in the communal building. Elsewhere 
community emerged from commensal experiences of feasting, sharing food, eating and cooking 
together, and passing plates. At Rhea, community was literally carried out in material form to 
other places, stabilizing the community assemblage and expanding boundaries across a broader 
landscape.  
 Though jars dominate the ceramic assemblage, the serving vessels are still important, 
and include one Cahokia Red Engraved beaker and one decorated Wells Broad Trailed plate. 
Wells Incised and Wells Broad Trailed plates replaced the aforementioned Ramey Incised 
vessels as the primary decorated ware during the Moorehead phase, and the Engraved Beaker 
may also have had a role in replacing Ramey Incised jars. The iconography of these vessels shifts 
as well, moving from Underworld-focused Ramey motifs to themes associated with the 
Upperworld (Baltus 2014; Buchanan 2014a, 2014b; Emerson 1997). The Weeping Eye motif 
engraved on the plate at Rhea embodies these Upperworld connections, and also relationships 
with broader late Mississippian ideologies. So, while larger-scale communal consumption does 
not seem to have been of primary importance at Rhea, engagement with these ritually-charged 
vessels still was present, albeit at a small scale. Both the beaker and the plate were recovered 
from the Feature 1 area, further west of the communal structure. As such, these vessels might 
have been more important in relation to the person(s) living in Feature 1, rather than to the 
more public portion of the site. These late Mississippian iconographic vessels were removed 
from their usual public context and were instead present in a more private and restricted space 
at Rhea.  
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 Feature 1 was an extra-domestic residence. That is to say, Feature 1 was a domestic 
residence, but also housed things beyond the domestic. Apparent in Feature 1 are intense and 
enduring relationships with the space on which the building is built, even to a greater degree 
than seen in Feature 7. These connections with space are exemplified through the presence of 
certain features that both literally and figuratively ground broader relationships into space. 
Importantly, Feature 1 was built and then rebuilt three more times in full in the exact same 
space, at the exact same orientation. Though the maintained orientation may be in reference to 
or citation of some distant and unknown (to us) landscape or celestial feature, the fact that 
Feature 1 is the only building with such an orientation suggests that the maintained direction 
may relate more to the permanence of local place than the drawing in of power from far-off 
places.  
 The rebuilding of Feature 1 was completed in spite of the availability of nearby space, 
emphasizing a specific, continuously forming tie to the place upon which the building was 
constructed. This resulted in the continual creation of meaning through these relationships 
between the various iterations of the buildings, their human and non-human inhabitants, and 
the sites on which they stood. Furthermore, this demonstrates the continuous becoming of the 
building itself, as it was constantly in process, and never really a finished product. Potentially, 
this structure’s many rebuilds may also have been part of prescribed renewals of the buildings, 
again reaffirming the buildings relationships and ties to space, rather than repairs due to 
deterioration.  
 Perhaps the most important material feature within the extra-domestic Feature 1 was a 
large wooden post the was placed and replaced in the center or southeast quarter of the 
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building. While having an internal post is by no means unusual, to have one of a relatively large 
size (> 20 cm) that was renewed over and over is significant. Each iteration of the post was large 
in relation to the size of the building, especially as compared to the posts in the communal 
structure Feature 7. Additionally, the posts appear to have been replaced more frequently than 
the building was rebuilt. This frequent replacing may suggest regular renewals of the post and 
its position within the building, even though the building itself did not require renewal at the 
same regularity. The size, location, and frequency of replacement of this post lends support 
that though it may have played a role in holding up the building, it was more important as the 
interior equivalent of a large marker post. Like the object buried under the larger building, this 
post was inextricably tied to the very being of Feature 1. The last of the renewed posts was 
Feature 32, which was pulled and removed, leaving an unnecessarily oversized hole in the floor, 
prior to the building’s incineration.  
 Large marker posts during the Mississippian period are important not necessarily from a 
structural perspective, but rather because of their non-structural properties. Prior to the 
Moorehead phase, large marker posts stood in important locations: in clusters of extra-
domestic buildings, in plazas or courtyards, or on tops of mounds. In these locations, the posts 
gathered together power from ancestors, places, and materials as centering points for Cahokian 
communities (Emerson 1997; Pauketat 2013a; Skousen 2012). During the Moorehead phase in 
the Cahokia region, large posts moved inside of buildings to be incorporated as structural posts 
(Baltus 2014). In most cases, the posts moved into likely communal buildings; however, at 
Rhea, the post is in the extra-domestic residence. This move does not negate posts previous 
roles however, and the large post would have continued to act as an axis around which 
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communities were organized. The various iterations of the post in Feature 1 were not simply 
roof supports but were a means of physically gathering and grounding a community to a space. 
Again, this gathering occurred in a more private space, similar to the presence of the otherwise 
public Wells Incised and Cahokian Red Engraved serving wares. 
 When it was time to move on from the space that Feature 1 occupied, the post was not 
left to burn with the rest of the structure but was rather removed. Though there is no evidence 
to suggest where the post was taken, we can at least say that the post was not meant to burn in 
the terminal fire. As an important member of community at Rhea, the post could have 
continued on to the next place at which the Rhea occupants settled, expanding the community 
to territorialize new places while maintaining connections to the old. If we think of the post as a 
person entangled within a field of sustained relationships, rather than as an inactive thing, it 
makes sense that it would move along with the rest of the persons from the site. It may also 
have been that there were specific means of terminating such a person, and that rather than 
traveling with the human persons to the next destination, the post was buried, burned, 
deposited, or otherwise removed from its ongoing role. This is not to say that all relationship 
with the post were severed, but rather that they transformed as the post no longer stood as a 
centering and grounding agent in the community. 
 The extra-domestic Feature 1 did not exist in isolation but rather had important 
relationships with nearby buildings and features that are in some ways unexpected for a 
Moorehead phase site. First is the small storage structure, Feature 2, that sits alongside of 
Feature 1. Little structures such as this are not unknown, but they are exceedingly uncommon. 
Two other known versions were located at the Moorehead phase nodal housecluster at Fingers 
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South (11S333 South) and at a Late Stirling phase occupation at Centreville (11S332), both part 
of the Sauget Industrial Park (SIP) landscape (Table 7.1; Benson 2021a, 2021b). Both Fingers 
South and Centreville are special-purpose sites, with extra-domestic architecture and materials. 
In all three cases, the little buildings are along the southwestern wall of their neighboring 
rectangular structure.  
Site 
Architectural Details 
Plan shape Wall type Length (m) 
Width 
(m) 
Rhea Rectangular/Oval Single Post 1.6 1.16 
Fingers South Oval Single Post 1.5 1.3 
Centreville Circular Single Post 1.35 1.32 
Table 7. 1: Known very small structures in Greater Cahokia (Benson 2021a, 2021b) 
 Feature 2 was a building, but it was much too small to be fit for a human person. Rather, 
this building was specialized semi-subterranean, roofed storage, potentially for housing 
restricted items or non-human persons. Feature 2, and its counterparts on the SIP landscape, 
are in some ways reminiscent of the earlier L-shaped or T-shaped structures, which had 
restricted alcoves that held bundles or other important things or persons. Feature 2 may be a 
similar sort of storage, just located outside of Feature 1, rather than part of the building itself. 
The walls of Feature 2, and the others at Fingers South and Centreville, would have enclosed a 
darker, smaller, more intimate space than the alcoves in L-shaped or T-shaped structures. 
Perhaps that which was enwombed within Feature 2 was not meant to interact with human 
persons as regularly or meant to be a part of their space. Potentially, Feature 2 could also have 
held special foods or substances destined for distribution, as discussed above, but requiring 
very specific and restricted forms of storage, apart from other stored food products.  
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 The small single-post storage facility was defined in part by a relationship with water. 
The southern four posts were at some point pulled and allowed to fill naturally with water-laid 
silts. Once these posts were pulled, the south face of the covered pit would have been open. It 
does not seem likely that these posts were pulled immediately prior to the structure’s 
termination, given that the other posts do not show the same sequence of pulling and 
deposition, and that the basin seemed to be intentionally filled. Some amount of time, enough 
for water to fill the bottoms of those post molds, must have passed between the posts’ removal 
and the basins infilling. No other evidence of water or silt was present on the floor of the 
structure, suggesting that while the posts filled, silt accumulation on the floor, if any, would 
have been cleaned. This relationship further demonstrates the in-process nature of buildings, as 
the structure went through a series of events that continued to define the building itself.  
 Why the southern wall of the storage structure was pulled is unclear, but what is 
important is that the posts were allowed to fill with these watery fills. Water held a crucial role 
in Cahokian cosmology at many scales (Baires 2014, 2017; Emerson 1989, 1997). Watery places 
can be powerful places and are often associated with the underworld, fertility, feminine life 
forces, and the moon (Alt 2020a; Baires 2014, 2017; Echo-Hawk Jr 2009; Emerson 1989, 1997; 
Pauketat et al. 2017). At Cahokia, the landscape was built and experienced explicitly in relation 
to water (Baires 2014, 2017; Dalan et al. 2003). At the Emerald Acropolis and nearby Pfeffer 
site, water-laid silts specifically were crucial constituents in shrine-houses and certain forms of 
ancestor burial (Alt 2018, 2020a, 2020b; Alt and Pauketat 2017; Pauketat et al. 2017). These 
episodes of water-born deposits at Emerald and Pfeffer were not due to a lapse in occupation 
but were rather the results of intentional structured deposits that brought water from the sky 
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and ground, both powerful in their own right, into ritual spaces. This joining together of waters 
and earth amplified the power of those spaces. Though the little roofed pit at Rhea was 
obviously different than the shrine-houses of Emerald and Pfeffer, the engagement with water 
and water-laid silts may have been similar, and their engagement with the modification of the 
walls of the pit were meaningful.  
 The final building at the site potentially also had important ties to water. Located just 
southeast of Feature 1, the circular building Feature 4 is both anomalous and enigmatic. 
Circular structures of a similar size are frequently interpreted as sweat lodges in the region; 
however, it is widely accepted that sweat lodges disappear, or are deliberately discontinued, 
after the Stirling phase (1100 – 1200 CE) (Baltus 2014; Emerson 1997; Pauketat 2004). This 
presents a problem for interpreting late circular structures. Potential sweat lodges identified at 
Moorehead phase sites are assumed to have been built during the Stirling phase and simply 
filled in and terminated in the Moorehead phase. While this timeline is certainly accurate, is 
there room for the sweat lodges to still have been used during the Moorehead phase prior to 
their infilling? In some cases, late circular structures are interpreted as granaries rather than 
sweat lodges (McElrath et al. 1987). To what degree are these interpretations being influenced 
by the existing notion that sweat lodges do not occur during the Moorehead phase? 
 Sweat lodges are defined by the material properties of the buildings themselves. Overly 
small buildings, like Feature 2 at Rhea, or very large circles, such as a Stirling phase example 
from East St. Louis with floor of 36 m2 or Cahokian examples in excess of 100 m2, are likely not 
sweat lodges (Brennan 2018a; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b); they were either too small to house 
even a single human person, or so large as to prevent the sort of vapor-filled and intimate 
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atmosphere that resides within a sweat lodge. Hearths are frequently associated with sweat 
lodges as heat sources, and a circular structure with a hearth inside will almost certainly be 
interpreted as a sweat lodge (within the appropriate size class). 
 Feature 4 at Rhea had a floor area of 4.91 m2 and was rebuilt. This interior area is small, 
but within range for what is required to create the particular sensory experience of the sweat 
lodge. It is also comparable to sweat lodges at other nodal sites such as Labras Lake and Range 
(Emerson 1997; Hanenberger 2003). There was no interior hearth to Feature 4, but only half of 
the floor was exposed, and there was a pile of burned limestone just outside of the structure. 
Rebuilding of sweat lodges could potentially remove evidence of hearths, which may explain 
the absence of one in Rhea’s rebuilt Feature 4 (Hargrave et al. 1983). 
 Steam can be produced through methods that leave no in situ burning or hearth, and 
therefore a sweat lodge does not need a hearth (Brennan 2018a; McElrath et al. 1987). The 
rocks inside a sweat lodge were almost certainly heated elsewhere and brought into the sweat 
lodge, at which point water was poured over them to create the steam. In several ethnohistoric 
accounts of Dakota and Lakota sweat lodge ceremonialism from the 18th through 20th centuries, 
it is explicitly noted that rocks were heated outside and then brought in (Bucko 1998; Hennepin 
1903; Pond 1908). For example, “… the rocks are heated outside and transported with special 
implements into the lodge…” (Bucko 1998:34). Similarly, in an account of southeastern Creek 
sweat lodges, “into this [the sweat lodge] were rolled hot stones on which water was sprinkled” 
(Driver 1961:503). In these examples, stones were heated outside the sweat lodge, eliminating 
the need for an interior hearth.  
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 To provide evidence from both sides of the argument, certain defining characteristics 
have been identified for granaries, too; however, they tend to be more inconsistent and reliant 
on more subjective criteria. In other words, what materially defines a granary is ambiguous. 
Two small Lohmann phase (1050 – 1100 CE) circular buildings at Julien are interpreted as 
above-ground storage granaries based on their substantial construction methods (Milner 
1984a). One of these Julien granaries, Feature 289, also had a limestone floor. Feature 283 at 
Julien, not initially identified as a granary, may have been similar to Feature 289 based on the 
presence of another limestone floor (Emerson 1997; Milner 1984a). On the other hand, Stirling 
phase Feature 50 at Range is also a circular structure with a limestone floor, yet it is a sweat 
lodge (Hanenberger 2003). At Radic, a Moorehead phase circular structure with widely set 
posts is classified as a granary based on the absence of a hearth and the absence of rebuilding 
(McElrath et al. 1987). Collins classifies an above-ground storage or granary category at 
Cahokia’s ICT-II (Feature class 6.2), all of which are rectilinear in plan (1990). One of these 
structures is described as having a foundation that could support substantial weight. All of this 
is to say that granaries are inconsistently defined, that the material requirements for a granary 
may vary, and that the building at Rhea was dissimilar from granaries as defined at other sites.  
 Late Stirling and Early Moorehead phase circular structures identified as sweat lodges 
are uncommon. Examples are found at Old Edwardsville Road, Fingers South, Lawrence Primas, 
Julien, Olin, and Vaughn Branch (Table 7.2). A possible, unconfirmed single post circular 
structure was observed at the Moorehead phase Loyd site (Vermillion 2005). In at least one 
case, at Olin, the Late Stirling phase circular building was deliberately excluded from the living 
area, as a palisade wall was later built to exclude the location where the building once stood 
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(Baltus 2014). The circular buildings at Old Edwardsville Road and Vaughn Branch were burned, 
which may also have been an act of forgetting, erasure, or ritual termination (Jackson and 
Millhouse 2003). That other circular buildings were not burned indicates that this was not a 
universal or necessary practice across the entire region.  
Site Architecture Type Phase Burned? 
Vaughn Branch Single Post Stirling/Late Stirling yes 
Olin Wall Trench Late Stirling no 
Old Edwardsville Road Wall Trench Late Stirling yes 
Fingers South Wall Trench Late Stirling/Early Moorehead no 
Lawrence Primas Single Post Moorehead no 
Rhea Single Post Moorehead no 
Table 7. 2: Late sweat lodges in Greater Cahokia (Baltus 2014; Benson 2021a; Jackson and Millhouse 2003; 
Pauketat and Woods 1986) 
 Without question, sweat lodges are at the least much less common during the Late 
Stirling to Moorehead phases than during the Stirling phase, and there were certainly 
deliberate and sometimes violent terminations to Stirling phase examples, such as the burned 
sweat lodges and the example at Olin. However, the small number that do date to the 
Moorehead phase prompts us to re-evaluate the assumption that sweat lodges universally 
disappear and the tendency to write-off late circular buildings. Particularly at Rhea, where it is 
found in conjunction with a communal place of gathering and extra-domestic structure, Feature 
4 fits the bill for a sweat lodge. In fact, sweat lodges were frequently clustered with other 
special-use buildings, and “it would not be surprising… to find a sweat house in conjunction 
with the household of a local leader” (Emerson 1997:78). Additionally, the correlation of sweat 
lodges with special-purpose structures in Cahokian contexts reinforces that in the countryside, 
sweat lodges were associated with local leaders, serving as community-centered “integrative 
devices” (Emerson 1997:78; Pauketat 1993).  
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 Sweat lodges were (and are) places where people came to participate in rituals of 
purification via the steam within. As discussed, water generally is of crucial importance in a 
Cahokian worldview, and within a sweat lodge, very specific forms of water are important: 
steam, vapor, sweat. In this space, water is embodied in its vapor form and extruded as sweat 
in a purifying experience (Alt 2020a; Brown 1953; Bucko 1998; Emerson 1997; Hall 1997; 
Pauketat and Alt 2018). Entering and experiencing a steaming sweat lodge allowed for distinctly 
intimate interaction with water in these particular forms, which in turn afforded engagement 
with the forces and powers of water (Alt 2020a; Pauketat et al. 2017). In other words, the 
sweat lodge was not important just because of its ability to “integrate” people, but because 
they made possible these intimate interactions between persons and water. 
 To summarize the above, despite the fact that Feature 4 dates solidly into the 
Moorehead phase, it has more in common with sweat lodges than it has differences, and to put 
it simply, the presence of a sweat lodge at Rhea is important. The small size of Feature 4 and 
the association of burned rocks points to the material components of the particular affects that 
sweat lodges gathered. What once was bounded as a distinctly Cahokian material and 
architectural engagement was instead removed from that context and placed within new non-
Cahokian contexts at Rhea. This emplacement into new contexts is perhaps also embodied in 
the sweat lodge’s form. The two latest sweat lodge examples, Lawrence Primas and Rhea, were 
somewhat less formal than earlier sweat lodges. This informality could be telling as a contrast 
to earlier versions that were built within stricter Cahokian contexts. 
 While the relationship with water and its various forms is demonstrably important at 
Rhea, there were also equally important relationships with fire. The hearths in Feature 7 have 
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been mentioned briefly, but at a larger scale we also see the termination of important buildings 
at Rhea via fire. In the case of intentional conflagration, fire was more than just a means to 
dispose of an out-of-use building. With the ability to transform other materials and when 
bundled with other materials and practices, fire could consolidate, emplace, mediate, and 
transubstantiate power (Baltus and Baires 2012; Baltus and Wilson 2019). 
 Involved with the termination of the communal building was a fragment of a broken Mill 
Creek hoe. Pieces of a thermally shattered hoe fragment were recovered from the basin fill, 
floor, wall trench (WTA), postmold (PM 5), and a pit (Feature 19), all in the south half of the 
building, and primarily in the southeast quadrant specifically. A hunk of burned limestone was 
the only artifact left on the floor of Feature 1. Though these lithics may seem like “mundane” 
objects, such objects were instrumental in gathering power to places, particularly when 
deposited or cached, and especially as involved in building terminations or abandonments 
(Baires and Baltus 2016; Baltus 2018). Furthermore, when these items are associated with fire, 
they become more meaningful as they gather and solidify power (Baltus and Baires 2012; Baltus 
and Wilson 2019). Through their involvement with the buildings’ incinerations, the hoe and 
limestone acted as transformational agents as the physical structures, relationships with the 
buildings, and relationships with space changed.  
 Also bundled with the practice of burning was the mineral hematite, which was present 
at the site in several forms, including in a severely burned form. The burned hematite, which 
was burned almost beyond recognition, was found in the basin fills of the two incinerated 
structures. While materials that were exposed to secondary burning were common at Rhea, 
such as burned chert and groundstone, the degree to which the hematite was burned suggests 
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it was more directly involved with the buildings’ incinerations than just as an unintended 
participant. Furthermore, while burned chert, limestone, and sandstone were all found in many 
features, burned hematite was only recovered from the two burned structure basins and from 
Feature 24, the pit within Feature 1 that was partially topped off with burned debris. Hematite, 
which was already important at the site for its role in bodily adornments, was also critically 
important for its relationships with the terminal incinerations of these two buildings. Also 
recovered from the two basins of the burned structures were 5 projectile points each, including 
one Scallorn point each. While these points were deposited after the terminations of the 
structures - they do not appear to have been altered by any secondary heat - they were still 
seemingly participants in the closing of these structures. Only one other small point fragment 
was recovered from feature contexts at Rhea.  
 The incineration of the buildings, the removal of certain persons from within the 
buildings, and the involvement of hematite (and potentially later involvement of projectile 
points) were all important, as “social, political, and religious relationships are simultaneously 
created and altered through material transubstantiation” (Baltus and Baires 2012:20). The 
relationships once emplaced at Features 1 and 7 transformed through their incinerations via 
the transubstantiation of the buildings themselves and the other materials, persons, and 
substances involved. 
 Importantly, the incinerations only target two of the four buildings, the communal 
gathering place (Feature 7) and the extra-domestic building (Feature 1), while the two single 
post structures were dismantled and filled just prior to the incineration events. The fact that 
certain buildings were terminated one way, while others were disassembled via different 
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means is notable. At first blush, it may seem easy to suggest that only the special buildings were 
incinerated, as the practice was restricted earlier in the Mississippian period, but the sweat 
lodge was unquestionably “special,” as was the tiny roofed pit. Rather, there must be other 
explanations for why Features 1 and 7 were burned and Features 2 and 4 were not.  
 Features 1 and 7 both had enduring relationships with the spaces they were built on; 
relationships that were demonstrably more important than those of any other building. Those 
relationships were also predicated on the presence of certain persons that had to be removed 
prior to termination. Perhaps these buildings were specifically targeted as a way to transform 
these relationships with place as the persons that occupied those spaces moved on. In other 
words, the power, and community, that was gathered to these spaces needed to be properly 
mediated or transformed in order for others to move on. 
  On the other hand, it is possible that Features 2 and 4 were not burned because of their 
unique relationships with water. Both of these features were specifically associated with water 
in some way that was lacking in the other buildings. As such, perhaps to use fire to terminate 
them would have been wholly inappropriate. Fire and water were frequently intertwined in the 
Cahokian world, both together as creators and as powerful forces in renewal and 
communication with ancestors or spirits (Alt 2018). However, at Rhea, when it came to 
terminating buildings, these relationships were re-negotiated in ways unfamiliar in a Cahokian 
cosmology, and it seems that fire and water did not mix. Perhaps this is why the sweat lodge 
lacked an interior hearth, and instead relied on stones heated outside of the building, 
 While thus far the focus has been on the excavated Moorehead phase occupation of 
Rhea, community as it emerged here also relied on relationships that extended backwards in 
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time on a site-wide scale. Based on geophysical survey and surface pedestrian survey, Rhea had 
an earlier Mississippian component, and importantly, had an earlier mortuary component. At 
the least, there were two earlier burials located immediately next to and partially under 
Feature 1. If we are to accept the two rows of possible truss trenches identified in the 
magnetometry, then the earlier mortuary component was more significant than just the 
occasional interment of deceased ancestors. Rather, the site would have been an important 
mortuary ceremonial center in a region of the uplands that otherwise lacks such places.  
 Community as it emerged at Rhea was multitemporal; it was intimately entangled in 
relationships to the earlier history of the site as a mortuary center, but also to the future, as 
indicated by the post from Feature 1 and the object from Feature 17/Feature 7. Both the large 
post (Feature 32) in the extra-domestic structure and the object buried in the Feature 17 were 
removed prior to their respective buildings’ incinerations. The removal of the post and the 
object did not sever the relationships with the spaces they had inhabited, but rather extended 
them as they were embodied within the post and object and carried with them to their next 
destination. These enduring connections would have contributed to an extended temporality 
that only further empowered the objects through these relationships with places that were 
now in the linear past. Thus, community did not only emerge at the present, but also in some 
future yet-to-be. 
 As a site that was not largely populated, Rhea almost flies in the face of how community 
was once defined in archaeology. Even including the unexcavated geophysical survey data, 
there was only one other rectangular anomaly in the vicinity that looked like it likely dated to 
the same period as the excavated buildings. Without co-residence, this site traditionally could 
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rather have been defined as lacking community. By redefining community as relational, and as 
assemblage, Rhea instead demonstrates the vibrancy of non-human participants in community. 
Community emerged at Rhea from relationships between persons, materials such as hematite, 
elements including both fire and water, and certain practices, such as the continued emphasis 
on storage versus serving. The materials and means of this ever-forming community were 
focused around specific places; buildings that required a specific means of grounding into place 
as they were built and occupied, and termination by fire when they were no longer needed.  
 To be sure, humans were still involved. As evidenced by the large building and its 
interior benches, fires, and open space, Rhea was not a place devoid of humans, but was rather 
a place of gathering. Community was in this sense multiscalar, grounded at Rhea and radiating 
outward to the surrounding countryside. This is not to say that Rhea was the central point of 
community, but rather that there were particular places and relationships realized at Rhea that 
afforded the emergence of community. In the features and objects that interacted and were 
experienced every day at Rhea, relationships formed and community emerged. At a broader 
scale, persons gathered at Rhea, participating in these relationships and drawing them outward 
across the landscape from which those persons originated. In the creation and maintenance of 
these relationships with each other and with Rhea as an important place, shared community 
and group identity was formed and was constantly in formation. 
 In the context of Rhea, territorialization and deterritorialization work to illustrate the 
dynamics of community and its broader implications in the late Mississippian Cahokian 
landscape. The constituents and processes of Rhea territorialize, or stabilize the community 
assemblage at one level, while deterritorializing at another. With the exception of the sweat 
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lodge, many of the things and features at Rhea are not unusual for the Moorehead phase. It is 
in the contexts and details of the assemblages that the site’s uniqueness emerges. For example, 
marker posts remain during the Moorehead phase, incorporated into buildings; however, the 
frequency with which the large post at Rhea was renewed stands out. At Rhea, the frequency of 
the large post emphasizes these relationships and connections that the post afforded that were 
being emplaced and renewed over and over again. Furthermore, the larger communal building 
on its own is not a unique Moorehead phase occurrence, but the relationships that this 
particular structure was enmeshed in were unique specifically to Rhea. 
 Community became territorialized at a local level at Rhea as things such as the renewal 
of the post, gathering at the communal building, the distribution of goods in jars, and purifying 
in the sweat lodge brought persons together, strengthening ties in the local hinterlands and 
stabilizing this emerging community. Additionally, the terminal incinerations of the rectangular 
buildings transformed and emplaced the power of those relationships formed into the specific 
place at the site. From Rhea, rural community emerged around and out of the deep and 
persistent connections to place, re-defining what it meant for those participants to be 
Cahokian. 
 
Schoolhouse Branch 
 The occupation at Schoolhouse Branch, located much nearer to Cahokia, was 
substantially different from that at Rhea. Still, there are some interesting commonalities 
between the two sites. Similar to Rhea, but to a lesser degree, the emphasis on space and 
location was present in the Moorehead phase structures at Schoolhouse Branch, where certain 
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buildings were built and rebuilt in the same locations over and again. These enduring 
relationships with space were emergent specifically in Structure Complex B. This place on the 
landscape was occupied and again re-occupied over an extended period of time, despite the 
availability of nearby space.  
 The first and smallest building in the area, Feature 8a, was rebuilt twice on the west wall 
and once on the east wall. Given that the north and south walls each only have one single wall, 
these cannot be considered full rebuilds; however, the repairs still indicate longevity in place 
(Brennan and Betzenhauser 2018). After the first building, a subsequent offset building, only 
part of which was defined, was placed partially in this location (Feature 59). This building was 
likely not long-lived, given its relative lack of associated interior features and much shallower 
and lighter wall trench fills. Once this intervening building was out of use, the final building, 
Feature 8b, was placed directly over the original smaller structure and was rebuilt and enlarged 
in its entirety once. The rebuilds and return to this space do not just reflect its importance, but 
rather demonstrate that meaning emerged through the ongoing negotiation of the 
relationships between the Features 8a and 8b and the space, as well as through the continual 
becoming of the building. 
 Of importance at Schoolhouse Branch is not just that the space of Features 8a and 8b 
was occupied over a prolonged period of time, but also that the building returned to this spot 
and orientation after a hiatus. It was not just coincidence that a later building with similar 
orientation was placed over the earlier building, but rather it was a recognition of this space as 
an important place and an extension of those relationships previously created between building 
and space with Feature 8a. By rebuilding over the same location, there was an unbroken, 
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though perhaps re-imagined, relationship with the iterations of the buildings that had been 
before and a continuation of the relationship with that space.  
 The maintained orientation of the buildings draw in power from some distant unknown, 
weaving the potentially cosmic forces into the building itself (Pauketat 2013a). Furthermore, 
neighboring Feature 2, which was possibly paired with the later Feature 8 buildings, shared an 
exact orientation, bolstering the idea of adherence to some specific alignment. In other words, 
the fact that a second building shares the exact alignment supports that this as a pattern that 
was purposefully maintained. While the object of alignment is unknown in this case, the on-the-
ground evidence in the Structure Complexes at Schoolhouse Branch clearly demonstrates that 
that feature, be it a landscape feature, celestial body, or otherwise, was an important force in 
the existence of these buildings. 
 Though the rebuilds and maintained orientations demonstrate the ongoing tie to certain 
space or landscape features, Schoolhouse Branch lacks the intense grounding and gathering to 
place seen at Rhea in the large post and other features. Rather, it is the relationships formed 
with or through certain materials and objects that stand out. Three chert cores were cached on 
the floor of the final iteration of Structure Complex B at Schoolhouse Branch, and a hoe and a 
Ramey Knife were also left on the floor. Both the core cache and the hoe were left in the 
northeast corner of Feature 8b, about 1.25 m apart from one another. The Ramey knife, which 
was just a fragment, was further towards the southeast corner. The cores were minimally 
worked and the Ramey knife broken, but the hoe was complete and did not display any polish 
from use. Either the hoe was never used, or it was re-worked completely prior to its deposition. 
As discussed above, the inclusion and caching of “mundane” objects gathered power and 
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persons to particular places through their interactions with other elements and spaces (Baires 
and Baltus 2016; Baltus 2018).  
 The hoe, the Ramey Knife and the cores were placed on or near/on wall trenches. The 
hoe was associated with the northern wall trench WT 1 of the later Feature 8b, very near the 
east end of the trench/northeast corner of the structure. This brings the question of whether it 
was included in the actual wall trench fill, which is not an uncommon practice in caching, or 
placed over the wall trench. The Ramey Knife was just inside the eastern WT 3, and the cores 
were also placed next to or on a wall trench, but that wall trench was associated with the 
earlier Feature 8b iteration. The association of these objects with structural elements of the 
building and its earlier iterations emphasize that the relationships with the structure itself were 
important. 
 Though it is impossible to say exactly when the cached cores and single hoe were 
placed, they were associated with the final iteration of a structure on that site, and the fact that 
they were left in place suggests that they were placed as part of the abandonment/termination 
process. Other objects were also recovered from the floor of the structure; however, they more 
likely represent domestic debris rather than purposeful deposits, though that is not to say that 
they were not deliberately left behind when the building was abandoned. Additionally, in some 
cases items that were piece plotted on the floor may actually have been things included in the 
uppermost fills of floor features. The density of pits in the complex complicates floor artifact 
interpretations. Regardless, the hoe and cores perpetuated the webs of power in which the 
buildings were enmeshed and which included the physical spaces of the buildings. In the case of 
Schoolhouse Branch, the buildings and caches are lacking the elemental component introduced 
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in the Rhea terminal incinerations. However, as objects involved in the closing of the buildings, 
the chert items still acted as transformational agents as the relationships with those buildings 
changed.  
 There are domestic items similarly involved in structure abandonment at Rhea; 
however, the core cache at Schoolhouse Branch is the only example of multiple items gathered 
together. In the context of larger caches, such as celt caches found at Grossmann and Lohmann, 
the features and their contents have been interpreted specifically as meaningful in terms of 
creating or gathering broader community or group identity (Baltus 2014; Esarey and Pauketat 
1992; Pauketat and Alt 2004). Smaller caches such as the three cores enacted a similar 
gathering, tying together persons, building, materials, and place, but on a different scale than at 
sites with large caches. These caches were intimately intertwined with Cahokian religious 
practices as local or private expressions or experiences of Cahokian religion (Baltus 2018) 
  At a larger scale, the precise materials involved in the core cache become relevant. Two 
of the cached chert cores are Burlington chert, but the third is Kaolin, which is much less 
common in the region and comes from about 190 km south of Cahokia (Boles 2018; Koldehoff 
1985). Kaolin is generally found as large bifaces or debitage or tools reworked from large 
bifaces, and Kaolin was generally transported as finished items from its source rather than as 
unworked cobbles (Boles 2018). It is unexpected to find a large Kaolin core with minimal flaking, 
given the tendency to receive Kaolin objects in a finished state. The inclusion of this Kaolin core, 
a long-distance acquisition, with two more common Burlington cores is important. While the 
cache acts to gather power and persons to a specific place locally, the inclusion of the Kaolin 
core introduces relationships with places much farther afield, expanding the Schoolhouse 
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Branch assemblage outward at a large scale. Mill Creek chert, used to manufacture the hoe and 
Ramey Knife, was more commonly found, but also embodies such long-distance ties. 
 One of the more notable artifacts from Schoolhouse Branch is the engraved sandstone 
tablet, which was enmeshed within practices of tattooing or scarification, bundled with micro 
blades, pigment stained abraders, and pigment-producing materials such as hematite and 
galena. The tablet was recovered from the upper fill or at the surface of pit Feature 24, which 
was associated with the final iteration of Feature 8b. Some uncertainty regarding elevation 
information precludes interpretations of the tablet and its possible placement on the floor of 
Feature 8b. There are two different cross-hatched patterns, one on either side of the tablet. 
The implications of the difference in patterns is unknown, but cross-hatching generally is 
associated with snakeskin, which is linked with powerful Underworld serpents or serpent-
monsters (Emerson 1989, 1997; Emerson et al. 2000; Iseminger 2019; Koldehoff and Kassly 
2001). While this tablet is only cross-hatched, others combine the cross-hatching with other, 
sometimes abstract, imagery. The Cahokia Birdman tablet in particular is an example of mixed 
motifs and is the crux of complex relationships between Underworld and Upperworld, with a 
Falcon Warrior on one side, and cross-hatching on the other (Emerson 1982; Iseminger 2019).  
 The tablet was not found in direct spatial association with other related materials, but 
those other materials were present in the building, including pigment-producing materials, 
stained abraders, and microblades. Though hematite and galena and associated objects were 
also recovered from Rhea, those differed in that they were likely more closely associated with 
the creation of regalia or costumes (see Chapter 6; Pauketat 2013b). The emphasis on bodily 
modification at Schoolhouse Branch in effect allowed participants to engage in intimate 
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relationships with powers associated with the pigments, or with the crosshatched tablet on 
which blades or needles might have been sharpened. The abrading marks on the tablet that 
post-date the initial cross-hatching suggests that some implements were being honed on the 
tablet, which would allow for the physical embodiment of the power and relationships inherent 
in the tablet though the puncturing and cutting of skin. In that moment, the tablet, the 
snakeskin cross-hatching, the pigments, the implements, and the body become one; an 
assemblage of embodied relationships and meaning that persists even past the moment of 
initial modification. 
 Adding on to the already significant lithics are the eight Burlington projectile points that 
were recovered from Feature 17. Pits and projectile points are not inherently special but 
Feature 17 stands out specifically for its size and contents, which also include another broken 
Ramey Knife. Feature 17 was one of the largest pits in Structure Complex B and was one of the 
latest, associated specifically with the final build of Feature 8b. Rather than having been 
deposited as a cache or otherwise grouped together, the projectile points were distributed 
throughout multiple fill zones. Interestingly, though all the points but one were complete, most 
were not very high quality and were instead crudely made, or modified flakes. The three that 
were of a slightly higher quality manufacture include a Tri-Notched Cahokia point and a 
Madison point. The third was an Archaic Matanzas point, which may have been a “found” item, 
kept over time as an heirloom with relationships reaching very far back in time.  
 The points on their own are perhaps not significant, but their presence all in one pit, and 
the fact that they are mostly complete, is notable. At Julien, a pit on the floor of a large 
Moorehead phase building, defined as a council house, contained 72 points alone. While this is 
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obviously a great deal more points than Feature 17 at Schoolhouse Branch, the important point 
is that in that case, the points were also distributed throughout the pit (Milner 1984a). The 
regular deposition of these complete points into this pit may have been more than just discard, 
but rather again gathered power via the regular deposition of “mundane” lithic objects. 
 Ceramics at Schoolhouse Branch were entangled in broader Cahokian commensal 
practices. With jars composing only 42.6% of the assemblage, the assemblage at Schoolhouse 
Branch was focused on serving, and the many serving vessels made possible the experience of 
shared consumption. The frequency of decorated vessels and sherds at Schoolhouse Branch 
also support that the occupants were probably hosting public events or small-scale feasts. 
Unfortunately, we cannot know what the 37 missing decorated sherds were from; however, it is 
reasonable based on the presence of at least one Ramey Incised jar, Mound Place Incised 
bowls, and Wells Incised plates to assume that the sherds were from one of those vessel types. 
Regardless, the decorated vessels and abundance serving wares tie into predominant practices 
of commensality, and into relationships with Cahokian iconography. 
 We see opposing phenomena at Schoolhouse Branch and Rhea. Whereas materials and 
especially features emphasized local community at Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch remained 
integrated into Cahokian community. The occupants of Schoolhouse Branch were in close 
proximity to Cahokia, less than an hour’s walk, and maintained relationships that were 
embedded into Cahokian identities. While some material constituents recovered from 
Schoolhouse Branch were unique, such as the engraved sandstone tablet, they were still 
distinctly Cahokian. The chert core cache was important in establishing powerful relationships 
that drew on connections to distant landscapes, and the scattered projectile points in Feature 
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17 mirrored depositional practices at the Moorehead phase nodal housecluster at Julien. The 
relationships and emerging power and community were important as people came together at 
Schoolhouse Branch for public events, another expected Moorehead phase practice. At this 
site, gathering unique assemblages of local community was less important than participating in 
the broader Cahokian community via powerful relationships between persons, place, and 
artifacts. 
 
Hook and Ladder 
 Hook and Ladder presents an even later perspective on late Mississippian community 
that continues to decentralize community and emphasize local practice. The Sand Prairie phase 
in the American Bottom and surrounding uplands is relatively poorly understood. At that point 
in time, the population of the region was in sharp decline, and Sand Prairie phase sites were 
few and far between. As a product of the decrease in population and site density, and a 
function of archaeological sampling strategies, data from the Sand Prairie phase are limited. 
Additionally, the data presented in the previous two chapters are only representative of half of 
a house. However, what archaeological assemblages have been investigated point to increasing 
variation at post-1300 CE sites.  
 There are some similarities between the structure at Hook and Ladder and those at 
Rhea and Schoolhouse Branch. Like the communal building at Rhea and the latest building at 
Schoolhouse Branch, the Hook and Ladder building is large. Taken out of context, this might 
suggest that these three buildings all did the same thing, inviting inclusivity into their large 
spaces. While this may be true to some degree (e.g. the building at Rhea does invite persons), 
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the size of the Hook and Ladder building is well within the norms for a Sand Prairie phase 
domicile, and its interior lacks the communal features that were found within the Rhea 
building. The Hook and Ladder building also lacks the intense layering of interior pits seen at 
Schoolhouse Branch. This is partly because the shorter occupation span of Hook and Ladder, 
but perhaps also because of different methods of storage between the two; containers of nuts 
may have been stored above ground, rather than in subterranean pits. Regardless, though the 
large size of the building at Hook and Ladder would have allowed for the gathering of persons, 
it did so at a domestic scale.  
 Also like the extra- and non-domestic structures at Rhea, the domicile at Hook and 
Ladder was burned at the end of its life. The presence of a floor assemblage at the time of 
burning distinguished the Hook and Ladder building from those at Rhea. The floor of the Hook 
and Ladder structure did not appear to be cleaned prior to the building’s termination, and 
neither did it seem to have any specially deposited artifacts. Perhaps the building at Hook and 
Ladder did not require special preparation prior to its incineration, as it was a domicile rather 
than a special-purpose structure. 
 Though the intact floor assemblage of the building potentially points to an accidental 
burning, the fact that at least one nearby, but not neighboring, Sand Prairie phase structure at 
Hammel was also burned lends support for a pattern of intentional burning in the Douglas 
Creek watershed (Koldehoff 1989). Additionally, structure burning is relatively common 
throughout the region during this period, particularly in the southern American Bottom and 
Eastern Uplands (Baltus and Wilson 2019). The more frequent occurrence of structure burning 
at this late period indicates that termination via fire was no longer restricted, and domestic 
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residents were taking the practice to their own homes (Baltus and Wilson 2019). In other 
words, like the sweat lodge at Rhea, terminal incinerations had become dis-embedded from 
bounded a Cahokian assemblage and re-interpreted at a more local scale.  
 The limited data from Hook and Ladder, supported by other regional data (see below), 
suggests increasing diversity during the Sand Prairie phase. The ceramic assemblage is 
illustrative, small as it is. The three vessels from Hook and Ladder are completely anomalous 
among Sand Prairie phase ceramics. Ceramic diversity here, and at other sites, indicates a 
transformation of the relationships with pottery production. Even with the relatively lacking 
evidence, based on the terminal incineration and the ceramic assemblage, it is clear that once 
existing Cahokian relationships with fire and ceramic practices had been reconceptualized at 
Hook and Ladder as the occupants of the site, human and otherwise, gathered their own 
assemblages of materials and practice. 
 
Late Mississippian Community in the Cahokian World 
 
 I have already demonstrated the relational contexts from which community emerged at 
each of the three sites, but their place within a regional Cahokian context provides important 
insight into what role these smaller sites played during the period of Cahokia’s decline. Several 
community constituents at the sites have been especially salient, such as buildings that gather, 
pottery assemblages, the sweat lodge, and relationships with fire, water, and termination 
practices. These materials and buildings were not unique to Rhea, Schoolhouse Branch, and 
Hook and Ladder, and we find some of these things at other Moorehead or Sand Prairie phase 
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site, as well. However, the compositions and contexts at each site, of each assemblage, differ in 
ways that speak to the diversification of the broader landscape and the emergence of 
community on more local levels. Comparing these sites to others will illuminate the ways that 
materials diverged and were assembled into new contexts, deterritorializing Cahokian 
community and territorializing more local assemblages. 
 Rhea was a unique site, but it was not the only Moorehead phase site with specialized 
architecture or extra-domestic features, nor was it the only that could be considered a nodal 
site. However, Rhea was one of only a few such sites located in the uplands, outside of Cahokia 
and its immediate hinterlands, and the way features and materials assembled at Rhea was 
unique. Other upland sites such as Copper and Lembke #2 both had large rectangular 
structures, described as council houses, and Russell, further to the north, was a ceremonial 
mortuary node (Baltus 2014; Brennan 2018b; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, and 
Ringberg 2001). Sites with special-purpose features present in the floodplain included Fingers 
South, Julien, Lawrence Primas, Loyd, Mitchell, and of course, Cahokia (Benson 2021a; Milner 
1984a; Pauketat 1998a, 2013b; Pauketat and Woods 1986; Porter 1974; Vermillion 2005). Other 
sites in the northern American Bottom or northern uplands contained specialized buildings, 
such as Olin and Old Edwardsville Road, but were occupied on the cusp of the Late Stirling to 
early Moorehead phase transition (Baltus 2014; Jackson and Millhouse 2003; see Baltus 2014 
for a discussion of Old Edwardsville Road’s timing). In those cases, the specialized buildings 
seem to date on the earlier, Late Stirling phase end of the occupation, and better represent the 
deliberate termination of those power-laden buildings. 
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 Russell is of particular note as a northern version of a locally focused nodal site. The 
cemetery at Russell is interpreted as a small family cemetery, which is anomalous when 
compared to other Moorehead phase cemeteries such as East St. Louis Stone Quarry, Kane 
Mounds, or the Florence Street cemetery (Brennan 2018b; Emerson and Hargrave 2000; 
Emerson et al. 1983; Hargrave 2018; Melbye 1963; Milner 1983b, 1984b). Whereas the other 
floodplain and bluff or upland cemeteries seemed to follow broader patterns that defined late 
Cahokian mortuary programs and served larger populations, the Russell cemetery stands alone 
in its small size and relationship to nearby domiciles. In fact, Hargrave suggests that the Russell 
mortuary complex represents a sub-community that “maintained a level of individuality” 
(Hargrave 2018:243). Furthermore, Brennan suggests that Russell served “only” a local 
community or family (Brennan 2018b). The co-occurrence of a small cemetery with nearby 
domiciles engenders the power of keeping ancestors close as a means of stabilizing community 
on the small scale. While Russell and Rhea are very different in almost all other ways, they were 
both sites that were most important at local community levels, and less so in terms of 
integrating into broader Cahokian practices.  
 Other upland sites also support the expansion of rural variation. For example, Copper 
and Olin “suggest diversity in the historical trajectory” of Moorehead phase rural occupations 
(Baltus 2014:190). Like Rhea, the occupants of Copper constructed a council house and puddled 
hearth, the hearth perhaps a materialization of new relationships forming with the midsouth. 
The occupants at Olin, a fortified village in the northern uplands, “actively rejected Cahokian 
‘architectures of power’” by building a palisade over their sweat lodge, violently disrupting the 
integrative power of the building (Baltus 2014:190). Olin was dissimilar from Rhea in many 
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ways, but on this point particularly, as the occupants of Rhea maintained their circular sweat 
lodge.  
 Regarding the variation at Russell, Brennan and Hargrave state “These expressions 
indicate that, for the first time in hundreds of years, Cahokian authority wanes enough to allow 
influences from other regions to pervade” (2018:244). While it is certainly true that influences 
seem to be coming up from the south (stone box graves, puddled hearths), and from increased 
interactions across Illinois, expression of Moorehead phase rural diversity should not be 
attributed to external forces alone. The expressions of local community seen at Russell, at 
Rhea, and at other sites, might involve new relationships with materials or practices from afar, 
but they also involve the reimagining and renegotiation of relationships with Cahokia and 
Cahokian materials and practices on a local and regional level. 
 Old Edwardsville Road presents an interesting compliment to the trend of increasing 
rural diversity seen at the sites discussed above. Dating to the Late Stirling to early Moorehead 
phase, Old Edwardsville Road is one of the few other sites with later sweat lodges (Jackson and 
Millhouse 2003). Other features at Old Edwardsville Road include three rectangular domiciles 
and associated pits and posts. Notably, the rectangular buildings at Old Edwardsville retain 
Stirling phase proportions, and the ceramic assemblage had an unusually high percentage of 
Ramey Incised jars, and an average RPR or LP index not fitting of Moorehead phase averages 
(Baltus 2014; Jackson and Millhouse 2003). As a civic node, based on the materials and the 
sweat lodge, Jackson and Millhouse argue that Old Edwardsville Road provides evidence of the 
persistence of nodal sites into the Moorehead phase. While I do not argue against nodal sites 
persisting, Old Edwardsville Road could rather be an example of something else: the abrupt and 
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violent end to sites heavily immersed in politico-religious relationships with Cahokia at the start 
of the Moorehead phase. That the site is relatively early, and the sweat lodge incinerated, 
perhaps speaks more to the severing or reconfiguring of relationships between the uplands and 
Cahokia than it does to continuity. 
 As other sites terminated sweat lodges, the continued presence of the sweat lodge at 
Rhea, and at Lawrence Primas, could be considered a deterritorializing constituent of the 
broader Cahokian community. Sweat lodges were important during the Lohmann and Stirling 
phases, but their politico-religious power was targeted around 1200 CE. While the steam and 
sweat and heat of the sweat lodge at Rhea may still be enacting similar relationships between 
person and water as they were during earlier phases, they were doing so at a point in time 
when the power relationships in which sweat lodges were once embedded had changed in the 
broader Cahokian world. Locally, the sweat lodge may have afforded similar relationships with 
and experiences of water, but broadly speaking, that sweat lodge was no longer doing the same 
things, or maintaining the same relationships in a Cahokian cosmology that it once would have. 
The sweat lodge had become dis-embedded from Cahokian community and identity and was 
instead emplaced into a smaller-scale local network. This is perhaps further supported by the 
less-stringent building standards of late sweat lodges.  
 Another perspective on rural community during the Moorehead and Sand Prairie phase 
comes from the Silver Creek drainage, located further south and nearer to Rhea (Holley 2006). 
The primary Mississippian occupations were in the Faust, Knoebel, and Lembke Localities, the 
latter of which was occupied continuously from the Stirling phase through the Sand Prairie 
phase (Holley 2006; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, and Ringberg 2001; Holley, 
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Parker, Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, Ringberg, et al. 2001; Holley, Parker, Scott, Watters, Skele, et 
al. 2001; Holley, Parker, Scott, Watters, Harper, et al. 2001). During the Lohmann and Stirling 
phases, nodal cores with politico-religious buildings and artifacts were located in the Knoebel 
and Faust localities, respectively (Alt 2002b, 2018; Bareis 1976; Holley 2006; Holley, Parker, 
Watters Jr., Harper, Skele, Ringberg, et al. 2001). Both of these cores were clearly tied into the 
broader Cahokian community; Holley suggests that Knoebel mimicked Cahokia’s organization, 
and recognizes the “package of ideas” passed down from “the summit of Monks Mound” to the 
Faust nodal core (Holley 2006:324). 
 Following the Stirling phase, the Faust Locality was reduced to a small number of 
domiciles, and a larger occupation core shifted to the Lembke Locality. The fact that this nodal 
center was replaced by simple domiciles is further evidence of the severing of relationships 
with powerful Cahokian things found at such sites. The Moorehead to Sand Prairie phase 
community centered at the Lembke core, at the site Lembke #2, was less dispersed than Stirling 
phase settlement in the Faust Locality, and also did not include “architectures of power” like 
those found at Faust. According to Holley, Lembke was “lacking the draws of Faust” (2006:320). 
Still, Lembke did contain large council houses, which present a different “draw” than the earlier 
specialized features of Faust. The Lembke Locality also contained a small mortuary complex, 
perhaps similar to Russell, but on a slightly large scale. Again, with the council houses and the 
mortuary complex, we see the refocusing on to local community. 
 While the localities of the Scott Joint-Use project are often described in terms of their 
peripheral location and their diversity, this becomes even more apparent later on after 1200 
CE, and after the nodal occupations at Knoebel and Faust. (Holley 2006; Holley, Parker, Watters 
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Jr., Harper, Skele, and Ringberg 2001). Perhaps most salient at the Lembke core are the 
ceramics. Holley et al. (2001) describes the Moorehead phase assemblage as an “amalgam of 
ceramic traditions that co-mingled on the margins of the American Bottom” (363). As the 
Moorehead phase progressed into the Sand Prairie phase, ceramic diversity intensified, with 
the emergence of the Shiloh Complex, which consists of very different ceramic practices than 
those seen elsewhere in the region during the Sand Prairie phase. The Shiloh Complex 
embodies new (deterritorializing) relationships with northern and southern practices and 
persons. This pronounced Sand Prairie phase diversity at Lembke has implications for 
understanding Hook and Ladder, discussed further below.  
 The Hook and Ladder occupation fits in within a broader trend of increasing 
heterogeneity during the Sand Prairie phase seen at Lembke #2 and elsewhere; diversity is the 
norm by this point in time. Jackson (2014) attributes diversity in Sand Prairie ceramic 
assemblages as attributable to temporal variations. Already it can be difficult to pin down 
differences between the late Moorehead phase and the Sand Prairie phase (Baltus 2014), to 
then further identify ceramic-based temporal periods within the Sand Prairie phase seems like a 
leap, especially given the relative lack of excavated sites. Rather, these variations in ceramic 
assemblages could be due to increasing autonomy and renegotiations of relationships with 
ceramic forms and practices. Holley et al. (2001) go as far as to suggest that the Shiloh Complex 
at the Lemke locality is due to ethnic diversification. In other words, the ceramic diversity is not 
temporal diversity, but is a diversification of relationships and practices resulting in community 
diversity. Regardless, Jackson states that during the Sand Prairie phase, “a Cahokia-centric view 
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may not be accurate” (2014:310), a view that reflects this increasing diversity and a severing or 
transforming of relationships with Cahokian practices.  
 In a way, the frequency of burning buildings during the Sand Prairie phase represents a 
form of non-Cahokia-centric practice, similarly to the sweat lodge at Rhea. During the height of 
Cahokia, and even into the Moorehead phase, terminal incinerations were to some degree 
restricted to certain buildings, and these burning practices were part of an assemblage of 
Cahokian power production and consolidation. While this begins to change after 1200 CE, 
terminating domestic structures with fire is relatively common by the Sand Prairie phase, with 
the frequency of burned structures reaching its highest rate of the Mississippian period in those 
later years (Baltus and Wilson 2019). In fact, terminally burned structures occur upland and 
floodplain contexts, near and far from Cahokia, at sites such as Hammel, Lembke #2, 
Sponemann, Hawkins Hollow, and Julien (Baltus and Wilson 2019; Holley, Parker, Watters Jr., 
Harper, Skele, and Ringberg 2001; Jackson 2014; Jackson et al. 1992; Koldehoff 1989; Milner 
1984a). Whereas earlier Moorehead phase separation from Cahokia community was more 
focused in the uplands, by this point, Cahokian integration had broken down across the entire 
region. 
 This widespread practice of terminal incineration is in one way a territorializing process 
as it becomes more common among Sand Prairie phase peoples, but it is also deterritorializing 
because it represents a weakening of the boundaries of terminal incinerations. That is to say, 
earlier on, and during the Stirling phase especially, this practice was part of a powerful 
assemblage in which participation was limited. By 1300 CE, the context of burning had changed 
and the boundaries around the practice weakened. The terminal incineration of late buildings 
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defied earlier limitations, and the relationship between fire, power, and place changed. By 
becoming more widespread in domestic contexts, the meaning of terminal incinerations 
changed, lending further to a breakdown of broader Cahokian community.  
 While there were no burials excavated at Hook and Ladder, burials at other Sand Prairie 
phase sites, such as Hammel, Tucker Drive, and Cahokia’s Tract 15B kept ancestors close to or 
within households (Benson and Skousen 2017; Koldehoff 1989; Pauketat 2013b). The proximity 
of burials to living spaces speaks to the relationships between persons and place on a small 
scale. Like the Russell cemetery, these late interments were focused on local or familial 
relationships.  
 Though Hook and Ladder was only partially excavated, it still contributes greatly to the 
discussion of increasing Sand Prairie phase diversity. If one thing is clear, it is that by 1300 CE, 
community across Greater Cahokia was emerging out of unique material relationships that 
assemble differently at almost every site. Ceramic assemblages vary widely, from new or 
modified ceramic forms to the composition of the assemblages, terminal incineration was in 
the hands of the household occupants, and deceased family members and ancestors were kept 
close to home, strengthening connections between persons and place. Cahokia was still present 
as a dimension to some relationships, such as in wall trenches, crafting practices, and some 
ceramic trends, but Mississippian community assemblages were as heterogenous as they had 
ever been. 
 The uplands, with their increasing autonomy and decreasing integration with Cahokian 
ways of life, were focused on reimagining and establishing new relationships that territorialized 
local community while acting as deterritorializing processes on Cahokian community. Parts of 
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the floodplain, however, present a different story. While proximity is not an explanation on its 
own, it is likely that people living closer to Cahokia would have identified with Cahokians more 
closely (Pauketat 2003). This is apparent at Schoolhouse Branch and other Moorehead phase 
floodplain sites in the near periphery of Cahokia, where there seemed to have been a 
continued emphasis on identifying with Cahokia. A simple way to put this is that Schoolhouse 
Branch seems to fit the Cahokian expectations for the Moorehead phase.  
 Whereas community at Rhea emerged most clearly through its features, relationships 
with the elements, and local place, community at Schoolhouse Branch was more focused in 
materials and in drawing power from more distant sources. Schoolhouse Branch was not a 
nodal site on the scale of Rhea, though it might have been a nodal household. Materials such as 
the sandstone tablet and pigment producing minerals and associated tools suggest some level 
of extra-domestic relationships. Space and place were still important, given the excessive re-
building of structures in Structure Complex B, but the buildings lacked the grounding power of 
the large post or the object in Feature 17 at Rhea. Rather, important alignments were 
maintained across multiple buildings, and materials were cached and deposited at the 
building’s termination. In that case, rather than drawing on the power of that place, the kaolin 
core drew in the power of far-off places, as did the orientation of the buildings. The occupants 
of Schoolhouse Branch were also embedded into Cahokian relationships via ceramic forms, 
iconography, and commensal practices.  
 A number of other Moorehead phase sites were present in the floodplain, from small 
homesteads at St. Thomas to nodal occupations at Julien and Fingers South to a large mound 
center at Mitchell (Benson 2021a; Betzenhauser 2009; Emerson 1997; Kruchten 2008; Milner 
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1984a; Porter 1974). Of course, Cahokia was also still occupied during the Moorehead phase. 
Nearest to Schoolhouse Branch was Radic, which had a late Mississippian occupation, including 
a small mortuary area (McElrath et al. 1987). Unlike Russell and the Lembke Locality, the Radic 
cemetery fit in well with other Moorehead phase cemeteries or mortuary sites in the region. 
Though not as large as East St. Louis Stone Quarry or Florence Street, the Radic cemetery was 
still large enough that it served a larger community than just a family of kin group, thus 
engaging with a broader community within the Cahokia-centric floodplain.  
 At only 580 m away from Schoolhouse Branch, the occupation at Radic was dissimilar. 
Emerson describes Moorehead phase households as simple, with only a few interior and 
exterior pits (1997). This is the case at Radic, as well as at other floodplain sites such as St. 
Thomas and Crowley (Betzenhauser 2009; Kruchten 2008). At Schoolhouse Branch, while 
Structure Complex A has only a few interior pits, Structure Complex B has many interior 
features, in addition to large exterior pits. Clearly there were different relationships with space 
and storage at Radic than at Schoolhouse Branch. Still, “there can be little doubt that [Radic] 
was incorporated in the day-to-day” of Cahokia (McElrath et al. 1987:198). This is just to say 
that as neighbors the occupants of Radic and Schoolhouse Branch were enmeshed in different 
versions of Cahokian relationships. 
 A different story emerges further to the south on the Sauget Industrial Parkway (SIP) 
landscape. Here, an intense Moorehead phase occupation flourished, including a nodal 
occupation at Fingers South, a mortuary complex at Curtiss Steinberg, and residential 
occupations at Fingers South and West, Goose Ditch, Centreville, and Baby Moon (Benson 
2021a, 2021b). This landscape was occupied steadily from the Terminal Late Woodland period 
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onward, though the focus of occupations shifted across the landscape through time. The most 
intense of the Moorehead phase occupations was at Fingers South, which had 12 structures, 
including domiciles and extra-domestic buildings, as well as a large sheet midden with evidence 
of feasting events. Evidence undoubtedly points to Fingers South being the home of important 
people, and Pauketat suggest their status was associated with the region-wide Cahokian 
religious phenomenon (Pauketat 2021). 
 Just south of the SIP landscape was Julien, home to the features that defined 
Moorehead phase nodal households (Emerson 1997). The Moorehead phase civic node at 
Julien consisted of a council house (“men’s house”) and an associated ancillary building 
(Emerson 1997; Milner 1984a). Importantly, there were no directly associated domestic 
structures, though there were domiciles elsewhere at the site. The isolation of the council 
house differs from Fingers South, and several other Moorehead phase sites, including Rhea. At 
the time, Emerson interpreted this as evidence of a lack of obvious religious of political 
specialists in the Moorehead phase overall (Emerson 1997:260). The more recent evidence 
from Fingers South contradicts this, with a clear demonstration of the presence politically or 
religiously important persons. 
 While the civic node at Julien is interpreted as a re-focusing on local-community and 
disentanglement from Cahokian hegemony, it is interestingly the only site that then proceeds 
to have a Late Moorehead/Sand Prairie phase nodal occupation (Emerson 1997). These “high 
status” households do not fit in with other Sand Prairie phase assemblages and seem to 
challenge the narrative of a nearly completely autonomous countryside by that point in time. 
Rather, the Sand Prairie nodal house-cluster at Julien seems to have been embedded in 
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powerful relationships born in cached Ramey knives, hoes, and an adze, and in other materials, 
such as whelk shell and effigy ceramics. These caches, as well as those at Schoolhouse Branch, 
“need to be considered within the integrated social-religious-political realm” of Cahokia, and 
serve as small-scale means to gather and perpetuate relationships intertwined with Cahokia 
religion (Baltus 2018:106). Perhaps Julien was not as locally focused during the Moorehead 
phase as the council house’s isolation first suggested. Or, this late occupation may have been 
concerned with local community, but that community was still very much born from a Cahokian 
assemblage.  
 By emphasizing floodplain sites’ participation in Cahokia community, I do not intend to 
say that the floodplain was homogenous while the uplands were heterogenous, or that 
participation in Cahokian community was based on spatial or locational data. In fact, as 
Pauketat states, the Moorehead phase “point[s] toward a distinct domestic pattern,” regardless 
of location (Pauketat 1998a:135). However, in a landscape that in part relied on the integration 
of a dispersed hinterland during the Stirling phase, the loss of that integration during the 
Moorehead phase did seem to mean that sites farther outside of immediate Cahokia’s realm of 
influence became less Cahokian, while sites closer in, like Schoolhouse Branch, did not. Even 
within the diverse sites described above, their relationships between persons, buildings, and 
materials, were Cahokian. Moorehead phase sites in the floodplain were still varied and 
heterogenous, with distinct patterns, but their material engagements firmly embedded them 
with a more constricted Cahokian community. 
 On the other hand, at Rhea and Hook and Ladder, as well as other upland sites, 
practices, buildings, materials, and relationships that once unified Cahokian peoples were now 
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things that set the persons apart in decentralized forms of community. The context of 
assemblages at these sites were key. For example, large communal buildings referred to as 
council houses were common among late Mississippian specialized buildings, but how many 
others have certain objects buried beneath, such as in Feature 17 at Rhea, that prepare and 
maintain the space and the relationship between the building, the gathering events that 
occurred within, and place? Rhea and Hook and Ladder and all of the relationships woven 
within were territorializing forces for local community and group identity, but as a hinterland 
sites at the edge of the shrinking Cahokian world, they were a deterritorializing force in the 
broader Cahokian community identity.  
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
 
 Communities as assemblage are inherently social, material, dynamic, and fluid. They are 
constantly in formation, both as process and as product. While 20th century concepts of 
community focused on spatial proximity, frequency of face-to-face interactions, and a natural, 
idyllic comradery, we know now that this is a wholly inadequate way to describe community. 
Taking an assemblage approach, as defined by Harris (2014; see also Barad 2007; Bennett 2010; 
DeLanda 2006; Deleuze and Guattari 2004), more adequately captures the complex, vibrant, 
and material dimensions of past and present communities. This perspective decenters humans 
and highlights other entities, though humans are still important participants. Viewing 
community through such a relational and material lens provides a richer and more holistic 
analysis of past archaeological features and things, as well as more accurately describes 
Indigenous ways of experiencing the world (Deloria Jr 2006; Todd 2016; V. Watts 2013).  
 It is in the material and contextual details of archaeological assemblages that 
community is gathered, constituted, and negotiated. Materials and places are not 
representational symbols or arenas for human activity but are the very stuff of human 
experience and existence. Identity is bound up in these materials, and communities of shared 
relationships and experience emerge from material interactions. These relationships become 
apparent first by focusing on the qualities and properties of materials, and then on the contexts 
in which they are assembled. Communities thus emerge in material interactions that define 
everyday life: movements through buildings that were entrenched in enduring relationships 
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with place and time, in mobile assemblages in which community relations could stretch to 
other places, and in materials that actively gather community and ground it in local space. They 
also emerge at a larger scale and at a lesser frequency, such as in festivals, ceremonies, or other 
sponsored events. In these venues, people come together from dispersed places to gather and 
commune with one another and with materials and spaces that define community. 
 As the outcomes of social negotiations and relationships between persons and things, 
communities are inherently political, and thus understanding community is critical for 
understanding political and social complexity. The Cahokian case study presented in the 
previous chapters provides an example that demonstrates this political dimension of 
community by illustrating the dialogue between communities at multiple scales. Rather than 
taking a top-down approach and considering only the most macro of communities, I have 
focused on smaller scale, hinterland sites, looking at the features and materials that composed 
these places. The peripheral designation of “hinterland” does not diminish the importance of 
the communities that emerged here.  
 Importantly, and a major point of this dissertation, is that communities can emerge at 
small scales, but they are profoundly inextricable from larger scale processes. The dialogue 
between larger, widespread communities and smaller, more locally emergent communities is 
what determines the stability of both. Cities and other large, complex polities then are reliant 
on communities at all scales. Through territorializing and deterritorializing processes, even 
small-scale community assemblages can have significant effects on the stability of larger socially 
complex entities. The re-assembling of materials, even if the materials themselves are not new, 
is a re-negotiation that can disrupt the homogeneity and perforate the boundaries of existing 
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communities. Likewise, the transformation of large scale politically and socially complex centers 
is intertwined with the emergence of small-scale identity and community. Community as 
assemblage is multi-scalar, and those multiple scales are intimately bound to one another.  
 In sum, whereas communities were once thought to be static, human, and uncontested, 
I have instead illustrated their material, relational, human and non-human, and multi-scalar 
qualities. I have also illuminated their political dimension in the ways that materials can 
territorialize and deterritorialize community assemblages, contributing to significant social and 
political change. In particular, small, decentralized, local communities de-stabilized what was 
once a sound, homogenous, central community through the dis-embedding and re-assembling 
of certain things and practices.  
 
Concluding Thoughts 
 
 Cahokian community and identity were inherently material. The emergence of Cahokia 
was predicated on the coalescence of community from a diverse gathering of persons into 
sense of shared history with new materials, beliefs, practices, and ways of life (Betzenhauser 
2011; Pauketat and Emerson 1999; Pauketat 2000). The material transformations and social 
events at the onset of and during the Lohmann phase (1050 – 1100 CE) drew the initial 
boundaries and began to territorialize a community assemblage that was heretofore unknown.  
 The continuity of Cahokia relied on the maintenance of the unified community. The 
Stirling phase height of Cahokian religion and influence was realized in the homogenization of 
materials and the spread of particular architectures and objects that brought together a diverse 
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and dispersed population (Emerson 1997, 2018; Emerson and Hargrave 2000; Pauketat 2004). 
Materials and architectures territorialized the Cahokian assemblage; Cahokian community was 
stable, bounded, and internally homogenous. As Cahokian materials, practices, and 
relationships changed at the beginning of the 13th century, Cahokia’s success would have 
continued to rely on the maintenance of this community; however, that community instead 
began to destabilize. To be part of the Cahokian community, and what it meant to identify with 
Cahokia, changed, and the edges of that community began to fray. 
 After 1200 CE the material co-creators of Cahokian religion, politics, and community 
changed. Materials and buildings that once gathered the countryside into the Cahokian 
assemblage were altered or terminated, and practices that once facilitated important 
relationships disappeared (Baltus 2014; Emerson 1997). The fabric of the Cahokian assemblage 
began to unravel at the edges, and Cahokian community became more inwardly focused. Those 
living in Cahokia’s hinterlands continued to engage with Cahokian materials, but in re-imagined 
and re-negotiated ways that removed Cahokian things from their previously powerful 
entanglements and placed them into new contextual figurations. In other words, Cahokian 
community became decentralized and deterritorialized as new more localized communities 
came together. This decentralization was not the case everywhere, as people nearer to and 
living at Cahokia continued to engage with the materials and practices that now defined 
Cahokian life. However, the fraying of the edges persisted, and by the 1300’s CE, diverse 
communities emerging at small local scales were the norm. 
 Rhea, followed by Hook and Ladder, demonstrate the growing diversity in Cahokia’s 
hinterlands after 1200 CE. While certain materials, features, and practices, may seem Cahokian, 
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such as the terminal incinerations, or the sweat lodge, their presence in these later contexts are 
in fact unique, as they embody a removal from late Cahokian cosmology. Likewise, though large 
buildings that gathered persons and things were not unique during the Moorehead phase, the 
presence of one at Rhea in this particular assemblage of constituents and relationships pointed 
to a focus on community that was decidedly local. In these spaces, where the gathering and 
assembling of community were no longer Cahokia-centric, that broader Cahokian community 
was weakened. 
 On the other hand, sites in Cahokia’s closer vicinity, like Schoolhouse Branch, as diverse 
as they were, were decidedly Cahokian. Thus, at a smaller scale, Cahokian community was still 
undergoing processes of territorialization. However, as Alt (2020a) has pointed out, Cahokia 
was never just Cahokia, it always relied on its dispersed population across a varied landscape. 
Even with centripetal urbanization as a factor at the initial rise of Cahokia, upland farmers, 
pilgrimage centers, and other sites outside of Cahokia were still crucial to the city’s founding 
and the establishment of a new cosmic order. During the Stirling phase, these ever-important 
hinterlands were securely integrated with Cahokia via networks of materials, buildings, and 
people that facilitated relationships between dispersed persons and Cahokian ideologies. 
Following the Stirling phase, this was no longer the case. 
 If community were only defined by the proximity of people and settlements, or by a 
stage within a building block scheme, we could easily place all of these late rural sites securely 
within the realm of Cahokian community. They were still located within Cahokia’s periphery, 
and they could still fit within a pyramidal hierarchy, particularly with Mitchell as a late “second-
line community.” However, community and community identity are not defined along these 
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lines, and rather emerge from actual relationships between people, other persons, materials, 
places, and practices. When viewed from this perspective, it is easier to see how Cahokian 
community began to unwind. Cahokia’s emergence and florescence were sustained by the 
community that gathered, and its decline and collapse were embedded within the 
deterritorialization, decentralization, and ultimately, dissolution of that community. 
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Rhea: Tables A. 1 – A. 7 
 
Schoolhouse Branch: Tables A. 8 – A. 13 
 
Hook and Ladder: Tables A. 14 – A. 17  
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Temper   
Surface Treatment N Wt (g) 
Shell   
Red Slip 171 298.0 
Dark Slip 79 112.2 
Plain/Eroded 2515 1603.9 
Cordmarked 102 180.7 
Cordmarked Ext/Red Slip Int 33 60.6 
Cordmarked Ext/Dark Slip Int 1 2.5 
Plain Ext/Red Slip Int 65 151.1 
Plain Ext/Dark Slip Int 2 1.2 
Red Slip Ext/Red Slip Int 14 9.6 
Dark Slip Ext/Dark Slip Int 7 8.5 
Dark Slip Ext/Red Slip Int 1 2.9 
Limestone   
Plain/Eroded 1 0.2 
Grog   
Red Slip 1 0.1 
Dark Slip 1 0.4 
Plain/Eroded 31 34.5 
Plain Ext/Red Slip Int 2 1.3 
Red Slip Ext/Red Slip Int 1 2.0 
Grit   
Plain/Eroded 24 25.0 
Cordmarked 2 3.3 
Shell/Grog   
Red Slip 1 0.4 
Plain/Eroded 6 21.9 
Cordmarked 1 1.7 
No Temper   
Plain/Eroded 3 4.6 
Indeterminate   
Red Slip 1 0.1 
Indeterminate 1 0.1 
Total 3066 2526.8 
Table A. 1: Rhea body sherd data 
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Feature 
Burned Clay 
> 1/4" 
Dust 
< 1/4" Daub Other 
N Wt (g) Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) Description 
Feature 1 3144 2897.1 248.4 11 93.0     
Feature 2 116 178.1 5.3       
Feature 3 106 252.6 5.6       
Feature 4 24 51.0 0.7       
Feature 5 147 203.4 7.7       
Feature 6 12 28.7 0.6       
Feature 7 390 300.0 18.3       
Feature 8 69 78.9 7.0 1 4.0     
Features 8/9 1 0.6 0.1       
Feature 9 13 11.0 1.3       
Feature 10 26 14.4 3.9       
Feature 12 1 0.2        
Feature 13 3 1.5        
Feature 14 16 25.5    1 6.5 Possible shaped clay 
Feature 16 2 1.8        
Feature 17 24 16.3 0.4       
Feature 19 19 16.6 0.2       
Feature 20 2 0.5        
Feature 24 1555 2147.0 81.2   3 6.5 Mud dauber's nest, clay rod 
Feature 25 11 11.8        
Feature 27 6 2.2        
Feature 30 9 3.9        
Feature 31 9 4.4 0.7       
Feature 32 204 185.1 10.3       
Feature 33 3 2.0        
Feature 36 1 0.7        
Total 5913 6435.3 391.7 12 97.0 4 13.0   
Table A. 2: Rhea burned clay data 
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Feature Item Type Wt (g) Temper Exterior Surface 
Interior 
Surface Comments 
Feature 1 Disk 0.9 Shell Red slipped 
Plain/ 
Burned Disk is 18.28+ mm by 14.34+ mm 
Feature 1 Knob/ Handle 7.2 None Plain N/A Clay knob or handle 
Feature 2 Spindle Whorl 2.0 Shell 
Red 
slipped Plain 
Whorl is 38.03 mm in diameter with 
a hole diameter of at least 5.51 
mm; disk has some curvature to it 
Feature 3 Handle 2.7 Shell Red slipped 
  Loop handle 
Feature 5 Disk 1.9 Shell Dark slipped Plain Disk is 29.6 mm by 17.11+ mm 
Feature 7 Sherd with ? 10.4 Shell Plain Plain 
May be a body sherd with a handle 
socket? Sherd is pretty thick, and 
seems more grey than others 
Table A. 3: Rhea ceramic objects
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Vessel N sherds Wt (g) Temper 
Exterior 
Surface 
CM twist & 
orientation 
Decorations/ 
Appendages Interior Surface Lip form 
1-1 1 24.4 Shell Plain   Red slip Everted 
1-2 2 18.8 Shell Plain   Plain Everted 
1-3 2 17.5 Shell Dark brown slipped 
  Dark slip (brown) Everted 
1-4 2 8.2 Shell Plain/Eroded   Dark red slip Everted 
1-5 1 2.5 Shell Dark (brown) slipped 
  Dark slip/Eroded (slip still 
on superior surface of rim) Everted 
1-6 1 11.8 Shell Red Slipped/ Eroded 
  Red slip on rim interior, 
plain below that 
Everted/Slightly 
flared 
1-7 1 2.1 Shell Dark slipped   Plain Everted 
1-8 1 1.4 Shell Eroded   Eroded/Red slip Everted 
1-9 1 0.4 Shell Plain   Plain Has a tiny lip 
1-10 2 0.9 Shell Plain   Red slip Everted 
2-1 1 2.7 Shell Eroded   Plain/Eroded Everted/Flared 
2-2 1 7.8 Shell Plain   Red slip Thickened 
2-3 2 3.2 Shell Light brown slipped/Eroded 
  Plain Everted 
3-1 1 5.7 Shell Light brown slipped 
  Light brown slip Unmodified 
3-2 2 0.9 Shell Plain/Eroded   Plain Everted 
5-1 6 11.3 Shell Plain  Handle socket Plain 
Slightly flared rim, 
unmodified lip 
5-2 2 30.3 Shell Cordmarked/ Red slipped 
Z-twist, 
Vertical 
 Red slip Everted 
5-3 2 1.2 Grog Red slipped   Red slip Unmodified 
7-1 1 32.2 Shell Plain  Loop handle Plain Flared rim, unmodified lip 
Table A. 4: Rhea jars 
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Vessel N sherds Wt (g) Temper 
Exterior 
Surface 
CM twist & 
orientation 
Decoration/ 
Appendages Interior Surface Lip form 
7-2 1 5.5 Shell Plain   Red slip Everted 
7-3 1 3.5 Shell Plain   Plain Flared rim, unmodified lip 
8-1 3 13.3 Shell Cordmarked Ind. twist, Vertical 
 Red slip/Very eroded Everted 
24-1 18 396.1 Shell 
Plain/Red 
slipped on 
superior rim 
surface 
  Plain Everted 
24-2 2 71.6 Shell Brown slipped and burnished 
  Plain Everted 
24-3 1 7.3 Shell 
Plain/Orange-
red slipped on 
superior rim 
surface 
  Plain Everted/ Extruded 
31-1 2 4.4 Shell Plain   Plain/Eroded with a spot of red slip at rim Everted 
Total 60 685.0            
Table A. 4: Rhea jars continued 
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Vessel 
Orifice 
Diameter 
(cm) 
% of 
Orifice 
Lip 
Length 
(mm) 
Wall 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Lip 
Thickness 
(mm) 
LP Index 
(WT/LL) 
Rim 
Curvature 
1-1 30 8 26.85 5.43 8.17 0.20  
1-2 28 7 19.66 6.27 5.47 0.32  
1-3 Ind. ≤5 24.36 9.41 7.35 0.39  
1-4 Ind. <5 22.35 5.34 10.40 0.24  
1-5 10 7 12.80 6.76 4.54 0.53  
1-6 22-24 7 16.6+ 5.01 6.57 < .30  
1-7 Ind. <5 7.13+ 4.30 2.92+ < .60  
1-8 Ind. <5 22.11  6.66   
1-9 Ind. <5 2.90 2.91  0.90  
1-10 Ind. Ind. 10.90 3.84 3.95 0.35  
2-1 Ind. Ind. 16.06 6.51 5.43 0.40  
2-2 Ind. <5 14.12 7.53 7.99 0.53  
2-3 Ind. Ind. 12.75  6.5   
3-1 16 7  3.60 5.67   
3-2 Ind. <5 7.14 2.91 4.60 0.41  
5-1 Ind. Ind.  4.39 3.59 1.22 0.17 
5-2 14 15 12.68 4.94 4.79 0.39 -0.08 14 10 13.07 5.40 5.92 0.41 -0.08 
5-3 Ind. <5  4.39 4.35 1.01 0.09 
7-1 14+/-2 12  5.37 4.63  0.20 
7-2 Ind. ≤5 22.55 5.19 7.62 0.23  
7-3 Ind. Ind.   6.50   
8-1 16 12 24.11 5.08 7.20 0.21  
24-1 29 18 12.86 5.99 6.30 0.47 0.05 
24-2 26 13 19.70 6.75 9.15 0.34 -0.02 
24-3 Ind. <5 14.22 6.03 6.15 0.42 0.06 
31-1 12-14 5 17.00 6.11 5.47 0.36  
Table A. 5: Metric data from Rhea jars 
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Vessel Exterior Use Wear Interior Use-wear/Manufacturing Marks 
1-1 Soot on rim exterior  
1-2    
1-3    
1-4    
1-5 Soot on lip  
1-6    
1-7    
1-8    
1-9 Burned rim exterior Burned 
1-10    
2-1    
2-2    
2-3    
3-1 Soot on lip and rim exterior  
3-2    
5-1 Soot on lip, rim exterior, and neck Some burning on the body; smoothing/striation marks 
5-2 Burned shoulder exterior  
5-3    
7-1   Burned (darkened); some residue in neck area 
7-2    
7-3   Burned 
8-1    
24-1 Soot on neck, fireclouds on shoulder and body Soot and burning 
24-2 Soot on lip, neck, and shoulder Burned (blackened) 
24-3   Burned near rim 
31-1    
Table A. 6: Use-wear data from Rhea jars 
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Vessel Vessel Type 
N 
sherds Wt (g) Temper 
Orifice 
Diameter 
(cm) 
% of 
Orifice 
Exterior 
Surface Dec/App 
Interior 
Surface 
2-4 Beaker 1 1.7 Shell 10 8 Red slipped/ Eroded 
Incised or 
engraved 
Red slip/ 
Eroded 
7-4 Beaker 3 11.1 Shell 12 12 Black slipped   Dark slip 
1-11 Bowl 1 3.6 Shell Ind. Ind. Plain Lip indent Plain 
1-12 Bowl 1 2.8 Shell Ind. <5 Eroded   Eroded/ Burnished 
1-13 Bowl 1 2.9 Shell Ind. <5 Plain   Plain 
1-14 Bowl 1 1.1 Shell 8 7 Plain   Plain 
3-3 Bowl 1 4.3 Shell 14 5 Plain   Eroded/ Black slip 
1-15 
Miniature 
Beaker or 
Bowl 
1 1.2 
Grog/ 
Fine 
Shell 
3 15 Plain   Plain 
1-16 Pinch Pot 1 0.8 None Ind. Ind. Plain   Plain 
5-4 Plate 12 89.5 Shell 48 +/- 2 15 Dark slipped and burnished 
Trailed 
weeping 
eye motif 
Dark slip 
and 
burnished 
8-2 Plate 3 12.2 Shell Ind. ≤5 Black slipped/ Eroded   
Light 
brown to 
black slip 
 Total 
 
26 131.2             
Table A. 7: Rhea other vessels
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Temper   
Surface Treatment N Wt (g) 
Shell   
Red Slip 85 229.5 
Dark Slip 151 499.5 
Incised/Etched 9 103.4 
Plain/Eroded 595 1896.5 
Cordmarked 162 433.6 
Cordmarked Ext/Red Slip Int 98 752.3 
Plain Ext/Red Slip Int 23 134.7 
Red Slip Ext/Red Slip Int 7 37.1 
Dark Slip Ext/Dark Slip Int 2 0.7 
Dark Slip Ext/Red Slip Int 3 7.2 
Grog   
Dark Slip 2 19.8 
Plain/Eroded 51 857.9 
Plain Ext/Red Slip Int 1 7.7 
Grit   
Plain/Eroded 2 24.7 
Shell/Grog   
Plain/Eroded 2 7.3 
Grit/Grog   
Cordmarked 1 2.7 
Total 1194 5014.6 
Table A. 8: Schoolhouse Branch body sherd data (majority of decorated sherds missing from assemblage) 
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Feature Burned Clay Potter's Clay 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Feature 1 2 4.5   
Feature 2 5 13.2   
Feature 3 5 32.5   
Feature 4 23 41.5   
Feature 5 28 35.4   
Feature 6 49 1275.0   
Feature 8 18 200.5 3 11.7 
Feature 10 1 9.2   
Feature 11 22 57.6   
Feature 12 15 230.4   
Feature 13 80 70.2 46 36.0 
Feature 14 1 3.9   
Feature 17 61 575.7   
Feature 18 3 2.1   
Feature 19 2 0.2   
Feature 22 1 1.4   
Feature 24 2 2.1   
Feature 25 2 4.8   
Feature 33 3 5.9   
Feature 37 1 2.6   
Feature 44 1 1.2   
Feature 46 2 3.1   
Feature 51 3 23.7   
Feature 57 3 5.0   
Total 333 2601.7 49 47.7 
Table A. 9: Schoolhouse Branch burned clay data 
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Vessel N sherds 
Wt 
(g) Temper Exterior Surface 
CM twist & 
orientation 
Decorations/
Appendages 
Interior 
Surface Lip form 
2-1 1 4.1 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Extruded 
6-1 1 6.0 Shell Burnished     Plain Everted 
6-2 1 15.2 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted 
6-7 1 7.1 Shell Plain/Eroded     Red slip Everted/Extruded 
8-1 1 3.5 Shell Dark slipped   Incised line on lip interior Tan slip Everted 
8-3 1 63.3 Shell Cordmarked Ind. twist, Vertical   Red slip Everted 
8-4 1 50.1 Shell Cordmarked Ind. twist, Vertical   Red slip Everted 
8-6 1 22.9 Shell Cordmarked Ind. twist, Vertical   Red slip Everted 
8-7 1 3.9 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted (?) 
8-10 1 4.4 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted/Extruded 
8-11 1 17.6 Shell Cordmarked Ind. twist, Vertical   Red slip Everted 
10-1 1 27.7 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted (?) 
11-1 1 7.5 Shell Burnished     Plain Everted 
11-2 1 28.8 Shell Dark slipped/ Burnished   Ramey Incised  Plain Everted 
12-1 1 51.5 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted 
12-7 1 4.3 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Ind. 
13-3 1 5.8 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted 
13-5 1 2.5 Shell Plain/Eroded     Red slip Ind. 
17-4 1 72.5 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted 
17-5 1 78.3 Shell Plain/Eroded     Plain Everted 
17-6 1 2.7 Shell Plain/Eroded     Red slip Everted 
26-1 2 168.6 Shell Cordmarked S-twist, Vertical & Diagonal \\\   Red slip Everted 
46-3 1 38.3 Shell Dark slipped     Plain Everted/Extruded 
Total 24 686.6       
Table A. 10: Schoolhouse Branch jars (use-wear data not recorded)
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Vessel 
Orifice 
Diameter 
(cm) 
% of Orifice 
Lip 
Length 
(mm) 
Wall 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Lip 
Thickness 
(mm) 
LP Index 
(WT/LL)  
2-1 Ind. Ind. 12.00   5.00   
6-1 Ind. Ind. 19.30   6.00   
6-2 44 5 20.20 6.30 11.50 0.31 
6-7 Ind. Ind. 10.10 6.50 5.40 0.64 
8-1 Ind. Ind. 18.00 6.72 5.71 0.37 
8-3 30 17 26.00 7.00 7.50 0.27 
8-4 32 10 33.40 9.40 11.35 0.28 
8-6 26-28 5 21.80 6.50 6.60 0.30 
8-7 Ind. Ind.     9.00   
8-10 10-12 5 10.20 6.20 5.00 0.61 
8-11 20-22 7 19.96 7.60 5.60 0.38 
10-1 40+ ≤5 25.60 8.17 13.18 0.32 
11-1 Ind. Ind. 20.45 7.20 7.00 0.35 
11-2 28-30 7 18.57 5.28 8.00 0.28 
12-1 32-34 7 23.56 8.00 8.25 0.34 
12-7 Ind. Ind.     6.00   
13-3 Ind. Ind. 21.50 6.36 6.50 0.30 
13-5 Ind. Ind.     7.15   
17-4 28-30 12 29.00 6.20 7.35 0.21 
17-5 36 6 24.25 7.50 8.40 0.31 
17-6 Ind. Ind. 18.50   5.00   
26-1 32 20 30.50 9.12 9.00 0.30 
46-3 8 25 11.74 5.40 7.30 0.46 
Table A. 11: Metric data from Schoolhouse Branch jars
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Vessel Vessel Type 
N 
sherds Wt (g) Temper 
Orifice 
Diameter 
(cm) 
% of 
Orifice 
Exterior 
Surface Dec/App 
Interior 
Surface 
3-1 Bowl 1 1.9 Shell Ind. <5 Dark slipped Incised Dark slip 
6-3 Bowl 1 5.4 Shell 14 7 Red slipped Incised Red slip 
6-4 Bowl 1 11.8 Grog Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Plain 
6-5 Bowl 3 33.8 Shell 14-16 7 Red slipped Handle Red slip 
6-6 Bowl 1 13.6 Shell 10-12 5 Plain/Eroded   Plain 
8-2 Bowl 1 36.8 Shell 40-42 8 Burnished Incised Plain 
8-8 Bowl 1 24.0 Grog 22-24 5 Plain/Eroded   Plain 
8-9 Bowl 1 3.5 Shell Ind. Ind. Cordmarked   Red slip 
12-3 Bowl 1 39.0 Grog 10 20 Plain/Eroded   Plain 
12-6 Bowl 1 7.7 Grog 11 8 Plain/Eroded   Red slip 
13-1 Bowl 1 17.5 Grog Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Plain 
13-2 Bowl 1 3.0 Shell Ind. Ind. Tan slipped Incised Tan slip 
13-4 Bowl 1 5.1 Grog/ Shell Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Plain 
22-1 Bowl 1 1.5 Shell Ind. Ind. Burnished   Plain 
25-1 Bowl 1 8.9 Grog Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Plain 
27-1 Bowl 1 1.7 Shell Ind. Ind. Red slipped   Red slip 
46-1 Bowl 1 9.9 Grog 12 9 Burnished   Plain 
Total  60 1110.8          
Table A. 12: Schoolhouse Branch bowls 
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Vessel Vessel Type 
N 
sherds Wt (g) Temper 
Orifice 
Diameter 
(cm) 
% of 
Orifice 
Exterior 
Surface Dec/App 
Interior 
Surface 
24-1 Beaker 2 6.6 Shell Ind. Ind. Dark slipped   Red slip 
8-12 Bowl or Beaker 1 1.2 Shell Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Plain 
12-4 Bowl or Funnel 1 21.0 Grog Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Plain 
17-2 Miniature Bowl 1 6.0 Shell 4-5 >25% Plain/Eroded 
 Plain 
11-3 Pan 1 17.1 Shell Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Red slip 
46-2 Pan 2 26.6 Shell Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded Perforation Red slip 
51-1 Pan 1 21.4 Shell Ind. Ind. Plain/Eroded   Red slip 
8-5 Plate 2 42.0 Shell 24 5 Burnished     
10-2 Plate 1 6.7 Shell Ind. <5 Burnished Incised   
12-2 Plate 1 16.5 Shell 34 5 Plain/Eroded     
12-5 Plate 1 6.8 Shell Ind. Ind. Burnished     
17-1 Plate 1 11.1 Shell 34 6 Plain/Eroded     
17-3 Plate 1 2.6 Shell Ind. Ind. Dark slipped Incised Dark slip 
17-7 Plate 1 13.5 Shell 32-34 5 Burnished     
Total  60 1110.8          
Table A. 13: Schoolhouse Branch other vessels 
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Temper    
Surface Treatment N Wt (g) 
Shell     
Plain/Eroded 85 205.4 
Cordmarked 8 74.2 
Eroded Cordmarked 15 91.4 
Eroded Ext/Dark Slip Int 5 4.6 
Dark Slip Ext/Dark Slip Int 4 6.6 
Grit   
Cordmarked Ext/Cordmarked or Fabric Impressed Int 1 11.2 
Grit/Grog   
Plain/Eroded 1 3.2 
Total 119 396.6 
Table A. 14: Hook and Ladder body sherd data 
 
 
 
 
Feature Burned Clay > 1/4" 
Dust 
< 1/4" 
N Wt (g) Wt (g) 
Feature 1 90 184.7 1.2 
Table A. 15: Hook and Ladder burned clay data
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Vessel N sherds Wt (g) Temper 
Exterior 
Surface 
Dec/ 
App 
Use Wear 
(exterior) 
Interior 
Surface Lip Form 
1-1 3 3.9 Shell Black slipped Handle ? Black slip 
Flared rim, rolled 
lip 
1-2 3 10.8 Shell Eroded red slipped    No 
Eroded 
red slip 
Flared rim, 
thickened lip 
1-3 1 1.5 Shell Plain/ Eroded   Burned? Plain 
Flared rim, 
unmodified lip 
Total 7 16.2            
Table A. 16: Hook and Ladder jars 
 
Vessel Orifice Diameter (cm) 
% of 
Orifice 
Lip Length 
(mm) 
Wall Thickness 
(mm) 
LP Index 
(WT/LL) 
1-1 Ind. Ind. 7.42 4.59 0.62 
1-2 Ind. < 5% 9.38 5.79 0.62 
1-3 Ind. < 5% 4.73 4.32 0.91 
Table A. 17: Metric data from Hook and Ladder jars
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Appendix B: Lithic Artifact Data 
 
 
 
Rhea: Tables B. 1 – B. 6 
 
Schoolhouse Branch: Tables B. 7– B. 12 
 
Hook and Ladder: Tables B. 13 – B. 14
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Table B. 1: Rhea chert debitage by feature 
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Table B. 1: Rhea chert debitage by feature continued 
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Table B. 1: Rhea chert debitage by feature continued 
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Chert Type 
Chert Type 
Total 
Unutilized 
Flake Utilized <45° Utilized >45° 
Utilized < & 
> 45° 
Retouched 
Flake Core 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Burlington 602 754.7 139 98.4 28 114.7 33 105.4 10 49.3 4 24.2   
CH Burlington 245 275.3 105 66.9 23 61.0 14 18.8 5 45.0 3 3.7   
CH HR Burlington 14 47.0 1 0.3 1 16.3 3 9.9       
CH HR/WG 
Burlington 2 9.5 2 9.5 
          
CH WG Burlington 170 404.3 52 65.8 11 37.6 13 44.6 5 57.4 1 2.8 1 70.8 
Cobden 8 6.8 5 1.4           
Glacial Burlington 2 31.3 1 15.7           
Glacial Till 9 142.7 2 17.9           
Gravel 1 0.8             
Indeterminate 171 177.3 14 21.7 2 0.8         
Kaolin 22 58.4 10 29.0 1 2.7         
Mill Creek 443 533.5 121 89.1 2 3.4 5 77.4       
St. Louis 8 159.5 4 2.9 1 14.4 1 2.0       
Ste. Genevieve 27 43.7 7 4.7           
Total 1724 2644.8 463 423.3 69 250.9 69 258.1 20 151.7 8 30.7 1 70.8 
Table B. 2: Rhea chert debitage by chert type 
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Chert Type 
Core Frag/ 
Shatter 
Block 
Shatter 
Thermal 
Shatter 
Flake 
Shatter Microblade 
Microblade 
Core Biface 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Burlington 5 70.7 159 167.6 183 109.6 26 5.0     1 1.2 
CH Burlington 3 9.6 76 63.8   13 4.4   1 1.2   
CH HR Burlington   7 20.1   1 0.3       
CH HR/WG 
Burlington   
            
CH WG Burlington 5 25.2 75 68.6   3 0.3 1 0.1   1 6.5 
Cobden   2 4.7 1 0.7         
Glacial Burlington 1 15.6             
Glacial Till   1 6.8           
Gravel               
Indeterminate 2 13.7 34 50.3 69 65.3 8 1.5     1 2.1 
Kaolin 1 22.6 6 3.0   2 0.5       
Mill Creek 4 35.8 89 96.6 33 32.7 19 3.8     3 11.6 
St. Louis 1 137.8 1 2.4           
Ste. Genevieve 1 17.0 16 20.5 3 1.5         
Total 23 348.0 466 504.4 289 209.8 72 15.8 1 0.1 1 1.2 6 21.4 
Table B. 2: Rhea chert debitage by chert type continued 
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Chert Type 
Hoe Blade 
Flake 
Adze Blade 
Flake 
Other Biface  
Thinning 
Flake 
Thermally 
Shattered 
Hoe Frag 
Cobble Pebble Other 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Burlington 4 1.2 4 1.4 1 0.7     4 1.4 1 3.9 
CH Burlington 2 0.9             
CH HR Burlington 1 0.1             
CH HR/WG 
Burlington   
            
CH WG Burlington   1 1.3         1 23.3 
Cobden               
Glacial Burlington               
Glacial Till         5 117.1 1 0.9   
Gravel           1 0.8   
Indeterminate           41 21.9   
Kaolin 2 0.6             
Mill Creek 52 68.1   12 29.5 103 85.5       
St. Louis               
Ste. Genevieve               
Total 61 70.9 5 2.7 13 30.2 103 85.5 5 117.1 47 25.0 2 27.2 
Table B. 2: Rhea chert debitage by chert type continued  
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Table B. 3: Rhea chert projectile points 
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Table B. 4: Rhea formal chert tools 
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Table B. 5: Rhea groundstone lithics 
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Table B. 5: Rhea groundstone lithics continued 
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Table B. 5: Rhea groundstone lithics continued 
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Table B. 6: Rhea formal groundstone objects 
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Table B. 7: Schoolhouse Branch chert debitage by feature  
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Table B. 7: Schoolhouse Branch chert debitage by feature continued 
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Table B. 7: Schoolhouse Branch chert debitage by feature continued  
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Table B. 7: Schoolhouse Branch chert debitage by feature continued 
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Chert Type 
Chert Type 
Total 
Unutilized 
Flake Utilized Flake Core Block Shatter 
Thermal 
Shatter 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Blair 2 8.0 1 6.7 1 1.3       
Burlington 1556 4776.2 1213 1267.3 156 1062.1 21 2143.3 91 192.1 43 47.4 
Indeterminate 11 11.5 7 2.7     3 3.6 1 5.2 
Kaolin 28 937.1 21 82.6 4 32.9 1 815.1 2 6.5   
Mill Creek 125 728.8 65 43.3 7 72.2 1 13.7 13 25.8 1 1.8 
Salem 2 2.4 1 0.1         
Ste. Genevieve 4 23.6 3 20.0 1 3.6       
Total 1728 6487.6 1311 1422.7 169 1172.1 23 2972.1 109 228.0 45 54.4 
Table B. 8: Schoolhouse Branch chert debitage by chert type 
 
Chert Type Microblade 
Microblade 
Core Biface 
Hoe Blade 
Flake 
Hoe Blade 
Frag Cobble 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Blair             
Burlington 11 5.5 3 15.1 4 37.6 14 5.8     
Indeterminate             
Kaolin             
Mill Creek     4 126.3 28 22.7 5 233.7 1 189.3 
Salem       1 2.3     
Ste. Genevieve             
Total 11 5.5 3 15.1 8 163.9 43 30.8 5 233.7 1 189.3 
Table B. 8: Schoolhouse Branch chert debitage by chert type continued 
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Feature Description Wt (g) 
Max. 
Length 
(mm) 
Max. 
Width 
(mm) 
Max. 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Comments 
Feature 8 Mill Creek; notched point 2.1 24.82 16.76 6.05  
Feature 17 Heat-treated Burlington; Matanzas point 6.4 45.76 18.51 6.6  
Feature 17 Burlington; notched Cahokia point 0.6 19.1 6.35 3.16  
Feature 17 Burlington; notched Cahokia point 1.3 25.26 13.11 3.66 Crudely made or never finished 
Feature 17 Burlington; tri-notched Cahokia point 1.1 30.38 14.51 2.72  
Feature 17 Burlington; Madison point 2.7 34.09 18.7 5.08  
Feature 17 Burlington; notched Cahokia point 0.5 20.0+ 13.8 2.62 Modified flake 
Feature 17 Burlington; notched Cahokia point 0.7 25.03 13.53 2.4  
Feature 17 Burlington; notched point with prominent ears 0.9 28.35 17.71 3.16 
 
Feature 38 Burlington; notched Cahokia point 0.3 14.97+ 8.56 2.24 Base is broken off 
Feature 46 Heat-treated Burlington; notched triangular point 0.6 16.97 13.36 2.86 
 
Feature 46 Burlington; notched Cahokia point 0.7 20.98 12.9 2.96 Expediently modified flake 
Table B. 9: Schoolhouse Branch projectile points 
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Feature Description Wt (g) 
Max. 
Length 
(mm) 
Max. 
Width 
(mm) 
Max. 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Re-worked/  
Re-used? 
Use 
Wear? Comments 
Feature 8 Mill Creek; hoe 555.5 236.0 128.4 21.0 Maybe? No No polish; either never used or completely re-worked 
Feature 8 Mill Creek; Ramey Knife 57.2 80.4+ 52.9 13.5 Yes Yes 
 
Feature 17 Mill Creek; Ramey Knife 30.8 60.2+ 47.0 9.3 Yes Yes 
 
Table B. 10: Schoolhouse Branch formal chert tools 
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Table B. 11: Schoolhouse Branch groundstone lithics 
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Table B. 11: Schoolhouse Branch groundstone lithics continued  
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Feature Material Type Item Type Wt (g) 
Max. 
Length 
(mm) 
Max. 
Width 
(mm) 
Max. 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Re-
worked/  
Re-used? 
Use 
Wear? Comments 
Feature 9 Basalt 
Celt 
Fragment 
(bit) 
277.8 77.65+ 67.5 36.3 Yes Yes Pitting from use on both surfaces 
Feature 24 Sandstone Tablet 221.2 74.89 84.08 25.5 
Cross-hatched/triangle pattern on both sides; 
one side more worn down than the other, 
seemingly from use as a flat abrader; abrader 
grooves also present 
Table B. 12: Schoolhouse Branch formal groundstone objects 
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Feature Chert Type 
Feature 
Total 
Unutilized 
Flake Utilized <45° Utilized >45° 
Utilized < & 
> 45° 
Retouched 
Flake 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Feature 1 Burlington 75 132.3 7 4.0 1 0.6 4 53.4 2 17.3   
Feature 1 CH Burlington 4 3.9 2 0.9       1 1.2 
Feature 1 CH Wood Grain Burlington 3 56.9 1 0.6 
        
Feature 1 Mill Creek 6 23.5 2 1.8   1 3.4     
Feature 1 Ste. Genevieve 1 1.7           
Feature 1 Indeterminate 18 21.6   1 0.7 1 0.7   1 5.6 
Total  107 239.9 12 7.3 2 1.3 6 57.5 2 17.3 2 6.8 
Table B. 13: Hook and Ladder chert debitage 
Feature Chert Type 
Core Frag/ 
Shatter 
Block 
Shatter 
Thermal 
Shatter 
Flake 
Shatter 
Thermally 
Shattered 
Hoe Frag 
Pebble 
N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) N Wt (g) 
Feature 1 Burlington   7 6.0 51 49.4 1 .1 1 1.1 1 .4 
Feature 1 CH Burlington     1 1.8       
Feature 1 CH Wood Grain Burlington 1 55.1 1 1.2         
Feature 1 Mill Creek   1 16.6 1 .5   1 1.2   
Feature 1 Ste. Genevieve   1 1.7         
Feature 1 Indeterminate   3 2.4 11 11.5 1 .7     
Total  1 55.1 13 27.9 64 63.2 2 .8 2 2.3 1 .4 
Table B. 13: Hook and Ladder chert debitage continued 
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Table B. 14: Hook and Ladder groundstone lithics 
 391  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix C: Rhea Faunal Remains 
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Faunal Analysis, Rhea (11S2086) Site 
St. Clair County, Illinois 
Steven R. Kuehn - November 2018 
 
Archaeological investigations conducted at the Rhea site in 2017 recovered a small, 
minimally preserved faunal assemblage. Nearly all of the faunal material was obtained from 
feature context, and is associated with the Moorehead phase occupation of the site. Although 
limited in size and hindered by the paucity of identifiable specimens, the Rhea assemblage 
provides insight on rural Moorehead phase subsistence practices at a rural nodal upland site, 
and adds to our growing knowledge of late Mississippian faunal exploitation in the region.  
 
Methods of Analysis 
 
 Faunal material from Rhea was obtained through screening and hand collection in the 
field, and flotation of feature sediment in the lab. The following information was recorded for 
each specimen larger than 2 mm: element, side of the body (when applicable), section or 
portion of the element, and taxonomic classification. Relative (e.g., adult or juvenile/sub-adult) 
age was recorded when it could be reliably determined, based on the degree of epiphyseal 
fusion, tooth eruption, and occlusal wear. Refitting of bone fragments was restricted to 
specimens recovered from within the same feature. Each specimen was examined for exposure 
to heat, in the form of burned and calcined bone. Evidence of butchering (e.g., cut and chop 
marks, spiral fractures) was recorded when observed. Modified bone and shell artifacts are 
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described in detail separately. Due to specimen fragmentation, otherwise unidentifiable pieces 
of mammal and bird bone are categorized as large-sized, medium-sized, or small-sized based on 
the relative size and thickness of each specimen. The approximate live weight of large-sized 
mammals is considered to be greater than 50 lbs (23 kg), 11 to 50 lbs (5 to 23 kg) for medium-
sized mammals, and less than 10 lbs for small-sized mammals. Indeterminate bird remains were 
treated in a similar fashion, divided into large-sized (e.g., turkey, Canada goose, or larger), 
medium-sized (e.g., large duck, cormorant), and small-sized (e.g., teal-sized duck, passenger 
pigeon, or smaller) bird. When it was not possible to reliably categorize a specimen based on 
size, it is listed simply as mammal or bird of indeterminate size.  
 An osteological comparative collection and various reference manuals facilitated 
specimen identification. The quantitative measure of the number of identified specimens per 
taxon (NISP) is used throughout this report unless otherwise noted. Minimum number of 
individuals per taxon (MNI) determinations are based on comparison of repeating or multiple 
elements, relative age, and overall size, and calculated for the assemblage as a whole. In 
general, MNI estimates are made only for specimens minimally identifiable to the genus or 
special level (following Reitz and Wing 1999:198-199). Habitat information is taken from 
Jackson (1961) for mammals, Phillips et al. (1999) for reptiles, and Smith (1979) for fish.  
 
Results 
 
 The Rhea faunal assemblage contains 110 pieces of bone and shell (Table C.1). Thirty-
seven specimens are burned or calcined. The remains were recovered primarily from feature 
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context, with a small amount of bone obtained from surface context. Eighteen pieces of bone 
cannot be reliably classified to element or a specific taxon, and are listed as taxon 
indeterminate (Vertebrata). Seven pieces of Vertebrata bone are burned or calcined; none 
exhibit butchery marks or evidence of modification. 
 
Mammals 
 Eighty-four mammal remains are present in the assemblage. Twenty-three specimens 
are identifiable as white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), with a minimum of one adult 
individual represented. Four pieces of deer bone are burned or calcined. Deer elements 
recognized consist of two antler tine fragments, one radius shaft, the proximal-shaft portion of 
a right tibia, a scaphoid fragment, and 18 tooth fragments. None of the deer remains exhibit 
butchery marks. One element, the right radius shaft fragment, has been modified. 
 The modified deer radius was recovered from Feature 24. It is calcined, and was refit 
from nine fragments. It is 101 mm long, 10 mm thick at the midpoint, and 2.3 mm wide at the 
center. The entire artifact has been heavily smoothed, with rounded edges and tips. The distal 
tip, opposite the perforation, has been slightly thinned in comparison to the proximal end. The 
perforation is circular in shape and approximately 3 mm in diameter. Overall, the artifact has a 
slight curve along the long axis, but this may have resulted from warping or bending when the 
item was burned. No decorative elements were observed on the item, but any present would 
likely have been lost when the artifact was burned. The artifact is most likely a pendant, with 
the perforation serving as a suspension point for a cord. It is also possible that the item 
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represents a small shuttle, used for weaving. This interpretation is less likely, however, due to 
the relatively small size of the artifact and the distinct thinning observed at the distal end.  
 One complete left humerus is identifiable as common mole (Scalopus aquaticus). The 
mole element is unburned, and shows no butchery marks or evidence of modification. It is likely 
intrusive or naturally occurring, and does not represent a dietary item associated with the 
Moorehead phase occupation.  
Sixteen pieces of bone, seven of which are burned or calcined, are categorized as large-
sized mammal. Eleven specimens are long bone shaft pieces, and five are indeterminate to 
element. None of the large-sized mammal bones display butchery marks or modification 
evidence, but one long bone shaft fragment has extensive rodent gnawing on both ends.  
One indeterminate fragment is listed as medium-large mammal. The bone is unburned. 
Two long bone shaft fragments, one of which is burned, are classified as medium-sized 
mammal. No butchery marks or evidence of modification was observed on any of the medium-
large or medium-sized mammal remains. 
 Forty-one pieces of bone are categorized as indeterminate mammal. Fifteen 
indeterminate mammal remains are burned or calcined. None of the indeterminate mammal 
bones show butchery marks or modification evidence.  
 
Birds 
 One bird bone, a thoracic vertebra fragment from a medium-sized bird, was recovered. 
The element is from an adult individual, but lacks the diagnostic traits necessary for specific 
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identification. The bird bone is not burned, and shows no butchery marks or modification 
evidence.  
 
Reptiles 
 Five pieces of turtle shell are present in the assemblage. One carapace fragment is from 
an indeterminate pond/box turtle (Emydidae), and four carapace/plastron fragments are listed 
as indeterminate turtle. The pond/box turtle and two of the indeterminate turtle shell 
fragments are burned. None of the reptile remains display butchery marks or evidence of 
modification.  
 
Fish 
 One right hyomandibular fragment is identifiable as indeterminate bullhead (Ameiurus 
sp.). The specimen is unburned, and shows no evidence of butchery or modification.  
 
Mollusks 
 One shell fragment is classified as indeterminate mussel. The element is unburned and 
exhibits no butchery marks or modification evidence. The shell was found 10 m east of 
Excavation Block 1 on the surface, and may represent a natural or intrusive item. 
 
Distribution, Habitat Representation, and Seasonality 
 As indicated in Table C.1, faunal material was recovered from eight features, with a 
small amount of bone also found in surface contexts. The majority of remains were obtained 
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from Feature 5, a bell-shaped storage pit associated with Feature 1, a rectangular structure. 
Eleven pieces of bone were recovered from Feature 1, and 18 faunal remains were found in 
Feature 7, another rectangular structure. The remaining five features each contained no more 
than three pieces of bone. Given the limited size of the assemblage and paucity of specifically 
identifiable remains, it is not possible to make meaningful comparisons of differential 
taxonomic distribution between features.  
 The taxa recovered suggest exploitation of fauna from a variety of different local 
habitats. White-tailed deer occur in an array of settings, but prefer forest-edge habitats. 
Bullheads, depending on the species, are found in ponds, lakes, and creeks. Turtles are 
predominantly aquatic in nature, although box turtles (Terrapene sp.) occupy forest, forest-
edge, and prairie habitats. Moles are most common in meadow, prairie, and woodland settings.  
 No specific evidence for season of occupation was recognized in the assemblage. Deer 
antler are typically thought of as indicative of the late fall or winter, but as they were often 
curated as tool stock for later use they are not a good seasonal indicator. The presence of fish 
and aquatic turtle remains suggests an open-water season of occupation, between late spring 
and early winter. In general, a spring through late fall/early winter occupation seems most 
likely. The composition of the faunal assemblage, however, does not preclude a year-round 
occupation of the site.  
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Discussion 
 
 The Rhea faunal assemblage is relatively small, not well preserved, and contains few 
specimens that can be specifically identified. White-tailed deer remains are relatively common 
with bullhead, pond/box turtle, and common mole bones also recognized. The mole element, 
however, may be intrusive or naturally occurring and not necessarily a dietary item. The overall 
composition of the assemblage suggests a broad-based exploitation strategy, with a probable 
focus on deer and aquatic resources. This dietary pattern is consistent with that seen at other 
larger, presumably more representative, faunal assemblages from other Late Mississippian sites 
in the American Bottom (e.g., Kuehn 2017). Although a broad-based exploitation strategy is 
common, some variations have been noted for Moorehead phase sites located in different 
landscape settings. At upland sites, for example, mammal remains tend to be more abundant. 
Sites farther from the floodplain typically contain fewer aquatic remains. Preservation may also 
be an important factor, as upland sites generally have less favorable preservation and as a 
result fewer fish, bird, and other fragile remains are less common.  
 The Rhea faunal assemblage, although limited in size and number of identifiable 
specimens, is consistent in composition with larger Moorehead phase assemblages from the 
American Bottom uplands. The data obtained make an important contribution towards the 
better understanding of Mississippian faunal exploitation in the greater American Bottom 
region.  
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 Feature Total 
Taxon 1 2 3 5 7 8 8/9 24 Surface NISP MNI Burned 
White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) 2 2  16 2   1  23 1 4 
Common mole (Scalopus aquaticus)     1     1 1  
Large-sized mammal 2   9 1    4 16  7 
Medium-large mammal 1   1      1   
Medium-sized mammal    1      2  1 
Mammal, indet. 4  1 23 11 1 1   41  15 
Medium-sized bird    1      1   
Pond/box turtle, indet. (Emydidae) 1         1 1 1 
Turtle, indet.  1   1 1 1    4  2 
Bullhead, indet. (Ameiurus sp.)    1      1 1  
Mussel, indet.         1 1   
Taxon indet. (Vertebrata)    15 2 1    18  7 
Total 11 2 1 68 18 3 1 1 5 110 4 37 
Table C. 1: Rhea faunal remains 
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Appendix D: Rhea Floral Remains 
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Plant Remains from the Rhea (11S2086) Site 
Kimberly Schaefer – April 2020 
 
The Rhea site (11S2086) was a small Moorehead phase site in the uplands east of the 
American Bottom. It was located south of Cahokia and was occupied during a time when that 
site was possibly already undergoing a population decline or change. The local environment 
was dominated by forests, both mesic and dry in the uplands and floodplain forests along the 
creeks, however hill prairies were also common on bluffs (Schwegman 1972). They contained a 
rich array of plant and animal species.  
 
Methods 
 
Analysis followed standard ISAS protocols (ISAS 2012). Samples were first passed 
through a screen with 2 mm openings to divide material into fractions of items larger than 2 
mm and items smaller than 2 mm in size. Carbonized plant material larger than 2 mm was fully 
sorted into categories, counted, and weighed. With the exception of wood, all fragments larger 
than 2 mm were identified as specifically as possible, counted, and weighed. For wood charcoal, 
an attempt was made to identify 20 randomly selected fragments. If a sample contained less 
than 20 pieces of wood, identification was attempted for all. Material smaller than 2 mm was 
examined under low magnification (ca. 6X to 40X) using a stereoscopic microscope. Seeds and 
other botanical material were pulled and identified as specifically as possible. This material was 
counted but not weighed. Identifications were made with reference to the ISAS comparative 
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collection and standard texts and photos (Core et al. 1979; Hoadley 1990; Martin and Barkley 
1961; USDA Plants Database 2019). 
 
Results 
 
A total of 26 samples from 15 features were examined for this report. Results are 
presented in Table 1. The assemblage from this site included a typical array of plants found in 
Moorehead sites including wood, nutshell, maize and seeds from both wild and domesticated 
species.  
 Nuts were an important food resource for people in the American Bottom and 
surrounding regions throughout prehistory. Thick-shelled hickory (403ary asp., n=1591) was the 
most abundant type of nutshell at the Rhea site, as it is at many others. It was also very 
ubiquitous being found in 93 percent of the analyzed features. Hickory shells are very dense 
and hard so they survive burning much better than many other types of plant remains and are 
probably over-represented in the archaeological record. In contrast, the other two types of nuts 
found in the Rhea assemblage, hazelnut (Corylus sp.) and acorn (Quercus sp.), are quite thin and 
tend to survive less often after carbonization and are therefore likely under-represented. A 
single piece of acorn nutmeat was also found in Feature 8. All three nuts would have been 
valuable wild sources of food for the residents of the site. They are highly predictable and could 
be collected in bulk during the fall and stored for future use for long periods of time. Acorns are 
good sources of carbohydrates while hickories and hazelnuts were high in fats. Hickories could 
be used to produce oil that was often used by Native Americans in cooking (Scarry 2003).  
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 Wood was the most abundant type of plant remains found at Rhea. It was also 
ubiquitous, being found in all features. Most of the wood was unidentifiable or only identifiable 
as ring-porous wood. Of the wood that could be identified, most was hickory (n=57) although 
oak (n=25) and ash (Fraxinus sp., n=6) were also present in lower numbers.  
  Only a limited number of seeds were found in the Rhea assemblage. The most 
numerous belonged to native plants that produced starchy seeds. These species were 
cultivated in the area as part of the Eastern Agricultural Complex. Of these, maygrass (Phalaris 
caroliniana) was the most abundant and ubiquitous as it was found in a third of the analyzed 
features. Goosefoot (Chenopodium berlandieri) was a close second in both abundance and 
ubiquity. Small numbers of little barley (Hordeum pusillum) and erect knotweed (Polygonum 
erectum) were also present. Starchy-seeded plants like these were good sources of 
carbohydrates and could have been harvested and stored for use throughout the year. 
Maygrass may have been especially useful as it ripens in the late spring/early summer when 
few other plant foods are available (Scarry 2003). Thus, it may have been a welcome source of 
fresh food after stores had been depleted over the winter.  
 A few seeds in the Rhea assemblage came from oily-seeded native crops. These are 
represented by three sunflower (Helianthus annuus) seeds and a single sumpweed (Iva annuua) 
seed. Oily seeds are typically much less abundant than starchy seeds in American Bottom sites 
so Rhea follows a familiar pattern in this (Simon and Parker 2006). 
 Other seeds were scarce in the Rhea assemblage. The most abundant of these was 
persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) represented by six seed fragments in Feature 8. Persimmons 
are a nutritious fruit that ripens in the fall but could be dried and made into “bread” for later 
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use (Scarry 2003). Two wild plants were represented by single panic grass (Panicum sp.) and 
morning glory (Ipomoea sp.) seeds. Grasses like panic grass were often used for technological 
uses like matting, thatch, or pit lining. They are also represented in the site by a few pieces of 
monocot stems. Morning glory is interesting in that some species in this genus from 
Mesoamerica are known to have psychoactive properties and were used by native people in 
ritual contexts. It does not seem that the morning glories native to Illinois shared these 
properties but they are frequently found in ritual contexts in the area (Simon and Parker 2018).  
 The last major plant found in the Rhea assemblage was maize (Zea mays). Maize kernels 
and cupules were found in moderate quantities in 87 percent of the features. Cupules, part of 
the maize cobs, were ten times more common in the recovered material than maize kernels. 
This suggests that maize was processed at the site as the cobs must be removed before the 
kernels are consumed.  
 
Plant Remains by Feature 
 
Samples were analyzed from three structures excavated at Rhea: Features 1, 2, and 7. 
Feature 1 was a Moorehead phase structure that had been rebuilt three times before being 
burnt down. It contained some hickory nutshell, wood, and little else. Feature 24, a corner pit 
inside the structure, contained a similar array of material with just a few more starchy and oily 
seeds. Feature 32 was a large post with an extraction pit in the southeast corner of Feature 1. It 
contained wood, bark, nutshell, and a small amount of maize. This material probably came from 
building material and waste left in the house when it burned. Feature 30, a small surface hearth 
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in Feature 1, contained only hickory and wood. Feature 16, a possible burial superimposed by 
Feature 1, contained very few plants remain but did include some hickory nutshell, wood, and a 
few pieces of maize. Feature 5 was a pit located south-southwest of Feature 1. It contained 
wood, hickory nutshell, maize, and more seeds (goosefoot and maygrass) than most features in 
the site. Overall, therefore, Feature 1 and its associated features contained most of the types of 
plants found in the Rhea assemblage but in low quantities 
 Feature 2, a small oval or rectangular post structure, may have been a storage feature 
associated with Feature 1. It contained a large amount of hickory nutshell, little wood and 
maize, but no seeds. If it was used as a granary, it therefore must have been cleaned out very 
thoroughly before abandonment.  
 Feature 7 was a large Moorehead phase structure that burned down. Like Feature 1, it 
contained hickory nutshell, wood, and few other plant remains. Feature 23, a circular puddled 
hearth found on the floor of Feature 7, contained very small amounts of hickory nutshell, 
hazelnut, wood, and maize. It is common for hearths to contain little identifiable plant material 
as they may have been cleaned out periodically or burned hot enough that all of the plants that 
were left in them were reduced to ash. Feature 19, a storage pit found in the southeast corner 
of the structure, contained much larger quantities of wood, nutshell, and maize as well as a 
single little barley seed. Feature 17 was a pit that both superimposed and was superimposed by 
the southern wall trench of Feature 7. It might be related to the placement and removal of a 
post or other object. It contained a very large amount of wood and lesser amounts of nutshell, 
maize, and a few seeds. Most of the identified wood in this feature was hickory but small 
amounts of other types were present. Feature 25 was a central support post for Feature 7 and 
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also contained a very large amount of burnt wood and not much else. All of the identified wood 
from this feature was oak so if the post was still in place when the structure was burned, it may 
have been made out of oak wood. Features 8 and 9 were two superimposed pits located just 
south of Feature 7 and probably associated with it as storage or refuse pits. Feature 8 
contained a large number of nutshell fragments, which were mostly hickory but also contained 
the majority of the acorn nutshell found at the site. A single piece of acorn nutmeat was also 
present in Feature 8. Feature 9 contained a smaller quantity of nutshell and both features 
contained low amounts of wood, seeds, and maize. Feature 8 contained all of the persimmon 
seeds found in the assemblage and Feature 9 contained maygrass and knotweed. These plant 
remains suggest that these two pits probably were used to either store or dispose of food and 
food waste.  
 Feature 3 was a pit located south of Feature 4, a circular structure that was not analyzed 
for this report, and may have been a storage pit for Feature 1 or another structure. It contained 
a moderate amount of hickory nutshell but very little wood and maize and only one goosefoot 
seed. Hickory nuts may have been stored or disposed of in this pit.  
 
Discussion 
 
  The assemblage from Rhea contained plant taxa similar to those from other Moorehead 
phase sites in the nearby American Bottom and its surrounding uplands. They demonstrate 
continued cultivation of native crops and maize and reliance on wild resources, especially nuts. 
The Lembke No. 2 site (11S86) had a Moorehead/Sand Prairie component and was located on 
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the Silver Creek near Rhea. Plant remains were examined from seven pit features from this 
component. Nuts may have been an even more important food source at Lembke as fragments 
of nutshell outnumbered wood. All of the seeds found at Rhea were found at Lembke in low 
quantities except for sumpweed. The most abundant seed there was pigweed (Amaranthus 
sp.), which was not found at Rhea, but the second most abundant was goosefoot, the second 
most abundant seed at Rhea. One notable difference between Lembke and Rhea is that at the 
former maize outnumbered nutshell. At Rhea, in contrast, maize was found in relatively low 
numbers. This difference may be related to varying use of the two sites either in terms of the 
economic activities carried out at them or in site occupation length or intensity of use (Holley et 
al. 2001).  
 In the American Bottom, west of Rhea, the Julien site (11S63) had Late Woodland and 
Mississippian components. Plant remains were analyzed from 14 Moorehead phase features. 
Like Lembke No. 2, nuts greatly outnumbered wood in the analyzed Moorehead features at a 
ratio of 10.24 to 1 at Julien, even though they did not do so in other analyzed Mississippian 
components. This was again a much higher ratio than that found at Rhea, however this may be 
due to the small number of analyzed samples at both sites. All of the seeds found at Rhea were 
also found at Julien except for little barley and panic grass. Several unidentified grasses were 
found at Julien, however, and may have included panic grass. The abundance of seeds does 
differ slightly between the two sites. The most numerous seeds at Julien were erect knotweed 
and sumpweed, which were found only in low numbers at Rhea. However, this was because of 
a large number of those seeds in a single feature at Julien, which may represent a single 
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disposal or storage context. Maize was found in low numbers at Julien as at Rhea (Johannessen 
1984).  
 Rhea, therefore, is similar to other Moorehead sites in that it demonstrates that its 
inhabitants were continuing local foodway traditions of mixed foraging and farming. Nuts, 
especially hickory, were probably still an important part in people’s diets and may have been 
collected in areas around the site. Wild fruits, like persimmon, and greens provided variety and 
nutrients to their diets. Maize may perhaps have been slightly less important to the diets of 
people living at Rhea than it was at Lembke No. 2 but it was still an important source of food. 
Native starchy- and oily-seeded crops were also still being grown by the people of Rhea though 
perhaps in relatively modest quantities.  
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Feature Feature  Total  Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 5 Feature 7 
Volume (liters) 203 41 9 9 18 18 
 ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) 
Nutshell Total (> 2mm) 1655 21.43 61 .66 243 3.43 85 1.35 62 .75 85 .83 
Carya sp. (thick-shelled hickory) 1591 21.25 61 .66 238 3.53 85 1.35 60 .75 85 .83 
Carylus sp. (hazelnut) 11    2        
Quercus sp. (acorn) 53 .18   3    2    
             
Wood Total (> 2mm) 3415 44.52 24 .69 19 .1 13 .12 135 2.63 267 3.91 
Carya sp. (hickory) 57  2      6  14  
Fraxinus sp. (ash) 6            
Quercus sp. (oak) 25      1  6    
Total Identified 69  2    1  12  14  
Ring-porous 101  7  5  2  9  6  
Unidentifiable 167  15  14  10  19  19  
             
Seed Total 45  1    1  14  3  
Starchy Seed Total 22  1    1  10    
Chenopodium berlandieri 
(goosefoot) 9      1  6    
Hordeum pusillum (little barley) 1            
Phalaris caroliniana (maygrass) 11  1      4    
Polygonum erectum (erect 
knotweed) 1            
Oily Seed Total 4            
Helianthus anuus (sunflower) 
(>2 mm) 3            
Iva annua (sumpweed) 1            
Table D. 1: Plant remains from the Rhea Site (11S2086)  
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Feature Feature 8 Feature 9 Feature 16  Feature 17 Feature 19 Feature 23 
Volume (liters) 7  10 9 19 9 3 
 ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) 
Nutshell Total (> 2mm) 370 5.17 27 .27 19 .15 447 5.68 83 1.1 11 .09 
Carya sp. (thick-shelled hickory) 329 4.99 26 .27 19 .15 437 5.68 82 1.1 8 .09 
Carylus sp. (hazelnut)       5  1  3  
Quercus sp. (acorn) 41 .18 1    5      
             
Wood Total (> 2mm) 19 .27 11 .16 4 .06 1141 9.67 203 2.97 3 .14 
Carya sp. (hickory) 2  1  1  22    2  
Fraxinus sp. (ash)       6      
Quercus sp. (oak)   2      6    
Total Identified 2  3  1  9  6  2  
Ring-porous 8  2    10  12  1  
Unidentifiable 9  6  3  2  1    
             
Seed Total 6  3    3  1    
Starchy Seed Total   3    1  1    
Chenopodium berlandieri 
(goosefoot)    
   1      
Hordeum pusillum (little barley)         1    
Phalaris caroliniana (maygrass)   2          
Polygonum erectum (erect 
knotweed)   1 
         
Oily Seed Total       1      
Helianthus anuus (sunflower) 
(>2 mm)    
         
Iva annua (sumpweed)       1      
Table D. 1: Plant remains from the Rhea Site (11S2086) continued 
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Feature Feature 24 Feature 25 Feature 30 Feature 32 
Volume (liters) 13 5 11 22 
 ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt(g) 
Nutshell Total (> 2mm) 36 .34   23 .42 103 1.19 
Carya sp. (thick-shelled hickory) 36 .34   23 .42 102 1.19 
Carylus sp. (hazelnut)         
Quercus sp. (acorn)       1  
         
Wood Total (> 2mm) 59 .53 1212 20.96 31 .27 274 2.04 
Carya sp. (hickory) 1      6  
Fraxinus sp. (ash)         
Quercus sp. (oak)   10      
Total Identified 1  10    6  
Ring-porous 7  18  3  11  
Unidentifiable 27  12  17  12  
         
Seed Total 8      5  
Starchy Seed Total 2      3  
Chenopodium berlandieri 
(goosefoot) 1       
 
Hordeum pusillum (little barley)         
Phalaris caroliniana (maygrass) 1      3  
Polygonum erectum (erect 
knotweed)        
 
Oily Seed Total 2      1  
Helianthus anuus (sunflower) 
(>2 mm) 2      1 
 
Iva annua (sumpweed)         
Table D. 1: Plant remains from the Rhea Site (11S2086) continued 
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Feature Feature  Total  Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 5 Feature 7 
Volume (liters) 203 41 9 9 18 18 
 ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) 
Other Seed Total 9          2  
Diospyros virginiana 
(persimmon) 6            
Fabaceae 2          2  
Ipomoea sp. (morning glory) 1            
Panicum sp. (panic grass) 1            
Total Identified Seeds 26  1    1  1  2  
Unidentified 2            
Unidentifiable 8        4  1  
             
Zea mays Total 298 1.31 1  9  1  10 .06 2  
Z. mays kernel (>2 mm) 27 .07   3    1    
Z. mays kernel (<2 mm) p 0           
Z. mays cupule/glume (>2 mm) 271 1.24 1  6  1  9 .06 2  
Z. mays cupule/glume (<2 mm) p 0     p      
             
Other (>2mm) 947 8.94 33 .13 46 .26 5 .03 27 .12 31 .15 
Acorn (Querecus sp.) Nutmeat 1 .17           
Bark 144 .97   5 .03   1  3  
Monocot Stem  2 0         2  
Unknown Tissue/Amorphous 800 7.8 33 .13 41 .23 5 .03 26 .12 26 .15 
Total 6360 76.2 120 1.48 317 3.79 105 1.5 248 3.56 388 4.89 
Table D. 1: Plant remains from the Rhea site (11S2086) continued 
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Feature Feature 8 Feature 9 Feature 16  Feature 17 Feature 19 Feature 23 
Volume (liters) 7  10 9 19 9 3 
 ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) 
Other Seed Total 6            
Diospyros virginiana 
(persimmon) 6   
         
Fabaceae             
Ipomoea sp. (morning glory)       1      
Panicum sp. (panic grass)             
Total Identified Seeds 6  3    2  1    
Unidentified       1      
Unidentifiable             
             
Zea mays Total 9  4  3  17 .05 221 1.15 1  
Z. mays kernel (>2 mm) 6  1  1  6  7 .07   
Z. mays kernel (<2 mm)         p    
Z. mays cupule/glume (>2 mm) 3  3  2  11 .05 214 1.08 1  
Z. mays cupule/glume (<2 mm)   p    p  p  p  
             
Other (>2mm) 214 1.24 3 .01 5 .04 120 .54 18 .09 5  
Acorn (Querecus sp.) Nutmeat 1 .17           
Bark 4    5 .04 21 .1     
Monocot Stem              
Unknown Tissue/Amorphous 209 1.07 3 .01   99 .44 18 .09 5  
Total 618 6.68 48 .44 31 .25 1728 15.94 526 5.31 20 .23 
Table D. 1: Plant remains from the Rhea site (11S2086) continued 
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Feature Feature 24 Feature 25 Feature 30 Feature 32 
Volume (liters) 13 5 11 22 
 ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt (g) ct Wt(g) 
Other Seed Total 1        
Diospyros virginiana 
(persimmon)        
 
Fabaceae         
Ipomoea sp. (morning glory)         
Panicum sp. (panic grass) 1        
Total Identified Seeds 5      4  
Unidentified       1  
Unidentifiable 3        
         
Zea mays Total   2    18 .05 
Z. mays kernel (>2 mm)   2      
Z. mays kernel (<2 mm)         
Z. mays cupule/glume (>2 mm)       18 .05 
Z. mays cupule/glume (<2 mm)       p  
         
Other 21 .07 162 4.88 36 .21 221 1.17 
Acorn (Querecus sp.) Nutmeat         
Bark       105 .8 
Monocot Stem          
Unknown Tissue/Amorphous 21 .07 162 4.88 36 .21 116 .37 
Total 124 .94 1376 25.84 90 .9 621 4.45 
Table D. 1: Plant remains from the Rhea Site (11S2086) continued 
 
 
